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Abstract

This survey summarizes analytical, numerical and experimental investigations of targets subjected to non-
standard collisions, penetration and perforation of strikers, defined as all cases other than normal impingement of
a purely translating impactor on a stationary target at normal incidence. The vast majority of ballistic studies are
concerned with the standard configuration and conditions indicated, but virtually all field situations deviate from
this scenario. The topics treated here include: oblique impact, yaw impact, impact with yaw and obliquity, impact
on moving targets, rotating penetrators, impact of tumbling projectiles, impingement of jets or long rods with
relative target motion, and ricochet. Other types of nonideal projectile impact exist, but have not been sufficiently
explored to be documented here. The sections are divided by striker type (where applicable) as spheres,
projectiles and long rods; by velocity range, and by the type of investigation performed.

Sufficient technical information is presented to provide a reasonable assessment of the character, approach
and results obtained for the various studies. If more detailed information concerning analytical or experi-
mental procedures are required, the reader should consult the original references which are fully listed.
( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Notation

a linear acceleration; semi-major axis
aL coefficient
A area
A

$
areal density

A@, AA presented area
b semi-minor axis; length of target in contact with projectile face
b@ ("D tan a); empirical constant
b
1
b
22

b
6

constants
B Brinell hardness number; hinge pattern dimension
B
1
,B

2
constants

c sound velocity; wave speed
c
1
, c

2
,2 , c

6
constants

C distance from mass center to impact point
C

1
, C

2
constants

d diameter, distance
dA magnitude of a shift of axes
D diameter; projectile diameter
D@ energy dissipation rate
e energy per unit peripheral area
E energy; Young’s modulus
f friction coefficient
f S T function
F,F force
F* force required for plugging
F @ force reduction for plugging
Fª force required for hinge formation
FK
c

non-dimensional average contact force
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FM Froude number ("v2/Rg)
F
H

force during hole expansion
g acceleration due to gravity
G shear modulus
G critical energy release rate
h target thickness; thickness
h@ thickness of plug still attached to plate; variable plate thickness; petal thickness
HEL Hugoniot elastic limit
H @ lip height
i, j, k unit vectors along Cartesian axes x, y, z
i index
I impulse; moment of inertia
k
1
, k

2
constants

k
i

dimensional parameter (function of plate dimensions)
K bulk modulus; constant; transverse deflection factor
K

I#
critical fracture toughness

K* ratio of crater volume to kinetic energy
l jet length
¸ length; projectile length; lift
L linear momentum
¸@ half-length of hinge pattern; stretched jet element
LOS line-of-sight distance
m mass; projectile mass
m@ mass per unit length
m* mass diminished buoyancy effect
M, M bending moment; bending moment per unit length
M@ mass loss divided by ball mass
n dimensionless frequency; empirical exponent; material constant
n
i

component of unit normal vector
N normal force per unit length
N @ normal force
p pressure
P penetration
PK scaled penetration
P@ penetration per unit velocity increment
q empirical exponent; correction factor for plate contact area
Q shear force per unit length; shape factor; ratio of semi-major to semi-minor axis of an ellipse;

constant ratio of axial and transverse velocity
Q@ ratio of displacement in x to that in z direction
Q* ["2(S*!p

½d
4
) (1!R@2)/o

5
]

QK * ["6pd
4
(v

4
!º )/o

4
h (¸2#h2)]

r radial coordinate; radius
r@ location on petal from base
r
2

moment arm of shear force
R radius, projectile radius
R@ ["(o

5
/o

4
)1@2]

RA distance of current z-axis from initial projectile position
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s distance; lip width; crater surface extension
S scale; standoff; distance from edge
S@ target resistance
S@* modified target strength parameter
t time
¹ kinetic energy; torque
u displacement; surface displacement; lateral displacement; modal solution
º shock wave velocity; jet penetration velocity
v velocity
v@ dimensionless velocity ("o

5
v2/p

t
)

v* velocity of a sphere required to give a one diameter penetration
» shear volume
w deflection; transverse displacement
w@ width
¼ work
¼* work-hardening parameter
x, y, z local or material coordinates
x distance along striker axis
yN dimensionless height ("y/R)
z direction of projectile velocity vector or of perforation
X,½, Z inertial coordinates, position along these axes (X in target plane, Z normal to target plane)
Z total displacement
Z

/
distance from jet origin to target

Greek letters

a total yaw (or yaw)
a@ yaw angle component in horizontal plane when a pitch angle is present
aA pitch angle
b oblique angle
b* angle of incidence"complement of oblique angle"1

2
n!h if a"0

bK * average angle of incidence
c shear strain; half cone angle; total target inclination; shaped charge factor
c@ jet discontinuity factor
! Grüneisen coefficient; impact location factor; inclination angle of crater
!
%.

projected contact surface angle (normal view)
!@ projected contact surface angle (in direction of motion)
!* inclination angle of crater
d angular change of penetration path; change of trajectory angle; contact geometry angle;

crack opening displacement
dx length increment
dx* elongated length element
*@ impact offset or plate overlap ("S/d )
e strain
e* true strain
e6 equivalent strain
h trajectory (or impact) angle; input angle
h@ hinge angle, interface path angle
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# angular contact coordinate, temperature
i radius of curvature
j wavelength; jet particularization factor
" dimensionless constant; dimensionless jet stretching constant
k Poisson’s ratio
k@ ratio of target to projectile areal density ("o

5
h/o

4
¸ )

l, l
1

yaw angle parameters
m, g elliptical coordinates
m angle between hinge edge and contact point ("a#h!c); angle between striker trajectory

and contact surface
t caliber head radius ["1

4
[(¸

N
/D)2#1]]; sector angle

o density
p stress; strength
p* true stress
p6 equivalent stress
q duration; pulse duration; shear stress
/ circumferential coordinate or angle; angle between plate segment and original target surface;

target slope; angle due to target motion
/@ overlap factor angle [/@"cos~1 (1#2** )]; bulge line angle
/* contact angle at the beginning of the unpunched plug
/A rotation angle; angle of element with outward normal
' ratio M

:
/M

#3
; ratio of angular momentum of jet element to that of generating liner element

'@ ballistic limit factor
'A parameter
s, s

12
angular parameters

u angular velocity; frequency
) attached half angle of plug; angular velocity; ()"ov2/p

½
$
)

)@ ("ov2/2p
Y
)

Subscripts

a axial
avg average
A areal
b bumper; front surface
ba back
bd bounded
be bending
bl ballistic limit
bu breakup; particularization
B bulk
c contact
c@ complementary
cal calculated
cav cavitation
ce center
ch charge
cl collapse
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cl@ modified collapse
co constant
cr crack; critical
cs constrained
ct crater
cy cylindrical
C caliber; compressive
CH characteristic
d dynamic
di dilatational
deb debris
D drag
eff effective
em embedment
equ equivalent; equilibrium
er erosion
exp experimental
f final; residual
fr friction; frictional
frag fragment
F failure; front
g auxiliary; groove
G center of gravity; center of mass
h hinge
H hole
Hug Hugoniot
i inner
i, j, k indices
i@ interface; intersection
I inscribed
j jet
k particle
l lift
lim limit
L left; lateral
m mean; plastic (elementary theory)
maj major
max maximum
min minor; minimum
M missile
n normal; nth (particle, element); strain-hardening exponent
np non-perforation
N nose
o initial; base value
0 jet tip; initial
p plug
pet petal
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pl plate
pr presented
P plastic
q fragment
qs quasi-static
r radial; residual
re relative
ri ricochet
ro rotation
rt retardation
s striker; projectile
s@ slip
se secondary
st steel
S shank; shear; shield
t target
ta tangential
tear tearing
th theoretical
ti tip
tot total
tr true; translational
tu tumbling
T transverse; tensile; tangent
u ultimate
U shock wave velocity
v vertical
w water; wetted
x, y, z along x, y, z axes
X, ½, Z along X, ½, Z axes
Y yield
/ in circumferential direction
m in m direction
50 ballistic limit
R infinite, infinitely thick

Superscript

* dimensionless, unless otherwise defined
a analytical
e experimental

1. Introduction

The study of the effects of the impact of projectiles on targets has a long history of nearly two
and a half centuries; the first 150 years were devoted almost exclusively to empirical studies of
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the degree of penetration or achievement of perforation of innumerable targets struck under
a variety of conditions by all manner of missiles over the entire range of initial velocities
v
0

achievable at any particular time [1, 2]. The first collection of randomly conducted test results
was published by Helié [3]; this work also contained the first information on oblique impact,
a deviation from the standard test configurations of normal impact of a translating penetrator on
a stationary target. The end of the 19th century saw the beginning of simple semi-empirical or
quasi-rational representations of this type of impact; these have been successively refined during
the 20th century to more precisely model various mechanisms manifested in these collisions and
thus provide a measure of predictive capability. Furthermore, the last four decades have seen the
development of many numerical procedures in parallel with analytical tools to furnish an alterna-
tive method for a quantitative description of the impact event. When analytical representations
proved to be intractable or inadequate, computational results constituted the sole basis of
comparison with matching experimental data. These routines employ point or spatial discretiz-
ation, a constitutive equation for both mechanical and thermal behavior, and criteria for deforma-
tion and/or failure limits and physical separation of initially integral components.

2. Background and scope

2.1. Definitions

2.1.1. Ideal collision conditions
The vast majority of the investigations in this domain have involved what will be termed ‘‘ideal

collision conditions’’: the normal impact of a purely translating projectile against a stationary
object. The enormous literature on this subject encompasses a huge variety of different target
materials and thicknesses h (including the limiting semi-infinite case), as well as a host of striker
geometries and a velocity range from about 5 m/s to the hypervelocity domain, of the order of
15 km/s. A comprehensive survey of the subject up to 1977 is presented in Ref. [4], which also
contains a brief review of earlier summaries. That reference also provides a series of definitions that
will be continued in the current work. This includes the meaning of the all-inclusive expression
‘‘striker’’ and the more restricted significance of ‘‘projectile’’ and ‘‘penetrator’’, characterized by
a tip shape, shank diameter D, and length ¸. It also includes the definition of target, target element
and both target thickness (thin, h/D(1; intermediate, 1(h/D(10; and semi-infinite, h/D'10)
and velocity range classifications (subordnance, v

0
(500m/s: ordnance, 500(v

0
(1500m/s;

ultraordnance, 1.5(v
0
(3 km/s, and hypervelocity, v

0
'3 km/s).

However, these ideal impact situations only occur in the laboratory. In reality, target surfaces do
not present themselves at normal incidence to the trajectory of a projectile; even if the trajectory was
designed for the striker to arrive in this orientation, aerodynamic forces and instabilities will generate
collisions at obliquity and with yaw. While many targets are stationary, others will be in motion and,
further, the projectile may be fired from a mobile source, that effectively produces yaw and/or
obliquity. Many strikers are launched with a rotational velocity about their axes as the result of
barrel rifling; this spin also represents a stabilizing influence for their intended trajectory. Perforation
of or glancing contact with shields may induce striker tumbling, another frequently observed
projectile motion. These deviations from the ideal collision scenario will be examined in the sequel.
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2.1.2. Striker and projectile
Accordingly, a striker is defined as any object that initiates an impact; projectiles are designated as

devices providing specific ballistic performance; and penetrators are restricted to objects achieving
terminal ballistic goals. A target consists of the smallest functional unit whose purpose is to be
adversely affected by a projectile; however, in the present context, the structures affected by striker
impact consist of extremely simple geometries that can be characterized, at best, as a single element of
a target substructure. A thin target is one which does not exhibit stress or deformation gradients
throughout its thickness upon impact; a target of intermediate thickness is one where the presence of
the rear surface plays a significant role in the damage process; a thick target is one where the influence
of the distal boundary is felt only after a significant time span subsequent to contact; and a semi-
infinite target is a unit where the distal boundary has no influence on the collision phenomena.

2.2. Damage mechanisms

The damage mechanisms invoked upon impact on metallic target elements were listed in Ref.
[4], including plastic deformation, plugging, spalling, scabbing, petaling, fragmentation, and
ductile hole enlargement. Additional destructive features are manifested when polymeric or com-
posite targets are struck, including viscoelastic deformation, bulging, delamination and fiber failure.

2.3. Ideal impact summaries

The first major compilation of target penetration [4] was quickly followed by a subsequent
journal issue that was devoted entirely to penetration mechanics [5]. An update of Refs. [4, 5]
concentrating on work reported since 1978 has recently been issued [6]. Analytical and numerical
methods have been reviewed in Ref. [7] and a treatise extending an earlier version describing
high-velocity impact aspects of the problem has also been published relatively recently [8]. This
volume contains an important introduction to the general subject of penetration mechanics [9]. An
unpublished manuscript by Recht [10] provides encyclopedic coverage of the subject of ballistics
(with emphasis on terminal ballistics), including terminology and definitions. A tutorial on
ballistics [11] and a comprehensive series of four French articles have been printed that deal with
various phases of projectile penetration [12]. Numerous journals and proceedings of occasional
and annual symposia provide continuous reportage of this field [13—18]. A decade-old conference
proceedings was devoted entirely to computational methodology for analyzing target impact [19].
An early work on hypervelocity impact [20] also includes some oblique impact results [21].

2.4. Contents of this work

In contrast to the above, the present compilation, patterned somewhat along the lines of Ref. [4],
will be devoted to ‘‘non-ideal’’ ballistic impact situations, i.e. those where the striker impinges at
angularity, exhibits one or more components of rotation (in addition to its translatory movement),
strikes a moving target, or involves a combination of these initial motions. A few studies of this type
are included in the references listed above, but this occurs only rarely. However, such conditions
merit substantial attention since field environments almost never constitute the ideal conditions
postulated and investigated in laboratory surroundings. It is obvious that the knowledge provided
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by an examination of the idealized impact behavior will be of considerable assistance in under-
standing or predicting the effects of deviations from such perfect collision status.

This presentation, consisting of an extensive survey (rather than a critical review) of published
research, is intended to provide the reader with an overview of the subject, including the direction
and thrust of the efforts as well as some major results. Clearly, not all details of the various
investigations can be encapsulated here; rather, one of the objectives of this work is to permit the
practitioner to decide whether or not he needs to consult original references for further informa-
tion. Conversely, some important studies that are not readily available in the literature or where
the subject has only received limited attention are presented in somewhat greater detail. However,
this compendium will not encompass impacts, albeit satisfying the non-ideal conditions, where
penetration and/or perforation is not a major objective. Thus, various investigations involving the
impact of spheres on beams or massive strata, such as discussed in Refs. [20—28], will not ordinarily
be pursued here.

The work will concentrate on projectile action in the sub-ballistic and ballistic range (i.e. below
about 1100 m/s), as well as hypervelocity impacts and will include discussions involving kinetic
energy penetrators, i.e. strikers with an aspect ratio '5. It will also include a discussion of the
effects of long rods or jets which exhibit particularization and whose tips attain speeds up to
10 km/s. Restricted studies of ballistic phenomena by government or industrial agencies may
complement or possibly even supersede some of the information given here, but can obviously not
be included and, further, their lack of availability prevents their use by the scientific community.

As in most current disciplines involving the physical sciences, studies of the collision event have
been undertaken either by experimental methods, analytical or numerical modeling, or, frequently,
by a combination of these techniques. Early experimentation led to purely empirical results which
failed to provide limits on their applicability and hence could not be confidently extrapolated.
However, there exists currently in the trade a significant library of empirical equations used by
practitioners for design purposes and for predicting ballistic behaviour. The reason for the use of
such expressions, which do not have a rational basis, is the absence of sufficiently accurate models
for predicting these events.

Conversely, phenomenological and computational modeling address deformation and damage
patterns; they rely heavily on constitutive behavior, both mechanical and thermal, and on limiting
states expressed in terms of failure criteria. Thus, these approaches require the balance of
laboratory or field measurements to assess the validity of the assumptions underlying the theoret-
ical development and to gage the relative importance of the various mechanisms considered. Only
brief treatments of purely numerical results will be given here, as numbers so generated can be
overwhelming and do not alone aid in an understanding of the phenomenon; furthermore, they
must be regarded very carefully in the absence of supporting test data or analytical verification.
Finally, although partly included here, some of the older code results may be in error or have been
superseded by more advanced programs.

2.5. Projectiles

Characteristics of projectiles have been detailed in Ref. [4], divided into methods of launching
and intended effect. The strikers, of mass m, universally employed in the studies cited consisted
either of spheres or blunt, spherical, cylindro-conical or ogival-tipped cylinders (including
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Fig. 1. Definition of yaw angle a, oblique angle b and trajectory angle h.

armorpiercing shapes) with aspect ratios of five or less, and with shank diameter D. Alternatively,
effective ballistic performance has been achieved by use of kinetic energy penetrators comprised of
long rods of circular or square cross section, sometimes segmented [29, 30], that present aspect
ratios of 10 or more. All of these strikers exhibit a longitudinal axis of symmetry (or near
symmetry); spheres, of course, feature an infinite number of such symmetry axes which is one of the
principal reasons for their use in ballistic laboratory experiments. Materials for these impactors
consist of a variety of metals including numerous grades of ferrous substances ranging from mild to
the most complex type of alloy steel, with hardnesses up to R

C
65. In addition, nearly pure

aluminum and a whole host of aluminum alloys, magnesium, brass, copper, titanium, tantalum,
tungsten and tungsten carbide and even depleted uranium, as well as a variety of plastics and
ceramics, such as polyethylene and glass, have been utilized for ballistic purposes.

The choice of material is governed by the intended effect: the probability of perforation is
enhanced if the striker has a high density and kinetic energy, provided, it remains intact; this
requires a high failure stress and concomitant hardness, as achieved by alloy steel. Large-scale
cratering at the impact position requires a more deformable material, but still of sufficient hardness
to produce some penetration, like some grades of aluminum alloy. Shattering of the impactor is
achieved with elastic/brittle materials, such as glass, ceramics or brittle polymers. When target
deformation is the primary objective, the mass, presented area and velocity of the striker play the
primary role.

As is extant in other major reference works involving ballistic penetration [6, 9—12], the standard
orientation of the projectile is defined in terms of the three rotations about the principal axes
passing through its center of mass at G that initially coincide with an inertial system OX½Z. The
three fundamental angular motions of the striker are defined as yaw, pitch and spin (sometimes
labeled roll), with the last rotation occurring about the axis of symmetry. It is customary for
a projectile traveling in the horizontal plane, which then contains the axis of symmetry, to
designate yaw as a rotation about the vertical axis and pitch as the angular motion about the
horizontal axis normal to the flight direction. However, for the striker, the yaw angle a is defined as
that from the striker centerline to the velocity vector. Relative to a target (Fig. 1) the angle between
the target normal and the trajectory, b, is called the oblique angle, and that between the striker axis
and the target normal, h, is the trajectory angle (or impact angle); clearly, a"b#h.
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Normal impact demands that the velocity vector be coincident with the axis of symmetry of the
projectile and that both are in the direction of the normal to the target surface. Oblique impact, on
the other hand, still requires coincidence of the directions of the velocity vector and axis of
symmetry, but also involves the existence of angle DbD"h between these vectors and the target
normal. In yawed impact, on the other hand, the direction of the velocity vector, which differs from
that of the longitudinal axis, forms angle b with the normal to the surface. Simultaneous yaw and
oblique motion frequently occurs. In addition, target motion can occur relative to that of the
projectile; in the present treatment such motion is confined to translation with an instantaneous
velocity v

5
, with the orientation of this quantity as well as any obliquity defined for a particular

event.

2.6. Target materials and their characterization

Target materials, in general, comprise virtually the whole gamut of manufactured and, in certain
cases, natural substances, the latter being exemplified by rocks and wood. However, the targets
employed in the investigations to be described consist almost exclusively of several grades of steel
and aluminum; exceptions are represented by studies involving titanium and concrete. The metals
are considered to be macroscopically homogeneous and isotropic; they are specified by standard
terminology and are characterized for uniaxial tests by a set of two strain-rate-independent
parameters in the elastic range (usually Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio k), a yield stress p

Y
,

a strain-hardening relation and an ultimate strength (or failure strain). This information is well
documented in standard references involving material properties and need not be further discussed.
Concrete is a complex mixture whose material description is not well established. The mechanical
behavior of plastics and composites has been presented in a number of journal articles, i.e. Refs.
[31, 32]; although no non-ideal penetration data have been obtained for these substances, tests
involving such materials, similar to those described here for steel and aluminum, will undoubtedly
be performed in the near future.

Material descriptions for use in complex large-scale computer codes employ elaborate equations
of state that incorporate elastic/plastic, compressible, viscous and energy features. In addition,
limiting states of loading are either incorporated or stated separately. Such criteria involve either
failure conditions or specified load, stress, deformation, strain or energy values that should not be
exceeded for the continued function of the target element. The most common parameters utilized
for this purpose are the yield stress or strain or the ultimate stress or strain in either ten-
sion/compression, shear, or a combined value. Examples of constitutive representations may be
found in Refs. [6, 33—35], a wide variety of material descriptions are available and will be presented
here for both targets and projectiles when specified originally. Impact on fluid media will be
considered only for some situations.

A structural property of a particular projectile/ target combination, of paramount importance in
penetration and perforation situations is the ballistic limit, v

50
, which represents an impact velocity

where 50% of a series of identical projectiles just breach the target [4, 10]. The symbols denoting
this term are indicative of its probabilistic character. However, no consensus exists as to what
constitutes breaching: one criterion requires that the striker nose be visible from the distal side,
whereas another demands that the major portion of the striker completely pass through the
obstacle.
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2.7. Results of investigations involving non-idealized penetration scenarios

The results of both experimental and theoretical investigations involving conditions other than
the standard collision configuration of a translating projectile impinging normally on a stationary
target will now be described. The order of presentation will be based on the relative frequency of
available data for the various conditions deviating from the standard situation that are then
represented by, in order, Section 3: Oblique impact; Section 4: Impact with Yaw; Section 5: Impact
with Obliquity and Yaw; Section 6: Impact on Moving Targets; Section 7: Impact of Rotating
Projectiles; Section 8: Impact of Tumbling Projectiles, induced by prior impact; Section 9: Impact
of Jets or Long Rods with Relative Target Motion; Section 10: Ricochet; Section 11: Appraisal.

Subdivisions of these categories will be effected, where applicable, that separate the topic by the
shape of a coherent striker (i.e. projectiles which range from spheres to rods with an arbitrarily
chosen length to diameter ratio (¸/D)(5) and long rods or kinetic energy penetrators where
¸/D'5. Jets from shaped charges are also treated separately. Another partition pertains to the
type of investigation: analytical, numerical, experimental, or a combination. Purely numerical
studies will only be briefly cited if referenced at all, for reasons presented earlier. Further
categorization can be carried out in terms of the geometry and the type of material employed for
striker and target, by the target thickness and/or by velocity category as indicated in Section 2.1.1.
The nature of the present survey dictates that it is not completely comprehensive as some results
have not surfaced in the literature search. Furthermore, some contributions will only be given by
reference or else cited briefly rather than discussed in detail without any intention to minimize their
importance. The subject is continually expanding; hence a date at the end of 1995 has been set as
a cut-off date for inclusion in the present compendium.

In addition to the references mentioned earlier, an encyclopedic listing of penetration data
obtained by a host of researchers across the globe requires a special citation [36]. This information,
originally obtained to evaluate the effects of space debris, armor and penetrator design, and the
efficiency of analytical models, spans the domain of ordnance and hypervelocity impact and
projectile and long rod penetrators. It involves a host of materials and geometric conditions,
mostly at normal incidence, but also includes yaw and obliquity. Its scope is too vast to be detailed
here and in subsequent sections, but specific results have been included where deemed pertinent.

3. Oblique impact

3.1. Introduction

This situation, the most commonly encountered non-standard impact geometry, has been
investigated for a wide variety of striker shapes, materials and initial speeds as well as for a host of
different target substances. In most, although not in all instances, oblique collisions of projectiles
are not accompanied by yaw, whereas long rods frequently exhibit both angular attitudes as
a result of natural flight path deviations. Thus, this section will be divided into impact of spheres, of
non-spherical projectiles, and of long rods, and is further categorized according to content relating
to analytical or numerical modeling — when available buttressed by comparison with experimental
data — or only reported test results. Additional separations have been effected according to velocity
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regime (subordnance and ordnance or hyperordnance and hypervelocity), and, occasionally, by
target thickness categories.

A further consideration is the question of ricochet versus embedment or perforation; the first
phenomenon will be discussed separately unless the process is incidental to penetration and occurs
by increasing the obliquity or changing the speed in a test sequence. In effect, ricochet will
automatically take place in experiments when the target material is substantially harder than that
of the striker or, alternatively, this condition is specified in an analytical or numerical model when
it should probably be called rebound. Finally, it should be mentioned that a substantial amount of
literature is concerned primarily with problems of wear or indentation; except where directly
relevant to penetration purposes, these contributions will only be briefly described.

Oblique impacts on targets at angle b ("D h D in the absence of yaw) generate asymmetric loading
which tends to rotate the striker and also produces bending moments and stresses in the penetrator
[10, 11]. Yaw changes the presented area of the striker and also creates bending which may add or
tend to cancel the effect induced by obliquity. In the absence of any directional changes of an
oblique projectile during penetration or resultant target surface dishing, the only difference in
a perforation phenomenon would be the path length. For a target of thickness h, this effect could be
accommodated by an equivalent target thickness h sec b so that

v
50

SbT"v
50n

secb; (3.1)

this is supported by a host of experimental results [10]. For Eq. (3.1), it is assumed that v
50

is
proportional to h, which is approximately true in most instances. When bending stresses cause
projectile fracture, the ballistic limit is increased by about 30% over that found when the striker
remains intact. This effect has been documented in Ref. [4].

3.2. Spheres

3.2.1. Subordanance and ordanance velocity

3.2.1.1. Analytical and experimental investigations. The results of a theoretical study of the impact
of hard, non-deforming steel spheres (R

C
63) onto thin, softer targets of thickness h and large extent

fired with velocity v
0

at an obliquity angle b relative to the initial target normal have been
compared to corresponding test data involving mild steel (SAE 1010), 2024-T3 and 6061-T6
aluminum targets [37, 38]. The analysis, based on the motion of the striker, can accommodate
ricochet or perforation as sketched in Fig. 2; it can also describe embedment. The model is based on
rigid-body response of the non-rotating sphere of diameter D"2R to forces exerted by the target
over presented (or contact) area A

13
, that are assumed to be expressed by the Poncelet equation

modified for local obliquity and target deformation as

F"A
13

(B
1
#B

2
v2
0
cos2 t ), (3.2)

where t is the angle between the flight path and the chord of the deformed contact surface, BC, as
shown in Fig. 3. Material constants B

1
and B

2
are determined from measured residual velocities for

tests at normal incidence. It is assumed that the more ductile target material can accommodate the
striker motion. Stepwise computations are performed to determine the direction of the resultant
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Fig. 2. Hypothetical trajectories illustrating
the application of the oblique impact model of
a rigid sphere on a ductile plate (a) ricochet
(b) perforation [37].

Fig. 3. Diagram of the effect of forces acting on a rigid sphere
by a deformable plate struck at obliquity. Shaded areas are
projected contact surfaces [37].

force acting normal to and at the center of chord BC, with BC inclined to the original target plane
at angle /, as well as the instantaneous penetration P and the striker trajectory and velocity v, as
depicted in Fig. 3. The force is resolved into the drag component F

D
decelerating the striker and

a force F
-
deflecting the sphere; predictions of changes in these components due to plate failure

characterizes the type of projectile motion produced. This failure can occur by means of a plug,
found near normal incidence, and at greater obliquity (beyond about 30°) by a finger-like hinge for
steel, that may separate or else by petaling of constant length for aluminum. These processes are
described by removal of resisting forces over an angle #, defined subsequently, once a critical
penetration depth P

#3
, regarded as the sole failure criterion, has been exceeded. The predictions

include comparisons of residual speeds and obliquities relative to their initial values, that are
supported by test data, but their features are not obvious without evaluation of the model.
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the kinematics of trajectories [37]. Fig. 5. Diagram of (a) plugging and (b) hinge model of
failure.

Because of its unavailability, the major points of the analysis are detailed in the sequel. The
trajectory, shown in Fig. 4 for perforation, is approximated by consecutive segments of time
increment dt, each with constant speed and curvature. The initial striker motion occurs in the plane
defined by the original flight line and the normal to the target and the force vector governing the
subsequent sphere movement is located in this plane, directed through the mass center of the
sphere. The contact plane passes through this chord and is perpendicular to the plane of motion;
A

13
is the projection of the contact surface on this plane. In general, a torque is also present, but will

be neglected in the present analysis. The extent of the relieved section upon failure is described by
angle #

F
for symmetric failure, as measured from the initial target normal to the plug boundary, or

by #
2
!#

1
for asymmetric hinge failure, as shown in Fig. 5a and b.

Prior to failure, Fig. 3 depicts the relevant geometry including projected contact angles !
%.

and
!@ normal to the target and in the direction of motion, respectively, as well as the corresponding
loaded areas. The presented area A

13
is expressed as

A
13
"1

2
R2

%.
(!

%.
!sin!

%.
) cos/#1

2
R2 (!@!sin !@ ) cos (b!/) (3.3)

with the radius of embedment given by R
%.

"(2RP!P2 )1@2. Angles !
%.

, !@ and / can be denoted
by

!
%.

"G
2n!2 cos~1[(R!P)/(R

%.
tanb)]

"2n
for (R

%.
!P)/ tanb(R

%.
,

for (R
%.

!P)/tan b'R
%.

,
(3.4)
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respectively, and

!@"G
2 cos~1 (R!P)/(R sinb)
!@"0

for (R!P)/sin b(R,
for (R!P)/sin b

(3.5)

while 0)/"1
2
[b#sin~1(P!R )/R])b. (3.6)

Plate failure at normal or nearly normal incidence occurs by plugging, (Fig. 5a) upon attainment of
P
#3

where a nearly symmetrical section of the target defined by an angle #
F

between the radial line
from the upper fracture line at C and the target normal and the concomitant force acting on it is
instantaneously removed. Crater asymmetry increases with obliquity b, resulting in petaling upon con-
tinued penetration (Fig. 5b) which can be modeled by maintaining sphere contact over a decreasing
contact surface representing a backward peeling of the material. The failure opening is represented by
angular coordinates #

1
and #

2
, computed on the premise that the plate elements contacting the striker

remain invariant above and below the failure as the hinge opens up. This is achieved by maintaining
constancy of angle h@, the angle between the upper hinge end C and the original target plane, while
diminishing the lower hinge segment by ds@"ds#R db, where s is the distance along the sphere
trajectory and Rdb denotes the swing of the hinge through incremental obliquity angle db.

After plate failure, the force acting on the striker must be modified for pressure relief due to either
plugging or petaling. For symmetrical failure (Fig. 5a), the removed target section is defined as the
intersection of the sphere by a plane surface parallel to the initial plate front, but displaced by
distance dA, given by

dA"P!R(1!cos H
F
) (3.7)

as shown in Fig. 6. This diagram also depicts angle h
1
, a quantity used in the determination of

presented area after plate failure A
13F

. Determination of A
13F

and the corresponding angle of
contact /

F
is identical to those used for evaluation of Eqs. (3.3)—(3.6), except that the reference plane

is shifted by dA, which requires replacement of P by P!dA in these relations. The force obtained
from Eq. (3.2) for this area without failure, F

1
, is reduced by the relief force, F

1F
, obtained from

Eq. (3.2) upon use of A
13F

, so that the net force applied to the striker is

F"F
1
!F

1F
. (3.8)

For hinge failure, an additional resistive force must be considered due to the bending of the
hinged ‘‘finger’’. This resistance, F

)
, is also calculated from Eq. (3.2), but with the presented area

given by A
1%5

"n[R sin 1
2
m]2 where m is the angle from the upper hinge edge to the lowest contact

point of the sphere, corresponding to arc CD in Fig. 7. Angle m begins with the value
m"##90°!b if it is less than 2#; if not, m"2# until b is greater than h

1
. For each subsequent

segment, the value of m is corrected by dm"!db!(ds/R) to account for the displacement of
the element. Further, for hinge failure, angle t

)
"90°#h!h

1
!1

2
m if h!h

1
(0 and by

t
)
"90°!1

2
m if this difference is positive. The net force for hinge failure is

F"F
1
!F

1F
#F

)
. (3.9)

The force computed from Eqs. (3.2), (3.8) or (3.9) is inclined at angle t relative to the direction of
sphere motion. It is resolved into lift and drag components Fl and F

D
given by

F
l
"F cost and F

D
"F sint, (3.10)
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Fig. 6. Geometry of plate after failure used for the
determination of the location and magnitude of the
contact forces [37].

Fig. 7. Geometry at the inception of hinge failure:
If m(2h, then m"##90°!b. If not, then
m"2# until b'#. A

1%5
"nDR sin m]2 [37].

where t"b!/. The change in velocity *v and current curvature radius i for the time increment
*t of the calculation are given by

*v"F
D
*t/m and i"mv2/F (3.11)

The change in obliquity *b"v*t/i, with the new obliquity b
i`1

"b
i
#*b. For segment i, the

increment in penetration and lateral motion are then given by

*P"(v cosb)*t and *z"(v sinb)*t (3.12)

so that

P
i`1

"P
i
#*P and z

i`1
"z

i
#*z (3.13)

as indicated in Fig. 4. The computation of the trajectory defined by coordinates X and Z (Fig. 4) is
performed by (a) calculation of F from Eq. (3.2) in a direction normal to the contact plane at the
beginning of each segment i; (b) resolution of F into F

l
and F

D
from Eq. (3.7), using Eqs. (3.3)—(3.5);

(c) calculation of Dv and i for segment i, Eqs. (3.8); and (d) determination of the penetration from
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Eq. (3.10). This value of P is compared to the critical penetration P
#3

, based here on a single
criterion when the plate has failed; this will relieve the pressure over a corresponding region
subtended by angle #. The curvature i

i
and velocity v

i
for any given segment i remain constant

during the interval.
The sphere sweeps out a tube in traveling along its path; the crater shape is specified by its cross

section in the plane of striker motion and can be calculated from trajectories as the projection onto
the X!Z plane of the tube intersection swept out by the sphere and the front surface of the target.
The curve defining the crater shape is obtained from the trajectory, expressed in the X!Z
coordinate system shown in Fig. 4, as the locus of points given by

x"X#R sinb, z"Z!R cosb, (3.14)

where x and z are points on the projection of the tube. The intersection of the curve defined by Eqs.
(3.11) with the half-space defined by the front plate surface describes the crater shape.

The four constants required for this analysis, B
1
, B

2
, P

#3
and #"#

#3
for failure were determined

experimentally. Test data for P
#3

, which was found to be almost independent of impact speed for
aluminum (which was not the case for steel targets), and corresponding measurements of H

F
al-

lowed specification of these parameters; the ‘‘material’’ constants B
1

and B
2

were determined from
the best fit of test results for normal impacts. Good agreement of oblique collision data with
predictions supports the extension of the curve-fitting process at zero obliquity to a range of other
angles of incidence.

Figures 8—11 present a comparison of test results and predictions for 6.35mm diameter steel
spheres striking 9.53 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates for exit speeds and obliquities at b

0
"20°

Fig. 8. Exit speed data and predictions for the perforation of 9.53 mm 6061-T6 aluminum plates by 6.35 mm hard-steel
spheres at 20° obliquity, P

#3
"7.5 mm [37, 38].
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Fig. 9. Exit obliquity data and predictions for the perforation of 9.53 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates by 6.35 mm
diameter hard-steel spheres fired at 20° obliquity [37, 38].

Fig. 10. Exit speed data and predictions for the perforation of 9.53 mm thick 6061-T6 by 6.35 mm diameter hard-steel
spheres at 45° obliquity, P

#3
"7.5 mm [37, 38].
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Fig. 11. Exit obliquity data and predictions for the perforation of 9.53 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates by 6.35 mm
diameter hard-steel spheres at 45° obliquity. P

#3
"7.5 mm [37, 38].

Fig. 12. Exit speed data and predictions for the perforation of a 6.35 mm thick 2024-T3 aluminum plates by a 6.35 mm
diameter hard-steel sphere at 30° obliquity for a value of P

#3
"6.35 mm [37, 38].

and 45°. With increasing impact speed, these diagrams exhibit consecutive zones of ricochet,
embedment and perforation; excellent agreement is found between the analytical representation
and the experimental data. In the embedment range, the terminal velocity is zero, but the predicted
obliquity angle is the final trajectory direction to the rest position. Figs. 12—17 present similar
information for 6.35mm diameter steel spheres striking 2024-T3 aluminum plates 6.35 mm thick at
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Fig. 13. Exit obliquity data and predictions for the perforation of 6.35 mm thick 2024-T3 aluminum plates by 6.35 mm
diameter at 30° obliquity, P

#3
"6.35 mm [37, 38].

Fig. 14. Exit speed data and predictions for the perforation of 3.18 mm thick 2024-T3 aluminum plates by a 6.35 mm
hard-steel sphere at 60° obliquity. P

#3
"3.0 mm [37, 38].

30° obliquity, 3.18 mm thick plates at 60° obliquity, and 1.27 mm thick plates at b"60°. The
comportment of the system is similar to that exhibited for the thicker plates except that the exit
speed curve is not symmetrical and spikes appear in the exit angle near the embedment region.
These difference are believed to be due to actual plate failure in a small velocity range of the
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Fig. 15. Exit obliquity data and predictions for the perforation of 3.18 mm thick 2024-T3 aluminum plates by a 6.35 mm
diameter hard-steel sphere at 60° obliquity. P

#3
"3.0 mm [37, 38].

Fig. 16. Exit speed data and predictions for the per-
foration of 1.27 mm thick 2024-T3 aluminum plates
by hard-steel spheres at 60° obliquity. P

#3
"2.2 mm

[37, 38].

Fig. 17. Exit angle data and predictions for the perfor-
ation of 1.27 mm thick targets of 2024-T3 aluminum
plates by a 6.35 mm diameter hard-steel sphere at 60°
obliquity. P

#3
"2.2 mm [37, 38].
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ricochet process. The striker rebounds at a lower speed and its path is somewhat affected, but not
sufficiently to convert ricochet to one of the other modes.

Measured and predicted crater shape in the 6061-T6 and 2024-T3 aluminum targets, exemplified
by Fig. 18 for the best and the worst correlation, exhibit the same shape, but deviate in terms of
depth, particularly for the 6.35 mm thick aluminum plates shown, where the correlation for the
final states of motion are also less satisfactory.

Tests on steel plates were limited by the break-up of the striker at moderate target thicknesses
due to the greater strength and density of the target and were hence limited to a thickness of
1.47 mm. Normal incidence data provides a value of P

#3
"4.6 mm, which correlates well with data

at 30 and 45° obliquity, exemplified by Figs. 19 and 20. However, at 60°, the measured values, while
exhibiting the same trend, are better fitted by a different magnitude of the critical penetration, Figs.
21 and 22. This is attributed to the greater complexity of the failure mechanism in this target.

The evolution of the plugging process during embedment upon impact of 12.7 mm dia-
meter hard-steel spheres against 12.7 mm thick 2024—0 aluminum at increasing obliquity and
concomitant augmented initial velocity to compensate for the increased effective target thickness is
shown in Fig. 23a—d. The severe indentation and plug initiation shown at the two lower obliquities
is augmented by scabbing and discing of the plate at the higher oblique angles. Failure at normal
incidence occurs in a somewhat different manner upon application of successively greater collision
speeds [4].

An analytical model of the ricochet resulting from the oblique impact of spheres and cylinders
from the surface of the water, including the effects of spin, has been provided by Hutchings [39]
expanding an earlier semi-empirical representation [40]. Its predictions were subsequently verified
by experimental results [41]. These treatments will be fully described in Section 10 involving
ricochet of strikers upon oblique impact.

A simple analysis of oblique impact of a plate cites the added difficulty of perforating the system,
involving an increase in the ballistic limit v

50
, as a result of the increased effective thickness of the

material to be traversed [42]. For a two-component system consisting of a frontal ceramic and
a rear metallic plate, normal impact produces a conoid crater with half-cone angle in the front plate
and bending in the back-up plate. Oblique impact, however, relocates the conoid along the normal
to the element and distorts its cross section into an ellipse, as shown in Fig. 24 for a cylindrical
striker. The semi-major and semi-minor axes of this ellipse at the front surface of the first (ceramic)
layer are given by a"R/cos b and b"R

4
, respectively, where R

4
is the radius of the impinging

sphere or cylinder. The crater then proceeds at angle c to the plate normal; the rear of the front
plate, of thickness h

1
, has also an approximate elliptical shape with semi-major and semi-minor

axes given by

a
2
"(R

4
/cos b)#h

1
tan c, b

2
"R

4
#h

1
tan c. (3.15)

The failure process is complicated; as an approximation it is assumed that the energy absorbed
by the elliptical membrane, which fails in tension, is the same as that absorbed by a circular
membrane of the same area A"na

1
b
1
. For normal impact, the ballistic limit velocity is predicted

by equating the kinetic energy of the round to the work in producing tensile failure in the backing
plate, of thickness h

2
, yielding the relation in N m s units [43]:

v
50
"[(p

6
e
6
h
2
) (0.91m

4
F
1
SR

4
T)]. (3.16)
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Fig. 18. Crater data and predictions for the impact of 6.35 mm diameter hard-steel spheres against aluminium alloy targets at 60° obliquity and
various speeds (a) 6061-T3, 9.35 mm thick (b) 2024-T3, 6.35 mm thick [37, 38].
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Fig. 19. Exit speed data and prediction for the perforation of 1.47 mm thick mild steel plates by 6.35 mm diameter
hard-steel spheres fired at 45° obliquity for various values of P

#3
[37].

Fig. 20. Exit obliquity data and predictions for the perforation of 1.47 mm thick mild-steel plates by 6.35 mm diameter
hard-steel spheres fired at 45° obliquity for various values of P

#3
[37].

Here, p
6

and e
6

are the ultimate strength and strain of the backing plate, m
4
is the mass of the

projectile in kg, and F
1
SR

4
T is given by

F
1
SR

4
T"m

4
/[m

4
#(h

1
o
1
#h

2
o
2
)A

1
]A

1
(3.17)
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Fig. 21. Exit speed data and predictions for the perforation of 1.47 mm thick mild-steel plates by 6.35 mm diameter
hard-steel spheres at 60° obliquity for various values of P

#3
[37].

Fig. 22. Exit obliquity data and predictions for the perforation of 1.47 mm thick mild-steel plates by 6.35 mm diameter
hard-steel spheres at 60° obliquity for various values of P

#3
[37].

with A"n (R
4
#2h

1
)2. For oblique impact, Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) hold provided A

1
is replaced by

A
2
"na

2
b
2
; o

1
and o

2
are the densities of the two plates.

A comparison of the predictions described above with experimental results involving alumina
tiles bonded to the front face of 5083 aluminum plates is presented in Fig. 25 for two conoid angles
c"30° and c"63.5°, using values suggested by other investigators (i.e. Ref [43]). The predicted
increment in velocity at obliquity over that at normal incidence needed to perforate the system
correlates well with corresponding test data.
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Fig. 23. Evolution of plugging process in 12.75 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum plates due to 12.7 mm diameter hard-steel
spheres striking at various velocities and increasing obliquity.

3.2.1.2. Combined experimental and numerical investigations. Ref. [44] describes experiments in-
volving the impact of mild steel spheres of 6.35 mm diameter and a mass of 1.08 g that were
projected at 76]305 mm plates of 1.59 mm thick 2024-T3 aluminum and 304 stainless steel, and of
1.5 mm thick mild steel at speeds from 0.2 to 1.2 km/s and with obliquity angles ranging from
b"0° to b"75°. The projection of the velocity vector onto the plate was parallel to the longer
plate axis which represented the direction of rolling. The 60° impact of the deformable striker on
mild steel targets was compared to a numerical analysis using the Eulerian hydrocode CTH [45].
This plate exhibited extensive deformation near the ballistic limit v

50
.

Fig. 26a—c portray the ballistic limits and onset of target breakup (fragmentation of the ejected
plug and/or plate section) of the three metal plates as a function of b. The ballistic limit increases,
while the target breakup limit declines with obliquity and intersects the v

50
curve beyond which the

target disintegrates before perforation. This compares to the observations that high oblique impact
of hard-steel spheres on thin aluminum strips tends to produce cracking at speeds below v

50
[37].

The patterns exhibited in Fig. 26a—c are believed to be due to the gradual disappearance with
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Fig. 24. Simplified model oblique perforation
of composite armor with a ceramic frontal plate
exhibiting conoid fracture [42].

Fig. 25. Variation with obliquity of ballistic limit relative to
that at normal incidence for composite ceramic/metallic
armor (alumina) bonded to the front surface of a 5083
aluminum plate [42].

increasing b of a lip found in the target at the striker front and the differences in density between
projectile and the aluminum target. Comparable information for impact on mild steel by mild- and
hard-steel spheres is depicted in Fig. 27; the material behavior is about the same up to an obliquity
of about 50°, beyond which the plots diverge. At 60°, v

50
is poorly defined as only a small portion of

the striker perforated, while the remainder ricocheted.
The sphere experienced minimal shape changes upon contact with the aluminum, but exhibited

noticeable deformation when striking the two steel plates, as shown in Fig. 28. The ballistic limit
behavior was not significantly affected upon use of a mild steel cube of identical mass.

The failure process shifts from plugging at normal incidence to a front petaling [46] or hinge
pattern as the obliquity is increased. Projectile damage is severe at obliquity, partly because of the
higher velocities required to produce perforation. Here, a portion of the striker remains above the
contact surface, whereas the remainder enters the crater and initiates perforation. The terminal
shapes of the projectiles, obtained photographically, match closely those predicted by the CTH
hydrocode, as indicated in Figs. 28 and 29 [44]. The material was characterized as elastic/plastic,
subjected solely to a tensile failure criterion. An improved material model could bring the
computed results into even better coincidence with the observations.

A recent study compared the numerical predictions of both the DYTRAN and the AUTODYN
three-dimensional codes with experimental results involving the impact of Armco 80 iron and
hard steel (ball bearings) against hard-rolled homogeneous armor [47]. The intent of the investiga-
tion was the documentation of the effect of projectile properties on the impact process, as
manifested by the difference in their yield strength of 0.24 and 2.4 GPa, and Vickers hardness of 84
and 840, respectively, compared to a value for the target of 1.30 GPa at the lower strains and
a Vickers hardness of 440—470. The bulk modulus of all three substances was the same,
K"164 GPa.
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Fig. 26. Ballistic limit and target breakup limit for 6.35 mm diameter mild-steel spheres striking: (a) 1.59 mm thick
2024-T3 aluminum, (b) 1.59 mm thick 304 stainless steel and (c) 1.50 mm thick mild-steel plates [44].
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Fig. 27. Comparison of ballistic limit values as a function of obliquity for 1.50 mm thick mild steel targets impacted by
6.35 mm diameter hard- and mild-steel spheres [44].

Fig. 28. Photographs of projectile deformation patterns parallel (top) and perpendicular (bottom) to the impact surface
for 60° impacts of 6.35 mm diameter mild steel spheres against 1.5 mm thick mild-steel targets at (a) 0.70 km/s (above) and
(b) 0.91 km/s (below). Direction of travel: left to right [44].
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Fig. 29. CTH Hydrocode plots for a 60° impact of a 6.35 mm diameter mild-steel sphere on a 1.50 mm thick mild steel
plate at various times after impact for an initial velocity of (a) 0.61 km/s and (b) 1.22 km/s [44].

The strikers had a diameter of 15 mm and a mass of 14 g; the impact velocity was 1.5 km/s,
attained by a smooth bore powder gun with the aid of sabots, and the obliquity angle was held
constant at 70°. The target consisted of a 6 mm thick (17.5 mm line of sight) plate with dimensions
of 200]100 mm. Two X-ray photographs recorded the proximate impact position and the
subsequent deformations of spheres and target; the height of the target bulge was ascertained by
means of a pin. Among the numerous possible deformation models, the present events correspon-
ded to the impact of an elasto-plastic sphere against a rigid target for the soft sphere, and to a brittle
striker impinging on an elastic/plastic deformable target for the ball bearing; the latter generated
substantial projectile fragmentation and target crater formation.

Fig. 30a presents a series of AUTODYN results at three times after initial contact, while Fig. 30b
provides a comparison of the measured and predicted bulge heights. The correlation is excellent for
this particular measurement.
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Fig. 30. Impact of 15 mm diameter Armco 80 iron and hard-steel spheres against hard-rolled homogeneous armor at
1.5 km/s and an oblique angle b"70°: (a) AUTODYN calculations 10, 20 and 40 ks after impact; (b) comparison of
calculated and measured bulge height for both AUTODYN calculations [47].
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Table 1
Limiting ricochet angles for iron cannon balls fired against oak [3]

Initial velocity Critical angle for ricochet initiation b
#3

(deg)
v
0

(m/s)
Solid sphere 4.90 kg Hollow spheres fired from 9 m
fired from 15 m

D"0.16 m D"0.23 m

500 77 — —
450 75 73 73
400 73 71 71
350 71 70 68
300 68 67 65
250 63 58 55
200 55 48 44
150 40 28 15
115 0 — —

3.2.1.3. Experimental studies. Historically, the first reported non-ideal tests involved oblique
impacts of spherical cannon balls against massive oak barriers [3] attributed to experiments by
Gâvre in 1836 that were conducted to determine when ricochet commences. Table 1 lists the critical
angles of incidence b

#3
for both solid and hollow spheres when ricochet was found to occur at

various initial speeds. It was concluded that the critical angle b
#3

for both solid and hollow spheres
for ricochet from a massive oak block can be determined from the expression

cos b
#3
"1.15v*/v

0
, (3.18)

where v* is the initial velocity required to produce a penetration of one diameter at normal
incidence.

A somewhat similar investigation of the impact of 4.76 and 7.14 mm diameter steel spheres into
sandstone and granite at angles of incidence of 0, 30 and 60° [48] has also been performed.
Ricochet occurred for both oblique angles in granite and for 60° in sandstone, generating
semi-elliptical craters with cross sections sloping more gently on the entry than on the exit sides.
The material from the crater is removed by crushing in front of the projectile and by fractures
propagated in spiral fashion to the free surface of the specimen.

Another test sequence was designed to study the perforation and ricochet behavior of 6.35 and
11.91 mm diameter steel spheres striking 2024-T351 aluminum plates with thicknesses of 6.35, 12.7
and 50.8 mm [49]. The strikers were propelled at speeds from 100 to 1800 m/s and obliquities of 0,
45 and 60°. Exit speeds and angles and depth of perforation, measured with the aid of flash X-rays,
were plotted against initial velocity with results similar to those found in Refs. [37, 38], including
embedment, ricochet, perforation and shattering of the projectile.

Ref. [50] presents a test sequence including the firing of both steel spheres and elongated strikers
from below into modeling clay at grazing incidence with velocities of 150—350 m/s. Projectiles
perforate when the ratio h/D(1.7; the surface pressure generated causes a deviation of the striker
path from a straight line to a curved path and produces ploughing. Data are presented for exit
speed and angle, and for the length of the groove as a function of initial velocity.
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Fig. 31. Dependence on angle of the erosion (material removed) from an aluminum alloy by the impact of 125—150 km
diameter spheres and similarly sized irregularly shaped quartz fragments at 244 m/s [51].

Numerous investigations utilizing spheres (or similarly shaped bodies) have been conducted in
an attempt to study erosion and wear; this topic will only be covered briefly here. These subjects are
also related to ricochet whose subsequent discussion will also include some relevant contributions
of this type.

Material removal from an aluminum alloy surface by the impact of 125—150 km glass spheres
(and similarly sized irregular quartz objects) at a speed of 244 m/s is depicted in Fig. 31 [51].
Beyond a near normal impact, the damage due to the quartz sphere is relatively constant with
increased obliquity, while damage produced by initial impact, a substantial amount of erosion to
the target is caused by secondary damage due to radial projection of fragments into which the
original striker has decomposed, as determined photographically [52]. Different materials deviate
greatly in their erosion resistance to various threats, such as rain as compared to sand. Variation of
the obliquity for impacts of 1.5 mm diameter partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ) spheres against
silicon nitride surfaces also demonstrates the change of the damage features from a Hertzian crack
pattern near normal obliquity to ring patterns for more glancing incidence [53].

The effect of oblique impacts on the soft tissues of the human or horse cadavers by lead spheres
(or elongated strikers), either plain or coated with nickel, or else of steel spheres coated with nickel
has been cited in Ref. [12]. Spheres with diameters from 8.2 to 13.8 mm and masses of 7.4—25 g
were fired at speeds from 40 to 170 m/s against the targets at obliquities ranging from normal to
80°. Limits of penetration and of bone fracture were established.

Deformable tungsten alloy spheres (93% Wu—Ni—Fe) of 4.70 mm diameter of 1 g mass were fired at
20 layers of 60]60 mm LY12CZ aluminum plates, 2 mm thick, with a 30 mm gap between every set of
two adjacent plates at velocities from 0.3 and 1.8 km/s at obliquities ranging from normal to 60° at 15°
increments; tests at b"70 and 75° were intended to study ricochet [54]. Initially, a crater is formed and
as the striker speed increases, more plates should be perforated, but this is limited by the breakup of the
sphere, occurring sometimes only in the first set of plates. Subsequently, a shear failure process occurs
covering a broader range of initial velocities, while the final damage mechanism is a combination of
shear and tearing. The Poncelet equation [55], a simple three-term quadratic expression of velocity
expressing impact force employing empirical coefficients was used in conjunction with the lift/drag
relations [Eq. (3.10)] to predict the number of layers perforated. Table 2 presents a comparison of
some of the experimental results and the numerical predictions; the agreement is excellent.
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Table 2
Test data for tungsten spheres impinging spaced aluminum targets [54]

Angle Impact velocity (m/s)/perforated layer
b (deg)

Analytical Computed

0 707/7 867/9 906/11 1097/13 1216/14 1400/12 1492/11 707/7 829/8
15 738/7 883/10 910/11 1109/13 1215/14 1400/14 1550/11
30 736/7 864/10 914/10 1115/13 1237/14 1420/14 1493/15 707/8 829/7
45 744/6 853/7 967/9 1115/10 1208/11 1420/14 1493/14 707/5 829/7
60 743/3 829/5 953/6 1109/8 1201/8 1410/11 1480/11 707/3 829/5
60 944/6 1005/7

Fig. 32. Deformation patterns for the impact of a 6.35 mm diameter SAE 52100 steel sphere on a 6.35 mm thick 2024-
T3510 aluminum plate with a speed of 720 m/s at an obliquity of 60° [56].

3.2.1.4. Computational results. Although, initially, two-dimensional numerical approximations for
oblique impact have been performed with a variety of programs, no reason exists at present to
avoid using a three-dimensional analysis. A plethora of such codes are currently in use, as
catalogued in Refs. [7, 8]. A typical result is presented in Fig. 32, representing the impact of
a 6.35 mm diameter SAE 52100 steel sphere striking a 6.35 mm thick 2024-T3510 aluminum plate
with a speed of 720 m/s at an oblique angle b"60° [56]. The computations were performed using
EPIC-3, repeating a calculation with an earlier version of this program executed with frictional
effects at the interface. This problem was intended to replicate the data in Ref. [37] and the
deformation patterns are in reasonable agreement; however, the terminal sphere velocity was
measured to be 303 m/s, whereas the frictionless code results produced a final speed of 418 m/s.
This was reduced to 318 m/s by the introduction of a friction coefficient f"0.25, a value found to
be reasonable for sliding contact of aluminum from other sources.

It is obvious that overwhelming amounts of numerical data can be obtained from any code by
the simple process of continuous, sequential insertion of various initial and boundary conditions
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and use of many different descriptions of material behavior. It is not recommended that such results
be accepted without comparison to either experimental information or analytical model predic-
tions, since certain input parameters, such as constitutive relations, failure criteria, viscosity and
friction, etc., are not precisely known. Hence, except for demonstration purposes, such calculations
are usually executed in conjunction with matching experimental information.

3.2.2. Ultraordnance and hypervelocity impacts

3.2.2.1. Analytical and experimental studies. No analytical models involving hypervelocity impact
of spheres have been found in the literature.

3.2.2.2. Combined empirical relations and experimental investigations. An empirical model has been
developed for the prediction of the hole size produced by the impact of 2017 aluminum spheres on
2014, 2024 and 6061 aluminum plates (heat treatment not specified) of finite thickness h at impact
velocities ranging from 5 to 40 km/s that involve obliquities ranging from normal to 85° [57]. It
establishes expressions that are not derived from physical principles, but are intended to portray
the data reasonably well using least-squares methods and yet avoid incongruous results under
extreme conditions. This includes provision for the occurrence of ricochet provided the oblique
angle b(35°, and the generation of a circular hole, d

.*/
/DP1, as the ratio h/DP0. However, as

with any such representation, the utility of the relations describing the data variation is strictly
limited to the materials and geometry as well as the range of variables employed in the collection of
the data.

The description is based on the assumption that the impact process scales linearly with projectile
size, so that only dimensionless ratios of the geometrical factors and the results are presented. The
basic relations for the major and minor diameters of the elliptical hole, 2a and 2b, generated by
oblique impact, are expressed as a linear function of '@ by

2b/D"(b
2
#b

3
v)U@, 2a/D"Qd

.*/
/D. (3.19)

Here, intercepts b
2

and b
3

are functions of target thickness ratio h/D and oblique (or trajectory)
angle b"h. Ballistic limit factor '@, a function of h/D, v and b, approaches zero near the ballistic
limit; otherwise, it has the value unity. The shape factor Q is strongly dependent on v and b and less
so on h/D. For b"0°, 2a"2b so that Q"1. Variations of b

2
and b

3
as well as '@, which also

depend on the ballistic limit v
50

, with target thickness, were first determined for normal impact
using data from several other sources; the linear dependence of v

50
on h/D was also established

from normal impact data for aluminum obtained by a variety of other investigators (i.e. Refs
[58—60]).

For oblique impact, the values of the parameters in the first of Eqs. (3.19) were determined by
curve-fitting the data in Ref. [61] for 2017 aluminum spheres striking 2014 aluminum plates with
values of h/D"0.267 and 0.400 and values for b of 25 and 60°. By comparing slopes b

3
determined

here to those for normal impact, an empirical correction accounting for obliquity was established;
the variation of the shape factor with b was similarly determined. A comparison of experimental
results of the major diameter of the craters produced by the impact of 2017 aluminum spheres on
2024 aluminum plates with h/D"0.267 as a function of initial velocity for various obliquities is
presented in Fig. 33a and as a function of h/D for v

0
"7.5 km/s in Fig. 33b. Fig. 34 portrays the
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Fig. 33. Dimensionless major diameter a/D produced by the impact of 2017 aluminum spheres on 2017 aluminum plates:
(a) for various velocities at a plate thickness ratio of h/D"0.26; (b) for various plate thickness ratios at an adjusted
velocity of 7.5 km/s [57].

data comparison for the ratio of major to minor crater diameter, Q"a/b, as a function of impact
velocity for the thinner plate (h/D"0.267) and various impact angles; the concurrence is a verifica-
tion of an appropriate choice of the empirical parameters to fit the data, but not an independent
verification of the validity of the relations.

It is claimed that this evidence of linear dependence of v
50

on h/D is in conflict with crater models
in which the penetration depth P varies with initial velocity as vn

0
, where n lies between 1/2 and 2/3
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Fig. 34. Comparison of empirical predictions and test results for shape factor Q at different obliquities b for 2017
aluminum spheres striking 2017 aluminum plates for a thickness ratio h/D"0.267 [57].

[62]. Since, in the hypervelocity regime, the crater is hemispherical and its shape is invariant
relative to v

0
, it is argued that the crater diameter should vary with velocity in the same fashion as

P, in contrast to the findings in Ref. [57].

3.2.2.3. Combined numerical and experimental investigations. As part of a series of hydrocode
validation tests, Fig. 35a and b depict the initial configuration and the resulting debris cloud 11.6 ks
after an impact of a 6.355 mm diameter OFHC copper sphere striking a AISI 4340 steel plate
5.6 mm thick with a velocity of 4.52 km/s at an obliquity of 30° [63]. Fig. 35c was computed to
conform to the corresponding radiograph; the debris cloud configuration and the structure of the
backward ejected particles, while qualitative, are in excellent accord down to the lower density
region, denoted by A, and the fragment pattern. These diagrams were produced from the CTH and
CTHPTL code using a linearly-elastic/perfectly-plastic model with yield strengths and Poisson’s
ratios taken as p

Y
"14.7 MPa and k"0.351 for copper and p

Y
"42.0 MPa and k"0.290 for

steel, respectively. Fracture was simulated by a maximum tensile stress criterion/void insertion
model. Code variations using only a tabular EOS option or the SNL-SESAME tabular option, the
use of the Johnson—Cook damage and strength models [64, 65] and the SMYRA 3D interface
reconstruction on the other hand produced minimal variations. Differences in the models are due
to separations at the copper/steel interface. Further details of the CTH code are given in Ref. [66].

A test series was conducted to investigate the impact damage generated when small 2017-T4
aluminum spheres impinged 6061-T6 plates over a range of obliquities [67, 68]. Projectiles with
1 mm diameter were fired at a speed of 6.5—7 km/s and a range of b"0° to b"88° against
a 6.4 mm thick target, representing a thick plate condition (h/D"6.4). Further, 3.6 mm diameter
spheres were projected at 5.5—6.2 km/s at angles from b"60° to b"88° against 0.51 mm thick
plates (h/D"0.14) constituting thin targets. Craters, sometimes involving several distinct and
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Fig. 35. (a) Initial configuration; (b) computed debris cloud produced 11.6 ks after impact, and (c) corresponding
experimentally observed debris cloud for the impact of a 6.355 mm diameter OPHC copper sphere striking a 5.6 mm
AISI 4130 steel plate at a velocity of 4.52 km/s and 30° obliquity. Computed curves obtained from CTH and CTHPLT
code calculations [63].

separated impressions, were produced in thick targets, while thin plates were perforated. The
observed repeated cratering appearance is depicted schematically in Fig. 36 whose dimensions are
related to the original reference plane [69]. Results were compared to an empirical cratering
equation attributed to Cour-Palais [70], developed in the 1960s, valid for a striker to target density
ratio (o

4
/o

5
)(1.5, that is given by

P
=
"5.24D19@18h~1@4(o

4
/o

5
)1@2(v

/
/c)2@3 (3.20)

for penetration into a semi-infinite solid; c is the sound velocity in the target. If spall occurs, the
penetration is augmented to P"1.05P

=
. Eq. (3.20) was developed for normal impact, but was

found to adequately predict the penetration depth at moderate obliquity when the normal
component of the impact velocity, v

/
, was employed in the equation.

Fig. 37a depicts the variation of penetration depth P with obliquity angle b for the thick target,
while Fig. 37b provides a comparison with the predictions of Eq. (3.17) [68]. Fig. 38 portrays the
aspect ratio (total damage length/maximum crater diameter) as a function of impact angle for this
case. Peak crater depth and total length were compared to the predictions of the CTH Eulerian
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Fig. 36. Oblique hypervelocity crater ensemble and terminology [69].

Fig. 37. Penetration depth P observed in the impact of 1 mm diameter 2017-T4 aluminum alloy spheres on 6.4 mm thick
6061-T6 aluminum alloy targets at an initial velocity v

0
of 6.5—7 km/s and various obliquity angles b: (a) penetration as

a function of b; (b) comparison of measured crater depth versus calculated values (solid line) [68].
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Fig. 38. Aspect ratio of crater damage ¸
#5
/D

#5
(ratio of total length to diameter of crater) for 1 mm diameter 2017-T4

aluminum spheres striking 6.4 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates at impact velocities of 6.5—7 km/s [68].

code and to the Lagrangian code ZeuS using a two-dimensional plane strain mode; the latter
documented the development of secondary craters. Although this represents an approximation of
the three-dimensional event, the results were in fair agreement with test data. For the thin target,
the ZeuS computation for a 80° impact predict projectile fragmentation after about 0.6 ks and
a second contact about 1—1.2 ks after initial impact.

The data and calculations indicate that the criteria required to define the conditions for multiple
contact are: (1) a sufficiently oblique impact to permit the initial shock wave to travel across the
striker, (2) enough time for the rarefaction wave to pass through and adequately unload the striker
to cause fragmentation at the upper part of the projectile, and (3) that the trajectory of the projectile
center has reached the level of the original target surface. Using these guidelines, a one-dimensional
shock wave analysis was developed to obtain the relation between the critical angle, b

#3
(deg), and

the initial velocity v
0

(km/s) above which multiple cratering can be expected. This is approximated
for the present conditions of aluminum sphere impacts on aluminum plates by the expression

v
0
(km/s)"0.05b2

#3
!6.1b

#3
#184, v

0
'3 km/s. (3.21)

This relation is valid only above an initial velocity of 3 km/s because a smaller impact speed may be
insufficient to fracture the sphere, a prerequisite for multiple contact. The limited test data obtained
in this investigation supports Eq. (3.21) as a lower bound for this phenomenon which also might be
present on the surface of the moon and in space structures that were returned to earth.

Space debris impacts have been modeled using the hydrocode AUTODYN-3D to predict the
results of impacts of 1 km diameter aluminum and iron spheres on ‘‘semi-infinite’’ 2024 aluminum
plates at velocities of 6.5, 10 and 16 km/s with obliquities of 0, 50, 60, 70, 75, 80 and 85° [71]. The
material model utilizes an effective strain criterion and accounts for phase changes, strain and
strain-rate hardening, and thermal softening. The investigation represents an extension of the work
in Ref. [68] whose oblique impact data for 1 mm diameter aluminum spheres against aluminum
plates at 6.5 km/s, as well as the crater dimensions produced by normal impact of iron spheres on
copper at 16 km/s [70] were employed to validate the code. Best correspondence was obtained
when erosion was modeled by cell removal at 300% strain rather than at the more usual value of
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Fig. 39. AUTODYN and experimental results (from Ref. [68]) for the impact of 1 mm diameter 2017-T4 aluminum
spheres on thick 6061-T6 aluminum targets at speeds of 6.5—7 km/s and various obliquities: (a) Principal crater depth,
also compared to the results of Ref. [70]; (b) principal crater width; (c) ¸, principal crater length; (d) ¸

#
, total damage

length [69].

150%. The well-known Tillotson equation of state was used in conjunction with the strength model
in Ref. [64], but without employment of a spalling criterion.

A comparison of the crater configuration dimensions and previous numerical evaluations,
obtained from Ref. [68], with current AUTODYN code calculations as well as the predictions in
Refs. [70, 72] is presented in Fig. 39 [69]. The results of the principal study are shown in Fig. 40a—e
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Fig. 40. AUTODYN 3D calculations for 1 km aluminum 2024 and iron spheres striking 2024 aluminum plates at 6.5, 10
and 16 km/s (erosion strain 150% unless stated): (a) principal crater depth; (b) principal crater width; (c) principal crater
length; (d) ratio of principal crater depth to width; (e) ratio of principal crater length to width [69].

which indicate significant growth of the principal crater depth and width with increasing obliquity,
whereas the principal crater length appeared to be reasonably independent of b.

One test described in Ref. [73] (and presented in more detail in Ref. [74]) concerns the impact of
a 4.76 mm diameter 1100 aluminum sphere on a 1.6 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum bumper plate at
7.0 km/s and an obliquity angle of 60°. Calculations approximating this condition have been
carried out in Ref. [75] using a smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code that incorporates
a Grüneisen equation of state and an elastic/plastic strength model with a yield value of 34.5 MPa
for 1100 aluminum and 275 MPa for the 6061-T6 material; the computed results are reported to
match almost identically data from an unpublished experiment.
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Fig. 41. Comparison of the dimensionless normal component of penetration, P
/
/D, as a function of dimensionless

normal velocity for the impact of 3.175 mm diameter copper spheres striking (a) hard copper targets; (b) soft copper
targets. Normal impact data obtained by varying the initial velocity v

0
; oblique impact data obtained for a constant

velocity v
0
"2134 m/s [76, 77].

3.2.2.4. Experimental results. One of the earliest investigations in this area involved the oblique
impact of 3.175 mm diameter copper spheres striking thick hard and soft copper plates with BHN
of 65 and 36, respectively [76, 77]. The depth of the target was large compared to the cavities
generated so that the plate can be considered as semi-infinite. Fig. 41 shows a bimodal plot of the
penetration normal to the surface in projectile diameters, P

/
/D, as a function of the ratio of the

normal component of the initial velocity to the speed of sound, v
0/

/c for the two targets; the normal
penetration variation was produced by changing the impact velocity, whereas the oblique data was
obtained by changing obliquity b. It is evident that use of v

/
"v

0
cos b gives good correlation up to

about b"35° for the hard target and to about b"50° for the softer material, but deviates beyond.
The crater shape for a 40° impact was found to be nearly circular, whereas multiple cratering is
evident at an angle of 75°. Higher impact velocities at the same obliquity will progressively reduce
the aspect ratio of the imprint; the Beringer crater in Arizona appears almost circular from the air,
even though it is known to have occurred at an angle of 45° [77].

A series of experimental investigations involving oblique hypervelocity impact of either indi-
vidual spherical particles or a group of particles in a debris cloud has been conducted to ascertain
the response of space structures, that embrace dual wall arrangements [78—85]. Although perfor-
ation of shields is of substantial interest, the damage done by ricochet, that might damage critical
proximate elements, is also an important part of these studies. Design procedures based on thin
plate analysis [83] and empirical equations derived from test data [81, 83] are also presented.

The experimental arrangement for these investigations is depicted in Fig. 42 where a sphere of
diameter D and initial velocity v

0
with obliquity angle b impinges a bumper plate of thickness h

"
constituting the primary target [79, 84]. In some configurations, there were only a pressure wall
secondary target without concomitant witness plate as well as a ricochet witness plate. An elliptical
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Fig. 42. Test arrangement for oblique hypervelocity impact bumper shield performation and ricochet tests [79, 84].

hole created in this plate opens a path for the perforating particles, with angles c
1

and c
2

denoting
the cone element limits of the debris clouds formed by primary penetration fragments and by the
sphere, respectively; angles h

1
and h

2
denote the angular location of the trajectories of their

respective mass centers. The paths of the reflected elements are defined by complementary oblique
angles b@

#
for their mass center, and by b@

99
which denote the line below which 99% of the

ricocheting particles are located. A secondary target and a secondary ricochet target, of thickness
h
4
, are impinged, and these are monitored by witness plates located at distances s

1
and s

2
from

these targets, respectively, as shown.
The regions of obliquity can be characterized as low, below b"30°, medium, 45°(b(60°, and

high, '60—65°. In the first domain, substantial damage was noted in the secondary penetration
target (or pressure wall), closely resembling that found in normal impact, but perhaps even greater;
virtually none was found in the ricochet wall and the striker (or striker fragment) trajectory
exhibited an obliquity very near that of the incident path. In the medium obliquity range, the
bumper plate openings were elliptical with increasing eccentricities as b is increased. The secondary
penetration target or witness plate exhibited both nearly circular craters or holes produced by
bumper plate fragments and a separate region of oblong imprints due to projectile fragments; the
debris clouds formed by target and projectile fragments, respectively, are thus substantially
separated. In the high obliquity domain, increasing ricochet damage with concomitant decrease in
secondary target damage ensued with increased obliquity angle, excessively so — although difficult
to quantify — above a critical angle b

#3
, estimated between 60 and 65°. In effect, h

1
and h

2
increase

with b up to b
#3

, and decrease beyond. The most serious ricochet damage was observed at
a complementary oblique angle b@ (with respect to the bumper plate plane) of 15°.

Empirical results involving the deformations and trajectories for solid 1100 aluminum spheres of
4.75, 6.35 and 7.95 mm diameter initially striking bumper plates at speeds of 5—7.5 km/s and
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Table 3
Values of the empirical constants for the oblique hypervelocity data expressed by Eq. (3.22) [73]

Variable Angular C
1

C
2

n
1

n
2

n
3

range b (deg)

d
.*/

/D 30(b(65 2.794 1.120 0.962 0 0.895
d
.*/

/D 30(b(75 3.841 1.530 0.451 1.468 0.519

h
1
/b 45(b(60 0.089 0 !0.082 !1.227 !0.362

h
1
/b 65(b(75 0.023 0 1.109 !14.22 !0.069

h
2
/b 30(b(60 0.436 0 !0.296 !0.233 !0.415

h
2
/b 65(b(75 0.138 0 !0.606 !11.98 !0.477

b@
#
/b 45(b(75 0.036 0 0.909 !2.959 !0.536

b@
99

/b 45(b(75 0.177 0 0.434 !1.985 !0.278

obliquity angles of b"30—75° have been developed. Here, the secondary penetration plate was
absent, and the pressure plate (witness plate in Fig. 42) was at a stand-off distance h

"
"101.6 mm

from the bumper. The bumper, pressure wall and ricochet witness plate consisted of 6061-T-6,
2219-T-87 and 2219-T6 aluminum with thicknesses of 1.59, 3.175 and 2.54 mm, respectively. The
bumper, plate hole and perforation and reflection angle data can be expressed in the form [73]

d
.*/

/D, d
.!9

/D, h
1
/b, h

2
/b, b@

#
, b@

99
"C

1
(v

0
/c)n1 (sin b)n2 (h

"
/D)n3#C

2
(3.22)

valid for certain ranges of b; the values of the empirical constants are given in Table 3. Such
relations are subject to change as new data are uncovered; for example, these relations for b@

#
have

been subsequently modified in Ref. [81] as

b@
#
(deg)"G

!3.333b#160

!0.333b#25

!0.166b#15

(3.23)

presumably for aluminum spheres on aluminum, whereas the elliptical hole dimensions, employed
in Ref. [83] from the results given in Ref. [73], are given by

d
.*/

/D"2.825(v
0
/c)1.043 (cos b)0.283(h

"
/D)0.782#1.01, 0(b(75°,

(3.24)
d
.!9

/D"1.25(v
0
/c)0.851e1.064h (h

"
/c)0.672#1.2, 0(b(75°.

This type of empirical result is needed for the analysis of the response of dual-wall structures to
debris cloud impingement that results from orbital particle impact [82]. It involves thin plate
responses to non-localized impact loading, the determination of the debris cloud pressure distribu-
tion on the target, and a stress analysis for the determination of perforation potential. The presence
of internal pressure between the dual walls of the structure had only a negligible effect on its
perforation potential, so that the ballistic limit of the unstressed system is a good indicator of the
value of this parameter for a structure under initial pressure. However, the damage characteristics
for the latter case differed somewhat for the corresponding unloaded system [83].
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Three other studies will be briefly mentioned. A statistical analysis of ballistic limit data of
a double wall with a front bumper of 6061-T6 aluminum ranging in thickness from 0.81 to 2.0 mm
and a rear wall, 102 mm downstream, of 3.175 mm thick 2219-T87 aluminum was performed using
a regression procedure [86]. A multi-layer insulation blanket was inserted between the two walls
and three witness plates were positioned behind the rear wall; the system models a space station
structure. Spheres of 1100-0 aluminum with diameters ranging from 4.75 to 9.525 mm were
projected at this target, which resembles a space station structure, at velocities of 3—7 km/s with
obliquities ranging from normal to 65°, results being obtained by means of witness plates. The
average projectile diameters representing the ballistic limit v

50
at constant obliquity b for this

configuration and velocity range were statistically found to be D"5.7$0.7, 6.0$0.1, and
8.4$0.4 mm at normal, 45° and 65° incidence, respectively. The ballistic limit was specified here as
that velocity at which the particle just barely perforated the rear wall of the dual structure. An
expression was developed for the penetration parameter, defined here as the total areal density plus
one, that involved the bumper thickness, impact velocity, and obliquity b; this parameter was found
to vary with incidence as (cos b)n where n was determined to be 0.2238.

Another investigation [87] strongly indicated the validity of velocity scaling, by a factor of 3.1 for
impacts up to 21 km/s upon replacing aluminum debris models by cadmium spheres of the same
geometry by maintaining the same momentum; based on dimensionless analysis, this satisfies
similarity requirements, particularly for melting and vaporization. Impacts at 45° on double-wall
configurations with an intermediate layer showed trends similar to those at normal impact where
the minimum striker size required for wall perforation decreased as impact speed rose from 7 to
16 km/s, in contrast to earlier findings.

The third test concerned the effect of a lead or molybdenum shield for a 1100F aluminum target
struck by a sphere of the same material as the shield with diameters D and masses m ranging from
2.63 to 4.85 mm and 0.1 to 0.66 g, respectively [88]. The shield thickness was 0.12D and the spacing
of the shield to target was 6D; impact occurred at a speed of 5.85 km/s at 60° obliquity. Debris
cloud formations were observed radiographically. The ratio of crater to projectile volume per unit
mass was reduced from 2.7 to 1 for lead, and from 7.4 to 3.4 for molybdenum, while the impulse
delivered to the target is relatively independent of striker material, as the impact angle is changed
from normal to 60° obliquity.

Ref. [21] examined the oblique hypervelocity impact of 3.18 mm diameter spheres of aluminum
at speeds of 7.26—7.65 km/s on dual-shield structures composed of 1100-0 aluminum frontal plates
0.64—1.6 mm thick and 7075-T6 Al targets 1.65—6.35 mm thick with 50.8 mm spacing at obliquities
of b"30, 45 and 60° from the viewpoint of integrity of the second barrier. Perforation or spall
occurred only with all frontal shield thicknesses and the thinnest rear shield at the two higher
obliquities, while only the thin frontal and the 3.18 mm rear shields exhibited failure. For
corresponding cadminum spheres fired at 6.13—6.43 km/s, frontal cadmium plates 1.22 mm thick
with 3.18 mm 7075-T6 second sheets spaced 50.8 mm behind the front panel were found to be
impenetrable. Variations of crater volume with velocity or shield thickness and spacing of
molybdenum or lead shields for the same target material or aluminum struck by various projectiles
at obliquity at 2—8 km/s are given in Ref. [88].

3.2.2.5. Numerical simulations. Computer code results can be generated in huge volumes by
entering a massive set of input parameters. However, in general, calculations not supported by
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Fig. 43. Comparison of the CTH computed results for the impact of 4.2—5.8 mm diameter aluminum spheres striking
a 1.27 mm thick aluminum shield and a 3.175 mm thick aluminum wall at 25° obliquity with a velocity of 7—10 km/s, and
a comparison of the results with ballistic limit values derived in Refs. [89, 90].

measurements should not be trusted; thus, efforts are normally exerted to buttress the numerical
values by supporting information, even if only indirectly. The following procedure for an oblique
hypervelocity impact simulation using a three-dimensional code on shielded space structures
represents a typical example of this treatment. The objective is the characterization of the debris
cloud formed as a result of shield impact and the consequences of its subsequent impingement on
the structural element. The method employed avoids many of the limitations of earlier procedures.
The initial striker in the numerical example is a sphere, but any other shape could have used
here [89].

Impact on the shield is evaluated by the Eulerian CTH code; a code DC3D representing an
elastic—plastic model of the debris cloud was then developed. This code was utilized to post-process
the CTH data and the resultant debris cloud was then converted to a DYNA-3D input file, which,
in turn, was employed to model the impact on the wall of the structure. A homogeneous
deformation assumption is adopted for each debris particle, and the cloud dynamics are described
by Hamilton’s equations. Impingement on the wall is described by a momentum deposition
description which avoids the need for precise individual particle treatment, an expensive procedure.
Fig. 43 [90] depicts the application of this technique for the determination of the impact conditions
described; the solid line is the ballistic limit computed from the information in Ref. [89] which is
based on experimental data.

Another approach to the examination of the effect of space debris impact on the Whipple shield
was executed by Fahrenthold and Yew [91], who utilized the Grady—Kipp fragmentation model
[92] in conjunction with the Eulerian hydrocode CTH. A Weibull distribution was taken for the
flaw distribution in order to represent the continuum damage. Computations involving 4.75 and
5.75 mm sized particles striking 6061-T6 aluminum plates at 7 km/s and 25° obliquity indicate that
the present fragmentation models lead to more diffuse debris clouds and longer calculations than
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Fig. 44. Experimental data and predictions of exit velocities for 6.35 mm diameter, ogival-nossed hard-steel projectiles
fired against 6.35 mm thick 2024-T3 aluminum plates at 45° obliquity [37, 38].

materials described by more conventional constitutive relations. The advantages of multi-bumper
shields, particularly with respect to their sensitivity to oblique impact, are discussed in Ref. [91].

3.3. Projectiles

3.3.1. Subordnance and ordnance velocity

3.3.1.1. Analytical and experimental investigations. The techniques employed in Section 3.2.1 have
been applied to the impact of standard 6.35 mm diameter ogival nosed steel projectiles striking
6.35 mm thick aluminum plates at 0 and 45° obliquity, as shown in Fig. 44 [38]. The model
calculations were executed for zero yaw; however, the tests indicated that, in practice, values of D a D
up to 10° were encountered. In contrast to the data for spheres, separate ricochet zones for two
velocity intervals were encountered here; this effect is most pronounced at b"45° and increases
with greater positive yaw.

Early examination of the perforation process at obliquity attributed the difference in effects
relative to normal impact to the increase in effective target thickness, h

%&&
"h/(cos(b#d) where d is

the change of the penetration path due to the action of the transverse force applied to the projectile
[93]. The first quasi-analytical description of the perforation of thin plates by projectiles or
fragments at oblique incidence is due to Recht and Ipson [94, 95], who extended an expression
derived for normal incidence, based on an energy balance, to impact at angle b. The perforation
process consists of two phases: (a) striker deceleration and (b) shearing of the plug. It is assumed
that the plug produced travels in the same direction and with the same velocity as the striker after
perforation.

At the ballistic limit, v
0
"v

50
, the penetrator will change its direction by a characteristic angle

d
50

; both of these quantities must be determined empirically. As v
0

increases, d will decrease. The
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expression for the residual velocity can be obtained from the corresponding value for normal
impact by replacing v

0
by v

0
cos b, v

50/
, the ballistic limit at normal incidence by v

50
cos d, and the

plug mass at normal incidence, m
1/

, by m
1/

/cos b, whose major diameter is D/cos b. This leads to
the representation

v
&
"([v2

0
!v2

50
]1@2 cos d)/[1#Mo

5
/o

4
N (D

1
/D

4
)2 (h/¸ cos b)], (3.25)

where the ratio of plug to projectile diameter D
1
/D

4
must be determined experimentally. Eq. (3.25) is

applied only to initial velocities v
0
less than about 1250 m/s. The angular change in direction, d, can

be determined from the expression

sin d cos d"[sin d
50

cos d
50
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0
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50
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where v
50

and d
50

must be determined experimentally.
The post-perforation obliquity is b!d; the turning point is close to the impact surface. The

component of the initial momentum normal to the emerging path is transferred to the plate; only
the momentum in the direction defined by d will be active in the perforation process. The
directional change d can be approximated by considering the impulse component transferred to the
plate in the direction v

&
, Id . The total impulse I is proportional to the time of plug shear, t

S
, which is

the inverse of the average shear velocity v
S!7'

"1
2
[(mv

0
cos d/Mm#m

1
N)#v

&
]. When v

0
"v

50
,

d"d
50

, then

Id"mv
50

cos d
50
+K/v

S!7'
, (3.27)

where K is a constant.
Fig. 45a shows the terminal velocity given by Eq. (3.25) for steel cylinders with a hardness R

C
30

striking mild steel plates with a BHN of 190 at 45° obliquity with h/D"0.15—0.44, compared to
experimental results. Fig. 45b shows a corresponding correlation from Eq. (3.26) for the change in
direction d for a range of h/D from 0.24 to 0.29; the agreement in both cases is quite good.
Additional information on this subject is given in Ref. [96].

In a subsequent paper [96], the mass center velocity of residual projectile and target fragments,
v
&&3!'

, the ballistic limit, v
50

, and the angular deviation for oblique impact for penetrators that lose
mass, d, are given by

v
&&3!'

"[v2
0
!v2

50
]"/[1!(m

1
/m

3
)], (3.28)
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and

d"sin~1 C
1

mv
0

sin bDNCG1!A
1

mv
0
B cos bH

2
#GA

I
mv

0
B sin bH

2

D. (3.30)

Here, m
3
is the residual mass of the striker and I is the impulse transferred to the plate. Ref. [96]

also provides a large number of quasi-analytical or empirical relations pertaining primarily to
normal impact.

An analysis of oblique projectile perforation [97] was derived from the corresponding model for
normal perforation [98]. This consists of the consecutive stages of target compression to the
ultimate strength p

6
, replaced by the concurrent action of inertial, compressive and shear forces

that define and shear out a plug, and a third stage where the striker and plug move together. In the
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Fig. 45. (a) Final velocity as a function of initial velocity for the perforation of mild-steel plates by hard-steel cylinders at
45° obliquity. (b) Angular change in direction of cylindrical hard-steel cylinders perforating mild-steel plates at 45°
obliquity [95].

first stage, the compressive and inertial forces are the same as for normal impact with the
cross-sectional area A replaced by A/cos b; the thickness h is replaced by h@"h/cos b and the
direction of motion z@ occurs along b. As in normal impact, the ratio of effective target to plug
thickness, (h/h

1
)
%&&

, is nearly constant over a wide range of initial velocities and target thickness. The
same changes involving angle b are applied to the second and third stages to permit a deterministic
expression for the striker velocity at various stages of the perforation process.

Fig. 46a and b shows a comparison of the measured velocity drop *v and the predictions of the
analysis in Ref. [97] for the perforation of commercially pure aluminum and 6061-T6 aluminum
alloy plates with thicknesses from h"2—6 mm by 0.22 caliber lead bullets. The correspondence is
very satisfactory.

A large number of tests have been performed over a wide range of obliquities, initial striking
velocities, and plate materials and thicknesses by various investigators; some results are presented
in Ref. [6]. Ref. [99] generated data for the oblique impact of 12.7 mm diameter blunt and 60°
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Fig. 46. Experimental and theoretical velocity drop of 22 caliber lead bullets perforating: (a) commercially pure
aluminum (b) 6061-T6 aluminum plates of various thicknesses as a function of impact obliquity [97].

cylindro-conical hard-steel strikers (with masses of about 37 and 31 g, respectively) as well as
similarly sized blunt aluminum strikers of 14 g mass, all with an ¸/D ratio of 3. The targets
consisted of 2024-0 aluminum with a thickness range of h"3.175—25.4 mm, and mild and hard
steel with h"6.35 mm; obliquities up to 50° were studied. The penetration of a medium carbon
steel, 6.35 mm thick, by a blunt cylinder with a diameter of 12.7 mm, ¸/D ratio of 3 and a mass of
36 g striking at an initial speed of 515 m/s and an obliquity of 40° is depicted in Fig. 47; a debris
cloud is removed from the plate both on the impact and on the distal side. Some shattering of
the striker was observed here, whereas substantial disintegration of the projectile was found in
other tests.

Fig. 48a and b present the non-dimensional velocity drop *v/v
0

as a function of oblique angle
b for aluminum and mild steel targets struck by 60° cylindro-conical hard steel projectiles
(R

C
53—60) at speeds up to 910 m/s, above the ballistic limit in some cases. All curves are concave

upward, but the data at higher velocities exhibit velocity drop minima at obliquities of 20—30°,
reminiscent of that found in ballistic limit tests for normal impact where the principal target failure
mechanism changed from bending to shear. Similar data for blunt aluminum and hard-steel
strikers at normal incidence and 40° obliquity exhibited similar trends; however, the minima found
in Fig. 48 at the higher impact velocities were not observed [99].

The variation of terminal relative to initial obliquity produced by the perforation of 60°
cylindro-conical hard-steel projectiles on 2024-0 aluminum and of mild steel targets, each of 3.175
or 6.35 mm thickness, at various impact speeds is portrayed in Fig. 49a and b, respectively. The
relations are nearly linear, with the plate thickness apparently not playing much of a role.
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Fig. 47. Photographic sequence of the perforation of a 12.7 mm diameter blunt projectile striking a 6.35 mm thick
medium carbon steel plate at a speed of 515 m/s and an obliquity of 40°. Exit speed: 334 m/s; final obliquity: 31.5°.
Framing interval: 29 ks [99].

The ballistic limit of the sharp striker impinging 3.174 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum increased
from its value at normal incidence, 95 to 104 m/s at b"30° and to an estimated value of 150 m/s at
b"55°. For both target materials and all thicknesses, the striker emergence angle was smaller than
the initial obliquity, but the difference decreased with increasing impact velocity and with decrease
in target density and hardness [99].

Obliquity completely alters the petal patterns for both aluminum and steel targets relative to
normal incidence. Petals are shorn more frequently from the aluminum plates; a large number of
side petals were generated in steel just above the ballistic limit, with lips and brittle fracture
occurring on the distal side.

A typical cross section of a crater produced in a 6.35 mm thick medium carbon steel target
produced by a 12.7 mm diameter, 60° cylindro-conical steel striker with an ¸/D ratio of 3 with
b"30° is shown in Fig. 50a. While, at normal incidence under similar conditions, shear banding is
concentrated and dominates the damage process, here only isolated bands are evident (Fig. 50(1b));
the target fails primarily by petaling, with some delamination due to shear and tension occurring
on one side of the hole.

In another study [100], cylindrical hard-steel projectiles with hemispherical or conical tips of
total angle 2c"60° incorporating embedded force transducers were fired at 2024-0 aluminum and
SAE 1010 steel targets at obliquities up to 45°. Experimental force histories generated by impact on
1.27 mm thick aluminum and 1.59 mm steel targets of hemispherical- and conical-tipped strikers at
velocities increasing slightly with obliquity — so as to parallel the increase in v

50
with b — are

presented in Figs. 51—54. A prediction of the peak force has also been developed as a function of the
angle of incidence, based on an assumed sinusoidal force variation F"F

.!9
sin nt/q , and a
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Fig. 48. (a) Non-dimensional velocity drop in 2024-0 aluminum targets struck by hard-steel 60° cylindro-conical
projectiles of 12.7 mm diameter as function of obliquity. 3.175 mm thick targets (———— — — — — — — — — ) — , — ) — )
6.35 mm thick targets ( ——— — ———— — ————). (b) Non-dimensional velocity drop in mild carbon steel targets
struck by hard-steel 60° cylindro-conical projectlies of 12.7 mm diameter as a function of obliquity. Dashed lines:
3.175 mm thick plates; Solid lines: 6.35 mm thick targets. The point labeled v

1
was measured during penetration [99].

momentum balance in the direction of perforation z. In terms of the measured ballistic limit at
normal incidence, v

50
, the result is

F
.!9

"nmv2
50

/4Z, (3.31)

Z, the total displacement of the projectile including the nose cone length is given by

Z"R (2#cos c)#h/cos b (3.32)

with q"2Z/v
50

. The observed asymmetry in the measured force curves makes the hypothesis of
a harmonic force curve very precarious; hence it is not surprising that the prognostication of Eq.
(3.31) is not a very good predictor as indicated in variation of peak force as a function of b shown in
Fig. 55a—c. Other quasi-empirical curves for the force variation, such as a variant of Eq. (3.1) or
F"B

3
t2e~bÈt, where B

3
and b

2
are empirical constants [101] are also not very satisfactory.

For impacts below the ballistic limit, the measured peak forces were found to be approximately
proportional to the initial velocity; when v

0
'v

50
, the peak forces were roughly constant. With

cylindro-conical strikers, these peak forces increased with b, while the opposite was found for the
round-tipped penetrator. The reduction in peak force for the round tip can also be explained in
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Fig. 49. (a) Final obliquity as a function of initial obliquity for the penetration of 12.7 mm diameter 60° hard-steel
cyclindro-conical projectlies of 3.175 mm and 6.35 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum targets. Solid lines, open symbols,
h"3.175 mm; Dashed lines, solid symbols, h"6.35 mm. (b) Final obliquity as a function of initial obliquity for the
penetration of 12.7 mm diameter 60° hard-steel cylindro-conical properties of 3.175 mm and 6.35 mm thick mild steel
targets. Solid lines, open symbols, h"3.175 mm; Dashed lines, solid symbols, h"6.35 mm; Symbol h denotes medium
carbon steel [99].

terms of the difference of the failure modes: at the two lower obliquities, failure occurs essentially by
the explusion of a symmetrical plug, whereas, at the two higher velocities, side petals are generated
by circumferential cracking; for the sharp-tipped strikers, failure ensues by initial radial cracking.

For aluminum targets, the shapes of the force data for each of the two types of projectiles were
similar. The impingement of the round-nosed striker on the steel target involves substantial sliding,
of the order of the shank diameter, prior to perforation at the highest obliquity angle b"45°,
accounting for a less rapid rise of the force curve with increasing b. This causes a delay in the time
to reach the peak force and also results in a higher observed minimum penetration velocity than
predicted due to the reduction in the actual momentum before piercing ensued. The trends noted
above are magnified for the thicker targets.

Recht [10] provides the loads acting on the center of mass G of a projectile of cylindrical length
¸ and diameter D and an ogival tip at a section x@"¸!x from the aft end of the projectile upon
partial embedment at oblique angle b as

F
9
"(x@/¸)F

#
cos b, F

T
"[3(x@/¸)2!2(x@/¸)]F

#
sin b,

M
:
"x@[(x@/¸)!(x@/¸)2]F

#
sin b, (3.33)
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Fig. 50. (a) Section view of the crater in a 6.35 mm thick medium carbon steel plate struck by a 12.7 mm diameter 60°
cylindro-conical hard-steel projectile at 30° obliquity and an initial velocity of 325 m/s. Initial path shown by arrow
(projectile ricocheted). (b) Micrograph of fractured shear band in perforated medium carbon steel (Magnification 200])
[99].

Fig. 51. Force histories for a 12.7 mm diameter hard-steel instrumented 60° cylindro-conical projectile striking
a 1.27 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum plate at various obliquities b (see to Ref. [100] for run number sequence) [100].

where F
#
is the contact force and F

9
, F

T
and M

:
are the axial and transverse forces and the bending

moment. The maximum value of M
:
occurs at (x@/¸)"2/3. The force F

#
is assumed to act normal

to the plate surface; if this is not the case, b must be replaced by the angle between this force and the
striker axis.
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Fig. 52. Force histories for a 12.7 mm diameter hard-steel instrumented hemispherically tipped projectile striking
a 1.27 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum plate at various obliquities (see Ref. 100] for run numbers) [100].

Fig. 53. Force histories for a 12.7 mm diameter hard-steel instrumented 60° cylindro-conical projectile striking
a 1.59 mm thick SAE 1010 steel plate at various obliquities and slightly increasing initial velocity v

0
[100].

A critical moment M
#3

can be computed by the determination of a critical breaking stress
p
#3
"p

6
, the ultimate strength, to provide

M
#3
"np

#3
(D4!D4

*
)/32D, (3.34)
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Fig. 54. Force histories for a 12.7 mm diameter hard-steel instrumented hemispherically tipped 12.7 mm diameter
projectile striking a 1.59 mm thick SAE 1010 steel plate at various obliquities and slightly increasing velocity v

0
[100].

where D
*

is the inner diameter of a projectile shell, and D
*
"0 for a solid striker. Defining

'Sx@T"M
:
/M

#3
for position x@ leads to the expression
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and projectile deformation is expected if 'Sx@TA1. An arbitrary value of x@/¸ generates a constant
C

1
for Eq. (3.35), i.e.
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This can be generalized to any section for a steel target of density o
45

by the semi-empirical relation
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Here, C
2
"11.2!0.022B, a dimensionless constant, with B the Brinell hardness number for both

steel and aluminum, and v
50/

is the ballistic limit velocity at normal incidence. Eq. (3.37) applies to
ricochet provided v2

50/
sec b is replaced by v2 cos b. For strikers penetrating armor plate with

a Brinell hardness B"300 and thickness h, the critical obliquity angle b
#3

is given by

b
#3
"tan~1[C

2
p
#3
/M4(¸/D)o

45
v2
50/

N] (3.38)

representing the limit of obliquity from Eq. (3.37), where C
2

is a dimensionless constant developed
from solid steel projectiles. This is plotted for three armor-piercing projectiles near the limit
velocity as a function of h/D in Fig. 56 and for 20 mm armor piercing strikers in Fig. 57 with the
solid curve in the diagrams representing the model evaluated for U"1. The data represent
combinations of obliquity and plate thickness at the limiting velocity just sufficient to either
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Fig. 55. Peak force as a function of obliquity angle for the penetration of SAE 1010 steel and 2024-0 aluminum targets by
12.7 mm diameter hard-steel projectiles: (a) 60° cylindro-conical tip, 1.27 mm thick Al and 1.59 mm thick steel;
(b) hemispherical tip, 1.27 mm thick Al and 1.59 mm thick steel; (b) hemispherical tip, 1.27 mm thick Al and 1.59 mm
thick steel; (c) hemispherical tip, 3.18 mm and 4.76 mm thick 2024-0 Al, compared to the predictions of Eq. (3.31) [100].

excessively deform or else break the armor-piercing bullets; good agreement is noted in Fig. 56 for
observed large striker deformation up to a value of h/D"1.5, due to rapid immersion in the target
of the ogive at higher values of h/D corresponding to higher limiting velocities where the effect of
orientation is minimized. The limiting curve of Fig. 57 appropriately separates broken and
unbroken AP projectiles. At perforation, Eq. (3.38) is multiplied by (v

0
/v

50
)1@2 to provide the critical

velocity for core breakup [10].
At still higher obliquities than needed for fracture, a second critical angle b@

#3
has been determined

where complete shattering of the hard core of the AP projectile ensued [102]. For high hardness
steel (R

C
63), the ratio of these angles cot b

#3
/cot b@

#3
was experimentally found to be 1.9, whereas the

elementary fracture mechanics stress relation provided a value of 1.8.
For plate penetration by a striker of mass m at obliquity b with speed v

0
, Ref. [10] gives the

equations for the terminal velocity of the mass center of all target and striker fragments, v
&
, that of

the striker alone, v
&, 4

and that of the target fragments v
&, 5

in terms of the effective plug mass
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Fig. 56. Critical obliquity angle, b
#3

, as a function of normalized thickness h/D of steel plates causing AP penetrator
breakup due to flexure [10].
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where *b is the change in direction of the mass center of the plate and projectile particles after
impact relative to the initial direction of the striker, *v

&, 5
"pY

4
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5
with pY

4
as the uniaxial yield

strength of the projectile, o
5
the mass density and º

5
the shock velocity in the target. The change

in direction of the penetrator, d, i.e. the angle between v
0

and v
&
for a blunt-nosed penetrator is

given by
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50
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If the penetrator is pointed, b on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.40) must be replaced by
(n/8) (1#sinM2.25[b!0.222n]N), determined empirically. Eq. (3.40) fits data for blunt steel cylin-
ders fired at aluminum and steel plates with 45° obliquity up to values of v

0
/v

50
"2 reasonably

well, although an empirical relation could depict the data better.
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Fig. 57. Critical obliquity angle, b
#3

, for projectile breakup. 20 mm armor piercing projectiles striking steel armor plate,
showing broken (solid) and intact (open) strikers. The solid line is the prediction of Eq. (3.38) for '"1 in Eq. (3.37) [10].

Fig. 58 presents the predictions of the first of Eqs. (3.39) with b set equal to zero (plus the
assumption of no alteration in fragment shape and mass during flight and considering only the steel
facing sheet) together with two series of test results. Mild steel (R

B
93) and Hy Tuf steel alloy cubes

(R
C
"44) with a mass of 0.84 g were fired at a composite target consisting of a 1.25 mm mild steel

plate backed by adjacent layers of 32 mm thick fiberglass and a 6.35 mm plywood sheet with
velocities up to 2600 m/s at obliquities of 0, 30 and 60°. The correlation is fair, deviating both at
higher initial velocities and greater obliquities, the latter presumably due to fragment deformation
and mass loss. This loss does not occur for normal incidence and a 30° obliquity until v

0
exceeds

1500 m/s (compared to a value of v
50

"685 m/s at b"0°) whereas such loss occurs immediately
beyond the v

50
at b"60° and achieves a 90% loss at v

0
+2500 m/s. This mass change can be

predicted fairly well by an empirical equation with an appropriate data fit of the constants for the
configuration and velocity range studied [10], but this is clearly not applicable for other sets of
impact conditions.
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Fig. 58. Residual velocity for 0.84 g cubes of mild steel (R
B
"93) and Hy Tuf steel alloy (R

C
44) perforating composite

targets consisting of a 1.25 mm thick mild-steel sheet covering adjacent 32 mm thick fiberglass and insulation and a single
sheet, 6.35 mm thick, of plywood at normal and oblique incidence. Calculations performed only for the steel cover plate
using the first of Eqs. (3.39) [10].

Still other empirical equations have also been proposed for this type of prediction [10] for
fragment simulators derived from data obtained during the 1960s [103, 104]. Typical representa-
tions employed are

v
&
"v

0
!10b2(hA)b3 (m

q,0
)b4 (sec b)b5(v

q,0
)b6,

m
q, &

"m
1,0

!10c2 (hA)c3 (m
q,0

)c4 (sec b)c5 (v
q,0

)c6 , (3.41)

where v
&
and m

q, &
are the final velocity and mass of the fragment, v

0
and m

q,0
the corresponding

initial values and b
i
and c

i
, i"2,2 , 6, are empirical constants determined by fitting a large

amount of data. These relations are by no means universally accepted. A large group of empirical
penetration relations [105] is not available to the general public.

For a deforming penetrator striking a rigid surface at obliquity b, the rebound angle can be
determined by equating the maximum elastic energy stored to the rebound kinetic energy for the
normal velocity component v

/
"p

6,4
/o

4
E

4
; the final tangential component is given by v

5!
"v

0
sin b.

The residual velocity v
&
and the angle of rebound b

&
can then be determined as

v
&
"(v2

/
#v2

5!
)1@2, b

&
"tan~1(v

5!
/v

/
)"tan~1[(o

4
E

4
)1@2(v

0
sin b)/p

6,4
]. (3.42)

For high values of v
0
, the rebound energy is a small fraction of the tangential energy component;

hence the trajectory does not deviate significantly from the surface [10].
If the reverse situation of a rigid penetrator striking a deformable half-space occurs, substantial

test data indicate that the crater volume is proportional to the impact energy. If C
3

represents the
ratio of these quantities and the indentation is assumed to be hemispherical, the dimensionless
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penetration depth P/D can be represented as [10]

P/D"C
3
(mv2

0
cos2 b/p

6, 5
D3)1@3. (3.43)

This relation can be modified for a deforming striker by including a function of (P/C
3
D) in the

analysis. A further extension permits the calculation of penetration depth and rebound angle based
on additional empirical data.

An analysis of the oblique impact of a rigid cylindro-conical striker against ductile layered
targets has also been executed in Ref. [106] based on geometrical considerations developed in Ref.
[107] and using a modified version of the empirical Poncelet equation [55]. This last relation
includes a static shear resistance and a dynamic term formulated in a manner analogous to
aerodynamic resistance. Cavity expansion methods were employed to relate the resistance coeffi-
cients in the equation to target material properties. The shear pressure p

S
was taken in the form

p
S
"(p

Y
/J3)[1#ln(E/J3 p

Y
)] (3.44)

so that the equation of motion is given by

!m
dv
dt

"(C
1
p
S
#1

2
C

2
v2) (3.45)

with C
1

and C
2

as dimensionless constants, of the order of unity, that are to be determined
experimentally. Since, after perforation, the striker is enveloped by a bulge that constitutes an
effective increase in target thickness, this dimension has been artificially increased by a fixed
fraction, approximately 10% of the projectile diameter, so that h

%&&
"h

0
#0.1D.

The resistive action of the target induces yaw even though this was not present originally. The
most critical aspect of the model is the proper delineation of the contact surface which consists of
an irregular segment of the projectile envelope. The process is facilitated by a complementary
loading principle whereby a portion S

1
subject to pressure p

1
of a total surface of area S"S

1
#S

2
,

with S
2

unloaded, is equivalent to S
2

pressurized to !p
1

with S
1

unloaded. This permits the
replacement of curved contact areas by equivalent planar elements. All these elements are analyzed
separately; each must fulfill the requirements of lying within the plate volume and, further, to be
outside of any possible region of cavitation. For a cylindro-conical projectile, the pressures on the
conical and cylindrical portions are assumed uniform, but differing in magnitude. A cavitation
region is delineated about the cone tip based on certain assumptions regarding streamlines leading
to a cavitation line inclined to the cone axis by an angle m, defined by

sin m"[b* sin a]/[J1#b*2#2b* cos a] with b*"1
2C

sin c
sin(a!c)

!

sin c
sin(a#c)D , (3.46)

that depends on half-cone angle c and yaw angle a, as indicated in Fig. 59a—c. Here, the coordinate
systems X

5
, ½

5
and X

4
, ½

4
refer to coordinates fixed in the target and projectile, respectively. The

special points depicted in Fig. 59a, representing the projectile/target interaction geometry, denote
the position of the nose tip, the projections in the X

5
—½

5
plane of the intersection of the conical or

cylindrical surface of the striker with the target edge, and the position of the penetrated cone base
and center, respectively. Fig. 59b depicts the cavitation region around the cone nose, while Fig. 59c
defines the geometry for the analysis of the projectile kinematics. The summation of the forces and
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Fig. 59. (a) Projetile/target interaction and projectile geometry for cylindro-conical strikers penetrating targets at
obliquity. (b) Flow cavitation about the nose cone. (c) Projectile kilematics and dynamics notation [106].

moments produced by each separate element of the interacting system are combined to provide
a global force and moment acting at the mass center G of the projectile.

For the assumed planar motion of the striker, the target resistance is usually delineated in terms
of its axial and transverse components, F

!
and F

T
, that can be expressed in terms of drag and lift

forces F
D

and Fl by means of

F
D
"F

T
sin a#F

!
cos a, Fl"F

T
cos a!F

!
sin a, a"b!h. (3.47)
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Fig. 60(a)— (c). Numerical simulation of the impact of cylindro-conical projectiles at 60° obliquity on copper plates of
various thicknesses at the same velocity of 914 m/s [106].

The equations of motion are given by

F
D
"mvR , F

T
"mvbQ , M

G
"Ih® , XQ "v sin b, ½Q "v cos b (3.48)

and Eqs. (3.47) and (3.48) can be readily integrated by a first-order finite difference process.
Tests were performed using a hard-steel projectile with a half cone angle c"60° and an aspect

ratio ¸/D"3 striking mild steel plates with a ratio h/D"0.333 at obliquity b"60°, and 2024-T3
aluminum plates with a h/D"1.333 fired at b"50° and b"60° with velocities of the order of
875 m/s. Comparison of the measured and predicted terminal velocities indicated differences of
!1.8, !1.7 and #6.5%, respectively, based on the experimental results. The effect of plate size is
illustrated in Fig. 60 [106] where the trajectories of such conically tipped strikers impinging three
copper plates, each of successively greater thickness, at the same initial velocity v

0
"914 m/s and

obliquity angle b"60° are shown. The computations depict three quite different paths involving
nearly linear traversal, an S-shaped path representing a condition close to embedment, and
ricochet, respectively.

3.3.1.2. Analytical investigations. A suggestion for the path length in a target of thickness h upon
impact at obliquity b was voiced early by Recht and Ipson [94] in that the equivalent thickness h

%2
should be given by

h
%2
"h sec(b#d). (3.49)

It was proposed that d, the change in inclination due to target contact, should be expressed as

d"k(Q/ov2
0
) sin b, (3.50)

where constant k depends on the projectile geometry, Q+p
Y

is the target resistance and o the
projectile density. This change of orientation was ignored in some treatments. When failure results
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from ductile hole formation, as occurs with many sharp penetrators, the critical velocity v
50

is
proportional to h1@2 so that the modified Eq. (3.49) becomes

h
%2
"v

50/
sec1@2 b. (3.51)

The critical velocity has been depicted by an empirical relation from the data in Ref. [103].
Another early quantitative description, of substantial historical interest, involving oblique

impact was proposed by Zaid and Paul [108] for truncated conically tipped projectiles, with
half-cone angle c, impinging on thin plates, based on the same momentum model utilized for the
description of normal impact [109, 110]. The truncated area is also known in ballistics literature as
‘‘meplat’’, and its radius and distance from the tip of the full cone will be denoted by r

.
and

¸
.
"r

.
/tan c. The execution of this analysis requires the delineation of target deformation

involving petal generation whose shape conforms to the striker surface as long as there exists
a compressive force between these elements. Petals usually extend forward of the plate, but may
extend backwards—particularly at high obliquities—if the bending energy to produce this config-
uration is smaller than that required for forward extension. This petal/striker adherence is
equivalent to the statement that the striker velocity is sufficiently great so that plastic waves that
may be generated at the striker cone tip and which would bend the petals away from the penetrator
surface, either are not activated or else are too slow to produce target/projectile separation. This
has the consequence that the striker will punch out a plug from the undeformed plate material in its
path; this plug is larger than the meplat. In addition, since friction is minimal [101, 111], the force
acting on the petal is normal to the surface, and, further, acts at the root. This also results in the
petal moving through a minimum angle and hence absorbing a minimum amount of bending
energy.

For mathematical simplicity, it is assumed that all petal particles move parallel to the cone
generators and that the striker velocity vector remains invariant during perforation; the latter is the
more exact the higher the velocity and/or the thinner the plate. Observations indicate that no or
minimal radial petal stretching occurs; any such stretching is neglected.

The perforation process was classified according to oblique angle b as follows:

Low obliquity: 04c!b41
2
n!2b (no rearward petaling),

High obliquity: 04b!c41
2
n!2c, (3.52)

Very high obliquity: 1
2
n4b#c (some rearward petaling may occur).

These regions are determined by the geometry of the perforation.
The phases of the phenomenon are: (1) plugging initiates, petals begin to form; (2) plug has been

completely developed, petals conform to conical profile around entire periphery; (3) petal forma-
tion continues, including possible separation from target plate; and (4) petal formation has ended,
and petal separation and spall are in progress. These events are depicted in Fig. 61 and are
characterized by a contact angle # for each of the four phases as indicated by an appropriate
numerical subscript. For strikers with very short noses, phase (2) may not exist and phases 1 and
3 may occur simultaneously.

During plug formation, sectorial contact of the striker with the target occurs successively over an
elliptical area A

1
S#

1
T in the X

5
—½

5
plane, shown in Fig. 62a and b, with semi-major and

semi-minor axes b/cos / and b until separation at X
5
"X

.!9
which extends beyond the area of the
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Fig. 61. Phases of perforation in a thin plate struck obliquely by a cylindrical projectile with a truncated conical tip
(meplat) Phase I: plug initiation. Phase II: plug separation, petals conform to striker surface. Phase III: continued petal
formation, including potential separation from target. Phase IV: end of petal formation; petal separation and spall in
progress [108].

Fig. 62. Penetration of a truncated cylindro-conical projectile of half-cone angle c and length ¸@ at obliquity b: (a) side
view (b) view in target plane [108].

meplat. The frontal area of the plug is thus given by A
1
S1
2
nT"nr2

.
/cos b so that its mass is

m
1
"o

5
hA

1
. As indicated in Ref. [109], the velocity of the plug is given by v

1
"Kv

0
[107], where

K is an experimental constant such that 1(K(2. For a hard-steel projectile striking aluminum,
a reasonable value of K is 1.2.

The next phases 2 and 3 concern petal formation and the final stage 4 is petal separation. These
are analyzed in continuous fashion by means of geometrical considerations and a momentum
balance requiring the evaluation of a series of integrals dependent on b, c and angles #

1
, #

3
and #

4
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Fig. 63. Integral ISb, cT, a function of the obliquity and half-cone angles, used in the evaluation of Eq. (3.54) [108].

associated with the contact geometry for phases 1, 3, and 4. The criterion for petal separation is
geometric: the final velocity drop of the striker is given by

*v(@v
0
)"v

0
!v"¸

505
/m

4
, (3.53)

where ¸
505

is the combined final linear momentum of the plug, the attached and the separated
petals. Eq. (3.53) may be evaluated from the relation

(m
4
*v

505
)/(no

5
hr2

.
v
0
)"(Kn)/(tan c cos b)#[(r

4
/r

.
)2!1][ISb, cT]`"n

~"n
(3.54)

where the integral ISb, cT is shown in Fig. 63.
The analysis of oblique perforation presented in Ref. [94] was improved in Ref. [97] by means of

Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30) presented in Section 3.3.1.1. Furthermore, the model for oblique impact of
spheres on single thin plates was extended to cylindro-conical strikers in Ref. [108] for a limited
range of obliquities that essentially excluded excessive tumbling after perforation. The application
of this concept was developed in Ref. [110] as described above.

The penetration of a rigid projectile with an ovoid nose into a target modeled as a rate-
independent elastic/perfectly-plastic material, assumed incompressible, has been accomplished
using the Poncelet equation (3.2) [112]. An added mass term is included which, along with
constants B

1
and B

2
, are evaluated in terms of the ovaloid and cylindrical geometry, the uniaxial

tensile yield stress and the shear modulus. The approach is similar to that taken in Refs. [113, 114]
which, for normal impact, involves a two-dimensional velocity field that permits evaluation of the
stress and hence the decelerating force on the striker. Oblique impact is analyzed by means of an
irrotational velocity field beyond the projectile related to potentials, obtained by using singular-
ities, associated with the longitudinal and transverse motions of the striker, respectively. The target
region is divided into an elastic zone ahead of the striker and a plastic domain in its vicinity, where
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Fig. 64(a), (b). Two examples of the calculated penetration of a rigid ovoid-nosed projectile into a moderately thick
aluminum target at two angles of obliquity, using the Poncelet equation [112].

strains can be large. Integration along the projectile generatrix permits an evaluation of the
pressure distribution and hence the decelerating force; the effects of the free surfaces are approxim-
ated. Two examples of such a calculation including the delineation of the plastic zone for aluminum
targets are presented in Fig. 64a and b [112].

3.3.1.3. Combined experimental and numerical studies. The entry, embedment or ricochet of a pro-
jectile into a soft semi-infinite medium, such as sand or soil, has been demonstrated by both
numerical and experimental methods in Ref. [4]. An identical concept is discussed in Ref. [11]
where it is stated that there is a 50% probability that a 105 caliber projectile striking the ground
will ricochet when the obliquity angle b+60°, and that this occurs for a 155 caliber projectile when
b+57°.

Scaling effects in perforation of thin aluminum targets were studied experimentally and checked
by the code DYNA 3D for 45° oblique impact at about 400 m/s of 60° cylindro-conical strikers (as
well as for normal impact using two-dimensional codes) [115]. The physical quantities of lengths,
angles, densities, temperature, specific heats, heats of fusion strengths, shape of the stress—strain
curve and velocity were represented in terms of 13 non-dimensional Pi groups; all other quantities
were considered to have an insignificant influence on the event. For low-velocity collisions, the
thermal parameters were also neglected. Such a nondimensional procedure is required for perform-
ing an analysis at a reduced scale; one of the objectives of the study was the validation of the
relations governing the scaling laws, accomplished by analyzing a geometrically similar phenom-
enon with dimensions scaled by a factor of 3.

The projectile material was depicted by an elastic-plastic model, while targets were charac-
terized by the Johnson-Cook yield representation [64]. Strain-rate effects were considered, and
a coefficient of friction of 0.15 was employed in the simulations. Fig. 65a depicts the DYNA-3D
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Fig. 65. DYNA-3D calculations and experimental results for oblique perforation at 45° of thin steel and aluminum plates
by 10 and 30 mm 60° cylindro-conical strikers at 370—420 m/s, involving computational scaling: (a) DYNA-3D intact
and deformed mesh for aluminum; (b) comparison of steel perforation profiles; (c) comparison of aluminum perforation
profiles [115].
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Fig. 66. Stagnation caps for computations using the EPIC-3 code [116].

mesh at initial contact and after perforation; Fig. 65b and c show a comparison of the two scaled
perforation profiles for a steel and aluminum target, respectively. While not perfect, the results
indicate the validity of reduced scale modeling of the event.

Numerical experimentation of the 45° oblique (and also normal) impact of blunt cylinders on
thick targets included the formation of stagnation caps as shown in Fig. 66 [116], that has been
observed frequently (i.e. Ref. [117]). Such conical caps were also found in plaster of Paris targets,
both at normal incidence and at 45° obliquity [118]. Computations using the Lagrangian code
EPIC-3 for the impact of 19.6 and 26.5 g strikers at initial velocities of about 550 m/s into slabs of
simulated concrete with thicknesses of 12.7 and 25.4 mm indicated closer agreement with test
results for the terminal velocities when a cap was included in the model. The lighter projectile did
not perforate a 63.5 mm slab, whereas the heavier striker was found to actually pierce the target,
although the calculations indicated embedment.

Oblique impact experiments on multiple arrays by tungsten cubes involving their fracture were
simulated using the smooth particle hydrodynamics code (SPH) MAGI [119]. The targets
consisted of a layered silica—phenolic/aluminum aeroshell panel, an air gap, and an aluminum/D38
(depleted uranium)/acrylic radiation case; in two tests, SAE 1015 steel was used instead of D38.
Cubes with masses of 42.3, 84.4, and 168.8 g were fired at velocities of 2000, 1414 and 1000 m/s,
involving obliquity angles of 15, 30 and 45°.

In all tests, the strikers easily perforated the top three layers. Interesting projectile response was
observed in impact on the D38/1015 steel. At 15°, every projectile regardless of initial velocity
deflected intact from this panel: at 30°, the striker split into two parts of about equal mass, one
perforating and the other ricocheting from the target; at 45°, projectiles at all velocities deflected
intact from the target. Fracture increased with the normal component of impact velocity, and,
further, containment increased with decreasing values of b.

The code is based on interpolation theory for the integral equation representations of continuum
mechanics, using the Mie—Grüneisen equation of state, an artificial viscosity and a heat conduction
term that damps spurious oscillations in the computations. With an elastic/perfectly plastic
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description for all materials, flow is governed by the von Mises condition when the yield criterion is
exceeded; strain-rate effects were included by increasing p

Y
. A scalar tensile failure criterion has

been developed that evolves with time and combines ductile and brittle mechanisms. Computa-
tional results, executed for the 30° tests, did not predict the fracture patterns in the cubes too well,
but the calculated damage patterns in the targets were in good correspondence with observations.

The path of a projectile striking a semi-infinite solid (soil or sand) has been described in Ref. [4]
and has been further detailed in a number of papers.

3.3.1.4. Experimental investigations. A plethora of studies involving oblique impact of projectiles
on targets exists; hence, the material summarized here is only representative, not exhaustive. Many
different investigations were performed during World War II under the auspices of the Office of
Scientific Research and Development (OSRD). One of these early studies involved the perforation
at various obliquities of 226 and 559 mm thick concrete slabs with a compressive strength of
39 MPa by 38 mm M80 AP projectiles with cap and windshield removed, possessing a mass of
0.771 kg [120]. Fig. 67a and b depict the cratering and ricochet phenomena for various initial
velocities (in m/s) and obliquities, from which the ballistic limits can be estimated. The behavior at
20 and 28° is particularly interesting because the projectile exhibits embedment, arrest and
ricochet. A crossplot of the data is presented in Fig. 68a and b which depict the ricochet zone, the
limits of perforation and the regions of scabbing and sticking for the thin and the thicker specimens;
the reference is the impact point. The deportment shown is very similar to that of AP projectiles
striking thick aluminum plates [10].

Ref. [10] also reports averaged data for the thickness of armor plates at obliquity relative to that
at normal incidence at the ballistic limit in the ordnance range for four sharp-tipped penetrators;
the hypervelocity armor piercing projectile (HVAP), the armor piercing (AP) and capped armor
piercing (APC) projectile, and the shaped charge jet (HEAT). At b"30°, the increases are 32, 55, 32
and 14%, respectively, that rise to 564, 327, 327 and 236%, respectively, at b"65°. Obliquity has
relatively minor effects on shaped-charge action; capping also seems to have a negligible influence
at the higher angles of incidence. Obliquity has a somewhat lesser effect for blunt-nosed strikers;
test results indicate a greater value of the fraction v

50/
/v

50
than predicted by Eq. (3.1).

The studies show that the ratio of oblique to normal penetration at the same velocity, P/P
/
, is

less than cos b at low velocities and approaches this ratio only as the initial velocity v
0

is increased.
This is further documented in Ref. [121] where penetration at obliquity of AP projectiles into
aluminum at impact speeds of 305—610 m/s was found to have a value of P/P

/
"0.47 at an angle

b"35°. Such a result is plausible on the assumption that the resisting forces are roughly
independent of depth and that asymmetric forces deflecting the projectile from its initial direction
act primarily near the surface. At higher speeds, the time for these forces to act decreases, reducing
the deviation of the trajectory from its initial path.

Another investigation in this series examined the perforation resistance of targets to impacts by
a 24.4 caliber tungsten carbide projectile and its steel core at obliquity [122]. Fig. 69 depicts the
perforation limits and shatter velocities for these cores striking homogeneous armor (BHN
255—295). The effects of size, nose shape and capping were also examined. A different inquiry
investigated the effect of target tensile strength on the ballistic limits of 3A M62 capped projectiles at
obliquities up to 40° [123]. The optimum hardness of 102 mm thick armor plates for maximum
resistance to penetration at 20 and 30° obliquity was found to be that providing a tensile strength of
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Fig. 67. Penetration, ricochet or embedment of 38 mm M80 AP projectiles with a mass of 0.773 kg fired at various speeds and obliquities against
concrete: (a) 226 mm thick; (b) 559 mm thick [120].
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Fig. 68. Crossplot of Fig. 67: (a) 226 mm thick concrete; (b) 559 mm thick concrete [120].

Fig. 69. Perforation limits and shatter velocity for 24.4 caliber tungsten carbide projectiles striking homogeneous armor
(BHN 255-295) at various velocities and obliquities [122].
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Table 4
Constants in Eqs. (3.55) and (3.56) for various target materials [126]

Material B
1

n B
2

B
3

B
5

Army Nylon Vest 1.00 !0.053 1.61 4.34 0.145
Marine Doron Vest 2.21 !0.163 1.56 4.86 0.127
Titanium Vest 2.28 !0.167 1.65 4.64 0.127
Nylon Helmet 1.38 !0.089 1.47 4.71 0.119
Nylon Liner 1.88 !0.131 1.68 4.69 0.091
Polycarbonate Helmet 2.30 !0.170 1.77 4.71 0.122
Steel Helmet 2.41 !0.169 1.84 5.10 0.135
Titanium 1 piece Helmet 3.15 !0.210 1.47 4.62 0.155
Titanium Type III Helmet 0.31 0.120 1.99 4.38 0.206

p
6, 5

"1.035 GPa within the range of 0.76(p
6, 5

(1.55 GPa. The firing of a circular steel cylinder
against a thin lead target disclosed the existence of a critical angle b

#3
, below which there was no

plastic deformation of the striker’s front surface, but beyond which the surface exhibited a ridged
wave structure [124]. Similar features were discerned when a cylindro-conical striker was fired
against this target; this critical angle is believed to be similar to that found in Ref. [125] in the very
rapid asymmetric collision of dissimilar solids.

A study aimed primarily at the topic of body armor protection presents an empirical relation for
the residual velocity of fragments v

&
in terms of the initial velocity v

0
(m/s) and an auxiliary speed v

'
[126]. Hundreds of tests involving steel cubes with masses ranging from 65 mg to 14.6 g at normal
incidence or 45° obliquity perforating various materials in use at the time (1969) involving speeds
ranging up to 1500 m/s were conducted; the data were converted to the range 04b(1

2
n upon

multiplication of v
'
by B

2
(sec b!1), with B

2
denoting an empirical constant with dimensions of

velocity. The following equations, with terms in consistent metric units, were established from
regression analysis of the data:

v
&
"(v

0
!v

'
) [eB1 (v

0
!v

'
)n!1] (m/s) (3.55)

v
'
"B

2
(sec b!1)[eB3M(A/m)B

4
NB5!1], 04b(90°, (3.56)

where A/m (cm2/g) is the ratio of the average presented area of the cube to its mass. Quantities
B
4
"155 g/cm2; B

1
, n, B

2
, B

3
and B

5
(dimensionless) are listed for some target materials in

Table 4.
Enhanced ballistic resistance of high hardness armor has been obtained by texturing, as verified

by tests involving 50 AP M2 ammunition striking 12.7 mm thick targets at obliquities up to 45°
[127]. This treatment increased strength, stiffness, fracture toughness, lower transition temperature
and fatigue life; this type of anisotropy should lead to improved design of vehicles and structures.

Improved penetration resistance at obliquity depending upon heat-treatment of the targets has
also been investigated in Ref. [128] to achieve a reduction in the areal density oA

$
"o

5
h sec b.

Employment of the empirical equation

v
50
"K (secn b)hq (3.57)
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from Refs. [104, 105], where K, n and q are data regression parameters, then yields the expression
for o

A
as

o
A
"K~(1@q)v(1@q)

0
(sec b)(1~n@q). (3.58)

A decrease in o
A

will occur provided the term characterizing the projectile/target system, which
can be regarded as a direct measure of o

A
, (1!n/q)(0; it also diminishes with b. This is indeed

the case; for example, for b"80° and (1!n/q)"!1.0, [sec b](1~n@q)+0.2. For pure plugging,
n"q"1; for ductile hole formation, n"q"1

2
. In both cases 1!n/q"0 so that o

A
remains

constant with increasing b. However, the data of Refs. [103, 104] suggest that the character-
istic term is negative for many projectile/target configurations, but correlations between
the mechanical properties and (1!n/q) could not be readily obtained; hence, empirical constants
n, q and K were obtained experimentally over a range of armor plate target hardnesses from
270 to 735. Tests involved the impact of 0.30 caliber APM2 rounds striking 6.35 mm thick
targets at 650 and 750 m/s and 9.53 mm targets at 750 m/s. The softer targets (HV(430),
where adiabatic shear is not observed at obliquity, provide the greatest reduction in o

A
of about

20%. An earlier version of such tests on rolled face-hardened and homogeneous armor was
described in Ref. [129].

Two series tests using 7.62 mm ball M2, armor piercing M2 and 12.7 caliber AP projectiles were
conducted on a variety of aluminum alloy plates of various thicknesses including 25, 35, and 50 mm
at normal and oblique incidence up to b"60° [130, 131]. Initial velocities ranged from 250 to
850 m/s. The ballistic limits and the terminal velocities were measured. A semi-empirical model
involving separation of the jacket and core of the projectile after a certain penetration into the
target, and a Brinell hardness, considered proportional to the resistive force, that decreases with
velocity was developed. This model depends on the measured ballistic limit, v

50
, that entails

a number of arbitrary constants.
Blunt projectiles moving through a target at both normal and oblique incidence develop a zone

of target material moving with the front of the striker (false nose) that is similar to the stagnation
zone in a fluid. Force equations purporting to represent the target resistance must account for this
phenomenon that alters both the frontal shape and mass of the projectile [10].

The effect of nose geometry on projectile performance was studied experimentally in the range of
obliquities from 55 to 80° by firing 25 g magnesium with steel noses against simulated concrete
(Thorite, a fast-setting concrete patching compound) at speeds of 610 m/s [132]. The shapes
examined included a variable contour with a tip, a truncated ogive, a conical point and a flat
surface; ricochet occurred beyond b"67.5°, b"62.5, b"75° and b"77.5°, respectively, with
penetration/embedment at lower angles. In most tests, the projectile survived intact, boosted by the
presence of the steel nose.

A ballistic pendulum has also been utilized in a new technique to generate a substantial database
for the study of striker/armor interaction [133]. The use of 5.08 mm mild steel cubes, with the
same mass as 6.35 mm diameter spheres projected against mild steel plates produced the same
v
50

at obliquity (see Figs. 21 and 22) [44]. Comparison of data involving contact of 1.96 g
tungsten alloy cubes against 2024-T3 aluminum plates with thicknesses of h"6.35 mm
and h"12.7 mm at normal incidence and 60° obliquity and speeds up to 1800—2000 m/s
indicates a greater mass loss for b"60° for edge impact, but the reverse for face collisions
[10, 134].
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Ref. [10] indicates that at obliquities, typically above 15—20°, collisions with ductile plates create
bending stresses that break AP projectiles. Thus, it would be expected that the ballistic superiority
of a composite would diminish at higher obliquities.

Two limited experimental studies were conducted involving the impact of ogive-nosed hard-steel
or AP projectiles on mild steel and aluminum alloy plates at an impact velocity of 820 m/s and
obliquity angles varying from normal until ricochet occurred [136, 137]. The first comprised AP
projectiles striking mild steel plates with thicknesses ranging from 10 to 25 mm. The data for the
non-dimensional velocity drop *v/v

0
as a function of b is very similar to that found in Ref. [96];

it could be empirically represented by

v
&
/v

0
"[1!(h/h

0
)2],

*v/v
0
"ek1b#k

2
. (3.59)

The constant k
2

can be determined by considering the situation at normal incidence,

*v/v
0/
"1#k

2
(3.60)

which leads to k
2
"[ln(100!k

1
)]/b

50
and k

1
"0.128h2!1 where b

50
is the obliquity at the

ballistic limit. In turn, this quantity was found to be well expressed by

b
50
"b

%91
(1!h/h

50
)1@2 , (3.61)

where empirical constant b
%91

"70° was found to be an appropriate value and h
50

is the thickness
corresponding to the ballistic limit at normal incidence for the initial velocity employed.

The minimum, or critical ricochet angle in degrees is given by

b
#3
"90°!13 ln h (in mm). (3.62)

For steel at this speed and for the same thickness range, Eq. (3.60) becomes *v/v
0
"0.02t2; it may

be alternatively written as

k
1
"ln[(*v/v

0
)!k

2
(3.63)

and Eq. (3.61) is replaced by

b
50
"b[ln(100!k

1
)]/[ln(M*v/v

0
N!k

1
)]. (3.64)

3.3.2. Ultraordnance and hypervelocity

3.3.2.1. Analytical and experimental investigation. Refs. [62, 137] review hypervelocity impact and
penetration phenomena expressed both by empirical means and by approximate theoretical
expressions based on hydrodynamic approaches; these sources also include impact at obliquity.
The hemispherical craters formed at normal incidence virtually retain this shape up to a value of
a critical angle, b

#3
, which depends strongly on initial velocity, beyond which the crater becomes

asymmetric with a steeper slope and greater depth on the approach side. This is documented by
craters produced in lead by steel projectiles fired at 2135 m/s which appear symmetrical at b"30°,
but not at b"60°; however, an increase of v

0
to 2990 m/s retains the symmetry at 60°. No

systematic studies have been executed to delineate the value of b
#3

as a function of material
properties. At grazing incidence, the crater is very elongated and can produce additional craters,
similar to what is indicated in Fig. 36.
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Fig. 70. Nondimensional penetration as a function of nondimensional impact velocity for various steel projectiles
striking targets of semi-infinite extent at normal and oblique incidence. (c is the sound velocity) [62].

As also found for the case of spheres, penetration data appear to correlate well with that for
normal incidence if the normal component of the velocity v

0/
is utilized for obliquities less than b

#3
.

This is documented in Fig. 70 [62] which plots normalized penetration P/D versus v
0
/c, impact

velocity normalized by the sound speed c. Crater volume per unit initial energy »
#5
/E

0
was found to

be a linear function of obliquity beyond the critical angle, i.e.

»
#5
/E

0
"C

1
cos b#C

2
, b'b

#3
, (3.65)

where C
1

and C
2

are empirical constants.
A simplified theory is also reported in Ref. [134] for predicting D

.!+
/D

.*/
(a/b if elliptical) of the

crater mouth beyond b
#3

(Ref. [68] describes such a transition). It is assumed that a spherical
or low aspect ratio projectile generates a spherical hole concentric with itself that expands at
a constant velocity v

H
. In a moving coordinate system where the projectile approaches the target

vertically at velocity v
0
cos b and the target moves laterally with velocity v

5
"v

0
sin b, the near

spherical shape of the crater will terminate when v
5
'v

#5
; the ratio of major to minor diameter, Q, is

given by

Q"(v
5
#v

H
)/2v

H
. (3.66)

With the assumption that v
#5
"C

3
v
0
cos b,

Q"

1
2 C

tan b
C

3

#1D . (3.67)
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Fig. 71. Crater enlargement of a spherical type of striker above the critical obliquity angle b
#3

[62].

Thus, the crater starts to elongate when Q"1, so that C
3
"tan b

0
, with b

0
to be determined

experimentally. Introduction of a refinement to include the finite size of the projectile, as indicated
in Fig. 71 for obliquities above b

#3
, results in the equation

Q"

1
2 C

tan b
C

3

#1D#A
R

d
.*/
B C

tan b
C

3
D . (3.68)

In spite of projectile spall and tumbling, correlation of the predictions of these equations with
experimental data is considered to be satisfactory.

A model of a fragment striking a semi-infinite solid, stated by the author to be overly simplistic,
embeds the coordinate system in the target so that it moves with the tangential component of the
striker velocity [138]. Oblique impacts of steel fragments were executed on lead, treated as a fluid,
resulting in the radial expansion of a crater. Some of the data agreed moderately well with model
predictions.

3.3.2.2. Analytical investigations. A complex heuristic model of oblique hypervelocity impact and
concomitant cratering, erosion, and multilayer penetration has been suggested for strikers with
a low ¸/D ratio or for spheres in [139]. The approach divides the event into impact at moderate
obliquity (b415°) and at high obliquity (b'15°). This study was intended to extend simple
analytical models to highly oblique and two-material layer cases to gain physical insight, provide
plausible scaling laws, indicate rationales for observed trends and provide for improved
correlations between analytical and test results. The material is regarded as elastic/plastic; uniaxial
stress is bilinear exhibiting a slope E in the elastic region and a constant stress value p"p

Y
for

e'p
Y
/E. Depending on the load level applied in a half-space or semi-infinite solid, elastic and/or

plastic wave propagation occurs, with speeds c for the elastic and c
B
"JK/o

5
for the plastic

component when the stress exceeds p
HUG

"p
Y
[(K/2G)#4/3], the Hugoniot limit; here K is the

bulk modulus and G the shear modulus. At extremely high suddenly applied pressures, shock
waves with speeds º greater than c are generated, and the material is regarded as a compressible
fluid.

Conservation of mass and momentum across a shock wave, whose speed in terms of particle
velocity v has been empirically found to be represented by º"b

1
#b

2
v, with b

1
and b

2
as

experimental constants [8, 9, 139], lead to the relation between pressure difference *p and strain e,

*p"[o
0
b2
1
e]/[1!b

2
e]2 . (3.69)
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Here, subscript 0 denotes the unshocked state and absence of a subscript denotes the shocked state.
Reportedly, b

1
+c

B
and b

2
+(1#!)/2 where !, the Grüneisen coefficient, depends on the specific

heat, bulk modulus, coefficient of thermal expansion and density of the material.
The cratering process into a simi-infinite target can be divided into four phases [62]: (i) initial

contact, or transient phase producing an overpressure, (ii) steady-state penetration involving shock
wave propagation into projectile and target that is very significant and produces a major channel
for strikers with a high ¸/D, but is less important for small values of this parameter; the pressure is
approximated by the Bernoulli equation for fluid jets, (iii) cavitation, when the projectile has
expanded its momentum or has rebounded, while the target continues to expand, and (iv) recovery
when stress waves have attenuated sufficiently to cause no further failure or plastic deformation;
this stage may also involve partial crater collapse due to tensile stresses and recrystallization may
have occurred as the result of the high temperatures of the entire process.

Classical scaling laws for cratering are represented in Refs. [20, 62, 90, 140]

p/D"K
1
[o

4
/o

5
]1@3[(o

4
v/
0
cos2 h)/2p

$F
], (3.70)

where n"2 for normal or moderately oblique impacts and ranges from 1
3

to 1 for the highly
oblique case. Here K

1
is a proportionality constant and p

$F
is the dynamic failure strength which

may include temperature effects. Eq. (3.70) is modified for prior material damage and temperature
effects for mass loss in heat shield erosion studies; the loss is linearly dependent on striker density.
On the other hand, for heuristic purposes, use of the impulse-momentum equation for the striker
and geometrical assumptions for the crater and for a spherical striker leads to expressions for the
final crater depth P

&,#5
and ratio of final crater to projectile mass, m

&,#5
/m

0
[20]

P
&,#5

"[(m
0
v
4
cos h) (v

0
cos h) (º

5
/º@

4
)/np

DF
]1@3, (3.71)

m
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"(2o

4
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4
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5
º

5
)/(3p

$F
) (o

4
º@

4
#o

5
º

t
) . (3.72)

The term º@
4
in Eqs. (3.71) and (3.72) is the shock wave speed in the striker frame, i.e., º@

s
"v

0
!º

4
.

Here, mass loss depends on the ratio of shock impedance in the target to that in the combined
materials.

A correlation between plate thickness h and semi-infinite crater depth P
#5=

at the ballistic limit
has been suggested: h"B

1
P
#5

where B
1

was found to range from 1.3 to 2.3, depending on the
definition of v

50
; a good approximation is B

1
"1.5. Substitution in Eqs. (3.71) and (3.72) and

rearrangement gives [20]

[(1
2
m

0
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4
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50
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50
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4
/o

5
º

t
N). (3.73)

Here, º
5
is the target material shock wave speed in a frame fixed in the target and º@

4
is the

corresponding striker speed in a frame moving with the back of the striker at speed v
s
. Consider-

ations of momentum and dimensional analysis at the ballistic limit, with B
2

as a proportionality
constant, lead to

1
2
m

0
v2
0
cos2 hDv

50
"(p

$F
R2

4,%2
) (e

F
)(o

5
h/o

4
R

4,%2
)Dv

50
, (3.74)
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where R
4,%2

is the equivalent striker radius. The right-hand side of Eq. (3.74) is a work term
multiplied by a density ratio; further, Eq. (3.74) scales kinetic energy to h2R

4,%2
rather than h

3
, as in

Eq. (3.73). The latter seems more reasonable for oblique impact of natural particles, whereas the
proportionality expressed by Eq. (3.74) may be better for normal impact of a steel sphere. This type
of analysis has also been extended to two-layer penetration.

For highly oblique impacts, in addition to a different value of n in Eq. (3.70), crater shapes are
elliptical, the more so the greater b [92, 140], as well as asymmetric in the direction of motion;
furthermore, charring may occur in certain heat-shield layers, rendering the target surface more
fragile. This matamorphosis can be incorporated by adjusting the penetration depth in the virgin
material to account for the strength reduction in the surface layer. During the first penetration
phase, the particle enters the target to only a fraction of its equivalent radius before contact ceases
[141], and it will eventually disintegrate downstream.

Hydrocode results suggest that pressure waves have an oblique primary direction that is not as
great as the angle of incidence b, generating a ‘‘canoe-shaped trough’’ around the impact site rather
than propagating in a hemispherical manner [142]. At extreme obliquities, the crater is more of
a trough and the striker will generate a cylindrical wave centered on its trajectory, i.e. a line rather
than a point source, so that geometric attenuation occurs as r~1.

Mass loss m
&,#5

/m
0

appears to vary as v2
0
cos2 h up to 60—75°, but beyond, the exponent for the

cosine drops to 1 and that for v
0

may go to zero [139, 142]. Ejecta patterns are bilaterally
symmetric, forming a ‘‘butterfly wing’’. The extension of the heuristic model for this situation is still
in progress.

3.3.2.3. Combined experimental and numerical studies. Debris cloud formation was studied for
several configurations, including 2024-T4 aluminum spherical or cylindrical strikers fired at two
spaced plates of 6061-T6 aluminum, 2 and 6.35 mm thick and separated by 106 mm for speeds of
the order of 6—7 km/s [143]. In normal impact, three principal features were observed in the debris
clouds: a frontal cone, the bulbous main debris mass and an inner cone contiguous with the front
cone. Inclination of the projectile at impact changed the cloud characteristics and the impact
pattern in the plates, obliquity producing more severe damage. Earlier conclusions were confirmed
that cylindrical projectiles are more effective in penetrating plates than spherical projectiles of the
same mass.

Scaled tungsten X-21C alloy fragments, with a specific gravity of 17.5, in the form of right
circular cylinders with an ¸/D"1 and masses of 5

64
, 10
64

, and 20
64

g were fired with a velocity of
4—7 km/s against two spaced 5052-H32 aluminum alloy plates, each 0.762 mm thick and separated
by a distance of 1.52 mm [144]. Obliquity angles ranged from 35 to 75°. By means of X-rays and
debris catchers, a determination of the debris mass (based on the area of the hole produced in
a witness plate), velocity and angular distribution was obtained as a function of initial fragment
mass, velocity and distribution.

A relation for the residual mass, m
3
, was developed from the data as

m
3
/m

0
"1!(0.16)/(cosb)1.5 (3.75)

while the terminal velocity could be expressed as

v
&
/v

0
"1!(0.07)/(cosb)1.5 . (3.76)
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The algorithm correlating the area of the hole in the witness plate, of diameter d
H

with the fragment
mass m"(on/6)D3, of diameter D, had the form

d
H

D
"1#(1.5v2@3

0
!1) (1!e~3)@D). (3.77)

An expression for the average debris particle mass m
$%"

was developed, based on an assumed
functional form for the average diameter d

$%"
:

d
$%"

"(J20K
I#
/oc

0
eR
6
)2@3, (3.78)

where K
I#

is the critical fracture toughness, e5
6
is the strain rate at failure and c

0
is the sound speed.

This, together with a scan of the data, produced an empirical expression for the average debris
particle mass m

$%"
in the form

m
$%"

"[1.15!(0.075)/(cosb)2 [0.7!0.3(6/v
0
)2] [m

0
/(10/64)]]4]10~4g. (3.79)

Computations were performed using the above relations as well as the observed bi-exponential
distribution of the data of the number of fragments with a mass larger than m as a function of m by
means of the 3-D HULL code. The results of the predictions and the data are shown, typically, in
Fig. 72; the agreement is very satisfactory [144].

Another representation of the debris cloud formed at obliquity is based on the observation that
the cloud is elliptical. In conjunction with Eq. (3.40), the ratio of particle velocity to maximum
particle velocity is represented as

v
&
/v

&.!9
"sec D*b!b

-*.
D/[1#Q2 tan2D*b!b

-*.
D]. (3.80)

Here, *b is the angle between the initial penetrator path and the final debris particle path, Q"a/b
is the ratio of the semi-major to semi-minor axis of the debris cloud ellipse and b

-*.
is the value of

*b when debris particle velocity v
$%"

has attained its maximum value, v
$%".!9

[10]. Eq. (3.80) and
data for aluminum and steel plates struck by 1.1 g steel cylinders at speeds of 1.5—3.0 m/s, barely in
the hypervelocity range, and at obliquities of 45 and 50° are presented in Fig. 73; the values of a/b
was assumed to be 1.6 and that of b

-*.
"b/3"15°. The impact velocity v

0
was very high compared

to the ballistic limit; thus, d"*b
$%"

(1° according to Eq. (3.40) and the dispersion of the debris
particles about the initial trajectory was of the order of $10°.

3.3.2.4. Numerical simulations. A computational effort involving the impact at 30° obliquity, and
with a minor amount of yaw, of deformable ogive-nosed projectiles with concrete of 34.5 and
48.3 MPa strength and stiffened steel with a yield stress of 552 MPa and a hardening modulus of
3.45 GPa has been executed using a combined Eulerian—Lagrangian code [145]. Separate
modeling was performed for the case, the aft closure, the explosive and the target, the latter by
means of a quadratic relation between the second stress deviator and the pressure; some compari-
sons with test data are cited. Target and striker deformations and strains are exhibited by meshes,
and velocity-penetration curves have been developed; comparison of computed and measured shell
deformation (using a sled test) as well as the ricochet obliquity as a function of impact velocity were
in fair agreement.

Computations have been performed to study the perforation capability of an explosively formed
projectile with a hemispherical tip and a yield strength of p

Y
"450 MPa, representative of soft
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Fig. 72. Fragment number vs mass produced in the impact of tungsten alloy X-21C cylinders with ¸/D"1 against two
5052-H32 aluminum plates 0.762 mm thick and 1.524 mm apart: (a), (b) striker mass"(5/64) g; (c)— (f ) striker
mass"(10/64) g compared to 3D HULL calculations that used empirical relations obtained from the data (solid line)
[144].

iron, against single and multiple plates of RHA with a yield strength of 1.5 GPa [146]. The impact
velocity was about 200 m/s and obliquity angles were 30, 45 and 60°; single plate thicknesses were
5, 10, and 20 mm while double and triple plates were 5 mm thick, spaced 5 mm apart. The problem,
evaluated by means of the HULL code, is notable because of the special spalling properties of this
type of striker and the computations, which did not include any special behavioral modes.
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Fig. 73. Experimental post-perforation relative fragment velocities in the debris cloud generated when a 1.1 g steel
cylinder strikes aluminum and steel plates at speeds of 1.5—3.0 km/s and an obliquity of 45°—50°. The envelope is the
prediction of Eq. (3.80) [10].

Conclusions were drawn concerning increased mass effectiveness with increasing obliquity and the
effects of plate strength and failure properties, and the simple additive effect of spaced plates was
demonstrated. No sufficiently similar experimental data were available for comparison with the
computations.

3.3.2.5. Experimental results. The impact of 10 g tungsten pellets striking double-wall aluminum
plates, with a thickness h"3.2 mm spaced 6.35 mm apart, at a speed of 5—6 km/s was studied using
flash X-rays, witness plates and fragment field momentum involving measurement of displacement
and velocity of arrival pins located inside a 9° half angle cone [147]; fragments outside this
cone were stopped by a shield. Obliquity was varied from normal to 75°. Fragment diameters
D were obtained from an empirical relation involving the ratio of the hole diameter D

H
in witness

plates to striker diameter D as a function of velocity and the ratio (h/D)1@3. The residual momentum
ratio, (mv)/(mv

0
) , within the cone angle amounted to 0.17, 0.34, 0.41, 0.50 and 0.77 at obliquities

of 75, 70, 65, 60° and normal incidence, respectively. Mass loss was also estimated by empirical
means.

3.4. Long rods

A substantial subset of obliquity investigations have involved the use of long rods, or ‘‘kinetic
energy penetrators’’ whose ¸/D ratio often excceds 10. In many tests utilizing such rods, a certain
amount of yaw (and pitch) is reported for both normal and oblique incidence. This inadvertent
aspect is ignored in this section unless the yaw is excessive (of the order of 8—10° or more) or else is
introduced intentionally. This section also includes possible ricochet if it results from a range
extension of initial obliquity or impact velocity; a discussion of other types of ricochet investiga-
tions is presented in Section 9.
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Fig. 74. Oblique impact of long rods on hard targets; generic representation: (a) kinetic energy penetration, and
(b) wave effects in long rod penetration [9].

A survey of high velocity impact at obliquity, largely of long rods, was executed in 1982 [148],
including ricochet. Many of the studies cited there are included in Ref. [4] as well as in the various
subsections of the present work. The topic is also represented by some photographic data,
analytical relations and examples of numerical analysis [8]. A general discussion of the phenom-
enological aspects of long rod penetration is presented in Ref. [149].

Oblique impact of long rods on targets at ordnance velocities produces local contact deforma-
tions as well as the propagation of elastic and plastic waves throughout the striker. Generic aspects
of long rod contact with a hard target are depicted in Fig. 74. showing fragmentation and erosion
of the target at the entrance, as well as penetrator comminution; bulging and cracking occurs at the
back surface prior to perforation [9]. Transient effects in the penetrator are depicted in Fig. 74
including shock waves, rarefaction, longitudinal, bending and shear waves [9]. In hypervelocity
impacts, signal propagation is inhibited by the magnitude of the particle velocity, and the effects are
confined to the contact zone; a hydrodynamic analysis may be applied as described in Section 10.
Unsymmetric cavities may be formed in both striker and target, with ejecta sprayed outward from
this zone.

3.4.1. Subordnance and ordnance velocities

3.4.1.1. Analytical and experimental investigations. While numerous analyses of normal impact of
long rods on targets have been conducted (cf. [Refs. 28, 150—154]), analytical techniques supported
by test data for rod and crater behavior are sparse. Several studies have been concerned with the
striker deformation without regard to the effect of impact on target entry. As the result of the
obliquity, the force normal to the target acts both along and orthogonal to the axis of the long rod,
inducing bending and rotation. An experimental study reported in Ref. [155] indicated that, for
target thicknesses and rod diameters of comparable thickness, the residual bending and rotation
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was oriented towards the plate normal. A qualitative explanation for the event is that, at the
contact point, the resistive component transverse to the rod tends to increase the obliquity, whereas
the reverse is true in the exit stage; the dominant transverse impulse is then transmitted to the
deformed striker. The oblique perforation of a rigid rod projectile was described earlier [106].

Long rod projectile turning and bending in oblique penetration of targets has been modeled by
the motion and deformation of a uniform rigid/plastic striker of mass per unit length m@, radius
R and length ¸ along the material x-axis, with origin at the center of gravity G [155]. Initially,
the x-axis coincides with the X direction of the inertial triad GX½Z. The rod is acted upon
by a transverse force F

T
near the tip at position x"x

T
producing a bending moment MSxT.

As noted from experimental observations, when the plate thickness is comparable to the rod
diameter, this results in the generation of a plastic hinge that connects two rigid sections of the rod.
The use of a single plastic hinge is a substantial simplification, but gives reasonable results for
specific ¸/D ranges. The analysis presented below, based on this concept, is somewhat analogous to
that employed for the ricochet of a deformable rod impinging on an unyielding surface [156].
It is expected that the methods described here will be combined with a target penetration
model.

The results of the present study are compared to predictions from the three-dimensional
numerical simulations MSC/DYTRAN and AUTODYN [155]. These are based on elastic/perfect-
ly-plastic behavior with a von Mises yield condition and sufficient loading over several surface
elements to cause significant deformation. The single hinge model was found to be effective for
aspect ratios of about 10 or less, but greater ratios required employment either of several hinges or
a continuously curved section.

The continuum analysis consists of two stages: (a) an estimate of F
T

at position x
T
, and (b) the

striker response to this force. It is based on the assumption of a single stationary plastic hinge at the
location of the maximum bending moment MSxT

.!9
at the time of impact when the rigid/perfectly-

plastic uniform rod is considered to rotate about the impact point. The response of the beam of
length ¸ and mass per unit length m@ is treated by elementary methods and consists of an initial
acceleration normal to ¸ (in the ½ direction).

Conservation of linear momentum normal to the beam (Fig. 75a) requires

d»
dx

"!

d2M
dx2

"m@½SxT!F
T
dSx!x

T
T, (3.81)

where »SxT is the local shear, while the kinematic relation (with b"h) is

½Q SxT"½Q
G
#hR

G
x , (3.82)

where subscript G refers to the mass center of the rod, the origin of the x coordinate. Integration of
Eqs. (3.81) and (3.82) subject to the vanishing of » and M at the endpoints x"$1

2
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T
.

(3.83)

The variation of M with x reveals a positive maximum at a position x(0, where »"0, and
a negative maximum at the cusp point x"x

T
(Fig. 75b). If DM

.!9
D occurs at the critical position x

#3
,
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Fig. 75. Rigid-plastic beam under the action of a transverse force: (a) geometry; (b) moment distribution; (c) hinged
segments; (d) position of segments in X½ plane [155].

then
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"G

1!¸/3x
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(3.84)

which provides two branches of the hinge location, either at the position »
.!9

or at the cusp point.
The moment at the hinge location is given by
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(3.85)

A hinge will develop if MSx
#3
T 'M

P
"(4/3)p

Y
R3. If this occurs, as assumed, the rod will be

regarded as consisting of two rigid segments rotating in a plane about x
T
. This motion will

terminate if the angular acceleration changes sign provided MSx
#3
T(M

P
at this instant. The

sequel will concentrate on the case where the positions of F
T

and x
#3

do not coincide; if they do, the
hinge force is not continuous.

When the shear force components »
X

and »
Y

and moment M
P
act on the segment from !1

2
¸ to

x
#3

and, correspondingly, the negative values of these quantities act on the segment from x
#3

to
1
2
¸ (Fig. 75c), the planar equations of motion and the kinematic relations for the two segments are

given by
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Fig. 76. Rotation angle h
5
of the left segment of a 10 mm diameter, 100 mm long tungsten rod loaded 3.75 mm from the

right tip by a 35 kN force applied for 0.2 ms from the model of Fig. 75 and DYTRAN computation: p
Y

for DYTRAN
computation"1.25 GPa; p

Y{
for model"0.9 GPa; plastic bending at the hinge has ceased [155].

and
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(3.87)
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R
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R
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R
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Subscripts L and R refer to the left-hand and right-hand striker segments, respectively, joined at
point P; m and I are the masses and moments of inertia about the segment mass centers whose
coordinates are x

L
, y

L
, x

R
and y

R
, d

L
and d

R
are the half lengths of the segments and d

T
is the

distance from F
T

to the hinge. Eqs. (3.86) and the second time derivatives of Eqs. (3.87) can be
combined and numerically integrated; the bend of the rod is given by h

R
!h

L
. A diagram of the

position of the rod segments is presented in Fig. 75d. Computational results for the left hinge angle
h
L

are compared to model predictions in Fig. 76; the agreement is excellent.
The oblique penetration of a tungsten X27C rigid long rod with a hemispherical tip

(p
Y
"p

6
"1.35 GPa) into rolled homogeneous armor (p

Y
"1.93 GPa, p

6
"1.31 GPa), treated as

a plastic target, at speeds of 1390 m/s has been modeled in Ref. [157]. Results from an analysis
using a modification of a technique originally developed by Ravid and Bodner [114] were
compared to computer simulations for a semi-infinite target. Such calculations were also compared
to corresponding experimental data for plates 19.1 mm thick struck by a 7.2 mm diameter with
a length of 107.4 mm. Pitch and yaw angles were found to be negligible in all but one test.
Penetration and target deformation were observed by means of X-rays. The crater size as well as
the major and minor radius of the bulge and its height were observed in two orthogonal directions,
and the final projectile length and its velocity were measured.

The dynamic plasticity approach employed in Ref. [114] for normal impact will be assumed to
apply for oblique penetration when the flow field is segmented to account for the stress asymmetry
present. A further modification was included to encompass the presence of the hemispherical nose
that results in a flow field similar to that found with hydrocode results. The procedure involves the
vanishing of the total energy rate and the minimization of certain energy terms so as to determine
the extent of the assumed velocity field and is achieved by finite difference calculations. Numerical
evaluations were performed by means of the CTH hydrocode.
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Table 5
Comparison of experimental, computer and model results for the impact of a 7.2 mm diameter, 107.4 mm long tungsten
rod against a 19.1 mm thick rolled homogeneous armor at a speed of 1390 m/s and 45° obliquity [157]

Time after Long rod test 3D calculation Plasticity model
impact (ks)

Crater Bulge Crater Bulge Crater size
size (mm) height (mm) size (mm) height (mm) (mm)

10 7.1 none 8 none 8.5
20 14.2 1.2 14 2 12.7
35 21.3 5.9 24 8 18.4
45 22.4 10.0 25 18 24.0

Table 5 presents a comparison of bulge height determined from tests and from the hydrocode
and for the crater size (or plastic zone) for these and the dynamic plastic model at various times
after impact. The crater size is in good accord, but the calculations indicate a higher bulge height
than observed, as was also noted for the minor bulge radius. However, the major bulge radii are in
good accord. The results of three types of numerical calculations (3-D, 2-D plane strain, 2-D
axisymmetric) for the exit speed, averaging 1310$10 m/s may be compared to the measured value
of 1292 m/s. However, the residual rod length averaging 80.8$9 mm is noticeably higher than the
measured value of 75.2 mm. The model is in the process of further development.

An experimental study of the perforation of 26.3 mm thick 6061-T651 aluminum plates by
ogive-nosed 4340 (R

C
44) hard steel rods with a diameter of 12.9 mm and a length of 88.9 mm was

conducted at speeds between 280 and 860 m/s at both normal and 30° incidence [158]. The true
stress—strain relation p*—e* for the target material is given by

p*"Ee*,p(p
Y
; p*"p

Y
[Ee*/p

Y
]n, p'p

Y
, (3.88)

where p
Y

(262 NPa) is the yield stress, E is Young’s modulus (69 GPa) and n"0.085 is the
strain-hardening parameter. When applied to a cylindrical cavity expansion model [159—161], and
considering the ogival nose geometry [162], this results in a ballistic limit velocity v

50
of

v
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where ¸
S
and ¸

N
are the shank and nose length, h is the plate thickness and t is the caliber radius

head for the ogive nose. The term p
24

is the quasi-static stress required to open a cylindrical cavity
from zero initial radius in an incompressible medium and uses Eqs. (3.84). For n'0, the integral in
the expression for p

24
has a null singularity and can be integrated beyond. The equation for the
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Fig. 77. Final velocity as a function of initial velocity for the impact of 12.9 mm diameter ogive-nosed hard-steel rods of
88.9 mm length against 5051-T651 aluminum plates 26.3 mm thick at 30° obliquity. Experimental results compared to
predictions of the cavity expansion model [158].

residual velocity v
&
is

v
&
"v

50
[(v

0
/v

50
)2!1]1@2. (3.90)

Flash X-ray photographs of the perforation process at 30° obliquity indicate an undeformed
nose, but severe bending of the shank. This flexure was greatest at an initial speed of around
400 m/s and decreased at higher impact velocities. Fig. 77 depicts a comparison of the experimental
results with the theoretical predictions for the final velocity from Eqs. (3.89) and (3.90). An
equivalent thickness h

%2
"h/cosb"30.4 was used to account for the longer path length at

obliquity; the computed value of v
50

was 330 m/s and the accord is excellent.

3.4.1.2. Analytical investigations. An analysis has been proposed for the oblique impact of two
plates consisting of ideally compressible material neglecting the strength properties and the effects
of mass and tensile forces [163]. This can be considered as the two-dimensional version of the
oblique impact of a rod on a target. The model employs the conservation of mass, two relations for
the conservation of linear momentum and the conservation of energy in dimensionless form based
on one of the plate thicknesses and the initial values of the other parameters. A pressure-volume
relation based on the sound velocity and including internal energy and the steady-state
Rankine—Hugoniot shock wave equations complete the analytical representation. These can be
solved by iteration with the shock waves joined at the contact line or by an approximation to
provide the contact pressure as a function of impact velocity.

The strain field in a target subjected to long-rod oblique impact has been determined using
hydrodynamic techniques in Ref. [164].
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Fig. 78. Two-dimensional computer modeling of the impact at 1.5 km/s of a uranium-alloy rod impact on a target of
RHA steel inclined at 65° at a speed of 1.5 km/s at various times after impact, showing: (a) extrusion of the leading lower
penetrator edge as a high velocity jet relieving cratering pressure, (b) jet strikes target creating a pressure spike and
a reflected shock, (c) crater forms in target; leading edge of jet turns away from target; jetting now complete, (d) back
surface of target begins to fracture (e) crater interface is rapidly steepening, (f ) target-penetrator interface has turned
normal to the penetrator axis, reducing rod length by 15%; extruded material will shear off, allowing the rest of the rod to
penetrate target. Penetrator diameter"target thickness [165, 166].

3.4.1.3. Combined numerical and experimental investigations. A sizable number of investigations
have been concerned with the oblique long-rod impact on various targets, sometimes correlated
with test results. Two pioneering related publications were concerned with the impact of blunt-
nosed uranium alloy or tungsten alloy penetrators at a speed of 1.5 km/s on single-layer targets
composed of mild steel, tool steel or rolled homogeneous armor [165, 166]. Single layers of these
materials as well as 6061-T6 aluminum, AD-85 (Coors) alumina, and glass-reinforced resin
(Synthane) as well as double-layer targets with combinations of 1020 steel, AISI-01 (R

C
65) alumina

and boron carbide as frontal and 1020 steel as back plates were examined [166]. The obliquity
angle was 65° for single plates and 45, 55 or 65° for the double layers; the length to diameter ratio
¸/D"10, and the target thickness of the single plates was equal to one projectile diameter.

Calculations were primarily performed with a plane strain (plate on plate) HEMP code, with
some comparison of the two-dimensional results with those of a three-dimensional representation.
It was concluded at that time that the principal aspects of the event could be depicted in two
dimensions; in particular, there was a constant scaling factor for the two geometries with respect to
the target crater volume.

Fig. 78 [165, 166] portrays the deformations of the components of the uranium rod/RHA target
combination at various times after impact for the same target thickness as the rod diameter, each
diagram representing some new phenomenon. Early jetting adjacent to the impact area is noted,
that becomes more pronounced with increasing b and is largely responsible for rod failure (with
a tensile strength of 1.4 GPa); subsequently, the target and penetrator interface has rotated normal
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Fig. 79. Generalized penetration diagram for the impact of 3.8 mm diameter, 38 mm long tool steel rods (p
6
"2.21 GPa,

R
C
"62, o"8.28 Mg/m3) against composite ceramic/steel plates at 55° obliquity for an initial velocity of 1.5 km/s. Each

individual point represents the results of two or more shots, with eight or more for the threshold points (triangles).
The curve is a reasonable fit of the threshold points with appropriate interpolation between the penetration and defeat
points [166].

to the rod axis. Peak pressure in the rod exceeds 12 GPa in the rod and 8 GPa in the target.
Calculations for a tungsten rod give similar results, but the interface there rotates faster in view of
the failure of the material at a smaller plastic elongation than uranium. The patterns are similar,
but not identical to the penetration of moderately thick steel targets by a U—0.75 wt% Ti
penetrator with the same aspect ratio at 45° obliquity [167] where the rod initially rotates away
from and subsequently back towards the normal.

The penetration threshold for double-layer targets at a single obliquity, b, for ceramic frontal
layers consisting of either alumina AD-85 (Coors, o"3.42 Mg/m3, p

6
"6.30 GPa in compression)

or boron carbide with thickness h
1
, prefacing a SAE 1020 steel back plate (p

6
"0.442 GPa) of

thickness h
2
, struck at 1.5 km/s, is depicted in Fig. 79, and represents a reasonable fit of test results

[166]. The diagonal line is one of a group representing equal areal densities. Region A depicts the
combinations where the back plate is too weak to resist after the front plate shatters; combinations
falling into domain B exhibit a hole just slightly larger than the penetrator due to punching. In zone
C, the penetrator perforates the front plate, but not the rear plate, whereas region D defeats the
striker before any contact with the back plate.

Calculations and supporting experiments have identified three penetration phases: (a) initial
cratering and conversion from oblique to normal incidence by interface rotation; (b) steady
penetration concomitant to rod erosion, similar, but not identical to normal impact, and (c) eroded
and deformed rod passage through the hole [167]. Flash radiographs of tool steel hardened to
various levels and fired at mild steel plates at 45° obliquity indicated that an optimal hardness
(here, about R

C
48) produced conditions leading to the greatest penetrability potential by avoiding

large distortions of fragmentation at lower or higher hardness. The most effective penetration
would be achieved by a rod whose nose has the highest density and toughness, a forward section
with a high ultimate stress and reasonable ductility, and an aft portion with substantial ductility to
resist the large bending loads.

A similar three-dimensional computation was performed using a HULL/EPIC3 linked Euler-
ian/Lagrangian code for a Staballoy rod striking armor plate at 1 km/s and 65° obliquity [168].
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Additional test results were compared to such computations to document the advantages of one or
the other codes in linked operations. Another comparison of test data involving a 19.1 mm thick
RHA armor plate struck by a 7.67 mm diameter depleted uranium rod with an ¸/D ratio of 10 at
a speed of 1.5 km/s at 60° obliquity and the corresponding EPIC3 calculation is presented in
Fig. 80 [56, 169]. Two-dimensional computations are compared with radiographs at 12 and
25.6 ks, with a three-dimensional calculation also shown. There is not a great deal of difference
between the two- and three-dimensional computed results.

An ogival-tipped cylinder with a length of 2.5 m and a diameter of 305 mm has been subjected to
reverse ballistic tests into soil [170] that indicated that the initial obliquity was proportional to the
lateral load producing bending. The penetrator was modeled as consisting of incremental segments,
each considered as a rigid element, over which a constant pressure acts. Computations for the
bending stress using the SAMPLI code indicated the generation of a plastic hinge when the stress
at the mass center exceeds the penetrator strength. As in the case of Ref. [150], the two segments of
the rod move differently. The code was exercised for some of the experiments conducted.

The well-known and widely used cavity expansion model, initiated in Ref. [171] and sub-
sequently used by many others in both spherical and cylindrical form (c.f. Refs. [159—162]) has been
utilized in the rigid-body penetration analysis of rocks and concrete [172] at low obliquity (less
than 10°). The model was evaluated using a technique involving stresses on local areas [173],
similar to Ref. [170] and integrated over the entire projectile which had an ogive nose, a length of
464 mm, a diameter of 48.25 mm and a weight of 42.1 N. The results, which provide total forces and
moments on the penetrator, are in agreement with 3° reverse ballistic tests and in reasonable
agreement with other direct data involving a value of h/D"30, except for a time delay, attributed
to non-rigid projectile response. However, the calculations overpredicted strain and accelerations
for small test samples where h/D"5 by factors ranging up to 6, attributed to the inability of the
specimens to represent a semi-infinite medium.

Another discussion of the permissibility of the use of two-dimensional codes in an oblique impact
situation exemplified by a well-known problem was presented in Ref. [174]. It was documented
numerically and experimentally by the 60° oblique impact of a 7.67 mm diameter hemispherically
tipped uranium rod with a ¸/D ratio of 10 on a 19 mm thick RHA armor plate at 1.0 km/s. The
HULL code, a two- or three-dimensional finite-difference Eulerian calculation was employed for
comparison with test data. Substantial differences were found between the two types of computa-
tions, especially at later times, as indicated in Fig. 81, with the 3D code in much better accord with
experimental results; this was also verified by flash radiographs of the configuration. The use of the
more comprehensive 3D code version is strongly recommended in spite of its greater cost.

3.4.1.4. Experimental investigations. The penetration of 72 mm long, 6 mm diameter tungsten alloy
rod striking armor plate with thicknesses ranging from 60 to 150 mm at obliquity angles of 0, 30,
45, 60 and 75° with velocities of 1.1—1.7 km/s has been measured and analyzed [175]. For each
obliquity, a linear regression of in-line penetration with v

0
was determined and the mean penetra-

tion for initial velocities of 1.4 and 1.6 km/s was determined, as depicted in Fig. 82; this penetration
is virtually independent of obliquity angle up to b"70°. For an infinitely thick target, the
penetration normal to the plate P

/=
can be empirically represented by

P
/=

(mm)"[1.4D#0.92¸M(v
0
/v

#3
)!1N]cosb, (3.91)
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Fig. 80. (a) Impact of a 7.67 mm diameter depleted uranium rod with a length of 76.7 mm on a 19.1 mm thick RHA
armor plate at 1.5 km/s and 60° obliquity; t"12 ks. (i) Plane strain (2D) calculations, (ii) coresponding experimental
results (iii) EPIC-3D calculations [56, 169]. (b) t"25.6 ks.
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Fig. 81. Comparison of two- and three-dimensional computational results using the HULL code and with experimental
data for the tip, tail and length of a hemispherically tipped uranium rod with an initial length of 76.7 mm and a diameter
of 7.67 mm striking a RHA target at 1.5 km/s and an obliquity of 60° [174].

where v
#3

is an impact velocity above which the ratio P/D is linearly related to v
0
, in the present case

about 1 km/s. The penetration in a target of finite thickness is enhanced due to breakout over the
value given by Eq. (3.91) provided the nose of the rod is near its original rear surface.

An experimental study was undertaken to observe the deformation patterns of long steel and
aluminum rods striking targets of comparable strength at velocities up to 350 m/s and obliquity
angles of 0, 10, 20 and 30° [176]. Contact mushrooming, buckling and/or severe bending of the
strikers was observed to initiate at the contact point and propagate backwards for about 40 percent
of the rod length. This is further discussed in Section 10.

A parallel, inexpensive investigation modeling this previous work and involving deformable
components, where the hydrodynamic transition occurred at lower impact speeds, was conducted
with high-speed photography using modeling clay (Plasticine) for both striker and target [177].
The material has a density of 1.8 Mg/m3, a static compressive flow stress of 0.118 MPa and a
value of p

Y$
"3 MPa at the hydrodynamic transition velocity. Its advantages are counterbalanced

by its inability to model well elastic, strain rate, and to some extent, thermal effects; yet, test results
should give qualitative indications of the general behavior of corresponding events involving
metals.

Rod diameters were 12.5 mm and their length ¸
0

was either 100 or 150 mm to achieve an ¸/D
ratio of 8 or greater; two target thicknesses of either 100 or 50 mm were employed, the latter when
rebound was expected. Calculations using a formula by Tate [178] (see Section 10) indicated that
the critical ricochet impact speed v

#3
, where the rebounding striker fragments, was found to be

accurate. Hence, obliquity angles ranged from normal to those producing ricochet (0°(b(75°)
for the cases where penetration with an unsymmetrical crater was generated and consumption of
most of the rod occurred by its deposition on the crater wall or lip formation. Tests continued into
the rebound range (b'75°) where only a fraction of the rod was dissipated; the crater was long and
narrow without significant target mass loss, and ricochet occurred frequently. Initial speeds were
chosen to ensure penetration and ranged from 80 to 150 m/s and were increased to 205 m/s for the
ricochet range.
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Fig. 82. In-line penetration obtained by regression analysis for thick armor plates struck by a 6 mm diameter, 72 mm
long tungsten alloy rod at initial velocities of 1.4 and 1.6 km/s as a function of obliquity [175].

In metric units, the crater depth, P
&
, was found by least-squares curve fitting to be

P
&
/¸"0.02(v

0
cosb)0.59 (3.92)

which may be compared to the results for spheres of Summers and Charters [76] (Fig. 41), which
are bimodal. The non-dimensional crater length in the target plane, ¸

#
/¸

0
, is similarly given by

¸
#
/¸

0
"0.006(v

0
sinb)0.938 (3.93)

giving an almost direct proportionality to the velocity component parallel to the surface. At low
obliquity angles, the penetration process is similar to that at normal incidence and consists of
primary and secondary penetration; however, material flow occurs more in the forward direction.
Unsymmetrical crater shapes are similar to those described in Figs. 36 and 67. The angular
deviation, d, of the maximum penetration depth from the initial striker direction is initially linear to
about d"18° at b+40° and then remains nearly constant for greater obliquities.

For two angles of high obliquity, Eq. (3.93) was recast in terms of the damage number
),ov2

0
/p

Y$
in the form

¸
#
/¸

0
"b

1
(ov2

0
/p

Y$
)k1 , (3.94)

where b
1
"0.251 and k

1
"0.471 were found for b"75° and b

1
"0.192 and k

1
"0.465 were found

for b"85°. Ricochet occurred with the rod intact and with increased length, attributed to
frictional effects, and with minimal erosion provided v

0
is below the hydrodynamic transition

velocity of the material. If above, the rod fragments and significant erosion occurs.
Data from a series of tests involving the impact of non-uniform uranium alloy penetrators of

various calibers were analyzed by use of an equivalent length ¸
%26

for a corresponding rod of
uniform diameter D ranging from 8 to 140 mm [179]. The ¸

%26
/D values spanned 11—31, the impact

speeds ranged from 1.1 to 1.9 km/s, and the obliquities covered the domain from 0 to 74°. Targets
consisted of steel with tensile strengths p

6
"800—1600 MPa and thicknesses of 40—400 mm. The

perforation limit thickness h
50

was found to be given by

h50
D

"[(¸
%26

/D)#3.94(1!tanh[((¸/10)!10)/11.2])] [cosb]n[Jo
4
/o

5
]e~(b2pY@o4v20) (3.95)
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where b
2
"22.1#1.27]10~8p

Y
!9.47]10~18p2

Y
(p

Y
in Pa) and n"0.775. Expression (3.95) is

valid for ¸
%26

/D'10 and is within 6% of experimental data. The first square bracket tends to
¸
%26

/D as this value becomes large, so that h
50

is given by the product of ¸
%26

/D and the last two
brackets.

The residual velocity was empirically determined to be well represented by

v
&
/v

0
"1#k

1
ln(1!Mh/h

50
N) (with k

1
"0.14 here). (3.96)

The residual rod length ¸
&
, determined from flash X-rays of the sum of the broken, undeformed rod

sections plus the average lengths of the head fragments, is expressed by

¸
3
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0
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2
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h
h
50
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h

h
50
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2
. (3.97)

Here, k
2
"0.2 at v

0
"1.4—1.5 km/s; at higher v

0
, k

2
P0; at lower values of v

0
, k

2
becomes larger.

3.4.1.5. Numerical simulations. A large number of two- and three-dimensional simulations, the
former constituting earlier work, have appeared in the literature [8, 56]; examples are presented in
Figs. 78 [165, 166] and 80 [56, 169]. Only a few additional cases will be described. A general
discussion of the subject is presented in Refs. [180, 181], while an outstanding summary and survey
of computer codes in wide general use is given in Ref. [8]. Some of the more widely known
programs include various versions of the ABAQUS, AUTODYN, CHT, DYNA, DYSMAS, EPIC,
HELP, HEMP, HULL, NIKE, PISCES, TOODY and ZeuS codes.

The 2D HELP code was employed to calculate the deformation patterns at various subsequent
times resulting from the impact of a 3 kg tungsten rod with a hemispherical tip on a thin steel plate
at 60° obliquity [182]. Code DYNA3D has been employed to calculate the entry of an earth-
penetrating weapon with a pointed tip into a half-space of tuff at 0.6 km/s at 20° obliquity [183].
Lateral accelerations for this case were also calculated for 0, 1 and 2° yaw, the peak value being
doubled by the 2° angle of attack. EPIC 2D and 3D computations with an eroding target approach
have been executed to analyze the impact of a 400 mm diameter, 2 m long ogival-tipped projectile,
of 847 kg mass, into 200 mm thick concrete with an initial velocity of 250 m/s at 30° obliquity,
without and in the presence of yaw [184]. The obliquity increases with further entry; computations
were performed to ascertain the stress at the projectile base and the pressure on the explosive
contained within.

The results of calculations using EPIC-3 for the impact of a 10 mm diameter, 100 mm long
plane-faced tungsten rod on a 25 mm thick mild steel plate with a velocity of 1.52 km/s at 60°
obliquity are depicted in Fig. 83a and b showing a two- and three-dimensional view, respectively
[185]. The computed non-dimensional velocity drop Dv/v

0
and rod length change D¸/¸

0
are less

than found in corresponding tests [154].

3.4.2. Ultraordnance and hypervelocity

3.4.2.1. Analytical and experimental investigations. A hydrodynamic model of the penetration of
uniform long rods into targets, developed earlier, was modified in Ref. [186] to provide better
accord with experiments. It is based on the energy per unit mass dissipated in plastic deformation
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Fig. 83. EPIC-3 computations for the impact of a 10 mm diameter, 100mm long tungsten rod on a 25 mm thick mild
steel plate at a velocity of 1.52 km/s and an obliquity of 60° (a) side view (b) three-dimensional view [185].
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Fig. 83 continued.

in both rod and target, E@
1
, which depends on specific heat, melting temperature #, density, o, and

target resistance, manifested by a yield stress p
Y
, which, in turn is a function of # and strain

rate e5 . The observed mushroomed tip is replaced by a cylindrical tip section of constant mass
that grows from the initial diameter D to a larger value. The equations of motion of the system
are obtained from conservation laws using the definition of E@

1
, the expression for the tip/target

interface pressure, which depends on the drag coefficient C
D

and E@
1
, and on its assumed

configuration.
Modifications were executed to better match experimental observations. An axial force term

was added to account for oblique impact [187]. In addition, a rod strength is used that results
from combining compressive and shear yield stresses, with the assumption that p

YS
"0.6p

YC
[cf.

Eq. (4.30)]. Further, thermal softening and a modification of rear face effects at ultra-high velocities
(above 2 km/s) were included by decreasing the flow stress and by reducing the energy term E@

5
as

the crater approaches the rear face, respectively. The impact process was divided into consecutive
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Fig. 84. Comparison of test results with predictions for normal and 60° oblique impact of 7.1 mm diameter, 39.1 mm
long spherical-nosed hard-steel strikers on a thick target composed of a mixture of silica sand and binder at normal and
60° oblique incidence for an initial velocity of 3 km/s [188].

phases of (a) head formation, (b) steady-state penetration, and (c) terminal perforation. Phase (a)
terminates when either the head velocity v

4
attains a steady value or the shock conditions at the

interface are modified by rarefaction waves. In stage (b), the pressures on rod and target are
balanced. The termination of this process was modeled as occurring either by consumption of the
rod, by cessation of further perforation when the head velocity is reduced to zero, by suspension of
further plastic striker deformation, or by rod exit from the target.

With the alterations indicated, the impact of a 107 mm long tungsten rod with an ¸/D ratio of 15
at 45° obliquity with an initial velocity of 1.39 km/s on a 19.1 mm thick plate of RHA provided the
following results [154]:

Test results Calculation
Residual velocity, v

&
(m/s) 1307$50 1319

Residual length, ¸
&
(mm) 66$10 72

The hydrodynamic theory of penetration of eroding strikers [150—153, 164] has been used to
calculate the progress of long rods fired into simulated geological targets at an impact velocity of
3 km/s [188] and both normal incidence and 60° obliquity. The striker consisted of a spherical-
nosed hard-steel cylinder with a length of 39.1 mm and a diameter of 7.1 mm; the thick target,
which was composed of a mixture of silica sand and binder, had a specific gravity of 1.7. Yaw and
pitch angles in corresponding tests were small; X-ray photographs at three positions showed the
depth of penetration, the eroded rod length and the crater shape that were compared to the
analyses in Refs. [150, 151]. As depicted in Fig. 84, excellent agreement for the variation in P as
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a function of time was noted for both normal and oblique impact [188]. An approximate
closed-form solution of the hydrodynamic equations was also obtained by means of a perturbation
analysis.

3.4.2.2. Analytical investigation. Expressions have been developed for the oblique impact of rods
on single and multilayer targets [189]. The expression involving non-dimensional length change,
*¸/D, for normal impact, given by

*¸/D"h/D#b
1
/D#(v

0
b
2
/D)[1!exp!M(*¸/D#h/D#b

1
/D)/(b

3
v
0
b
2
/D)N], (3.98)

where b
1
, b

2
and b

3
are empirical constants, is modified for obliquity by replacing non-dimensional

thickness h/D by an effective thickness term,

(h/D)
%&&
"(h/D)/(sinb )#1/[2 tan b]. (3.99)

The quantity v
0
b
2
/D can be evaluated from

v
0
b
2
/D"1.98v

0
/[Jc2!(º!1

2
v2
0
)], (3.100)

where c is the sound speed and º the shock wave velocity in the shocked rod material. As indicated
previously and paralleling Eqs. (3.24), the major crater diameter ratio d

.!+
/D for obliquity is given

by geometry as

(d
.!+

/D)"[(d
.!+

/D)D
n
/sinb, (3.101)

while the minor diameter was experimentally found to be weakly dependent on b, i.e.

(d
.*/

/D)"[d
.!+

/D)D
n
]/(sinb)1@5 . (3.102)

Expressions similar to Eqs. (3.98)—(3.100) are developed for rod length loss in multilayer targets.

3.4.2.3. Combined experimental and numerical studies. A W—Ni—Fe rod of 6 mm diameter and an
aspect ratio of 12 was fired at velocities from 1.7 to 2.2 km/s against a 90 mm (essentially
semi-infinite) thick plate of RHA at 65° obliquity and minimal yaw [190]. Numerical results for the
conditions were obtained with the Eulerian code GRIM3D using two different material models, the
elastic-perfectly plastic (HULL) model which includes work-hardening and thermal softening, and
a second description based on dislocation mechanics. Table 6 and Fig. 85 present a comparison of
the results, which are in good accord. Multiplate perforation was also simulated; the cumulative
effect of the plates is to turn the projectile and bend its tip, but the length reduction is less than
expected on the basis of simple addition of the result found for a single plate.

3.4.2.4. Experimental studies. Experiments have been conducted on 4.76 m thick rolled steel plates
at 60° obliquity at impact velocities of 2.55—2.65 km/s to determine whether a continuous or
a segmented rod of sintered tungsten alloy is more effective in producing penetration [191].
Comparison of X-ray data indicated that the continuous rod, with ¸/D"5 and a mass of 12.4 g,
fractured, comminuted and rotated, while the front of the 5 unit segmented rod, with a mass of 13 g,
an ¸/D of 1 and a segment spacing of 2D, was consumed or damaged; the interaction of the
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Table 6
Comparison of measured and calculated penetration of a 6 mm diameter W—Ni—FE rod with an aspect raio of 12 into
a 90 mm thick RHA plate at initial velocities from 1.7 to 2.2 km/s (a) and into 5 adjacent plates of 4 mm thickness backed
by 90 mm thick block of RHA (b) at 65° obliquity [190]

Condition Initial Penetration (mm)
velocity
(km/s) Observed Calculated

Normal In line Normal In line

(a) 1.70 20.6 48.9 20 32
(a) 1.89 29.4 69.6 34 76
(a) 2.19 32.8 77.7 40 90
(b) 1.93 — 8.2! — 12!

!With !3.5° yaw.

Fig. 85. Predicted (GRIM3D) and experimental results for the penetration of a 6 mm diameter, 72 mm long tungsten
alloy rod fired at 65° obliquity against very thick plates of RHA [190].

remainder of the striker and the plate is different from that of the continuous rod. The lead segment
opens a hole through which the remaining segments, whose cylindrical connectors may be broken,
will pass. This is important in spaced armor where subsequent segments can act without impedi-
ment, whereas the remainder of the continuous rod will be turned and hence offer a much smaller
offensive capability. Experiments with such a five-segment rod striking four consecutive 4.76 mm
thick 60° steel plates, spaced at distances of 38 mm normal to the surfaces, indicate an aligned
perforation trajectory. In actuality, the phenomenon is more complex, but the principal feature of
a ‘‘punch-through’’ type of operation has been confirmed.

The penetration of rolled homogeneous armor plates with thicknesses of 11—15.7 mm by
tungsten—rhenium rods with diameters of 5—7.5 mm and ¸/D ratios ranging from 10 to 16.3 at
1.6 km/s has been investigated by flash X-rays for obliquities of 60 and 70° [192]. Similar tests
were conducted on double plates at 60 and 65° and on triple spaced plates under the same
conditions. Further, a 60° test at 1.6 km/s for a rod with ¸/D"15 was performed on a combi-
nation sandwich steel/glass/steel target. The striker utilized cannot withstand lateral loading
nearly as well as standard tungsten sintered alloy rods, failing by extreme deformation of the
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microstructure and its anisotropic properties that were embodied in the projectile during the
production process.

Another experimental study of the perforation of armor steel plates with a Vickers hardness of
300 by long rods of sintered tungsten alloy (WHA) was performed using flash X-ray methods [193].
Two questions were to be answered: (a) Is replica modeling applicable to oblique impact, i.e., the
relative length scales ¸

&
/¸

0
and v

&
/v

0
should be the same while angular velocity u should vary as

scale S and angular momentum H as S~4 ?; (b) what are the consequences of increasing the impact
velocity ? The answer to the first query was obtained by firing 2, 5 and 8 mm diameter WHA rods,
comprising a scale interval S"4, at 1.5 km/s into targets of the same thickness as the diameter at
60° obliquity. Since the ratio of residual to initial length of the rods, ¸

&
/¸

0
"0.85—0.87, and since

the velocity ratio v
&
/v

0
"0.95—0.99 and u and H scaled as indicated above over the range

indicated, replica modeling is permissible for this case. An increase in v
0

from 1.5 to 2.5 km/s using
5 mm diameter rods resulted in a decrease of ¸

&
/¸

0
from 0.85 to 0.76 and a minimal increase of

v
&
/v

0
from 0.97 to 0.99 for 60° obliquity and corresponding values of 0.84 to 0.62 for ¸

&
/¸

0
and 0.97

to 0.98 for v
&
/v

0
at an incidence of b"80°.

A computer-assisted optical investigation has been carried out to quantify the influence of
impact obliquity on crater shapes in steel plates of very large (‘‘infinite’’) thickness [194]. Cylin-
drical tungsten alloy rods with a diameter of 8 mm and a value of ¸/D"20 were fired at 40 mm
thick steel plates with a velocity of 1.5 km/s and obliquity angles ranging up to 86°, using a witness
plate. Ejected projectile remnants at obliquities of 60—80° were found to generate three types of
craters: (a) those with a large surface and a small depth (b) a more or less symmetrical perforation in
less deformed plates, and (c) a small surface and very large depth. At high obliquities (above 80°),
a further increase in b reduces both the crater depth and bending at the striker tip, with complete
fracture ensuing up to 86°. The witness plate permits a delineation of the variation of the length,
volume, surface area, breadth and depth of the crater as a function of obliquity angle. No
reasonably intact striker was found upon ricochet.

3.4.2.5. Numerical simulations. The literature is replete with descriptions of computational codes
and methodologies for describing material behavior, although primarily for the case of normal
impact [56, 195]. However, several computational records involving the oblique entry of long rods
into targets have already been presented, i.e. Figs. 78, 80, 83 and 85, and a host of similar pictorial
descriptions have been published [196—201]. There is no gain in describing these additional results;
two-dimensional code solutions are completely mature and can be used for oblique impact if plate
configurations can be substituted, as was done some years ago when 3D codes had not yet been
developed. Most of these 2D codes have been upgraded to full three-dimensional status at this time,
although they may be time-consuming and possibly in further need of material and phenom-
enological modeling; additionally, development of new elements are still proceeding. Thus, almost
any event involving obliquity, yaw or other rotation as well as thermal effects, compressibility,
fracture or other failure mechanism can be incorporated in existing proprietary or public computa-
tional schemes, many of which are detailed in Ref. [56]. This permits the study of any desired
parametric effects involving striker and target geometry, impact configuration, materials and initial
translational and rotational speeds. Numerous articles have also been devoted to algorithms and
mesh considerations for generating more accurate calculations, together with some sample compu-
tations (cf. Refs. [197, 200, 202—204]).
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4. Yaw impact

4.1. Introduction

Impact on a target with yaw is defined as the condition when the axis of symmetry of the striker
makes an angle a with the velocity vector v

0
at the center of gravity, as shown in Fig. 1. This

condition depends only on the instantaneous locations of the velocity vector of the striker and its
axis of symmetry. This angle, sometimes called total yaw a, is occasionally divided into two
orthogonal components: ‘‘yaw’’ a@ when solely in the horizontal plane and pitch a@@ when in the
vertical plane. The total yaw a"tan~1(tan2 a@#tan2 a@@ )1@2. The term total yaw is particularly
relevant when yaw a@ is accompanied by obliquity and will be further examined in Section 5 [149].
In this section, total yaw will simply be labeled as yaw so that a"a@. Impact with yaw exhibits
many similarities to impact at obliquity without yaw, where the velocity vector is coincident with
this axis, but inclined at angle b to the target normal. There are also analogous features to tumbling
impact when the projectile has an initial angular velocity u about an axis parallel to a horizontal
line in the target normal to the striker trajectory.

Since the use of the concept of yaw for spherical strikers is meaningless (i.e., an obliquity
designation should be used), the discussion is necessarily limited to projectiles and long rods. The
subject will again be separated into ordnance and hypervelocity regimes, and further subdivided
according to the method of investigation, as in Section 3.

In virtually all free-flight tests designed for normal incidence of projectiles and, in particular, of
long rods, a certain amount of yaw is introduced since minute, but unavoidable deviations from
ideal conditions are always present. Results displaying such minor deviations, perhaps up to 5°
from normal, which are recorded for many experiments (i.e. Refs. [188, 205]) will not be separately
cited here. In some cases, this minor accidental yaw may not make much difference in the
penetration [188]. However, introduction of yaw has the potential for producing instability in the
striker motion, and this aspect is of substantial concern to the ballistician. For terradynamic long
rod penetrators with 10(¸/D(20, stability can be consistently obtained if the mass center is
moved forward as far as possible [11, 206]. On the other hand, blunt projectiles behave in a more
stable manner than those with a sharp-pointed nose [207]. Curved paths are the result of
unbalanced pressures or lift, while tumbling results from induced moments that are enhanced by
gyroscopic effects for spin-stabilized penetrators [207].

4.2. Projectiles

4.2.1. Subordnance and ordnance velocity

4.2.1.1. Combined analytical and experimental investigations. A recent study of yaw impact consists
of the experimental determination of the effect of striker yaw up to a"19° on the penetration and
perforation of thin metallic plates by relatively short projectiles at speeds v

0
of the order of

100—300 m/s [208]; this is accompanied by an analytical model for this process, partially adapted
from Ref. [209]. It is not otherwise related to the few previously presented analyses involving
yawing motion extant.
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Fig. 86. Schematic of experimental arrangement for yawed low-speed projectile impact on thin targets [46, 208].

The general arrangement for the tests has been described in substantial detail in Ref. [46];
a schematic of the system is presented in Fig. 86 [208]. Two sets of cylindrical hard-steel strikers
with diameters D of 6.2 or 6.35 mm, lengths ¸"19 or 20 mm and masses m"4.5 and 5 g,
respectively, were fired by compressed nitrogen in a 12.7 mm diameter barrel at speeds of
130—250 m/s. The projectiles were held in sabots with masses of 2.2 and 2.9 g, respectively, cut to
provide yaw angles of 0, 5, 10, 15 and 19°; the sabots were not stripped prior to impact, but
post-mortem target examination indicated that their presence had an insignificant effect on the
penetration. In one series of tests, the use of a powder gun achieved initial speeds of 800 m/s. A few
shots were propelled at normal incidence by means of a 6.35 mm diameter barrel. No deformation
of these strikers was observed in any of the tests, justifying the assumption of a rigid body in the
corresponding analytical development.

Targets consisted of 140 mm diameter circular plates of 2024-0 aluminum, 3.175 mm thick or
two differently heat-treated SAE 4130 steels with thicknesses of 1.59 or 3.175 mm, respectively. The
yield and ultimate tensile strength and the tensile strain of the 2024-0 aluminum series were
200 MPa, 240 MPa and 0.22 (according to Ref. [46]). For the first SAE 4130 steel, whose hardness
was R

C
22, the corresponding values were 560 MPa, 780 MPa, and 0.28, while those for the second,

with R
C
30, were found to be 690, 930 MPa and 0.18. The impact process was observed by a framing

camera operating at 44,000—50,000 pictures/s.
A simple perforation model has been developed to describe the present yawing impact of a blunt

cylinder on a thin, metallic plate in the vertical plane based on a post-mortem examination of the
experimental results, using the notation of Fig. 1. The sequential aspects of the phenomenon,
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Fig. 87. Penetration and perforation model of impact with yaw for a cylindrical projectile on a thin plate: (a) first
contact, (b) initial quasi-static penetration, (c) and (d) plate failure as if yaw were absent, (e) initial striker rotation after
plate failure, (f ) additional rotation during plugging (g) and (h) side contact petaling [208, 209].

indicated in Fig. 87 are regarded as consisting of five separate stages after original contact (a):
(1) initial penetration of the striker into the target without angular deviation under essentially
quasi-static conditions, (b); (2) plate failure as if yaw were absent (c), (d); (3) an initial striker rotation
produced by the non-symmetric stress distribution due to oblique entry, (e); (4) additional angular
changes while a plug is sheared from the target, (f); and (5) petaling of the target caused by side
contact with the striker, (g), (h). Stages (b) and (c), (d) are contemporaneous, while all others are
successive; phases (c), (d) and (g), (h) have been adapted from Wu and Goldsmith [209].

The striker motion during phase (1) is assumed to consist of a pure translation until the entire
face has made contact with the target (Fig. 87b). Plate motion during this interval is neglected; the
work done by the stresses acting on the striker faces, ¼, assumed to be uniform, is given by

¼"

t

P
0D463&!#%

r ) v dt!p
Y%&&

»
%.

"p
Y%&&

(n/8)D3 tan a, (4.1)

where p
Y%&&

is the effective yield stress, and »
%.

is the embedded projectile volume in this stage. The
stresses, at the yield limit, are assumed to act only over the front face of the projectile, and the effect
of peripheral loads is considered to be negligible. Here, the striker indentation is less than the target
thickness h so that phase (1) does not result in plate failure. The yield stress p

Y
is taken at its

dynamic value p
$:/

and, further, is multiplied by the factor 1.75 quantifying the constraint to side
flow in plates [210] so that p

Y%&&
"1.75p

$:/
. The work-energy equation then provides the velocity

v
1

at the end of this state as

v
1
"[v2

0
!(2¼/m

4
)]1@2 . (4.2)

After phase (1), the interaction is modeled as normal impact on a stationary target in view of the
small oblique angles encountered so that the velocity vector is taken as normal to the plate.
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Fig. 88. Stresses acting during penetration of a plate by a yawing projectile [208, 209].

A membrane model for very thin plates with ratios of thickness to projectile radius (h/R)(1 is an
excellent portrayal of this process [46], but it will also be assumed for the present situation where
(h/R)"1. The validity of such a model was supported by the observed tensile failures in the targets.
Other assumptions include rigid-perfectly-plastic behavior of the plate and a constant dynamic
yield strength. The analysis employed here is detailed in Refs. [208, 209].

The target fails during normal impact when the radial strain in its mid-plane at the periphery of
the striker attains the ultimate tensile strain of the material e

6
. Because of axial symmetry, this

failure is complete and results in ejection of a plug; the projectile subsequently encounters no
further resistance. However, for the present yaw impact, it was experimentally found that only the
locale of initially greatest indentation of the plate, shown as the upper regions in Fig. 87, failed by
tensile (membrane) action due to the inclination of the striker. Thus, tensile failure is a necessary,
but not a sufficient condition for target perforation. The second condition for perforation is
developed in stage (4). Concurrent projectile rotation, creating obliquity defined by angle b in
phase (3), will now be examined in terms of yaw angle a"h, since the velocity vector is normal to
the target.

As shown in Fig. 88, at the end of indentation, three stress components p
z{z{

, p
rr

and p
r(

act
on the striker surface in contact with the target in the axial, radial and circumferential
direction, respectively; these are postulated to have attained the dynamic yield value p

Y
"p

$:/
,

based on the results found in Ref. [210]. Only the first two stress components result in a moment
about the mass center G of the striker; the third does not due to bilateral symmetry. The moment
due to p

rr
is

M
rr
"p

Y
Db@(¸!b@), (4.3)
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where b@"D tan a is the greatest contact distance along the surface of the projectile. The moment
due to M

zz
is

M
zz
"p

Y
D2b@/n . (4.4)

These moments act in opposite directions. The net moment, M
G
"M

rr
!M

zz
produces an angular

acceleration h® which, for a small time interval *t, can be approximated by

M
G
"I

G
(*hQ /*t) with I

G
"(1/4)m2

s
#(1/12)m

4
¸2 (4.5)

where I
G

is the moment of inertia about the mass center.
For the short plugging times encountered, about 30 ks, it is reasonable to assume a constant

acceleration so that

hQ "M
G
t
2
/I

G
or the change in the trajectory angle *h"hQ t

2
. (4.6)

The value of t
2
, measured as starting at the end of stage 1, is either the time required to produce

tensile failure or that for the plate to stop the projectile.
Experiments indicate that, at the onset, the target failure region constitutes an arc of about 90°.

Thus, the force that opposes further motion of, as well as the torque rotating, the projectile arise
from the shear stress at the periphery of the plug subtended by the remaining 270°. This shear force
F
S

is then quasi-empirically expressed as

F
S
"(3/4)nDh@StTp

Y
, (4.7)

where h@StT represents the continually diminishing thickness of the plug still attached to the plate;
its moment arm, in terms of the arc radius R subtended by an angle of 2), is r

2
"R[(sin)/))].

The change in linear and angular velocity during interval *t are given by

*v"(F
S
*t )/m

4
and *hQ "(F

S
r
2
*t )/I

G
, (4.8)

where r
2
, the moment arm of F

S
, is taken as constant. The values of the updated translational and

rotational velocity and the new oblique angle are given by

v"v
0
!*v; hQ "hQ

0
#*hQ ; h"h

0
#hQ *t, (4.9)

where the new value of F
S

is obtained from Eq. (4.7).
The magnitude of v

0
at the initiation of plug shear is the normal component of the velocity

obtained using the membrane equations of motion for plate and projectile and the associated
boundary conditions [211], i.e.

v
0
"C

dw
dt

cosbD
t/t3

, (4.10)

where t
3

is the time at the end of stage 3 and equals t
2
. In using Eqs. (4.9a) and (4.10), it is assumed

that the striker velocity vector remains parallel to its axis during this time interval.
With the further assumption that the plug and projectile move as a unit, the decrease in contact

area thickness between plug and target is

*h@StT"v*t so that h@StT"h@St
0
T!*h@StT, (4.11)
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where h@St
0
T is the value at the end of the previous time step. The value of h@StT at the start of stage

4 is assumed to be h@StTD
t/t2

"h/[cosh]D
t/t2

where hDt
2
"[a!b]D

t2
. This stage ends when h@StT

reaches zero where the plug separates and no longer moves together with the striker.
After the plug has sheared, the contact of the upper striker periphery with the target produces

a force F
#
which, in conjunction with the projectile velocity, creates further deformation and hole

enlargement and changes in the rigid-body striker motion; friction is ignored. As detailed in Ref.
[208], the change in the angular velocity is

*hQ "(F
#
r
1
*t)/I

G
, (4.12)

where r
1

is the distance from the line of action of F
#
to the mass center of the striker. The drag and

lift forces, F
D

and F
l
, are the components of F

#
along and perpendicular to v (resolved into v

x
and

v
y
) and are given by

F
D
"F

#
sin(h!b), F

l
"F

#
cos(h!b ), (4.13)

where b"tan~1 (v
y
/v

x
). The drag force changes the striker speed by *v"(F

D
*t)/m

4
. The change in

trajectory angle is *h"(v*t)/r
#

where r
#
, the distance to the instant center, is given by

r
#
"(m

4
v2)/F. The updated values of linear and rotational velocity, oblique and yaw angles can be

determined by means of Eqs. (4.9). During time interval *t, the projectile position is given by

z"z
0
#(v cos h)*t, x"x

0
#(v sin h)*t. (4.14)

The impact ends when either the penetrator loses contact with the target, ricochets or is
embedded (or, equivalently, exits the plate with negligible velocity). The first case occurs when
r
1
'1

2
¸, while the latter ensues when the striker velocity is reduced to zero.

The results of the study are summarized below:
(1) ¹arget damage: A simulation of the impact process below the ballistic limit is shown in

Fig. 89; it consists sequentially of penetration at the initial yaw angle (a), further penetration due to
rotation of the striker around point A, that shears the target along the path of B without further
penetration at A, (b), and further rotation around point C at the edge of the crater (c to e) without
an increase in the depth of penetration.

Selected results from the first series of tests, including the values of the peak plate deflection w
5

and of the ballistic limit v
50

are summarized in Table 7 for the aluminum and steel targets. All
plates experience bulging, especially in the vicinity of the contact area, almost entirely due to the
membrane response of the target. For normal impact, bulging and plug ejection are the only
damage modes due to axial symmetry.

Under conditions of yaw, the obliquity of the striker generates lateral indentation; it results in an
elliptical crater that is more pronounced for higher yaw angles. For normal impact, the final
diameter of the hole is slightly smaller than that of the striker due to elastic recovery.

Further plate damage occurs upon projectile perforation and subsequent dissociation from the
plate with the generation of a larger hole on the exit side and cracks emnating from this
discontinuity. When only one major crack is present, this phenomenon is termed side petaling
(Fig. 90a) [46, 209], while front petaling obtains when two (or more) major cracks appear
(Fig. 90b). Side petaling was noted only at yaw angles of 10 and 15°, while front petaling was found
only at the highest yaw angle of this series. These features are very similar to the damage patterns
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Fig. 89. Simulated process of the penetration without perforation of yawed blunt-nosed cylinders in thin plates:
(a) penetration at initial yaw angle; (b) further penetration due to rotation of the striker about point A; (c—e) further
rotation about point C at the edge of the crater without increase in penetration depth [208].

observed in impact on moving targets [46]; however, the perforation imprint for the moving target
consists of a triangular shank below a more or less circular apex (viz. Section 6) while that for yaw
impact exhibits a more irregular pattern for the head and a shorter shank.

While normal penetration of the striker generates a symmetric plug by shearing, oblique entry
due to yaw involves a plug removal process that begins with target failure along the upper edge of
the contact area, the region of furthest penetration, when the plug is still in contact with the
lower edge. Examination of cross sections of perforated targets at increasing angles of yaw, but
similar impact speeds show that resistance to plug ejection results from cohesion at the lower
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Table 7
Results for aluminum and steel targets, first series [208]

Run Yaw Initial Perforation Final Maximum a
&
, final Comments

no. angle velocity status velocity, deflection yaw
(deg) v

0
(m/s) v

&
(m/s) (w

1
) mm angle (deg)

2024 Aluminum
1 0 116 No Embedment
2 0 134 No 13.2
3 0 147 No Embedment
4 0 152 No 10.7 No sabot used
5 0 156 Yes 11.8 v

50
6 0 169 Yes 27 10.6 No sabot used
7 0 193 Yes 11.1
8 5 131 No 13.1
9 5 146 No 14.5 Embedment

10 5 151 No v
50

11 5 151 Yes 10.6
12 5 156 Yes 27 12.7
13 5 166 Yes 67 11.4 13
14 5 183 Yes 127 11.8 16
15 5 197 Yes 152 11.5 9
16 10 155 No 14.8
17 10 159 Yes 14.7 v

50
18 10 168 Yes 40 14.1 15
19 10 176 Yes 78 13.5 31
20 10 182 Yes 94 13.7 29
21 10 193 Yes 120 13.3 19
22 15 99 No 9.8
23 15 132 No 12.6
24 15 148 No 15.3
25 15 161 No 17.2
26 15 165 Yes 12.0 v

50
27 15 170 Yes 37 14.1
28 15 171 Yes 61 13.1
29 15 183 Yes 81 13.5 35
30 15 193 Yes 105 13.2 26
31 15 197 Yes 118 14.1 30
32 15 208 Yes 144 15.1 24
33 15 234 Yes 187 15.1 21

4130 Steel

34 0 151 No 9.9
35 0 170 Yes 7.1 v

50
36 0 175 No Embedment
37 0 178 No 10.0
38 0 181 Yes 7.5
39 10 158 No 7.4
40 10 163 No 7.6
41 10 175 Yes 8.0 v

50
42 10 189 Yes 7.9
43 10 195 Yes 39 8.1 11
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Fig. 90. Examples of side petaling (a) and front petaling (b), 6.3 mm diameter hard-steel strikers with ¸/D"3 and
a mass of approximately 5 g impinging on 3.175 mm thick aluminum plates with a yaw of 15° (a) v

0
"148 m/s

(b) v
0
"234 m/s [46].

interface edge, since the lower part of the target bends with greater curvature than the upper
portion.

Cross sections of both the aluminum and steel targets, 3.125 mm thick, from the second series of
tests are exhibited in Fig. 91a and 91b [208]. These samples were struck at the ballistic limit
velocity for normal impact, 133 m/s for aluminum and 152 m/s for steel, respectively, and increas-
ing angles of yaw. The evolution of the plug and other phenomena described above are also
manifested in these photographs.

(2) Ballistic limit: The experimentally determined ballistic limit velocities v
50

for the 3.175 mm
thick 2024-0 aluminum targets for series 1 and 2 agree within 3% when adjusted by the mass
ratio of the strikers and minor variations in yaw angles and specimen material properties.
The theoretical value of the ballistic limit is critically affected by the choice of the dynamic yield
strength which depends on the actual strain rate and the test arrangement. A comparison of the
data from the series 1 aluminum tests with the predictions of the analysis is provided in Table 8;
the computations have been performed on the basis of both a previously-employed yield
strength p

Y
of 200 MPa [212] and for a value of 250 MPa. For the latter, the discrepancy is

less than 5%.
It is noteworthy that the results obtained here are consistent with similar comparisons involving

moving targets [46, 209] where agreement between data and predictions were better for moving
than for stationary targets. This is somewhat analogous to the present situation where this
correspondence improves as the yaw angle increases. Such a trend is partly due to the use
here of a membrane theory which does not account for plug shear at normal incidence, but
is indirectly accounted for in the application of the membrane equation which uses a striker
velocity reduced from its initial value by the indentation process. The second reason for the
superior agreement, when yaw is present, is that the tensile plate failure criterion should be
supplemented by the requirement that the plug must be sheared, necessitating a higher striker
velocity.
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Fig. 91. Penetration into targets at the ballistic limit speed with yaw (Series 2): (a) aluminum, v
0
"133 m/s, a"0, 5, 10,

15, 19° and (b) steel, v
0
"148 m/s, a"0, 5, 10, 15° [208].

Table 8 also contains the data for the two series on 4130 steel; here, the wide divergence between
the two test sequences can only be attributed to a totally different heat treatment of the targets, as
evidenced by their different yield and ultimate strengths. The effect of any similar difference in the
strength and hardness properties of the two series of aluminum targets would be substantially less
in view of their significantly lower magnitudes.

(3) Other features. The theoretical model will predict the final velocity of the projectile in cases
of perforation only if the actual impact velocity is scaled to the value of the ballistic limit for the
particular yaw angle employed. A typical example for a yaw of 15° in the aluminum plate is shown
in Fig. 92. Agreement with the analysis is good near this value; the divergence increases with initial
impact velocity. The largest ratio of terminal to initial velocity was found both analytically and
experimentally to occur at 5° yaw.

The final oblique angle could not be measured when the projectile axis was not located in the
plane perpendicular to the field of vision. As shown in Fig. 93, the prediction indicates a rapid rise
of this parameter with impact speed near the ballistic limit, followed by an exponential decay. The
difficulty of experimentally substantiating this spike is severe; hence the correspondence evident in
this figure is considered to be satisfactory.
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Table 8
Ballistic limits of targets [209]
Comparison of theoretical and experimental values, 2024-0 Al

Yaw angle, Experimental Theoretical ballistic % Difference
a (deg) ballistic limit, v50

5)
(m/s) (v

50
—v50

5)
)/v

50
limit, Ser. 1
v
50

(m/s) (a) (b) (a) (b)
p
Y
"200 MPa p

Y
"250 MPa

0 153 131 146 14.4 4.6
5 156 138 154 11.5 1.3

10 159 144 160 9.4 !0.6
15 165 150 166 9.1 !0.6

Experimental value of the ballistic limit for 4130 steel, m/s
Yaw angle Series 1 Series 2 Adjusted series 2
a (deg) v

50*
v
50!

"v
50*

(5/4.5)

0 170 148 164
5 200 222

10 175 230 256
15 259 288
19 288 365

Subscripts: a"adjusted; i"initial

Fig. 92. Graph of final velocity vs initial velocity for the 15° yawed impact of a blunt-nosed hard-steel cylinder on
a 3.175 mm thick plate of 2024-0 aluminum. Solid line is the prediction of the model with the values of the initial velocity
scaled to v

50
[208].
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Fig. 93. Final trajectory angle as a function of scaled initial velocity for the 5° yawed impact of blunt-nosed hard-steel
cylinders on a 3.175 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum plate. The solid line is the prediction of the model [208].

Fig. 94. Model of the yaw behavior as a function of scaled penetration for the design of bullets penetrating gelatinous
tissue [213].

4.2.1.2. Analytical investigations. An initial predictive model for the performance of bullets of mass
m, diameter D and length ¸ in the design stage, that might experience yaw, has been proposed in
Ref. [213], based on an earlier representation of the yawing penetration process in 20% gelatin
serving as a tissue simulant [214]. It is based on its known or expected ballistic performance, such
as initial speed versus range, yaw cycle, etc. The objective is to predict the kinematics of the striker
fired into gelatin by scaling the process instead of depending on empirical data for calculation of
the energy deposition in the target. A single curve, such as Fig. 94, of yaw a as a function of scaled
penetration, PK , is intended to portray this situation for all combinations of projectile properties and
geometry as well as initial velocity. The three-stage event consists of initial penetration, rapid
growth and damped oscillations about an equilibrium position.
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The penetration scale for each region is governed by factors S
1
, S

2
, and S

3
, respectively, related

to the physical striker properties. Factor S
1

unifies the penetration PK from the instant of initial yaw
a
0

to a
90

in real space and is dependent on r
N
¸2/r

G
where r

N
and r

G
are the nose length and

distance of the mass center from the nose, respectively. Factor S
2

scales the penetration during the
rapid growth stage and depends on ¸m3/r

N
D6 , while the oscillation scale is represented by

S
3
"FSD(¸!r

N
)/mT . Comparison with test results indicates correlations no worse than 25%.

The graph consists of an initial stochastic penetration stage in unstable equilibrium, varying
from an original scaled penetration PK

0
at initial yaw a

0
to a value for a"90°; this is followed by

rapid yaw growth (sometimes called tumbling) to an equilibrium stage either near a"90° at PK
90

,
or near a"270° at P

%26
, succeeded by a damped oscillation of period 1

2
q about this equilibrium

position. This procedure permits a complete unified delineation of the penetration process.
A prediction of the velocity loss can also be achieved by utililzation of a generalized resistance law
based on presented area and specified inertial and viscous coefficients. The first portion of Fig. 94 is
closely correlated to initial yaw a

0
, but independent of striking velocity.

In another model study of deformable yawing penetrators with a more or less cylindrical shape
of average diameter D [96], an effective normalized length is given by

¸
%&&

/D"(4/n)(mg/o
4
D3) (4.15)

while compact strikers (spheres and cubes) are represented by a cylinder of ¸
%&&

/D"1. The
cross-sectional area A@ for non-compact penetrators is defined by A@"1

4
nD2 and the ratio ¸

%&&
/D

is given by Eq. (4.15). For plug shear under yawing conditions, equivalent diameter D
%26

is
determined by

D
%26

"DJ(1#sec2 a)/2 for ¸
%&&

/D5tan a (4.16)

and

D
%26

"D[MJ1#sec2 aN/2#2(¸
%&&

/D)(sin a)/n] for ¸
%&&

/D(tan a.

In the latter case, Eq. (4.15) is replaced by

¸
%&&
"4mg/no

45
D2

%26
. (4.17)

For gyrating spin-stabilized penetrators, the change in yaw angle in striking steel targets as
a function of downrange distance z is given by

*a"0, A
h
DB A

o
4

o
5
B sec h(0.2, otherwise

*a"sin~1J[sin2 40° sin2l#(sin 40° cos l cos l
1
#cos 40° sin l

1
)], (4.18)

where yaw angle parameters l and l
1

are given by

l"[2.6#0.02h°](z/D)A
o
5

o
4
B/(¸/D) and l

1
"140°!0.24h°. (4.19)

For a yawed cylinder, the representative diameter D
%26

is then

D
%26

"[4A
13

/n]1@2, (4.20)
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where A
13

is the presented area. Additional relations of a similar nature relating to yaw (and
obliquity) of a penetrator losing mass and generating a plug in the process of plate perforation are
presented in Refs. [95, 96].

Initial efforts to model striker impact with small yaw angles analytically were centered on
utilizing an effective length ¸

%&&
, initially regarded as the projection in the direction of the

velocity, instead of the actual length ¸ in standard non-yawed penetration models for normal
incidence. Thus, particularly for short projectiles where the erosion mechanism is less dominant
compared to rigid penetrators [215, 216], ¸

%&&
"¸ cos a; this does not, however, apply to

eroding long rods with large yaw angles, as the target is affected only by the material directly
in front.

4.2.1.3. Experimental results. Numerous studies have been conducted involving the effects of
yaw for a wide variety of targets, such as metals, gels, concrete, etc. A Word War II test
program was designed to study the variation in ballistic limit velocity, v

50
, of force-hardened

bullet proof steel with thicknesses of h"6.35, 9.525 and 12.7 mm by yawed M2 armor piercing
projectiles at zero obliquity [217]. The curves of v

50
as a function of a were found to be linear

up to a"30°, with the ballistic limit increasing at 0.5—0.7% per degree of yaw. The maximum
value of v

50
was approached in the range a"40—50°, beyond which v

50
increased either only

very slightly or was substantially reduced as yaw increased to 90°. Maximum values of the
ballistic limit were 115—135% of the normal unyawed value and corresponded to those
previously reported for rolled homogeneous armor of the same thickness. The finding that the
value of v

50
at 90° was lower than at 40—50° is attributed to brittle shock comportment of the

material.
The behavior of M193, M80 and M43 small arms ammunition in penetrating snow when

exhibiting both yaw and spin has been experimentally investigated [218]. Firings were con-
ducted into samples of various thickness up to the limit required to prevent perforation, which
were 0.7, 1.26 and 1.06 m, respectively, for the three projectile types employed. The velocity loss
curve as a function of target thickness exhibited a sigmoid shape. Substantial data scatter was
noted.

A researcher with wide experience in yaw impact stated that an estimate of the minimum velocity
required for a projectile to perforate a plate at yaw angles up to 3° requires an increase in speed of
no more than 1% [219]. The encyclopedic compilation [36] includes such extensive information
on impact with yaw and with both yaw and obliquity on metallic targets that individual
contributions cannot be identified here. Degradation of the penetration within the range of yaw
angles up to 8° depends on the ratio ¸/D and on the impact velocity as well as the materials of
striker and target; a reduction in the dimensionless penetration P/¸ up to 15% is illustrated by the
data shown in Fig. 95.

Another study involving totally different target media was concerned with the gathering of
radiographic data for yawing projectiles penetrating gelatin and soil that permitted the examina-
tion of the continuous nature of the yawing motion [220]. The velocity decay and path deflection
were inferred, and the drag, lift and overturning moment could be determined as a function of
instantaneous yaw a.

The yawing motion a of a gyroscopically unstable projectile in a dense fluid, such as gelatin,
whose mass center travels in direction z, can, with the aid of standard kinematic relations, be
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Fig. 95. Dimensionless penetration as a function of yaw angle for: (a) a 4130 steel striker with ¸/D"5 impinging on
a thick 4130 steel target plate at zero obliquity and various initial speeds; (b) the same striker/target combination at
v
0
"2.5 km/s and various ratios of ¸/D [36].

represented (in Refs. [10, 219—223]) as

d2a
dz2

"(M
0
/Iv2) sin a cos a"M@ sin a cos a+(M

0
/Iv2)a, (4.22)

where M
0
SaT is the overturning moment and I the inertial moment resisting this rotation. The

solution of Eq. (4.22) gives

a"a
0
exp[JM@(z!z

0
)]#a@

0
exp[!JM@(z!z

0
)], (4.23)

where the second term, generally out of phase with the first, rapidly vanishes. The dominant first
term can then be rewritten as

da
dz

"JM@ a
0
exp[JM@(z!z

0
)] (4.24)

whose value at z"z
0

is JM@a
0
. Thus, only two unknowns need be evaluated from data, JM@ and

a
0

for an empirical fit of experimental results.
Initial yaw a has a dominant influence on the gelatin penetration before instability initiates.

However, it was discovered—documented by Fig. 94 [213]—that data on penetration, P"z, into
this material could be plotted as a single function of yaw provided the origin of the curve was
shifted to the position where instability is initiated; it is implicitly assumed that M@ is insensitive to
small velocity changes. This is shown in Fig. 96 [10, 221, 222] which also presents the integrated
form of Eq. (4.22) for comparison. The corresponding results for the penetration as a function of
velocity normalized to the velocity at which tumbling initiates, v

56
, and shifted similarly results in

the single curve for these projectiles shown in Fig. 92 [10, 223]. If this curve is differentiated with
respect to z, the drag coefficient C

D
may be determined from the relation

d
dz

(v/v
56

)"![o
5
A/2m](v/v

56
)C

D
, (4.25)
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Fig. 96. Penetration into gelatin by 6 mm XM732 bullets as a function of yaw angle. Data compared to approximate
solution and to the integral of Eq. (4.19) [10, 221, 222].

Fig. 97. Normalized velocity as a function of penetration for 6 tests on 6 mm XM732 bullets entering gelatin under yaw
conditions [10, 223].

where m and A are the mass and cross-sectional area of the striker. If C
D

is regarded as a function
only of a (according to Ref. [224], C

D
appears to be insensitive to changes in v above v'300 m/s),

the relation C
D
SzT determined from data shown in Fig. 97 and Eq. (4.25) can be combined with the

results shown in Fig. 94 to derive the relation of C
D

as a function of a, permitting the prediction of
terminal dynamics of any striker for which such data are available.
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Fig. 98. EPIC-3 computations for the impact of an ogival-nosed steel projectile into a concrete target with a velocity of
250 m/s and a 5° yaw at 50, 100 and 150 ms after contact [224].

4.2.1.4. Numerical studies. Numerous two- and three-dimensional computer calculations have
been executed to depict the behavior of both normal and oblique and/or yawed impact of
projectiles and rods on various targets. A typical example is shown in Fig. 98 where the yawed
entry on a ogival-nosed steel projectile into concrete is presented [224]. The diameter, length and
mass of the striker are 0.4 m, 2 m and 847 kg, respectively. Two- and three-dimensional versions of
the EPIC code as well as various algorithms were employed in the solution. Fig. 99 presents
a comparison at two points within this striker for impact at 30° obliquity and no yaw, and for
impact at 5° yaw with no obliquity, both with an initial velocity at 250 m/s. The pressure histories
as well as the peak pressure and its time of occurrence for both cases and on both sides of the center
are very similar, leading to the conclusion that there is a parallel for the two situations, albeit at
different angles of obliquity and yaw, respectively.

4.2.2. Ultraordnance and hypervelocity impact

4.2.2.1. Numerical studies. The penetration of eroding tungsten W2 sinter alloy cylinders with
a nominal strength of 1.7 GPa, a length of 25.4 mm and a diameter of 6.35 mm (¸/D"4) into
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Fig. 99. Comparison of the pressure histories in concrete struck by a steel
projectile at two points on either side of the axis of symmetry for the case
of: (a) 30° obliquity and no yaw and (b) 5° yaw and no obliquity. The
diameter, length and mass of the ogival-nosed striker are 0.4 m, 2 m and
847 kg and the impact velocity is 240 m/s [224].

Fig. 100. Calculated penetration as a
function of yaw angle a for the impact
of a 6.35 mm diameter tungsten rod
with an ¸/D"4 striking a 4130 steel
target with a velocity of 1.75 km/s at
various angles of yaw [225].

153]153]63.5 mm 4340R
C

35 steel blocks has been computed using the 3-D Eulerian program
JOY [225]. The event was calculated for a nominal impact speed of 1.75 km/s with yaw angles
a"0° (normal), a"30°, a"60° and a"90° (side-on impact). A flow-stress curve up to fracture
for the target was fitted to the load-elongation-neck area data derived from test results, but the
computations utilized only the initial yield stress of 1.03 GPa; from previous studies, it had been
determined that use of a constant flow stress resulted in nearly the same penetration depth as the
combination of work-hardening and thermal softening. A comparison with corresponding experi-
mental results was performed only at normal incidence (Fig. 100), where agreement was found to
be very good. Beyond a certain yaw angle, of the order of 60°, there is no further decrease in the
penetration depth. Calculations of the crater shape indicated that, for side-on impact, the 2-D code
GLO provided a good depiction of the damage.

4.3. Long rods

As is also the case for oblique impact, the effects of yaw of a long rod of length ¸ and dia-
meter D is necessarily compared to the corresponding case in the absence of yaw; this ideal
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Fig. 101. Conditions for a critical yaw angle a
#3

: (a) initial contact of penetrator, (b) entry generating a cylindrical
crater of diameter D

#5
, (c) critical yaw condition a

#3
interface path inclined at angle h@ to the initial velocity vector,

(d) ¸ is the projectile length, P the penetration and z the vertical distance between tip and tail of the striker centerline
[149, 228].

situation has been extensively covered in previous analyses [113, 150—153, 226, 227] and in
comprehensive summaries [4, 8, 10]. These are based on a hydrodynamic theory of penetration,
that accounts for projectile erosion, modified in various manners for the intrinsic strength of both
striker and target and which is thus primarily applicable to the ultraordnance and hypervelocity
impact regimes. Some of the results presented, in particular those where the hardness of the
target prevented any significant degree of penetration, could also be appropriately listed in
Section 9.

Regardless of impact speed, there exists a critical yaw angle a
#3

when the tail of the penetrator
just touches the crater produced in the target, as illustrated in Fig. 101a—d [148, 228]. The first
diagram (a) presents initial contact at yaw angle a; (b) portrays entry generating a cylindrical crater
with diameter D

#5
; and (c) shows the critical yaw condition a

#3
, where

a
#3
"sin~1(D

#5
!D)/2¸ . (4.26)

Fig. 101d depicts the interface path inclined at angle h@ to the direction of the striking velocity
v. The vertical distance at the centerline from tip to tail is z, and angle h@ is defined by the
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relation

h@"tan~1(z/P)"tan~1(a/[P/¸])+a(P/¸). (4.27)

All authorities agree that significant yaw, above a
#3

, degrades the performance of long rods,
frequently substantially so, eventually resulting in failure to perforate at angle a

-*.
, when perfor-

ation could otherwise have occurred at a lower yaw angle; this striker defeat may take the form of
a trenching phenomenon. In such a case, the striker diameter is a far more important dimension
than its length. On the other hand, yaw angles below a

#3
will generally have minimal effect on

performance. By contrast, obliquity, unless extreme, is a much lower threat to the penetration
capability of the striker at a given yaw angle, values of penetration, P/¸, are reduced with
increasing striker ¸/D ratio.

Many features of yawed long-rod penetration have been observed [228]. At yaw angles just
above critical for normal impact up to 1.5a

#3
, a depression in the channel entrance whose diameter

matches that of the rod resulting from a small lateral velocity is first noted, as shown in Fig. 102a.
At somewhat higher yaw angles, this gouge is repeated down range on the opposite crater side due
to rod rebound, but with minimal reduction of the penetration. This indicates that the rear of the
rod ricochets gently between the walls without rod fracture.

With still further increase in yaw, striker/target interference increases with a resultant greater tail
gouge and considerable pitting and denting down range on the wall opposite to the tail depression
(Fig. 102b). This indicates a fracturing of the tail, with the concomitant debris spraying the crater
wall, resulting in significant degradation of penetration depth. High yaw angles generate an
elongated hole of uniform width, often of nearly triangular cross section. The striker erodes
substantially leaving a lower surface parallel to its initial velocity whereas the opposite wall is
struck by the entire rod length, resulting in a substantial decrease in crater depth (Fig. 102c) [228].

For high values of ¸/D, the channels generated significant striker/target interference and often
curve inside the target, suggesting that the forces on the rod tail deflect the trajectory of the eroding
penetrator. Occasionally, the channel bifurcates as the result of fracturing of the striker, induced by
excessive wall interference. The degrading features of penetration are illustrated in Fig. 103 which
presents a typical moderately yawed tungsten alloy long rod of mass 195 g, D"7.9 mm, and
¸/D"30 striking RHA at 1436 m/s [149, 228].

4.3.1. Subordnance and ordnance velocities

4.3.1.1. (a) combined analytical and experimental studies. Appropriate analytical models of long
rod penetration for this velocity regime abound for normal impact (cf. Refs. [8, 9]), mostly based on
elastic-plastic wave propagation, and have been extended to oblique impact by use of an effective
target thickness h

%&&
"h/cosb. A more extensive modification is required when yaw is present

without obliquity. When the yaw angles involved are small and bounded, one- or two-dimensional
representations for normal impact will give reasonable answers when coupled with the contact
phenomenon of crater formation, provided erosion is minimal. Theoretical developments based on
hydrodynamic theories, with appropriate modifications, initially developed for normal impact by
Tate and others [150—153, 227] can be regarded in a similar light for higher velocity domains,
although they may be applicable within the ultra-ordnance range as well. Hydrodynamic models
constructed specifically for yaw will be discussed in the section on hypervelocity.
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Fig. 102. Yawed long-rod penetration of a thick target at zero obliquity: (a) moderate yaw producing a tail gouge at the
cavity entrance and subsequently further downstream on the opposite side of the crater, (b) disruption of rod tail due to
target interference (Penetration, solid line, is reduced from the unyawed case (broken line)), and (c) high yaw angle
penetration resulting in a nearly triangular cross section [228].

To provide improved correlation with test results, a model was proposed by Yaziv et al. [216]
that considers an effective length represented by the discontinuous expressions

¸
%&&
"¸, a(a

#3
; ¸

%&&
"D/sina, a'a

#3
. (4.28)

The critical yaw angle a
#3

was given by tan~1(D/¸) for which the velocity vector coincides with the
rod diagonal. However, it is believed that when D

#5
'D, the critical value should be given by

Eq. (4.26).
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Fig. 103. Rod penetration at normal incidence and mod-
erate yaw [228].

Fig. 104. Comparison of the measured penetration
depths as a function of initial yaw angle with an analyti-
cal (Tate) and a numerical model (MITI) for impact of
a tungsten rod of ¸/D"10 with thick RHA targets.
(Solid line) MITI calculations; (dashed line) Tate model
[151, 230].

The suggested yaw impact model regards the projectile strength to be due to a combination of its
compressive and shear resistance. Penetration is based on an effective length ¸

%&&
given by

Eqs. (4.28), while the deceleration is governed by the instantaneous true length ¸. Employment of
the Tate model [151] in conjunction with the use of the present ¸

%&&
implies that v5

"!
, where v

"!
is the

velocity at the back of the rod (and hence the velocity of the greater part of the striker) is given by

vR
"!
"p

Y
/¸o

4
. (4.29)

The model then calculates the maximum penetration based on ¸
%&&

. The rod strength p, a function
of yaw angle a, is composed of the compressive and shear components, p

#
and p

4
, respectively,

acting on a cross-sectional area element inclined to the direction of motion by angle h, and is given
in the usual manner by

p"p
#
#(p

#
!p

4
) sin 2h. (4.30)

The three-phase analytical code MITI modeling long rod penetration [229, 230] was used for
evaluating the present yaw model. For a yawed tungsten rod of ¸/D"10 striking a thick RHA
target at normal incidence with a velocity of 1.4 km/s, agreement of the prediction with measure-
ment is good, as indicated in Fig. 104, whereas major discrepancies are found between the data and
the results of the Tate model [151]. The difference in the two calculations is attributed to the
present assumption that the deceleration is governed by the true projectile length. The data were
obtained from an arrangement involving spaced X-ray tubes in two orthogonal planes monitoring
the penetration of 8 and 9.5 mm diameter tungsten and hard-steel penetrators against RHA and
mild steel targets at 1.4 and 1.34 km/s, respectively [230].
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As a sequel to the modified cavity expansion method used in Ref. [172], an empirical rigid-
projectile analysis of penetration into soil and rock was performed using the two-dimensional code
PENCORD that was compared to reverse ballistic and full scale tests conducted by Sandia [231].
Soil penetration utilizes the S number by Young [232] as the penetrability index (ranging from
2 for dense, dry cemented sand to 60 for extremely soft saturated clay marine sediment). Analogous
to soil, rock penetration can also be defined by this number, which ranges from 0.3 for massive
formation with no cracks to 5 for the most weathered rock. However, penetration into rock is often
characterized by its density, strength and the rock quality number [233]. The objective of
a parametric study involving soil penetrability as a function of initial velocity, angles of attack, yaw
and obliquity, and projectile geometry was: (1) to predict load histories sufficiently accurately for
structural response calculations, and (2) to forecast post-impact trajectories so as to gage terra-
dynamic performance and stability.

A two-dimensional penetration theory including the equation of motion, stress distribution and
free-surface and wake separation and reattachment effects was developed (compare to Ref. [173]).
For concrete and rock, an empirical stress—velocity relation of the form

p"c
1
#c

2
v
0

(4.31)

was sufficient to characterize the penetration. Here, c
1

and c
2

are constants for any striker/target
combination, but vary with target characteristics and projectile geometry. The net force can be
calculated approximately from the normal stress distribution

p"1.582 (4p
Y
#3vJop

Y
) (v

/
/v). (4.32)

Here, p
Y

is the intact, unconfined strength of the medium, v
/

is the velocity component normal to
the projectile surface and v is the absolute local velocity relative to the fixed target, given by

v"[v2
/
#(v

x
#zhQ )2]1@2 (4.33)

where x and z are the lateral and axial distances, respectively, from the mass center, and hQ the
rotational velocity of the rod. An empirical stress relation similar to Eq. (4.32) for soils involving
several constants and the Young number S permits a corresponding computation of the normal
force for these substances. There is good correlation between predictions and data at attack angles
of 1°, but less so at 2°.

An examination of yawing penetrator impact has been suggested on the basis of Newtonian
dynamics using a one-dimensional dynamic plastic hinge model [234]. It is based on a critical
bending moment ratio, expressed in terms of non-dimensional parameters involving material
properties and impact conditions that is used to predict the onset of rod failure. Corresponding
tests were also performed, involving penetration of fragments. These and other studies indicate that
the rate of rod erosion is substantially greater than the rate of propagation of a kink.

4.3.1.2. Numerical and experimental studies. The deformation produced in a long non-eroding rod
upon impact with yaw against an undeformable solid was examined in 1981 by Mayseless et al.
[235]. This type of target was selected to prevent obfuscation of the bending process by cratering
phenomena. Rods with diameters of 4.75 mm diameter and a length of 60 mm, composed either of
2024 aluminum or 15-5PH (H800) were fired at 200—400 m/s against an armor steel block using
a pusher-disk sabot to produce the yaw after emergence from the barrel. Velocity screens and flash
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Fig. 105. Computed (a) radiographic (b) deformation of a 4.75 mm diameter, 60 mm long 15-5PH (H900) steel rod fired
against an armor plate block at a velocity of 280 m/s with a yaw angle a"42° at 95 ks after impact [235].

X-rays recording the rod deformations provided the data. The numerical analysis was performed
by the 2D plane strain elastic/plastic code DISCO that provided for momentum exchange in the
normal direction and full sliding tangentially. The rod was treated as a slab (today, this can be
handled by a three-dimensional code).

Computations at high velocities or for a soft projectile produce a backward-moving jet at
the interface requiring an augmentation of the yield stress in the rod in a zone near the impact
point by a factor of 1.5—4 as well as artificial damping for stability. Comparison of the
computed and measured configuration of a steel rod striking at 280 m/s with a yaw of 42°
is presented in Fig. 105 [235]; very good agreement is exhibited. Global bending along the rod
was computationally analyzed in terms of the propagation of both the equivalent plastic strain e

%26
and the rotation of the cross section relative to the initial striker orientation. These quantities
are affected by both the bending wave and the contact point at any particular location along
the striker; the wave speed depends on the quantity )@"ov2/2p

Y
. At low velocities, )@(1, the

bending wave arrives first, whereas at higher velocities, )@'1, the two events are virtually
concurrent. The travel speed of both bending stress and rotation decreases with distance from the
impact point.

A comparison of test and code results for the impact of a 2024-T351 aluminum rod with a length
of 55.7 mm and a diameter of 6.35 mm on a 12.7 mm thick, 101.6 mm diameter RHA disk at
a velocity of 550 m/s, normal obliquity and a yaw of 45° is shown in Fig. 106 at 12 and 36 ls after
contact [236]. The data were obtained by a framing camera, while the calculations were carried out
with the code EPIC-3D. Agreement is very good; at the later time, the computed curvature of the
frontal portion of the rod is somewhat less than observed, possibly due to insufficient zoning in that
portion of the striker experiencing the largest amount of stress.

4.3.1.3. Experimental results. The effect on penetration of total yaw of 94% tungsten alloy long
rods striking 152 mm thick (essentially semi-infinite) blocks of rolled homogeneous armor at both
normal incidence (and at obliquity) has been investigated by means of a set of orthogonal multiple
flash X-rays [237]. The striker had a length of 195 mm with a diameter of 6.35 mm and a
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Fig. 106. Comparison of computed and radiographic results for the impact of a 6.35 mm diameter 2024-T351 aluminum
rod, 555 mm long, on a 12.7 mm thick RHA plate at a velocity of 550 m/s and 45° yaw: (a) 12 ks and (b) 36 ks after
contact [236].

Fig. 107. Penetration ratio Pa/P0
, at yaw angle a compared to an unyawed condition at normal incidence of a 6.35 mm

diameter, 195 mm long hemispherically tipped 94% tungsten alloy rod on 152 mm thick blocks of RHA at velocities of
1.34 and 1.5 km/s [238].

hemispherical nose, propelled with a pusher-type sabot at striking velocities of 1.34 and 1.5 km/s.
The data have been replotted by Schmidt [238] as shown in Fig. 107 as the ratio Pa/P0 , the
penetration with yaw to that with no yaw, as a function of yaw angle a,

Pa/P0
"cos 11.8a (a in degs) (4.34)
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For the data presented in Fig. 107, the penetration without yaw, P
0
, at a distance down range of

z (in km) is

P
0

(mm)"167.2!16.1z (4.35)

and combination of Eqs. (4.34) and (4.35) then provides

a
.!9

"0.0847 cos~1 [Pa/(167.2!16.1z)]. (4.36)

If Pa is the required penetration at distance z from launch, Eq. (4.36) delineates the maximum yaw
angle a

.!9
that can be sustained at any range, z, to achieve the desired result [238].

Significant degradation was noted with only minimal yaw due to the high aspect ratio of the
penetrator; the pitch intervals for maximum penetration within the accuracy of the measurements
is aA"$1.5° for a maximum total yaw of 1.5°. Further, in some instances, striker yaw with initial
amplitudes up to 4—5°, generated by launch, results in damped oscillatory behavior (such as shown
in the third stage of Fig. 94) that persists for a significant distance downstream. The data presented
here have been used to develop a methodology that quantifies the effect of range as well as the
maximum allowable yaw on specified penetration of long rods into thick rolled homogeneous
armor at zero obliquity [238].

The tests conducted by Yaziv et al. [230] involved ¸/D ratios of 5 and 10 for both the tungsten
and steel rods, and yaw angles from 0 to 90°. The data shown in Fig. 104 for tungsten striking RHA
are almost identical to those for hardened steel striking mild steel at nearly the same velocity of
1.4 km/s and a value of ¸/D"10. However, use of a steel rod with an ¸/D"10 resulted in a 40%
lower penetration at zero yaw, but an almost identical penetration at side on impact (a"90°).
Craters exhibited an oval shape at the target surface.

Post-perforation behavior of yawed long rods will be described in the hypervelocity section
where initial speeds exceeded 1.5 km/s even though the ballistic limits were less than this value
[239]. Substantial additional data involving yaw of long rods are presented for ¸/D values of 10
and 20 in Ref. [36]. This includes curves of penetration efficiency versus yaw at zero obliquity for
a tungsten alloy rod with an ¸/D"10 fired into RHA at yaw angles of 0—10°. Adjustments were
made for differences in initial velocities which were 1.0, 1.3 and 1.5 km/s. Below yaw angles of 4°,
only the highest speed affected P/D, but at higher values of a, the penetration degraded at lower
velocities, as indicated in Fig. 95.

4.3.1.4. Numerical simulations. Although numerical computations most frequently encompass
simultaneous conditions of obliquity and yaw (i.e. Refs. [240—242]), these results include cases
where obliquity is absent. However, since this represents a singular case for the parameters
investigated, such results will be included in Section 5.

4.3.2. Ultra-ordnance and hypervelocity impact

4.3.2.1. Combined analytical and experimental investigations. Penetration under high-velocity con-
ditions was first developed for the so-called Munroe effect involving the collapse of a cavity in an
explosive, later augmented with a metal liner, to produce the shaped charge jet. This was first
investigated for normal, unyawed impact using the hydrodynamic theory (i.e. Refs. [243—245]; for
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summaries see Refs. [246, 247]), resulting in the dimensionless penetration relation

P/¸"Jo
+
/o

5
(4.37)

and subsequent modifications included corrections to account for the strength of both striker and
target and for jet particularization [247, 248]. Further discussion of the application of this relation
to jets acting on moving targets is presented in Section 9.

The contention that the yield strength of the materials is not well known [248] has led to
a modification of Eq. (4.37) of the form

P/¸"f Sv
0
TJo

+
/o

5
(4.38)

that includes effects of initial velocity. For steel projectiles and targets, function fSv
0
T is essentially

zero for v
0
(500 m/s, rises steeply between 1 and 3 km/s and attains a limiting value of 1.2—1.3

between 3 and 4 km/s. Eqs. (4.37) and (4.38) have been modified for the effects of yaw.
Seventy-nine reverse ballistic experiments involving RHA flyer plates with an average R

C
35, an

ultimate strength p
6
"1.13 GPa and thicknesses from h"6.35 to 12.7 mm striking hardened

stationary flat-ended SAE 4340 (R
C
41) steel rods with diameters of 1.46, 2.44 (the majority) and

3.67 mm and ¸/D ratios ranging from 5 to 23° were conducted [249]. The targets exhibited
substantial variations in both hardness and yield strength. Yaw angles ranged from 0 to 90°, and
the experimentally determined limiting yaw angle a

-*.
above which perforation did not occur for

the case of ¸"43.9 mm, D"3.68 mm and h"12.7 mm at a velocity of 2.13 km/s was found to be
well represented by the relation

h/D"2.6 (tan a
-*.

)~4@7. (4.39)

This equation demonstrates that it is the diameter, D, and not the rod length ¸ that most critically
affects target response for the present conditions as no such relation for a can be written in terms
of h/¸.

Results from shots of a 19.6 mm long rod with an ¸/D value of 8 striking a 12.7 mm RHA plate at
v
0
+2.1 km/s provided a value of a

-*.
"16°, with crater shapes for yaws above this value ranging

from a triangle for a just above a
-*.

to a trapezoid with a flat bottom at a"30°. The crater depths
indicated that there was negligible rotation of the striker during entry. The scaled nonperforating
penetration of the largest group of data for rods with ¸"11.7 mm, three values of D and target
thicknesses of h"6.35, 9.53 and 12.7 mm is depicted in Fig. 108.

By analogy, if the effective length of the yawed striker is represented by D/sin a, the predicted
penetration is given by

P/D"f Sv
0
T/sin a. (4.40)

Here fSv
0
T is given by the function of Eq. (4.38), found to be 0.79 for the present v

0
from

non-perforating tests at normal incidence, in excellent agreement with the data of others. Eq. (4.40)
is also plotted in Fig. 108; agreement with penetration data is at best fair.

If it is assumed that penetration ceases upon collision of the rod with the crater lip, correspond-
ing to Fig. 101, then

P/D"1
2
[(D

#5
/D)!cos a] cot a, (4.41)
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Fig. 108. Scaled penetration, P/D, as a function of yaw angle for flat-ended SAE 4340 steel rods with ¸/D"11.7 striking
RHA plates [249].

where the crater width, D
#5
, is measured perpendicular to the yaw plane below the crater widening

near the free surface. A value (D
#5
/D) of 2.28 was found for all tests, used in evaluating Eq. (4.41) (for

¸/D"11.7, this ratio was 2.32). The result, also shown in Fig. 108, underpredicts the penetration
even more than Eq. (4.38). This is attributed to the failure of large portions of the rod not to
impinge normally on the target area so that the flow is not inverted and the full stagnation pressure
is not being applied, although most of the submerged rod segment is in contact with the crater
floor. This is the result of plastic waves moving from the impact point towards the striker tail,
resulting in lower particle velocities for distal elements with concomitant lower penetration
capability.

Reasonable correlation with the data of Fig. 108 is achieved by the relation

P/D"( f Sv
0
T/sin a)#1

2
(D

#5
/D) (4.42)

which is based on the additional assumption of a totally collapsed rod of hemispherical shape with
sufficient residual energy to splash up the sides of the crater. This hypothesis, while consistent with
the observation that the ultimate value of fSv

0
T is approximately 1#D in tests with rods of

¸/D"4, cannot be justified as the additional penetration, 1
2
D

#5
, should be included in the empirical

value of f Sv
0
T. In view of this, it is concluded that there exists an additional mechanism after
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Fig. 109. Two-dimensional model for long-rod yawed impact on a massive target [250].

full rod collapse, such as a cavity expansion, that contributes to the penetration predicted by
Eq. (4.40). Eq. (4.42) does not contain penetrator length ¸ and cannot be used to extrapolate P/D as
D

#5
P0. Similar work [249] is presented in Section 10.
A more recent simplified analysis, which ignores the work presented in Ref. [178], is a variant of

the models in Refs. [150, 151, 227] and is based on a number of suppositions derived from
experimental results of others [56, 169, 248] as well as those of the present investigations [250]. The
current tests were conducted with tungsten alloy rod (VNZh7-3) with a diameter of 4.2 mm and
lengths of 73 and 54 mm fired at 1.8 and 2.1 km/s, respectively; the frontal 10 mm consisted of
a truncated cone with a 1.2 mm diameter tip. Targets consisted of St3 steel disks with a 280 mm
diameter and a thickness of 120 mm. Initial velocities and yaw angles, as well as the terminal
dimensions of the crater and of the intact rod were measured.

The assumed two-dimensional geometry of the model is shown in Fig. 109 with the rod of
instantaneous length ¸ and diameter D inclined to the target at angle a and the mass center velocity
v
G

always directed normal to its surface. In general, two regions of contact between striker and
crater are present, one between rod tip and the bottom of the hole and one along the entire inclined
side, producing resultant forces F

N
normal to the crater bottom and F

S
inclined to the rod axis, as

shown. These forces both slow and rotate the rod in its plane.
The value of F

N
is determined from the corresponding normal impact case [150, 229]. The

variation of yaw with time aStT is expressed in terms of an ‘‘effective’’ length, i.e. the component of
rod length ¸StT normal to the surface, ¸

%&&
"¸ cos a and the effective contact area at the tip is

given by

A
N
"1

4
nD2/cos a. (4.43)
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With p
$4

and p
$5

representing the dynamic strength characteristics of the striker and target,
respectively, F

N
, acting opposite to the direction of v

G
is determined by

F
N
"G

p
$5
A

N
for A

N
O¸D and p

$5
5p

$4
as well as p

$5
(p

$4
and v

G
'v

#3
,

(1
2
o
5
v2#p

$5
)A for A"¸D or AO¸D and p

$5
(p

$4
, v

G
4v

#3
,

(4.44)

with A as the minimum of MA
N
, A

"$
N. The area A

"$
is bounded by its maximum value A

"$
"¸D,

which occurs for a"90° with ¸5D, and by a minimum value 1
4
nD2 for ¸(D at a"0°. The

critical value of v, v
#3

, is given by

v
#3
"J2(p

$4
!p

$5
)/o

t
. (4.45)

When v
G
'v

#3
, the rod accelerates during penetration, whereas if v

G
4v

#3
, the rod perforates the

target as a rigid body.
The force F

S
consists of two components, a strength term F

S1
assumed to be normal to the rod

axis, and a dynamic term F
S2
. With p

Y5
as the dynamic yield strength of the target, the first term is

represented by

F
S1
"p

Y5
D¸

#
(4.46)

where ¸
#
"¸

#5
!¸

N
is the length of the rod in contact with the crater side; ¸

#5
is the entire rod

length inside the crater and ¸
N

is the nose length in contact with the bottom. Furthermore, the
penetration normal to the surface, P

/
"¸

#5
cos a"(¸

N
#¸

#
) cos a, as shown in Fig. 109. Term

¸
N

is estimated in a fashion similar to that of Ref. [248], namely that flow of the rod enlarges the
crater D over the rod size, and since ¸

N
4¸, this gives

¸
N
"1

4
D (tan a#csc a). (4.47)

The dynamic term F
S2

, which acts parallel to v
G
, is obtained from momentum consideration for

a mass element *m
5
of the target as follows:

F
S2

*t"*mv
G
"v

G
(o

5
D¸

#
v
G

sin a)*t or F
S2
"o

5
D¸

#
v2
G

sin a. (4.48)

The main components of the motion of the rod with effective length ¸
%&&

in direction v
G
,

penetration and rotation, will be examined using the analysis described above. Together with the
model presented in Refs. [150, 151, 238], this leads to the equations of motion in the form

1
2
o
4
(v

G
!v

F
)2#p

$4
"1

2
o
5
v2
F
#p

$5
, (4.49)

Q̧
#
&G

v
F
!v

G
when AO¸D and p

$5
5p

$4
or p

$5
(p

$4
and v'v

#3
,

0 when A"¸D or AO¸D and p
$5
(p

${
4

v4v
#3

,
(4.50)

vR"!

1
m

4

(F
N
#F

S2
#F

S1
sin a) (4.51)

so that

a5 "G
(1/I) [1

2
F
N

sin a#(F
S2

sin a#F
S1
) d

G
when AOA

"$
,

!(1/I) (sgn Da5 D)F
N
¸ sin a when A"A

"$
.

(4.52)
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Fig. 110. Comparison of model predictions and test data for
the impact of a 4.2 mm diameter tungsten alloy rod on a mas-
sive steel target with: (A) a length of 54 mm and an initial
velocity of 1.8 km/s and (B) a length of 73 mm and an initial
velocity of 2.1 km/s. The last 10 mm striker tip was truncated to
a diameter of 1.2 mm [250].

Fig. 111. Comparison of the model predictions of
[248]: (A) and [249] (B) with the experimental
results of [250].

Here, v
F

is the particle velocity of the front part of the rod in contact with the barrier. The initial
conditions for Eqs. (4.50)—(4.52) are

v
G
"v

G0
, ¸"¸

0
, P"0, aR "aR

0
, a"0 at t"0. (4.53)

Here, mass m"1
4
o
4
n¸D2 is the current rod mass, and I is the moment of inertia,

I"m[(¸2/12)#(D2/16)] of the rod of current length ¸. Distance d
G

is the moment arm of
F
S

about mass center G,

d
G
"G

1
2
(¸!MP

/
/cos aN!¸

N
) for P

/
/cos a(¸,

!1
2
¸ for P

/
/cos a5¸.

(4.54)

When v
F
"v

G
, Q̧ "0 as the rod enters the target as a rigid body. Relations (4.49) and (4.50) are

analogous to the case of normal impact, whereas Eqs. (4.51) and (4.52) account for the effect of the
transverse forces and the moment present during penetration.

Fig. 110 presents a comparison of the predictions of this model for the dimensionless final
normal penetration P

&
/¸

0
as a function of a using values of p

$4
"1.9 GPa and p

$5
"3.1, determined

on the basis of the suggestions of Ref. [250] and current test results, with the data: (A) denotes the
value of ¸

0
"54 mm fired at 2.1 km/s, while (B) represents ¸

0
"73 mm with v

0
"1.8 km/s.

Agreement is quite satisfactory. Fig. 111 shows the comparison of the representation suggested in
Ref. [248], (Eq. (4.42)) (A), with the present analysis (B) and the corresponding data of Ref. [248];
a superior correlation is obtained by use of the present model. This analysis can also be used to
determine the angular acceleration a; a critical value of a5

#3
exists, obtained on the basis of
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Eq. (4.52) as

a5
#
"a5 (M

-*.
/M

.!9
), (4.55)

where M
-*.

is the allowable bending moment obtained from strength considerations and M
.!9

is
the peak bending moment at the cross section as determined from the external forces and moments.

4.3.2.2. Numerical and experimental results. A systematic investigation of the behavior of a ductile
tungsten alloy long rod striking RHA at normal incidence has been conducted with increasing
angles of yaw up to 12° [228] using experimental results from Refs. [205, 237, 251, 252]. An
empirical relation obtained from these data for the dimensionless entrance channel diameter,
D

#5
/D, for low yaw angles of this striker/target configuration was found to be

D
#5
/D"1.152#0.339v

0
#0.129v2

0
, 1.24v

0
44.7 km/s (4.56)

with v
0

as the initial velocity in km/s. In combination with Eq. (4.26), this relation gives the critical
yaw angle a

#3
as a function of the geometry and initial velocity for this striker/target combination

alone, a
#3

increasing with v
0

for a fixed value of ¸/D and decreasing with increasing ¸/D for
constant v

0
.

Interference by the wall will cause deviations from this model, as will the presence of fins that
may introduce asymmetric forces acting on the striker, resulting in fracture. In addition, the eroded
material may be deposited on the channel wall, sometimes reducing its diameter. These and other
factors, such as the strength and thickness of the debris, will reduce the performance of the
penetrator over that predicted by simple models.

The behavior of the rods impinging beyond a
#3

was also determined empirically from these data
for full- and reduced-scale tests with ¸/D ratios of 16 and 30 at initial velocities of 1.2—4.0 km/s. The
penetration of high yaw impacts was normalized against their value at low yaws for the same initial
velocity, defined as Pa)*')/Pa-08 , while the impact yaw was normalized to the critical value a

#3
for the

striking conditions. The normalized penetration was found to decrease with increasing yaw beyond
a
#3

according to the relation

Pa)*')/Pa-08"cos (11.46 Ma/a
#3
N), (4.57)

where the observed constancy of the left-hand side of Eq. (4.57) below a
#3

is masked by the scatter of
the data. Penetrator performance was also found to be less sensitive to yaw with increasing v

0
as

D
#5

increases, permitting a higher yaw angle before contact occurs with the side of the channel.
The first step in simulating high yaw experiments was an evaluation of axisymmetric impact by

means of the HULL finite difference code in two dimensions using the Mie-Grüneisen and other
equations of state and material failure criteria for the tungsten/RHA impact configuration. This
early code, which might have yielded inaccurate results, has long been superseded. The initial
objective was to ascertain whether such calculations provided reasonable qualitative and quantit-
ative replication of experimental data, and, further, whether significant differences existed in the
outcome between two- and three-dimensional code applications. Computational results of P/¸
involving both 2- and 3-D codes for ¸/D ratios of 15—30 and impact velocities from 0.5 to 5 km/s
were found to agree well with experimental data for this case. For D

#5
/D, the results correlated well

up to v
0
"3 km/s, beyond which the predicted hole diameter values were lower than observed

[228].
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Fig. 112. Yawed perforation of a tungsten alloy or steel long rod at zero obliquity (D"5.8 mm, ¸/D"10) into
a 20.6 mm thick RHA target: (a) flash X-rays, and (b) perforation schematic. P"projectile, P

3
"residual projectile,

d"angular change in penetration path, x
3
"rotation axis of residual projectile, z"direction of original trajectory,

z@"direction of final trajectory [239].

Two high yaw simulations, one with ¸/D"20, a yaw of a"7° and an initial velocity
v
0
"1.5 km/s and the second for ¸/D"30, a"12°, and v

0
"3 km/s were performed using the

same material models as in the preliminary computations. In both cases, the results predicted
by Eq. (4.57) provide lower values of the penetration, of the order of 40—50%, than computed by
the 2-D HULL code. The corresponding 3-D code predicts even lower values, suggesting the pos-
sibility that the mesh employed was not sufficiently fine.

4.3.2.3. Experimental results. The deleterious effects of yaw on penetration and a study of the
post-perforation characteristics of tungsten and four types of steel rod of various hardnesses, each
outfitted with a stabilizing tail, with diameters of 5.8 mm and an ¸/D ratio of 10 were examined in
Ref. [239]. The ballistic limits for the tungsten sinter alloy and steel rods employed, that struck
20.6 mm thick rolled homogeneous armor, were determined as 950 and 1280—1400 m/s, respec-
tively. Tests were conducted at normal incidence employing three sets of orthogonal flash X-rays
at velocities between v

50
and 2200 m/s.

A typical flash X-ray and a schematic of the perforation process are shown in Fig. 112. The
primary yaw angle a as well as the secondary yaw angles, a

4%
, at distances ¸, 2¸ and 3L after target

perforation and its components in the plane perpendicular, a@, and parallel, aA, to the target were
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Table 9
Residual rod data for the perforation of steel targets by tungsten alloy long rods at 2.2 km/s [253]

Hardness v
0

Total v
&

¸
&

¸
&
/¸

0
Azimuth (deg)

R
C

(km/s) yaw, a (deg) (km/s) (mm)
Before After

¸
0
"40.3 mm, ¸/D"20, RHA 25 mm thick

33 2.17 16.9 Did not penetrate 7 —
41 2.13 10.8 1.02 Small Fragments 199 —
32 2.19 7.6 1.61 0.40 0.10 314 311
29 2.16 5.3 1.74 0.58 0.145 337 326
30 2.21 3.7 2.02 1.73 0.428 214 214
31 1.98 2.7 1.85 1.24 0.308 0 0

¸
0
"80.6 mm, ¸/D"20, SAE 4130

31 2.24 10.9 1.57 1.30 0.161 276 280
32 2.18 8.9 1.86 0.94 0.116 202 206
30 2.22 4.6 2.09 1.56 0.242 202 206

measured, as well as the change in the trajectory position d. This permitted calculation of the angle
Sz, x

30
T between the initial trajectory direction and the axis of rotation of the striker during and

after perforation and the angles d
5
and Sz, z@T

5
at the three post target positions, all projected onto

the target plane. Angle d increases with initial yaw a due to a greater trajectory disturbance and
decreases with initial v

0
/v

50
due to a relatively smaller deviation. The angle Sz, z@T

5
indicates both

clockwise and counterclockwise rotations; in addition to the orientation of Sz, z@T, the yawing and
pitching motion has a strong influence on the magnitude of this angle. The angle between Sz, x

30
T

clusters around 90° regardless of initial yaw or v
0
/v

50
so that the rotation plane and z are nearly

parallel; deviations are due to these yawing and pitching motions. The residual projectiles rotate
mostly in the same direction except for some cases at small values of a, and angle Sz, x

30
T
5
is

concentrated around 90°.
The secondary yaw angle a

4%
both generally and at z"¸ was found to be relatively independent

of primary yaw angle a, but increases markedly with a decrease of v
0
/v

50
. This angle was also found

to increase nearly linearly with rotational frequency, independent of v
0
/v

50
, attaining a value of

a
4%
"40° at an angular velocity of about 2150 Hz. The experimental findings are only valid for the

constant target thickness and projectile geometry employed here.
A more recent series of tests using multiple exposure, dual orthogonal flash X-rays examined the

impact at 2.2 km/s of WN008F tungsten-alloy rods with ¸/D"20 on RHA or SAE 4340 steel
plates of various thicknesses; a hollow light-weight aluminium flare was lightly pressed onto the
rod ends [253]. These rods were identical to those used previously in evaluating the efficacy of scale
modeling and consisted of ¸"40.3 mm, D"2.02 mm and ¸"80.6 mm, D"4.03 mm strikers,
comprising scales of 1/12.6 and 1/6.3 relative to full size projectiles. In agreement with previous
observations, the residual rod length ¸

3
and the final velocity v

0
were substantially reduced with

increasing angle of attack, whereas the total yaw a"[a@2#aA2]" did not change significantly, as
indicated for several tests in Table 9. The azimuth is the angle parallel to the rod trajectory through
the nose of the rod.
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For the tests indicated in Table 9, it was found that D
#5
+2D, so that a

#3
as predicted by

Eq. (4.26) would be about 1.5°; the present inclinations were all substantially larger than this value.
This result caused by the severely deformed or broken tail of the residual rod was to be expected.
In addition to translatory motion, the residual rods or fragments were found to have an angular
velocity ranging from small to significant. The radiographs further indicated that, in addition to
erosion, the rod experienced severe and highly localized bending just before emerging, forming
a tight hook. This observation and fracture of the rod at two sections is testimony to the violent
thrashing of the penetrator against the crater sides after initial contact with the mouth of the hole;
the latter exhibited enlargement and bell-shaped configurations when the yaw angles exceeded 4°.
Exit holes for a(4° were round with a diameter slightly smaller than that of the entrance hole.

In contrast, accidental yaw up to 4.7°, observed in tungsten rods with an ¸/D ratio of 23
penetrating armor steel at 1.3—4.5 km/s, seems to have made no difference on the penetration [205].
The penetrations observed there were in qualitative agreement with hydrodynamic theory.

Additional data for this velocity range are contained in Ref. [36]. It confirms the insensitivity on
penetration of long rods with yaw angles less than 4° at zero obliquity both for a tungsten alloy rod
with ¸/D"20 fired into RHA at speeds from 1.5 to 2.5 km/s, and for a 4340 steel rod with ¸/D"5
fired into 4340 steel blocks over the range 0—6 km/s.

4.3.2.4. Numerical studies. These studies, often without corresponding experimental results, gener-
ally include both yaw and obliquity and will be treated in Section 5.

4.3.2.5. Post-impact yaw of long rods after striking targets at normal incidence and without
yaw. While Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2 have been devoted to the development of models for long
rod target impact with initial yaw, there has been less concern with yaw produced by essentially
normal impact without yaw. Although this topic is not strictly within the purview of this paper, it
should be mentioned that Ref. [254] addresses this problem by using the approach taken by Tate
[178] for ricochet of such rods that accounts for measured yaw rates. This yaw may be induced by
asymmetries at the tip of the penetrator caused by erosion or unintentional minor initial yaw. In
fact, it was experimentally determined that an initial yaw of less than 1° would cause a substantial
yaw rate. The analysis was in good agreement with measurements involving T-200 and T-300
maraging steel and tungsten alloy (93% W. Ni, Fe) conical or ogival-nosed rods with a diameter of
7.1 mm and an ¸/D"10 ratio at speeds of 1.2 km/s fired into 1044 and HY80 steel blocks. When
the asymmetry consisted of a frontal rod plane at oblique angle b to the target and the average
length of the eroded rod was ¸

!7'
"¸

0
!1

2
*¸, and with R@"Jo

5
/o

4
, the yaw rate a has been

derived as

a5 "(6p
Y$

h tan b)NAºo
4
¸2

0C1!G
v
º

!1H Mh/¸
0
NDB

with

º"[v!R@(v2#Q*)1@2/(1!R@2); Q*"2(S*!p
Y$

) (1!R@2)/o
5
. (4.56)

º"PQ is the penetration velocity and p
Y$

, the dynamic yield strength of the striker, is replaced here
by HEL"[(1#R@ )/(1!R@)]p

Y$
, the Hugoniot elastic limit. For steel/steel tests, this provided
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a5 "0.92 tan b and a5 "0.27 tan b for soft striker/hard target and hard striker/soft target combina-
tions, in good accord with the data.

5. Impact with yaw and obliquity

5.1. Introduction

In Section 4, where the effect of yaw was examined under conditions of zero obliquity, the
projection of the angle between the velocity vector and the target normal, or total yaw a, was
divided into components in the horizontal direction, a@ (yaw) and in the vertical direction, aA,
labeled pitch. When obliquity is also present, with the geometry as portrayed in Fig. 113 [205], this
distinction becomes more important (it is sometimes called horizontal and vertical yaw). The terms
pitch and yaw are adopted from the standard nomenclature of exterior ballistics. It is clear that
designations for the separate angles of pitch and yaw could be accommodated by a single yaw
angle; hence some of the material in Sections 4 and 5 is interchangeable.

According to Ref. [205], target damage is much more sensitive to pitch than to yaw; the greater
the unfavourable attitude, the higher the angular velocity induced in the striker, so that the rod
may be redirected towards the entry surface of a thick target, as shown in Fig. 114. Slight initial
pitching will reduce the pitching rate and require more rotation before an unfavorable configura-
tion is attained. If the yaw angle is sufficiently small so that the tail of the rod does not strike the
mouth of the crater, there is no lateral force on the rod except due to the asymmetry of pressures at
its tip. However, for geometric reasons, the channel inclines in a direction opposite to that of the
initial yaw at an angle depending on P/¸ and a

0
, as illustrated in Fig. 101d. If the path is deflected

towards the rear surface, the effective thickness of the target is reduced, increasing its penetrability;
the converse is also true.

The reader is once more referred to the extensive Penetration Mechanics Database [36] which
contains information on obliquity, yaw and their combination, including some data specifically

Fig. 113. Impact of a projectile with yaw a@, pitch aA and obliquity b [205].
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Fig. 114. Redirection of a yawed rod striking at obliquity back towards the entry surface [205].

cited in the sequel. The purpose of this compilation is to assist in assessing the effects of space debris
impact, as well as armor and penetrator design and performance appraisal.

5.2. Projectiles

5.2.1. Ordnance and hypervelocity regimes

5.2.1.1. Analytical and experimental investigations or analytical studies. Ref. [216] predicts the
penetration of short projectiles striking a surface at an oblique angle b, equal to the yaw (the
velocity vector is normal to the surface) as the product of the penetration at normal incidence and
the cosine of the yaw angle. This is a special case with no correlation to data available. There
appear to be no other studies of analytical or experimental nature, nor separate analytical or
numerical investigations for this domain.

5.2.1.2. Experimental investigations. The primary reason for the use of ‘‘projectiles’’ in impinge-
ment on targets with both obliquity and yaw is an attempt to simulate the behavior of fragments
resulting from containment in warheads, or else either the breakup of strikers in penetration or
from dislodged target debris striking other objects. Such simulators have taken the form of cubes
and of cylinders with relatively low ¸/D ratios (,1) fired over a continuous range of speeds from
subordnance to hyervelocity. The replication has also utilized actual fragments collected from
other experiments, but here experimental control is minimized, and hence reproducibility is absent.
This field has been dominated by experimentation with no significant analytical or numerical
components available, primarily because the initial conditions for the secondary impacts cannot be
clearly defined.

It is known that, at low speeds, fragments perforate thin plates without deformation or mass loss
[255]. With increasing speed, both fragment distortion and hole size increase. Medium hard steel
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Fig. 115. Break-up criteria for non-flat impacts of a cube
on a plane surface [255, 257].

Fig. 116. Geometry for oblique, yawed impact
of short cylinders on a plane surface (the traject-
ory angle is h) [255, 257].

cylinders deform sufficiently to produce hole enlargement in thin mild steel plates when
v
0
'500 m/s. Higher striking velocities will eventually produce both the breakup of the fragment

and the plate plug that is generated. Mild steel plate plug fracture initiates when the initial velocity
is about 1000 m/s [256]. Early fragmentation impact research was conducted at speeds at or above
5 km/s [255]. At initial velocities of 1.5—2.0 km/s, typical fragment breakup occurs, and the impact
of the debris can no longer be represented by a single fragment and plate particles. This region
constitutes the domain of investigation for compact strikers.

The configurations of steel cubes or compact cylinders whose edges strike a plane surface is
illustrated in Figs. 115 and 116 [255, 257]. Test sequences for both types of strikers were executed
using velocity screens, orthogonal flash X-rays and spaced single or multiple (parallel) targets. In
the first series, 1018 steel cubes of three sizes (6.5, 9.3 and 12.7 mm on a side) and three hardnesses
(180—380) were first fired side-on against 2024-T3 aluminum plates of various thicknesses and later
similarly against 1010 and 4130 steel and against titanium plates. These tests were designed to
determine the critical speed v

#3
at which fracture of the striker initiated. Subsequently, oblique and

yawed impacts were executed; the velocity of the cube/plate intersection, v@
*
, depends on impact

speed v
0
"v, plate obliquity b and the yaw angle a.

It had been proposed [256] that the impact phenomenon depends on the ratio of striker/target
intersection to sound speed, v@

*
/c, as follows: If v@

*
/c'1, the relief wave cannot propagate from the
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Fig. 117. Break-up of steel cubes fired at aluminum plates: (a): break-up criterion and (b) mass loss [256].

free surface ahead of the intersection and the impact is considered ‘‘flat’’; if v@
*
/c(1, then breakup

cannot occur. The results of the break-up tests for the yawed cubes are depicted in Fig. 117a; the
bilinear nature of the criterion stated above is clearly documented in the diagram, and no fracture
occurs below the value (v cosb)/c(2. Both yawed and unyawed cubes conformed to this criterion
although the extent of fracturing was less for the yawed impact than that for the case of normal
impact, possibly because the indentation of the sharp edge consumed some of the impact energy.
The ratio v@

*
/c appears to correlate the results regardless of the values of a and b.

Fig. 117b portrays the mass loss for 6.35 mm steel cubes striking aluminum plates above the
value of v

#3
for normal impact, the ordinate being the ratio of mass loss at attitude to that for
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normal impact. The relation for this variation for the case of fracture is well described by a cosine
curve. The non-zero mass loss for c/v@

*
'1 is attributed to extrusion.

The critical velocity and mass loss data for the corresponding case of cylinders with low ¸/D
ratios is portrayed in terms of empirical equations [258]. A curve corresponding to Fig. 117b
provides virtually no correlation with the speeds, fracture and geometric parameters that charac-
terized the impact of cubes. Test results using actual warhead fragments have also been reported.

A series of tests were conducted with compact and elongated 50 caliber fragment simulators
consisting of 4130 steel (R

C
"29—31) with ¸/D ratios of 1, 3, and 6 and masses of 12.4, 30.5 and

81.3 g as well as a 20 mm simulator with a diameter of 17.8 mm and a length of 53.3 mm [259].
These strikers were fired into 4130 steel with a BHN of 220—260 at obliquity, with yaw, and with
both obliquity and yaw (or pitch). The results of terminal vs. initial velocity for various strikers
exhibit the typical concave downward region near v

50
followed by a straight line (see Figs. 45a and

58); this correlated reasonably well with the predictions of Eq. (3.25). Other results were also
compared with the relations provided in Ref. [96] that incorporate a conical nose.

Both short and long steel projectiles may deform (if ductile) and produce a hinge in the manner
described in Sections 3.3 or 3.4 or else fail (if brittle or if the ultimate strain e

64
of a ductile striker is

exceeded). A quasi-empirical beam model with forces applied at the contact point has been derived
for the fracture of armor-piercing projectiles whose cores deform minimally by considering ricochet
that was revised to also apply to plate perforation. The criteria delineating perforation or ricochet
conditions are then expressed in terms of the ratio of maximum to failure moment M

.!9
/M

F
for the

steel striker with a core ultimate strength of p
6

[8, 96]. With C
3
,11.2!0.022B (B"Brinell

hardness number), they are given by

M
.!9

/M
F
"[4/C

3
] (¸/D) (o

4
v2
50/

sin h)/(p
645

cos b) (5.1)

for perforation, with v
50/

as the ballistic limit at normal incidence, and

M
.!9

/M
F
"[4/C

3
] (¸/D) (o

4
v2
0
cosb sin h)/p

645
(5.2)

for ricochet. The duration of the impulse q is

q"2h secb [1#(o
5
A

13
h/m cosb)]/(v

0
#v

50
) (5.3)

where v
50

, the ballistic resistance is given by Eq. (3.29) and ¸
P
/¸

0
, the non-dimensional length of

the plastic hinge in terms of original penetrator length ¸
0

is represented by

¸
P
/¸

0
"0.10 [1!exp (!10 De

6
D )]. (5.4)

In terms of a parameter 'A defined as

'A"[9p
6T4

q2/o
4
M¸/DND2][(9o

4
M¸/DNv2

50/
sec b sin h/C

3
p
6T4
!1]/2A3#

4
9

M¸/DN2B
!(2M3#M16/9N M¸/dN2N)~1] (5.5)

the maximum engineering bending strain e
"%.!9

is represented by

e
"%.!9

"('A/4) (¸/D) (¸
P
/¸

0
) (5.6)
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Fig. 118. Combinations of obliquity and yaw related to penetrator deformation [8].

and the corresponding maximum true strain e*
"%.!9

is

e*
"%.!9

"ln (1#e
"%.!9

) . (5.7)

If M
.!9

/M
F
'1 and e*

"%.!9
'e*

6
, the penetrator will fracture. The residual mass of the largest

fragment can also be calculated [96]. The effect of the combination of yaw and obliquity on the
behavior of a striker represented by a missile warhead is depicted in Fig. 118 [8].

5.3. Long rods at subordnance and ordnance velocities

5.3.1. Analytical and experimental investigations
The analysis of yawed impact can be applied for all initial velocities when the yaw and pitch

angles are appropriately combined with the obliquity orientation. The studies of Refs. [172, 260],
which pertain to very small angles of attack, fall into this classification. The first was exercised to
compare an extension of the rigid-penetrator cavity expansion theory. The striker, with an ¸/D
ratio of 9.62 (D"3 mm) possessed an ogival nose whose geometrical effects were considered in the
model. It was assumed that the axial and lateral stresses are independent for these small angles and
that lateral forces produce only lateral resistance; however, additional stresses due to yawing
rotation were induced. Additionally, wake separation, which must occur beyond the nose, and
reattachment to the penetrator were included based on an assumed behavior that provides an
assessment of the gross effects.

Integral expressions for the force and bending moments acting on the rigid striker were
developed; the model was evaluated for accelerations and strains by employment of the Mises
failure criterion that incorporated the unconfined compressive strength. Computations were
compared to data for sandstone obtained from reverse ballistic tests at an angle of attack of 1—5°
and velocities of 320 and 457 m/s. Axial and lateral acceleration data were in reasonable accord
with the predictions of the cavity expansion analysis at 3°, but much less so for an attack angle of
5°. However, there was poor accord in the strain history comparisons, attributed to the fallacy of
the assumption of a rigid penetrator.
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The purpose of the study in Ref. [260] was the development of a generalized analysis for
long-rod penetration into rock and concrete with obliquity and/or yaw, validated by comparison
of predictions for lateral acceleration and strain with data, as in Ref. [172] and also in terms of
vertical penetration. A linear relation between stress and velocity was used in the analysis. The
striker velocity is described in terms of components v

x
, v

z
at any position (x, z) measured from

the mass center normal to and along the axis of symmetry, respectively. The force acting on the
indenter can be calculated from the approximate normal stress distribution (with terms in
consistent units)

p"1.582 (4p@
65C

#3vJo
5
p@
65C

) (Jv
/
/v), v

/
50; p"0, v

/
40, (5.8)

where p@
65C

is the unconfined compressive strength of the target, v is the absolute velocity at any
surface point of the rod and v

/
the local outward normal velocity at this position where

v"[v2
z
#(v

x
#zhQ )2]1@2. (5.9)

A relation similar to Eq. (5.8) has been proposed for soil.
A simple, hypothetical mechanism for wake separation and reattachment is used, based on

a single angular parameter representing the slope of the nose relative to the projectile axis. It is
assumed that a minimum angle of contact is required here in order to maintain contact; separation
ensues beyond this limit. Reattachment is dependent on the lateral displacement of the cavity
whose slope, in turn, determines when this displacement is reduced to the cylinder radius in the
afterbody (if it is ever so reduced), indicating re-established contact. Free surface effects can be
neglected for low values of yaw, but are critical for oblique impact where a very large surface crater
may be generated. This feature is included by a two-phase stress criterion where the stress in the
block is set equal to zero in the zone governing an element of the penetrator surface less than
a certain distance from the free surface.

These features have all been incorporated in the two-dimensional computer code PENCORD to
produce a load distribution and which, in turn, have been included in the structural code WHAMS
developed by Belytschko. It was assumed that the presence of small angles of attack does not alter
the cavity geometry significantly. However, no mechanism was incorporated in the analysis for
resistance to cylindrical expansion in the cavity wake that would lead to eventual rebound/collapse
on the striker afterbody.

Calculated acceleration and strain histories were found to agree reasonably well with results
from reversed ballistic tests, but the lateral loads were underpredicted. In addition, there is an
unexplained phase difference in both yawed and normal impacts. A novel observation in the test
results, not predicted by the theory, is the greatly improved terradynamic stability of the striker
when the aspect ratio was increased from 8 to 10.

The experimental results of Ref. [261], which have been the benchmark against which code
results were measured, involved the impact of U—0.75 wt% Ti cylinders with a length of 76.7 mm
and a diameter of 7.67 mm with a specific gravity of 18.46 on thin RHA plates. Tests were
conducted at 65° obliquity and yaws ranging from #10° to !10° at initial velocities of
1.3—1.6 km/s, in addition to impact solely at normal incidence and 60° obliquity at
v
0
"0.85—1.55 km/s; results were obtained by flash radiography. The obliquity study indicated

frontal erosion rates at these speeds of 40—50% of the projectile velocity, consistent with other
studies and with the hydrodynamic analysis of Ref. [243]. At high incidence, a bulge on the rear
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surface is produced that results in an asymmetric plug sheared from the target and a terminally
bent striker.

Yaw was achieved by explosively driving the target towards impact with a hemispherically-
nosed rod launched without yaw; the striker exhibits stable yaw when viewed from a coordinate
system fixed in the target. Target thicknesses of 6.35 and 9.53 mm were selected so that the initial
velocities of 1.3, 1.45 and 1.6 km/s employed exceeded v

50
substantially.

A simple analysis based on the impact geometry shown in Fig. 119 and a rigid striker was
presented by Ref. [261]. The symbology differs from Fig. 7 and those described in Section 2.5 due to
a different orientation of striker and plate; here the yaw angle a is defined as a"h!b; the
coordinates chosen for the analysis are Sx@, z@T. The equations of motion of the striker are:

dmv
x{

dt
"F

x{

dmv
z{

dt
"F

z{

d
dt

(Ih0 )"M
G

(5.10)

where Sx@, z@T pertain to the striker mass center G and F
x{

, F
z{

and M
G

are the force components
and moments produced by the striker/plate interaction. Further,

dx@
dt

"v
x{

;
dz@
dt

"v
z{

. (5.11)

It is of interest to determine the velocities that produce plastic flow in both striker and target.
Consider a differential normal force dF

/
, a function of instantaneous velocity v, acting at the striker

nose on differential area dA. A Poncelet type of force law (cf. Ref. [55]), similar to Eq. (3.2) will be
invoked for the nose of the striker, with v

/
as the normal component of velocity and eL

/
as the unit

normal vector, so that

dF
/
"!(B

1
#B

2
v2
/
)eL

/
(5.12)

where

vn"(v ) eL
/
)eL

/
#(rxx)eR

/
. (5.13)

Here r is the lever arm from the element to center of mass G and x is the angular velocity of the
striker. Quantities B

1
and B

2
are determined from the ballistic limit velocities at zero yaw and

obliquity and are given by

B
1
"p

Y$
/o

4
, B

2
"1

2
(o

5
/o

4
)C

D
, (5.13)

where C
D
, a drag type of coefficient, is taken as 2 since both components deform plastically.

Similarly, the moment about this element is given by

dM
/
"dFn ) r.

The same relations will be assumed for the force applied to the lateral surface of the striker, but with
C

1
set equal to zero. The force on any element acts only if the rod is moving into the target, i.e.

when vn'0 and if the surface element lies in the domain originally occupied by the plate. The
projectile loses mass only by hydrodynamic erosion at the tip, approximated by

d¸
dt

"c
1
v, (5.14)
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Fig. 119. Geometry for the model of impact with yaw
and obliquity [261].

Fig. 120. Impact of U-0.75 wt% Ti cylinders with an ¸/D
ratio of 10 and a length of 76.7 mm on RHA with thicknesses
of 6.35 and 9.53 mm at constant 65° obliquity: trajectory
deflection vs incident yaw [261].

where c
1

is determined from the rate of length decrease of two colliding jet columns at stagnation
[245]. The material properties for the present case were taken as (a) DU, o

4
"18.5 Mg/m3,

p
Y$
"30 kbar; (b) RHA, o

5
"7.8 Mg/m3; and c

1
"0.4. The trajectories were integrated

numerically.
Figs. 120 and 121 portray the measured and calculated trajectory deflection referred to the

moving frame and the emergent yaw rate as functions of incident yaw, respectively; the non-
dimensional residual velocity, v

&
/v

0
, is similarly depicted in Fig. 122 [261]. The data follow the

predictions and agreement is reasonable in view of the elementary nature of the model. When the
incident yaw is positive, i.e. less than obliquity b, the trajectory is deflected toward the plate normal,
while for negative yaw, the reverse occurs. The final yaw rate, which exhibits considerable scatter, is
such that the striker rotates towards the normal when the incident yaw is positive. The predicted
final rod length is less than measured, although it captures the trend.

5.3.2. Numerical and experimental investigations
The MESA three-dimensional Eulerian code, developed specifically for armor/anti-armor prob-

lems, was exercised in Ref. [241] to evaluate the impact of U—75 wt% Ti alloy rods with a length of
76.7 mm, a diameter of 7.67 mm and a mass of 65 g striking 6.4 mm thick RHA with constant
obliquity of b"65° and yaw angles of !10, 0 and #10°. The numerical analysis utilized the
Mie-Grüneisen equation of state and the Mises yield criterion with constant values of p

Y
of 17.9

and 10.0 kbars for striker and target, respectively. The computational configuration is shown in
Fig. 123a and a schematic of the arrangement for the corresponding experiments, which were
executed in Ref. [261], is represented in Fig. 123b; yaw is produced by target plate motion. The
calculated effect of yaw on penetration at 50 and 100 ls after impact is depicted in Fig. 124 in terms
of the coordinates Sx, zT shown in Fig. 119. The effect of yaw on dimensionless final rod velocity,
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Fig. 121. Impact of U-075 wt% Ti cylinders with an ¸/D
ratio of 10 and a length of 76.7 mm on RHA with thicknesses
of 9.53 mm at constant obliquity of 65°. Emergent yaw rate
as a function of incident yaw [261].

Fig. 122. Ratio of residual velocity to initial
velocity as a function of incident yaw for the
conditions of Figs. 120 and 121 [261].

Fig. 123(a), (b). Schematic of rod-plate orientations and initial velocities in controlled yaw experiments (U-0.75 wt% Ti
hemispherically tipped rods of 76.7 mm length with ¸/D"10 and a mass of 65 g striking 6.4 mm thick RHA) [241].
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Fig. 124. Interface plots for: (a) !9.3° yaw, (b) 0° yaw, and (c) 10.3° yaw. Solid lines denote positions at 50 ks; dashed
lines at 100 ks MESA calculations for the conditions of Fig. 123 [241].

v
&
/v

0
, is shown in Fig. 125a; there is reasonable correlation between computed and measured

values of this parameter as presented in Fig. 125b. The results generally predict the final rod
lengths, trajectory deflections and final yaw rates, but overpredict the attenuation in velocity; better
agreement is found when fracture is simulated. Comparison of computations for this configuration
at hypervelocity (5 km/s) with those at ordnance velocity (1.29 km/s), albeit without strength shows
that the hole size at scaled times is the same.

A similar comparison with the results of Fngelso and Taylor [261] for the case shown in
Fig. 123a was performed by Hertel [63] using the CTH code with a rectangular mesh [66]. The
terminal length and velocity of the rod were calculated to be 60.0 mm and 0.956 km/s, while the
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Fig. 125. Results for the conditions of Fig. 123: (a) calculations using MESA for the rod velocity history, and (b) MESA
calculations and experimental data for the final rod length as a function of yaw angle [241].

Fig. 126. Comparison of EPIC calculations, MESA computations and test results for the dimensionless residual velocity
(a) and rod length (b) for the conditions of Fig. 123. EPIC A are earlier computations; EPIC B uses a coarser mesh and
a different sliding algorithm [241, 242].

measured values were 55.5 mm and 1.069 km/s, respectively. Variations in material properties and
interface options led to some, but not very significant differences in the results.

The baseline results of Fngelso and Taylor [261] were further compared by Johnson and Cook
[242] using the Lagrangian EPIC 3D code for the same conditions as shown in Fig. 119 for yaw
angles of 0, !9.3 and #10°. Fig. 126a and b portray the non-dimensional final velocities and
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Fig. 127. Observed armor penetration as a function of total aeroballistic yaw (yaw and pitch) at normal incidence on
solid and laminated RHA for the impact of a 115 g tungsten alloy (94% W, Ni, Fe) rod with a diameter of 6.5 mm and
¸/D"30 and a hemispherical nose at 1.34 and 1.5 km/s [237].

lengths computed by EPIC and MESA codes as well as the test results. EPIC A uses a finer grid
than EPIC B and a slightly different interface algorithm; there is only a small difference in the use of
a finer grid for the EPIC computations.

5.3.3. Experimental results
The work on oblique impact using radiographic techniques was extended to include a scrutiny of

the concurrent effects of total yaw a (yaw a@ and pitch aA) [237]. The striker was a tungsten alloy
(94W, Fe, Ni) rod with a hemispherical nose, a length of 195 mm, and a diameter of 6.5 mm
(¸/D"30). The material exhibited a specific gravity of 17.9, a compressive yield and an ultimate
tensile strength of 1.14 and 1.30 GPa, respectively, and a hardness of R

C
40. Both solid and

laminated RHA armor plates were employed, the former of 152 mm thickness (BHN 260), serving
as a calibration unit, while the laminated plates were of 25.4 mm (BHN 341) and 6.4 mm (BHN 367)
thickness that were stacked to provide the same total thickness.

Fig. 127 depicts the variation of penetration depth P for normal incidence as a function of small
yaw angles; Fig. 128 shows the same variation at 60, 65 and 70° obliquity for both positive and
negative pitch aA, both with fitted curves of the data. The curves are shifted to the right with
increasing obliquity. Clearly, without obliquity, lamination does not significantly affect penetra-
tion, albeit initial velocity has a major effect. However, at obliquity, the penetration of the
laminated targets, while greater than for the corresponding solid target, drops rapidly on either side
of P

.!9
, which occurs at a positive value of aA, while that for the solid plate is not dramatically

influenced. Thus, pitch is the most significant aspect of non-normal impact most seriously affecting
penetration. Plugging occurs in the deepest layer of the laminated target as would occur in
a perforated plate.
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Fig. 128. Effect of rod pitch on penetration for the conditions of Fig. 127 at (a) 70.5° (b) 60° (c) 65° [237].
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5.3.4. Numerical simulations
As part of a parametric computational study of concrete penetration by ogival-nosed long-rod

projectiles with a diameter of 254 mm, impacts were performed at 1.0 km/s with an obliquity of
b"20° and yaw angles of #5° (¸/D"8) and !5° (¸/D"10) on reinforced concrete 1.524 m
thick [240]. The rotational velocity of the striker and the plastic strain at the surface of the casing
were greatest when yaw was introduced.

6. Moving targets

Except for military installations and shooting practice, projectiles are ordinarily intended to
strike moving targets, whether in sports or hunting activities or in war. There is a dearth of
information concerning this topic, and hence the available knowledge has been presented in
substantial detail. Of course, it is possible that analytical results and experimental data from
controlled tests are published in sources not generally accessible to the public. Only two investiga-
tions consisting of both experimental and analytical phases that involve target motion in the plane
perpendicular to the striker trajectory have been reported in Refs. [46, 209, 262—265], the latter
also including a numerical approach. The data obtained in Ref. [46] has been used to check
a separate two-dimensional finite element calculation [266]. The three-dimensional program
HULL was employed subsequently [267] to improve on the results of Ref. [266], incorporating the
same test parameters as Ref. [46] except for the use of cold-rolled SAE 1010 for the striker material
rather than the tool steel actually used; however, it is known that these materials behave quite
differently under impact conditions. Another approach to the study of moving targets has been
suggested whereby the process is replaced by a combination of oblique and yawing impact [268]
(Section 5).

6.1. Initial experimental arrangement

6.1.1. Test configuration
The first tests of this type involved 2024-0 aluminum targets with thicknesses of 0.79 or 1.59 mm

and C.R. 1010 steel 0.76 mm thick, all with a 203 mm diameter [46]; the same plates, but with
a 127 mm diameter, were tested under quasi-static conditions. Motion of these plates was achieved
by the mounting of one of these samples at each end of a 152 mm long beam whose center was
attached to the shaft of a 3/4 hp (0.556 kW) motor with a synchronous speed of 1775 Hz; the target
center then exhibited a linear velocity of v

5
"40 m/s. Two sizes of undeformable blunt hard-steel

cylindrical projectiles were employed, with diameters D"2R"6.35 or 9.53 mm, lengths of
¸"38.1 or 19, and masses m"9.3 or 10.5 g, respectively. Impact by these strikers was also
executed on these targets when stationary. The smaller striker was fired from a compressed gas gun
at speeds from v

0
"45 to 215 m/s, while the larger, copper-coated projectile was launched from

a powder gun up to v
0
"450 m/s, with the trajectory orthogonal to the target plane. Initial and

terminal velocities were obtained from signals provided by the interruption of laser beams or
conductive screens. The event was monitored by a camera providing a record of 80 frames at a rate
of about 50]103 per second. Illumination in the darkened test chamber was provided by a flash
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Fig. 129. Schematic of experimental arrangement for the first configuration of impact on moving targets [46].

unit triggered via a delay circuit from interruption of the second laser beam that measured the
initial velocity. Fig. 129 presents a diagram of the experimental arrangement.

6.1.2. Target perforation
Target perforation is characterized by three angular parameters: (i) the trajectory angle h formed

by the projectile axis of symmetry and the normal to the target, (ii) the yaw angle a, the angle
between the axis of the projectile and its velocity vector, and (iii) the oblique angle b representing
the angle between the target normal and the velocity vector; clearly a"h#b, with a clockwise
positive direction. This relationship was shown in Fig. 1 and is portrayed in Fig. 130 for two
different orientations of the velocity vector.

Target failure producing an ovaloid type of crater occurs by a combination of two mechanisms:
(a) initial asymmetric plugging due to contact of the front surface of the striker, a modification of
the action in normal impact, which is always present, and (b) petaling, generated by side contact of
striker and target, that is always manifested by formation of a curved region around the crater at
a substantial angle or perpendicular to the plane of the target. Depending on geometric and
material target and striker properties and the relative impact velocity, two types of petaling
processes can occur: (a) side petaling where material is peeled outward on both sides of the major
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Fig. 130. Yaw angle, a or a@, oblique angle b or b@ and trajectory angle h for two different orientations of the velocity
vector v in petaling perforation [46].

Fig. 131. Distal surface showing plugging and side petaling failure of a 1.59 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum plate moving to
the left at 40 m/s due to the normal impact of a blunt-nosed 6.35 mm diameter steel projectile 38 mm long at a velocity of
117 m/s. The crater is formed by one major crack [46].

cavity, as illustrated in Fig. 131, and (b) front petaling, shown in Fig. 132, where two major cracks
produce a tongue bent in the direction opposite to the direction of target motion. Minor cracking
was also manifested in both types of petaling. These phenomena differ radically from those found in
axisymmetric perforation.
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Fig. 132. Distal surface view of the plugging and front petaling failure of a 1.59 mm thick aluminum plate moving to the
left at 40 m/s due to the normal impact of a blunt-faced 6.35 mm diameter steel projectile at a velocity of 138 m/s. The
crater is formed by two major cracks and the curvature of the petal changes gradually [46].

Table 10
Material properties and ballistic limits of moving targets for the first experimental arrangement [46]

Material Density Poisson’s Young’s Dynamic Ultimate Fracture Brinell
o
5
(kg/m3) ratio, k modulus yield tensile toughness hardness

E (GPa) stress p
Y$

strain e
6

K
1#

(MPa) (MN/m3@2)

2024-A1 2710 0.33 71 200 0.22 45 47
CR 1010 Stl 7850 0.29 210 310 0.40 140 105
Target Thickness Ballistic limit (m/s)

(mm)
Stationary Moving % Increase

2024-Al 0.79 49 61 24
2024-A1 1.59 76 98 29
CR 1010 steel 0.76 72 91 26

6.1.3. Results
The material properties and ballistic limit v

50
of these targets are exhibited in Table 10; the

difference between values of v
50

for the stationary and moving targets, 26$3 m/s, is largely due to
the longer contact duration for the latter, but there may be a greater variation for other materials
or target thicknesses. The steel tested here is much more ductile than the aluminum.

The contact and fracture processes are depicted in Fig. 133. The instantaneous contact region
ABCB is bounded by elliptic arc BAB whose extent AC depends on the oblique angle of the
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Fig. 133. Crater generation: (a) An elliptic crater is formed in the petaling penetration process. The projectile/target
contact area is shown by the black triangular region. (b) Cross section A—A. Point A is at the top of the ellipse and
(c) Contact area AC [46].

striker and the target deformation. A stress concentration is also generated at B due to the loading
discontinuity. Ductile materials exhibit a plastic hinge at the striker/target interface; further
projectile motion produces additional normal target deformation that increases the circumferential
strain at A of the arc BAB, while the strain at B remains nearly constant. When the strain at tip
A exceeds e

6
, a crack will propagate outward. This scenario occurs for the cold-rolled steel with

concomitant side petaling; for the less ductile aluminum, cracks form at both ends of the arc BAB,
resulting in side petaling only at low impact speeds, but in front petaling at higher velocities.

At low projectile velocities, plug formation takes longer than at higher values, resulting in
a larger terminal oblique striker angle and a longer contact area approximating line loading. This
tends to produce side petaling that was observed in the aluminum targets at low impact speeds
(Fig. 131). In addition, larger plate deflections are generated, with concomitant higher tensile
strains at position A and a more even distribution of the side petal. Transition from an initial stage
of front petaling to side petaling may also occur as the result of a continuous increase of oblique
angle b and target displacement during the perforation process (Fig. 134).

6.2. Second experimental arrangement

6.2.1. Configuration
A different test setup involving a continuous rotating target was required in the propulsion at

higher speeds of 12.7 mm diameter hard-steel (R
C
60) cylindrical projectiles with blunt or 60°
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Fig. 134. Distal surface view showing the transition from front to side petaling in a 0.79 mm thick aluminum plate
moving to the left at 40 m/s when struck normally by a 6.35 mm diameter blunt-faced hard-steel projectile at 69 m/s [46].

conical noses, and a nominal length of 38.1 mm with masses of 39.5 and 30.5 g, respectively [265].
The moving targets consisted of 6061-T6 aluminum ranging in thickness from 0.79 to 9.53 mm, CR
1010 steel with a thickness h"3.175 mm and polycarbonate with thicknesses h"1.59, 3.175 and
6.35 mm. Correspondingly, in order to achieve substantially greater linear transverse target speeds,
annular circular plates with outer diameters of 610—660 mm and central holes of 356 mm diameter
were mounted on a disk attached to the target shaft with the impact position 254 mm from the
target center. The specimens were driven by a synchronous 15 hp (11.2 kW) three-phase motor
operating at 3500 Hz; transmission ratios of the motor to the target shaft pulley were 1.442, 1 and
0.631, leading to linear velocities at the impact position of v

5!
"133, 93.1 and 51 m/s, respectively.

Striker and target properties are listed in Table 11.
Projectiles were fired from a pneumatic gun at speeds of v

0
"45—200 m/s and from a powder gun

at speeds up to about 1000 m/s; both were triggered from a remote location. The initial velocity was
monitored by the signal produced by the interruption due to projectile passage of two laser beams,
a fixed distance apart, passing through the path of the trajectory in front of the target. When
perforation occurred, the terminal velocity of the striker was determined from the signals generated
upon contact between each set of two pairs of aluminum foils by the striker; the location of the
holes in the foils so generated also indicated the terminal trajectory location. A rotating prism
Beckman—Whitley WB2 framing camera operating by means of a rheostat at rates ranging from
50,000 to 55,000 frames/s was used to monitor the impact and perforation processes. Illumination
was provided by a stroboscopic flash unit with an effective duration of 1.8 ms triggered via a delay
unit from the interruption of the second laser in the initial velocity apparatus and transmitted
through a Fresnel lens. A diagram of the equipment is shown in Fig. 135.
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Table 11
Striker and target properties for second experimental arrangement [262, 265]

Material Density Poisson’s Young’s Dynamic yield Ultimate Fracture
o
5
(kg/m3) ratio k, modulus stress p

Y
(MPa) tensile toughness

E (GPa) Compression Shear strain e
6

K
1#

(MN/m3@2)

Steel striker 7,977 0.3 210 — — — —
6061-T-6 2,708 0.3 71 295 190 0.2 45

aluminum
CR 1010 7,670 0.3 210 310 220 0.4 140

steel
Polycarbonate 1,200 0.4 2.3 62 86 1.2 &3

Fig. 135. Schematic of the apparatus in the second experimental arrangement. The gun centerline is mounted 254 mm
above the centerline of the target shaft [265].

This investigation was intended to study the perforation characteristics of the moving plates and to
assess the effects of changes in target speed, initial striker velocity, plate thickness and material
properties of the disks. The influence of projectile tip shape was also examined and the differences in
deformation characteristics for moving and stationary targets were noted. Target deflections amounted
to several multiples of the plate thickness, indicating the dominant influence of membrane forces.

6.2.2. Results

6.2.2.1. 6061-T6 aluminum. The damage pattern produced by blunt strikers in 6061-T6 aluminum
targets ranging in thickness from 1.59 to 9.53 mm at speeds above the ballistic limit consists of the
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Fig. 136. View of distal side of a 1.588 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plate moving at 133 m/s stuck orthogonally by
a 12.7 mm diameter blunt hard-steel projectile at a speed of 897 m/s. Uniform petaling, type (A) [265].

formation of a plug accompanied by a deflection region of 2—4 times the projectile radius; this is
followed by petaling. The thinner the plate, the larger the deflection; the plug cross section is nearly
the same as that of the striker, but its frontal surface is inclined due to target rotation. At higher
impact speeds, the plugging mechanism is secondary.

A crater is formed with a width slightly larger than the projectile diameter and a length that
depends on both original striker and target speed. After initial piercing, a large bearing stress
produced by the projectile side acts on the crater, generating subsequent plate failure in the form of
petaling. Three general petaling modes are observed:

(A) A regular, continuous lip with some small cracks at its edge forms at the back of the crater, as
shown in Fig. 136; this occurs in thin plates traveling at high velocity and struck at high speed.

(B) A more irregularly-edged lip is produced consisting of three major petals, as shown in
Fig. 137, with two or more major cracks propagating outward in a combination of mode I and
mode II fracture. The major petals may exhibit additional smaller cracks extending inward from
their tips. This occurs for a target thin or of intermediate thickness struck by a projectile at
a relatively high velocity. Material is pushed to each side and bent opposite to the direction of
motion, which may cause the front petal to break off.

(C) A major petal with a diameter equal to that of the striker and a large curvature is formed by
tearing and bending, as shown in Fig. 138. The dual crack propagation occurs in mode III. This
occurs in thin targets when both target and striker speeds are relatively low.

A plug is not generated and more pronounced petaling initiates immediately when a cylindro-
conical projectile strikes a moving aluminum target. The length of the crater is less than for a blunt
impact under comparable conditions; one or more petals may have become detached in thicker
specimens, as shown in Fig. 139.
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Fig. 137. View of distal side of a 1.588 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plate moving at 133 m/s struck orthogonally
by a blunt 12.7 mm diameter striker at a speed of 887 m/s. Multiple petals and three major and several minor cracks,
type (B) [262].

Fig. 138. Distal side view of a single petal produced in a 1.588 thick 6061-T6 aluminum plate moving at 51 m/s when
struck by a 12.7 mm diameter blunt projectile at 148 m/s. Single petal damage, due to major cracks, produced by bending
and tearing, type (C) [265].
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Fig. 139. View of distal surface petaling failure in a 1.588 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plate moving at 133 m/s when
struck orthogonally by a 12.7 mm diameter 60° cylindro-conical projectile at a speed of 448 m/s. Multiple petalling
occurs, but no plug is formed. Type (B) [265].

6.2.2.2. Cold-rolled 1010 steel. For blunt strikers, the response of this type of target is similar
to that of aluminum, but the plate deflection is larger. A bulging deformation is also some-
times formed in the front petal indicating significant resistance to lateral motion of the
striker. Cylindro-conical projectiles produce petaling due to tensile rather than shear stresses
with deflections larger than for blunt strikers or for corresponding aluminum tests. Plate failure
in petaling is a combination of bending, mode I fracture due to a large circumferential stress,
and mode III fracture due to compression and tearing. An example of this type of damage is shown
in Fig. 140 and at a higher impact velocity in Fig. 141, where a greater fraction of the petal has
broken off.

6.2.2.3. Polycarbonate. The plastic deformation produced in the plugging stage is substantially
greater than for the corresponding metallic cases due to the higher ultimate strain of the polymer.
The penetration time is short in view of the low strength of this material. The heat generated at the
interface further reduces the tensile strength of the target, resulting both in adhesion to the
projectile of some of the separated target components, while others pursue an independent
trajectory. Except for a clearly discernible front petal, the remainder of the cohesive plate tends to
return to its original position. Elastic recovery and inward thermo-plastic flow reduce the width of
the crater to a value less than the striker diameter. Similar damage is produced by the cylindrical
and the cylindro-conical striker, as shown in Figs. 141 and 142, with a slightly greater crater length
for the cylindrical projectile.

The nature of the damage produced depends on the ratio of the energy consumed in crack
propagation with respect to that transferred to the target by contact stresses.
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Fig. 140. View of distal surface of a 3.188 mm thick CR 1010 steel plate moving at 133 m/s when struck orthogonally by
a 60°, 12.7 mm diameter cylindro-conical projectile at a speed of 495 m/s. Type (B) with broken petals [265].

Fig. 141. View of distal side of a polycarbonate plate, 1.588 mm thick, moving at 133 m/s when struck by a 12.7 mm
diameter blunt-nosed hard-steel projectile at a speed of 434 m/s [265].
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Fig. 142. View of distal surface of a 1.588 mm thick polycarbonate plate moving at 133 m/s when struck orthogonally by
a 60° cylindro-conical 12.7 mm diameter hard-steel projectile at 405 m/s. Type (C) failure [265].

6.3. Analysis

6.3.1. General approach
An initial [209] and an upgraded [262, 264] phenomenological model were developed describ-

ing the normal impact of a blunt, undeformable projectile on thin targets moving orthogonally to
the direction of initial striker travel. The striker motion throughout all phases of target response is
treated by rigid-body dynamics. As the result of the intricacy of the various phases of the event, the
model is presented in substantial detail for those readers interested in the assumptions involved
and a detailed description of the various processes that may also be applicable to other situations.

The analysis first considers a plugging process for a stationary object, portrayed as a membrane
[209] which is then modified to account for transverse motion. That phase consists of three
consecutive, but interconnected mechanisms that comprise plastic wave propagation, which
represents the dominant response to the impact, common motion, and plate failure based on
ultimate tensile strain e

6
in the radial direction as determined from a finite strain tensor. Plugging

was depicted as an axisymmetric process with the asymmetric effects due to target transverse
motion included in the impulse-momentum equations. An inertial coordinate system OX½Z,
shown in two dimensions in Fig. 143a, with the ½-axis perpendicular to the XZ plane, is replaced
by a similar system Oxyz embedded in the target and moving with constant velocity v

0
, as shown in

Fig. 143b in two dimensions. Use of this reference frame closely resembles the results in an inertial
system for the present range of conditions [209, 264].
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Fig. 143. Orthogonal impact of a blunt striker on a moving target: (a) inertial coordinate system, (b) coordinate system
embedded in the target [209, 264].

The plate material outside the crater is represented by a rigid/perfectly plastic constitutive equation
defined by a yield stress p

Y
which is independent of strain rate, while the contact area, with a diameter

d equal to that of the striker, is elastic—perfectly plastic, which permits wave propagation with speed
c
1
. Elastic deflections are ignored, unloading is disregarded and the force acting on the striker

boundary is considered to be uniformly distributed. Large target slopes occur only in the vicinity of
the crater, resulting primarily from dishing; thus, a small-angle treatment for this slope is permissible.
The tumbling velocity of the striker during plugging was observed and deemed to be constant.

A subsequent petaling process is represented by energy rates due to stretching, cracking, inertial
effects and radial bending, including curvature reversal. This is specified by means of a Green strain
tensor framed in terms of the upper bound theory of plasticity. Global plate deflection at petal
initiation and subsequently is neglected, as are energy rates due to plate thinning, minor crack
propagation and other dissipative processes. The locally deformed plate region during this phase
consists of a semi-ellipse, expected on the basis of plastic wave propagation, suggesting the use of an
elliptical coordinate system. The curvature in the radial direction, i

3
, is regarded as uniform and

bounded by e
6
; the energy rate due to reverse bending of the petal is assumed to be that of the initial

flexure. The circumferential strain eh in the petal is considered to vary linearly from zero at the tip of
the minor axis to its peak value at the extreme point on the major axis of the semi-ellipse. As
friction is neglected, the contact force during petaling is normal to the projectile axis.

The second analysis included transverse shear in the total force during plugging, shear deforma-
tion in the common motion stage, considered the effect of target speed on petaling and replaced the
earlier deformation and fracture processes by use of the J integral and a plastic tearing concept in
the fracture energy rate. Shearing effects in the common motion phase are important when large
deflections occur.

6.3.2. Normal impact on stationary targets

6.3.2.1. Target deflection. The wave propagation equation for a rigid/perfectly-plastic material
and the present conditions that include shear effects can be expressed in terms of the transverse
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displacement w in Refs. [46, 209, 264]
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from the elementary theory applicable if the shear effect is
neglected. Separation of variables in Eq. (6.1) shows that the plastic wave speed here is given by
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where j is the wavelength; for large wavelengths, c
1
Pc

$*
. The motion of the projectile is slowed

both by the resultant shear force per unit length Q
3
"I (d2/A/dt2)"I (d3w/drdt2) at the boundary

and the in-plane force per unit length N
3
"hp

Y
. The quantity /A is the rotation angle of the plate

relative to the x-axis and I" 1
12

o
5
h3. The term Q

3
was not considered in the earlier analysis [263].

The boundary conditions for the contact region of the projectile radius r"1
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Here, m
4
and m

1
are the mass of the striker and plug, respectively. This phase is brief, as the

duration of the plate traverse by the plastic wave, given by t
1
"h/c

1
, is of the order of a few

microseconds, so that common motion of plug and projectile ensues quickly. The initial conditions
for this motion are
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6.3.3. Thin plate penetration

6.3.3.1. Plastic wave propagation. Axial plastic wave propagation always occurs upon projec-
tile/target contact. Dilatation is considered to be governed by a linear elastic uniaxial stress—strain
relation, while deviatoric stresses are determined from an elastic/perfectly-plastic relation based on
the von Mises yield criterion, leading to a relation between normal stress p

zz
and corresponding

strain e
zz

in the z-direction, given by

p
zz
"2

3
p
Y
#Ke

zz
(6.5)

where K is the bulk modulus. The plastic strain propagates in this direction with speed

c
1
"(K/o

5
) 1
2

(6.6)

and the time t
1

for the plastic wave to reach the distal plate face is thus t
1
"h/c

1
, also of the order

of a microsecond in the present case.
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Fig. 144. Projectile/target interaction in reference Oxyz: (a) at first engagement (dotted line) and upon target deforma-
tion, and (b) after full engagement [209, 262].

6.3.3.2. Common motion of plug and projectile. From conservation of momentum, the velocity of
the entire plate within the contact region at time t

1
acquires the speed v

z
D t

1
,v

1
given by the first of

Eq. (6.4).

6.3.4. Projectile penetration including target motion

6.3.4.1. Rotation in the moving coordinate system. Fig. 144 depicts the projectile in the reference
system embedded in the target at first contact (a) inclined at angle b to the z-axis, and after full
engagement (b). Combination of the linear and angular impulse momentum relations with the
neglect of the small gravitational terms and N

3
yields

bQ D t"t
1
#t

2
"1.5 v

1
/¸ (6.7)

which is assumed to be constant. The oblique angle at the start of petaling is then given by

b"1.5 (v
1
/¸) (t

1
#t

2
). (6.8)

For thin plates and high velocities, b is very small and can then be neglected.

6.3.4.2. Perforation. The deceleration force on the striker during plugging is

F"2nR [Q
r
#N

r
sin/] (6.9)

where /"dw/dr is the slope of the thin plate.
Failure occurs when the effective strain e

%&&
attains the ultimate value:

e
%&&

"

J2
3 C2e2

rr
#

3
2

(2e
rz
)2D

1@2
"e

6
, (6.10)
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where radial and shear strains are given by e
33
"1

2
(dw/dr)2 and e

rz
"1

2
(dw/dr). The first point of

penetration is the point of the striker opposite to the direction of target motion. The velocity at the
end of plugging can be obtained from the linear impulse-momentum equation

P
t
1
#t

2

0

Fdt"(m
4
#m

1
) (v

0
!v

z
) D t

1
#t

2
(6.11)

in conjunction with Eqs. (6.7)— (6.10). These relations, in dimensionless form, are solved by a finite-
difference procedure.

6.3.5. Analysis of petaling
This process is described in terms of an energy rate balance

5
+
i/1

¼Q
i
"F ) v

C
or

2
+
i/1

¼Q
i5
#¹Q

1%5
"F ) v

#
. (6.12)

Here ¼Q
i
or ¼Q

i5
are the kinetic energy rates of the entire dissipation process or that of the integral

portion of the target alone, ¹0
1%5

is the kinetic energy rate of the petal, F is the contact force and v
#
is

the velocity of the contact point. The dissipation processes for the two analyses executed thus far
differ somewhat, although both employ simplifying assumptions. In Ref. [209], case 6.3.5a, the
contact area is regarded as elliptical, with semi-major and minor axes a and b, and a corresponding
coordinate system with coordinates m, g in the transverse and tangential directions. Energy rates
considered include (1) petal bending, (2) reverse bending (which occurs only in side petaling),
assumed to be the same as in (1), (3) circumferential target stretching, (4) crack extension, and (5) the
kinetic energy rate of a newly created petal. The energy rates specified in the analysis of Refs. [262,
264], case 6.3.5b, include (1) that stored in the lip around the crater produced by compressive
forces, (2) petal bending, and (3) crack extension due to tearing and Mode I fracture.

(I) In the first model, the deformation of a straight beam into one of constant outward curvature
im requires power given by

(1) ¼Q
1
"2M

Y
Rim (v

x#
#v

z#
tan h) where M

Y
"1

4
h2p

Y

and

im"(2J1#2e
6T
!1)/h, (6.13)

where (v
x#
#v

z#
tan h) is the total in-plane velocity of the target relative to the striker at the contact

point and e
6T

is the target ultimate tensile strain. By hypothesis (2), ¼Q
1
"¼Q

2
. Circumferential

stretching of the target, indicated in Fig. 145a and b, is produced by motion of the projectile, which
travels from H

1
to H

2
in time t

j
!t

i
. The material between F

2
H

2
and F

3
H

1
is bent at the projectile

trajectory angle h. The highest strain occurs at the tip of the original ellipse, H
1
, where a crack

forms when e
6T

is attained. This strain is given by

ehh"ln [(r
I
!¸

1%5
sin h)/(r

I
!¸

1%5
)], ¸

1%5
,[(ee$T!1)b2/(ee$T!sin h)a]. (6.14)

As shown in Fig. 145b, the distance ¸
1%5

is the petal length and r
I
is the radius of the inscribed circle

of the ellipse, whose value is b2/a at the crater tip, with a and b as the semi-major and semi-minor
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Fig. 145. Projectile contact within the semi-ellipse resulting in petaling in the first model: (a) plan view, with dotted lines
representing the state at time t

i
and solid lines at time t

j
, and (b) section AA [209].

axes. The power needed for in-plane stretching of the plate due to striker advance is

(3) ¼Q
3
"Rhe

6T
p
Y

(v
x#
#v

z#
tan h) (6.15)

At the beginning of petaling, when ehh(e
6T

, the energy rate is given by Eq. (6.15) with e
6T

replaced
by ehh , where

ehh"lnGCrI!sin a P
t

t
1
#t

2

(v
x#
#v

z#
tan h) dt]/[r

I
!P

t

t
1
#t

2

(v
x#
#v

z#
tan h) dtD . (6.16)

In general, the energy release rate for crack extension is

(4) ¼Q
4
"G

#3C!
dS
dt

#v
x#
#v

z#
tan hD when P

t

t
1
#t

2

(v
x#
#v

z#
tan h) dt'S, (6.17)

where G
#3

is the critical energy release rate [269]. Crack extension can occur by either mode I or
mode III behavior; the latter occurs because yielding takes place at an angle of 45° even in tension
when the minimum principal stress in the axial direction can be considered as zero as the crack
surface is oriented in the same direction and its tip advances by an antiplane strain mechanism. The
crack opening displacement d which includes the effect of a plastic zone [270] is given by

d"(nq2¸
#3
/2Gq

Y
), (6.18)

where q is the shear stress, q
Y

is its yield value, G the shear modulus and ¸
#3

the actual crack length.
The crack configuration and the criterion for its extension, d"J2h, is adopted here from Ref.

[269] with q replacing the previously used normal stress and q"q*, the stress needed to advance
the crack [209], where

q*"[2Gp
Y
J2h/n¸

#3
]1@2. (6.19)

For mode III fracture, G
#3III

"nq*2¸
#3

/2G and using the von Mises’ criterion,

G
#3III

"(2/3)1@2p
Y
h. (6.20)
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In contrast, for mode I fracture control, the fracture toughness is obtained from an empirical
equation [271]

G
#3I
"(K2

I#3
/E) C1#

1.4
h2

(K2
I#3

/p
Y
)4D , (6.21)

where K
I#3

is the fracture toughness of plane strain corresponding to mode I. The value of G
#3

used
here is the smaller of Eqs. (6.20) or (6.21). At the start of petaling, however, ¼Q

4
"0.

The kinetic energy rate of the nascent petal in time dt is given by

¼Q "(1
2
n!h)

dI
1{

dt
(6.22)

where dI
1{
"

2
3

o
5
hR (v

z#
#v

z#
tan h)3 represents the mass moment of inertia of the petal increment

p@ about its base.
(II) In the second model, the plastic deformation energy rate ¼0

1
is derived in a different manner.

Since the projectile is inclined at angle h to the z-direction at time t"t
1
, the contact zone is

a semi-ellipse with semi-minor axis b+R and semi-major axis a"b/cos h. In time dt, during which
h is assumed to be constant, a plate element of length dx is moved to the lip around the crater by
the compressive force acting on the incompressible target. Buttressed by the test results shown in
Figs. 136 and 137, it is further assumed that the lip material has yielded completely with stress
conditions p

33
"0 and phh"p

Y
, forming a crater sketched in Fig. 146, with the deformation of each

semi-elliptical line element uniform. Contact curve MCN at time t
*
is transformed to curve MC@N

at time t
*
#dt, while segment EGF moves to EG@F, with C@G,r@ and OG"s#a. The initial

length ¸
0

of EGF becomes ¸
&
for arc EG@F inclined to EFG at angle !; geometrical considerations

dictate that

¸
0
"1

2
n [1

2
(a2#b2)]1@2 and ¸

&
"2B

1
(dx!s)#B

2
(6.23)

with

B
1
"

cos h
cos (!!h)

and B
2
"1

2
n [1

2
a2B2

1
#1

2
b2] 1

2
(6.24)

which remain constant during dt as long as h is invariant in that interval. Using Thomson’s
approximation [272] developed for a symmetric crater, incompressibility, and the lip stress
distribution cited above also in the present case of asymmetric hole enlargement, the maximum
height of the lip H@ and the petal thickness h@ (which varies with r@ ) (Fig. 146) are given by

H@"3
4
dx and h@"1.15h [r@/dx] 1

2
. (6.25)

From Fig. 146 and Eq. (6.25), it follows that

!"tan~1C (cos h)NA
4
3 G1#

b
dxH!sin hBD (6.26)

and, with s defined in Fig. 146, there results the uniform strain

ehh"P
L@

L0

d¸@
¸@

"ln [(2B
1
Mdx!sN#B

2
)/¸

0
] (6.27)
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Fig. 146. Second crater model for normal impact of blunt projectiles on moving targets [264].

leading to the plastic energy rate of hole enlargement by amount dx as

(1) ¼Q
1
"P

$s

0

2Rp
Y

ehh
ds
dt

"2bhp
Y

ln [(2B
1
dx#B

2
) (xR /¸

0
)] where b+R. (6.28)

Further lip damage results from petal bending and the outward propagation of two parallel
cracks from the crater, a distance 2R apart, that produces a cantilever beam which is subjected to
further contact pressure by the striker. Neglecting elastic components, the plastic moment neces-
sary to bend a length dx of petal, of width 2R, to a radius of curvature i is given by Mai and
Cotterell [273]

M
P
"2 P

"h

0

2Rpz@dz@ with strain e"z@/i (6.29)

where z@ is the distance from the neutral axis of the beam to the petal element in Fig. 147b. Using
the common work-hardening expression for stress given by

p"p
0
en (6.30)

and with n a constant, Eq. (6.29) becomes upon integration

M
p
"[(Rp

0
/in) (h)n`2]/[(n#2) (2n)]. (6.31)

The rate of plastic bending to produce a constant radius of curvature i
#0

is consequently given by

¼Q
2
"

dx
dt P

1@iC0

0

M
1

d
dq

(1/i)"[Rp
0
hn`2 (1/i

#0
)n`1]/[2n(n#1) (n#2)] . (6.32)
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Fig. 147. Crack propagation resulting from tearing and bending of a petal: (a) tearing model, (b) petal bending, and
(c) shearing of the petal and shear zone [262].

If the material is perfectly-plastic, so that n"0, and the entire petal has yielded, p
0
"p

Y
and the

strain at the outer fiber eD
x/"h

"e
6T

. Then i
#0
"1

2
h/e

6T
and Eq. (6.32) becomes

(2) ¼Q
2
"Rhp

Y
e
uT

xR . (6.33)

The propagation of the two cracks generating the petal occurs most likely by a combination of
tearing and circumferential stress action. It will be assumed that these mechanisms are uncoupled
so that their energy rates can be estimated separately. Work must not only be performed to
generate mode III shear fracture in the first process, but it must also generate a shear transition
region of width w

4
as shown in Fig. 147c, whose value for steel was found to be about 1

3
h [274]. This

work consists of shearing in this zone along a length dx and that of tearing. Using the results of
Ref. [273], the incremental work for shearing, labeled (1), for two cracks is given by

d¼(1)
3
#"2 C2w

4 P
e%&&

0

pdeD h dx"[(4w
4
p
0
cn`1
0

)/(n#1) (31@2(n`1))] (6.34)

with e
%&&
"c

0
/J3 as the effective shear strain in the shear zone and also using Eq. (6.30).
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For tearing, the work to advance both cracks by dx is given by

d¼(2)
3

"

2
h P

h

0

q
0
(h!u) du] ; dx"1

2
q
0
h2dx, (6.35)

where q
0
is the shear stress during tearing in the shear zone, assumed to remain constant, and u is its

transverse displacement. Use of the Prandtl—Reuss relation for corresponding shear strain c
0

gives

c
0
"3e

P%&&
q
0
/p

%&&
(6.36)

for the case of pure shear, where p
%&&

"J3q
0

is the effective stress and e
P%&&

"c
0
/J3 is the

equivalent plastic strain. If the material is perfectly plastic, so that p
0
"p

Y
and q

0
"p

Y
/J3, the

energy rate of tearing is calculated from Eq. (6.34) as

(3a) ¼Q
3D5%!3

"[(4hp
Y
c
0
w

4
)/J3#(p

Y
h2/J3)]xR . (6.37)

A region of plasticity develops around the tip of the crack, whose shape is vague, but which has
been approximated as a circle whose radius r

P
has been estimated as [Ref. 275]

r
P
"(1

2
n)(K

IC3
/p

Y
)2, (6.38)

where K
IC3

is the stress intensity factor in mode I with values of r
P
"32 and 3.7 mm determined for

CR 1010 steel and 6061-T6 aluminum, respectively. This factor is frequently related to the crack
opening displacement d; for a thin sheet, where r

P
52h, the crack opening displacement d has to be

accommodated by plastic deformation over the thickness h, so that

e"
d
h

. (6.39)

Due to the presence of these plastic strains, linear fracture mechanics is not applicable, but the use
of the J integral permits consideration of the entire elastic—plastic stress—strain field surrounding
mode I cracks in the analysis of the corresponding energy release rate. This rate was determined in
terms of a critical value of an average strain, e

C
, related to the critical value of the well-known

J-integral for a mode I crack by the empirical relation [276]

J
IC
"1

2
C

I
(p

Y
#p

6
)d. (6.40)

Parameter C
1

has the value 1.2 for plane stress and 1.6 for plane strain, and the integral J here is
a measure of the entire elasto-plastic stress-strain field surrounding the crack.

If C
J
is taken equal to J, the energy release rate that produces an increment dx in two cracks is

given by

(3b) ¼Q
3D.0$% I

"C
1
e
0
(p

Y
#p

6
)h2xR . (6.41)

Both mechanisms are involved in the crack propagation; generally, the propagation is controlled
by a complex combination of the two processes. If it is assumed that there is no interaction, the
total rate is the sum of Eqs. (6.37) and (6.41). However, it has been recognized [276] that this
combination yields far too low an energy rate compared to experimental results. Thus, the total
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Fig. 148. Contact geometry during petaling: (a) r
1
'0 (b) r

1
"0 (c) r

1
(0. r

1
is the distance along the centerline from

mass center G to the contact force line of action [262].

energy rate is estimated empirically as

(3) ¼Q
3
"C

2
(¼Q

3D5%!3*/'
#¼Q

3D.0$% I
), (6.42)

where the empirical constant C
2
when taken as 2 provides reasonable agreement with experimental

data.

6.3.6. Rigid-body motion of the striker
Since friction during the petaling process is neglected, the force F"F

/
acting at the contact

point on the striker, C, is normal to the surface and uniformly distributed. Its value is obtained
from Eq. (6.12) as

F
/
"A+

i

¼Q
*B/v

CT
, v

CT
"v

C9
cos h#v

C;
sin h, (6.43)

where v
CT

is the transverse component of the velocity at the contact point, v
C
, resolved into

constituents along the x and z directions. The equivalent force system at mass center G consists of
force F

/
, Eq. (6.41) and a moment M

G
"r

1
F
/
, with r

1
, the distance from the contact point to

G projected along the centerline, defined in Fig. 148; the magnitude of r
1

is readily calculated from
the instantaneous values of z

C
, z

G
, and h. The trajectory angle h, defined in Fig. 130, is also shown in

Fig. 148. Depending on the contact situation (a), (b) or (c), the moment M
G
'0, "0 or (0 and

hence

v
C
"v

G
$r

1
hQ .

The increment in angular velocity, dh0 is given by

dh0"M
G
dt/I

G
. (6.44)

The force system at the contact point and the equivalent system acting at mass center G, together
with the corresponding velocity components, are depicted in Fig. 149. The force F

/
acting at G is
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Fig. 149. Projectile kinematics during petaling: (a) force and velocity components at the contact point, (b) oblique and
trajectory angles, and (c) projectile motion due to the force acting at mass center G. The coordinate system is embedded
in the moving target [209].

decomposed into lift and drag force components, F
l
and F

D
that are given by

F
l
"F

/
sin(b#h)"F

/
sin a; F

D
"F

/
cos(b#h)"F

/
cos a. (6.45)

The change in translational motion of the mass center of the striker in the moving coordinate
system is

dv
G
"!A

F
D

m Bdt. (6.46)

The change in obliquity, db, obtained by assuming a circular motion during the short time interval
dt, is given by

db"A
v
G

r
2
Bdt, (6.47)

where r
2
, the instantaneous radius of this motion, is

r
2
"mv2

G
/F. (6.48)

The current yaw angle a"b#h and the corresponding mass center coordinates in the target-
embedded coordinate system are

z
G
"z

G0
#(v

G
cosb) dt and x

G
"x

G0
!(v

G
sinb)dt (6.49)
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Fig. 150. Penetration force history for: (a) a 1.59 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum plate moving with speeds of 40 and
160 m/s, respectively, for the impact of a 6.35 mm diameter blunt steel projectile with an aspect ratio of 6 at a velocity of
160 m/s, and (b) a 0.76 mm thick 1010 CR steel plate moving laterally at 40 m/s struck at speeds of 100, 137, and 228 m/s
(v

50
"91 m/s). First model [209].

and are given in the inertial system by

Z
G
"z

G
and X

G
"x

G0
!(v

t
!v

G
sin b)dt. (6.50)

Both the first and second analytical models were evaluated by means of a finite-difference
process. The force histories obtained from the first model are shown in Fig. 150 for impact on both
(a) 1.59 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum plates moving laterally at either 40 or 160 m/s when struck
normally by a 6.35 mm diameter blunt steel projectile with an aspect ratio of 3 at velocities of both
40 and 160 m/s, and (b) 0.79 mm thick CR 1010 steel plates moving orthogonally at a velocity of
40 m/s for impact speeds of 100, 137, 228 m/s (v

50
"91 m/s) by a 6.35 mm diameter blunt-nosed

steel striker. Curve ABC denotes the plugging process, while CDEF portrays petaling where the
force remains normal to the striker axis. Section CD does not entail crack extension, but at instant
D, one or more cracks initiate, resulting in the discontinuity DE. This jump is larger in the front
than in the side petaling mode. An increase in v

0
increases the force level during petaling, while that

during plugging remains the same as the result of the model constraints.

6.4. Alternative representation

Ref. [268] has proposed an alternative analytical scheme by depicting impact on thin targets
moving with constant velocity v

t
at obliquity b to the projectile trajectory with a striker collision at

the same velocity v
0

on a stationary target involving both initial obliquity b
0

and yaw a. The
equivalence is indicated in Fig. 151a, b; angle d represents the deviation of the projectile path due to
target motion in the first diagram, while v*

0
and v*

&
are the equivalent initial and final velocity in the

stationary target case, with b
&
denoting the final oblique angle for this situation. The conversions

from the moving target impact to the corresponding oblique and yaw impact case are given by

Initial conditions:

v*
0
"[v2

0
#v2

5
!2v

0
v
5
sinb]1@2 ; b

0
"tan~1[(v

5
!v

0
sin b)/v

0
cosb] (6.51)

a"b
0
#b.
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Fig. 151. Equivalence of impact on a target moving at oblique angle b with constant velocity v
t
by a cylindrical projectie

traveling with velocity v
0

(a), to impact by the same projectile traveling with velocity v
0

on a stationary target with initial
obliquity b

0
and initial yaw a (b) [268].

Final conditions:

v*
&
"[v2

&
#v2

5
!2v

&
v
5
sin(b!d)]1@2 ;

b
&
"tan~1[Mv

5
!v

&
sin(b!d)N/Mv

&
cos(b!d)N]. (6.52)

The converse requirements from oblique and yaw impact to collision with a moving target are

Initial conditions:

v
5
"v*

0
[sinb

0
#cosb

0
tan(a!b

0
)]; v

0
"[v*

0
cosb

0
]/cos(a!b

0
),

b"a!b
0
. (6.53)

Final conditions:

v
&
"[(v*

&
cosb

&
)2#(v

5
!v

&
sinb

&
)2]1@2,

d"a!b
0
!tan~1[(v

5
!v*

&
sinb

&
)/(v*

&
cosb

&
)]. (6.54)

The analysis is parallel to that described in Section 6.3 yielding the same information, but petaling,
which occurred at obliquities above 25°, was not considered. A claimed advantage is the improved
control of initial conditions in the laboratory. This procedure has some similarity to reverse
ballistics and hence suffers from analogous difficulties; for example, if rotational factors are
involved requiring the use of the Coriolis acceleration term, if the target is of moderate thickness so
that the perforation phenomena are altered, or if there is a strain-rate difference in the two
situations for materials that exhibit significant rate effects, the alternate representation will fail.

6.5. Numerical model

The powerful continuum-mechanical numerical program DYNA-3D [34] was exercised [263]
with a material (type 3) for the projectile representing a substance with kinematic isotropic
elasto-plastic hardening given by

p
Y
"p

Y0
#¼*E

P
e6
P

(6.55)
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Fig. 152(a)—(d). Normal impact of a blunt hard-steel projectile of 12.7 mm diameter with a velocity of 450 m/s on
a 3.175 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum plate moving to the left at 133.3 m/s at various times after impact using DYNA-3D.
Striker velocity drop in perforation: 24 m/s [263].

involving hardening parameter ¼* which has the value 1 (¼*"0 represents kinematic harden-
ing). The plastic modulus E

P
in terms of tangent modulus E

5!
and Young’s modulus E is given by

E
P
"(EE

5!
)/(E#E

5!
) (6.56)

where the tangent modulus E
5!

was selected here as 2.04 GPa for aluminum and 98.8 GPa for steel.
The target is depicted as a rate dependent material (type 24) which is otherwise similar to type 3.
Failure occurs when the effective plastic strain at any point in the target attains the failure value,
e
Peff

"e
6
, embodied in the program by the routine SAND representing a sliding interface. The

target was chosen to be square with a length to striker radius equal to 18; the boundary conditions
were partially free and partly constrained translation and rotation.

Computed results shown in Figs. 152 and 153 depict the normal impact of a steel (undeformable)
striker at 450 m/s on 3.175 mm thick aluminum or steel plates moving to the left at 133.3 m/s.
These correspond to conditions examined both experimentally and by means of the analytical
model. The next two runs, Figs. 154 and 155, represent the impact of a blunt aluminum (deform-
able) projectile and by a non-deformable 60° cylindro-conical striker, respectively; these conditions
were not replicated in the other methods of investigation. For impact of blunt strikers, plugs of
about the same diameter as the projectile are generated; their formation is initiated before complete
perforation occurs, in agreement with observation. The sharp-tipped striker produces asymmetric
petaling without plug formation and experiences substantial rotation; the much smaller projectile
rotation computed for blunt contact was not replicated in the tests. Larger deformations were
experienced by the more ductile steel target compared with aluminum as well as longer impact
durations and larger velocity drops, attributed to the higher strength of this material.

The drop in the axial velocity for the present impact conditions of the blunt projectile occurs in
two stages, both approximately linear; the first has a duration of the order of 5 ks. Concurrently,
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Fig. 153. Normal impact of a blunt hard-steel projectile of 12.7 mm diameter striking a 3.175 mm thick CR 1010 steel
plate moving to the left at 133.3 m/s with a velocity of 450 m/s at various times after impact using DYNA-3D. Striker
velocity drop in perforation: 65 m/s [263].

Fig. 154(a)—(d). Normal impact of a deformable aluminum blunt cylindrical striker on a 3.175 mm thick 2024-0
aluminum plate moving to the left at a speed of 133.3 ms/s with a velocity of 450 m/s at various times after impact using
DYNA-3D. Striker velocity drop in perforation: 20 m/s [263].

the striker acquires a small transverse component at a uniform rate, amounting to about 14 m/s
during the first 100 ks of the process, which corresponds approximately to the complete traverse of
the target.

Numerical results obtained for a mesh system in Ref. [267] were predicated on the experiments
of Ref. [46], but were not directly compared. The materials were modeled by the Mie—Grüneisen
equation of state using an elastic—perfectly plastic model and a thermal softening mechanism for
the striker and target material. A maximum principal strain criterion was used for failure which
prevented further loading in tension for any such cell, but permitted compression. Fig. 156 depicts
the computational results for the normal impact of the 6.36 mm diameter steel cylinder, 38.16 mm
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Fig. 155(a)—(d). Normal impact of a 60° cylindro-conical hard-steel striker on a 3.175 mm thick aluminum plate moving
to the left at a speed of 133.3 m/s with a velocity of 450 m/s at various times after impact using DYNA-3D [263].

long at a velocity of 219 m/s on a 1.59 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum target moving to the left at
40 m/s at contact, and at 25 and 100 ks after impact. Computations were also carried out for the
same geometry, but a fourfold increase in initial speed.

6.6. Comparison of results

6.6.1. Initial model
Fig. 157a, b portrays the very good agreement between calculated and measured terminal

projectile velocities for two thicknesses of 2024-0 aluminum targets 3.175 mm thick moving
orthogonally at a constant speed of 40 m/s. The more precise coincidence for the thinner target is
attributed to the predominance of membrane features with translational eclipsing rotational
motion and the diminished effect of other disturbances. Rotation, which is particularly effective in
the later stages of penetration, is responsible for the increased transverse velocity component of the
striker above the target speed (Fig. 158). The predictions for front and side petaling are virtually
coincident. The correspondence for the transverse component of this velocity is presented in
Fig. 157a and b, with more scattered results.

The correlation between analysis and test data for the rotational component, Fig. 159 for the
case of Fig. 157a, indicates a noticeable overestimation of the observed angular velocity. This is
attributed to the failure of the models to account for some of the dissipated energy, the neglect of
the plugging process in producing rotation, and greater difficulties in the measurement of the
angular velocity than for other parameters. A greater discrepancy existed between the effects of
front and side petaling than was found for the other variables.

The correspondence between predictions and test results for the trajectory (or impact) angle
h shown in Fig. 160a and b for the impact of Fig 157a and b is quite good; the somewhat greater
divergence for the thicker target (a) is the consequence of the neglect of bending and minor
cracking. Similarly, the crater length ¸

C
is very well predicted by either the side or front petaling

model (Fig. 161).
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Fig. 156. Computational results with the HULL code for the normal impact of a 6.36 mm diameter CR 1010 steel
cylinder with a length of 38.16 mm and an initial velocity of 219 m/s on a 1.59 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum plate moving
to the left at 40 m/s (a) at contact (b) 25 ks after impact (c) 100 ks after impact [267].

The data for the oblique angle b was found to be in reasonable agreement with predictions as
a function of initial striker velocity for a 0.76 mm CR 1010 steel moving orthogonally at 40 m/s,
Fig. 163a. Somewhat poorer correlation was found for a 1.59 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum target
(Fig. 162a) attributed to its lower hardness and Young’s modulus.

The trends for this model were found to be: (a) the computed peak forces during plugging are
independent of both v

0
and transverse target speed v

5
; (b) the crack energy is dominant in the front

petaling of the thicker aluminum target, whereas it plays only a minor role in the thinner plate:
(c) the relation between final and initial translational projectile speed is independent of the mode of
petaling; (d) at a given v

5
, plugging effects are more dominant at low impact velocities and petalling

is more crucial at higher speeds; and (e) the crater length is inversely proportional to striker velocity
at a fixed target speed.
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Fig. 157. Comparison using the initial model of the analytically predicted and measured final velocities for the impact of
a 6.35 mm blunt-nosed steel striker with a length of 38.1 mm as a function of initial velocity for (a) 1.59 mm thick and
(b) 0.79 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum targets, both moving with a transverse speed of 40 m/s for either the front or the
side petaling mode [209].

Fig. 158(a), (b). Comparison of the analytically predicted and measured final transverse striker velocity v
x

for the data
indicated in Fig. 156 as a function of initial striker velocity, using the initial model [209].

Fig. 159. Comparison of the predictions of the first model with data for the rotational striker velocity involving the
conditions indicated in Fig. 156 as a function of initial velocity [209].
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Fig. 160. Comparison of the measured and calculated trajectory angle h for the cases of (a) Fig. 157a, and (b) Fig. 157b
[209].

Fig. 161. Predicted and measured crater lengths for the case of (a) Fig. 157a, and (b) Fig. 157b [209].

Fig. 162. Comparison of the first model analytical and experimental results for the final oblique angle b
&
in targets

moving orthogonally at 40 m/s after impact by a 6.35 mm diameter blunt steel striker as a function of initial velocity for:
(a) 1.59 mm thick 2024-0 aluminum (b) 0.79 mm thick C.R. steel targets [209].
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6.6.2. Subsequent model
Figs. 163—165 present a comparison of the experimental, analytical and numerical information

obtained from an investigation of 3.175 mm thick target plates of 6061-T6 aluminum and CR 1010
steel traveling orthogonally to the initial striker trajectory with a speed of 93.1 m/s. As shown in

Fig. 163. Comparison of the analytical, numerical and experimental results of final striker velocity employing the second
phenomenological model for the normal impact at 93.1 m/s of a blunt-nosed striker, 12.7 mm in diameter, 38.1 mm long
for: (a) a 3.175 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum target, and (b) a 3.175 mm thick 1010 CR steel target as a function of initial
striker velocity [262, 263].

Fig. 164(a), (b). Comparison of the analytical, numerical and experimental results for the crater length involving the
conditions of Fig. 163 [265].
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Fig. 165(a), (b). Comparison of the analytical, numerical and experimental results for the trajectory angle involving the
conditions of Fig. 163 [263, 265].

Fig. 163a and b, the final projectile velocity is linearly related to the striking velocity with a slight
overprediction of the values from the analytical model; this results from the neglect of certain minor
energy absorbing mechanisms such as friction, use of plate theory assumptions, and failure to
include strain-rate effects.

The data for the final crater lengths shown in Fig. 164a and b are in excellent accord with the
numerical analysis and conform reasonably well with the model, particularly at low impact speeds;
the trend of the values is such that, at sufficiently high striker velocity, the crater configuration will
approximate that obtained for a stationary target. The measured terminal trajectory angle h (Fig.
165a and b) is reasonably well predicted by the phenomenological model, but is at considerable
variance with numerical results, especially at low striker speeds. It is believed that this is due to (a)
the use of an erosion model where the failed material imposes no loads on the penetrator and (b)
the discrepancy in the size of the actual target compared to its numerical counterpart, so that the
computed momentum, and hence the moment applied to the striker are smaller than actually were
present. Contact durations decrease hyperbolically with initial velocity ranging from 150 ks at
v
0
"280 m/s to 60 ks at v

0
"860 m/s. The experimental results are subject to an interframe time

error of about 40 ks; within this limitation, the data agrees with the predictions of both the
analytical and numerical models.

The revised model [263, 265] was capable of testing the impact processes on plates moving
orthogonally to the striker trajectory at both higher projectile and target speeds than utilized in the
initial investigation [46]. In summary, the correlation of both analytical and numerical predictions
with test results were highly satisfactory, normally within less than 10%. In some cases, the
phenomenological representation was superior, in others, the numerical model. Identical results,
and hence conclusions, apply to the correspondence obtained by use of the equivalent collision
scheme proposed in [Ref. 268].
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7. Rotating penetrators

The systematic study of the effect of rotation of strikers or missiles on target penetration seems to
have been largely neglected, although this subject would appear to have substantial significance
when thick targets are involved. The first and (as far as is known to the author) only investigation
concerning the effect of axial rotation of a projectile on its penetrative capability is due to Krafft
[277]. This scrutiny was primarily intended to assess the effect of surface friction on crater
formation and has been widely quoted ever since to validate the usual procedure of neglecting
friction when modeling penetration.

The basic experiment involved the firing of 45° cylindro-conical hard-steel spinning projectiles of
7.62 mm diameter with a mass of 3.3 g and an axial moment of inertia of 1.8 Nms2 against
a torsional Hopkinson bar, especially designed to permit torque measurement separate from that
of the compressive penetration force. It contrasted the kinetic parameters obtained for tests
involving striker rotation, albeit small (of the order of 6 rad/s) for initial striker speeds of about
330 m/s, with tests where the frictional influence due to rotation was eliminated. This condition was
effectively achieved both by lubrication of the nose or by providing the projectiles with flats on the
cone surface.

The basis of the model is the argument that relative motion between a penetrator and a target at
ballistic velocities can not maintain a melting point temperature at the interface if ordinary
slow-speed friction coefficient values are employed; there is simply too much heat to dissipate by
ordinary conduction in the very short period of contact for such an occurrence. Hence, this
frictional heating must be reduced to that needed to maintain the surfaces at the melting point
temperature. This is accomplished by the creation of a molten interface layer constituting a film
between the two interacting surfaces; the process is not expected to be significantly affected by
some impurities in the region. This concept has been substantiated by micrographic evidence
of phase transformation induced by rapid heating and cooling of subsurface layers. The temper-
ature attained below the surface depends upon the duration of the event and the depth of
penetration.

Based on this model, the energy flux removed from the surface of a semi-infinite solid, originally
at a uniform temperature, when raised by *# where # is the temperature in °C, is supplied by the
friction force F

&3
moving with sliding (relative) velocity v

3%
. For typical metals at high temperatures,

this energy balance yields the relation

F
&3
(N)+11.4[uv

3%
]~1@2*#, (7.1)

where u is the surface displacement in m and v
3%

is the relative velocity in m/s. For *#"1500°C
(the melting point of steel), Eq. (7.1) reduces to

F
&3
(N)+17,100[uv

3%
]~1@2. (7.2)

In practice, it has been efficacious to use rotational rather than linear motion, since the
friction torque ¹

&3
can be measured more definitively than F

&3
which is combined with a force

component producing target deformation. In consequence, allowing for the increase in contact
area and moment arm, this frictional torque [which corresponds to Eq. (7.2)] is reasonably
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Fig. 166. Oscillographic records of rotating projectile: (a) axial force, (b) torsion for clean striker, and (c) record using
lubricated projectile. Dashed curve shows net difference between (b) and and (c). 45° cylindro-conical striker of 7.62 mm
diameter, 3.3 g mass and an axial moment of inertia of 1.8 N m s2 [277].

represented by

¹
&3
(Nm)+4.678]106P5@2v~1@2

%26
. (7.3)

Here, P is the penetration depth in m and v
%26

is an equivalent relative velocity in m/s which
accounts for increasing ratio of velocity due to spin with respect to penetration at the surface; its
value must be estimated.

Results from two tests involving the axial compressive force and the concomitant torque history
for standard, clean projectiles are presented in Fig. 166a and b, respectively. Fig. 166c shows the
data for the lubricated projectile whose profile has been adjusted near the peak torque value due to
momentary slight seizure. The difference between the rotating, clean and the ‘‘non-rotating’’,
lubricated striker is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 166b.

Magnitudes obtained from Eq. (7.2) using test values of u and v
3%

were compared with the
simultaneously measured torque in the two Hopkinson bar tests shown in Fig. 166; these are
presented in Fig. 167. The force history from the longitudinal motion is shown in Fig. 167a,
together with the computed axial velocity and displacement histories using Newton’s law. Fig. 167b
portrays the measured torque for the two runs of Fig. 166, together with the computed history from
Eq. (7.3), that indicate very satisfactory agreement. Initial discrepancies are attributed to the effect
of contaminants which are known to significantly reduce frictional effects, whereas the higher
experimental results near the peak axial force (or torque) values may be charged to tip seizure at
low rotational speed.

The difference in the performance between the two extremes of lubrication is minute. In
consequence, it was concluded that the total energy loss in penetration is of the order of 3—4% for
clean projectiles. In the presence of common surface contaminants, this loss is reduced to the order
of 1%. The conclusions rest on the hypothesis of identical friction values for relative sliding and
rotation, a very reasonable presumption. However, specific values of the coefficient of friction were
not provided.
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Fig. 167. (a) Measured longitudinal force history for the conditions of Fig. 166 compared to calculations from Eq. (7.2)
and (b) measured torque compared to Eq. (7.3). A"clean, B"lubricated projectile [277].

The effect of rotation of the penetration effectiveness of a shaped charge has also been
investigated analytically [278, 279]. Experimental observations have shown that rotation of the
liner produces a widening of the jet that results in a decrease of penetration [280, 281]. The
expression providing the penetration increment *P for a rotating charge involving the length of
a jet element *¸ about to strike a target, based on a modification of the Munroe jet relation, is
given by

*P"b
1
*¸(c (o

+
/o

5
)]1@2[1!(*p/o

5
v2)M(o

5
/o

j
)1@2#1N2] (7.4)

Here, b
1

is an empirical constant, o
+
and o

5
are the densities of the jet and target, respectively, v is

the mean jet velocity, *p the difference between target and jet resistance to the plastic deformation,
and c is a factor taking account of all discontinuities and geometric variations of the jet. The
quantity c depends on the shaped charge configuration, the initial jet radius, the distance of travel
from the linear base, a dimensionless constant " accounting for the stretching of a jet element *¸@
just generated from a section of the liner, the angular velocity of the shaped charge ), and the ratio
of the angular momentum of a jet element to that of the generating element of the liner,
' [278, 279].
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Fig. 168. Ratio of rotating vs non-rotating jet penetration depths as a function of angular speed in mild steel produced by
a standard M9A1 steel charge at a standoff S"76.2 mm [279].

Calculations have been executed for the standard M9Al conical liner in a standard C. I. T.
laboratory charge [279]. With a choice of ""4.5 and *p"1.2 GPa for a mild steel target, for
which experimental data were available, a comparison of calculated and measured indentation
depth indicated that the value of '+0.075, a surprisingly small ratio, which was assumed to
remain constant for different jet elements. Fig. 168 depicts the ratio of rotating to non-rotating jet
penetration depths as a function of angular velocity ) (which eliminates the need of quantifying
constant b

1
) for a mild steel target at a stand-off of 76.2 mm. The penetration effectiveness is

significantly reduced beyond an angular velocity of 50 Hz for this particular case.
In another investigation, cubes composed most frequently of 1018 mild steel, but also of 4130

and 4140 heat-treated steel were launched in sabots with a spin of 90°/ft in order to determine the
fracture characteristics of the projectiles [282]. The launch velocities ranged from 823 to 3960 m/s
corresponding to angular speeds of )"4240—20,400 rad/s. Since the tensile stresses due to
rotation were less than 3% of the ultimate strength, it was presumed that the spin did not affect the
fracture phenomena which were regarded as identical to what occurred in the absence of rotation.

The effect of spin on the ricochet of spheres and cylinders from water surfaces, detailed by
Hutchings [39] and others, is discussed in the section on oblique impact of spheres producing
ricochet.

A final study involving spin concerned the ricochet of 37 mm diameter cylindro-conical type of
projectiles of 350 g mass at near glancing obliquities against water at initial velocities of 75 m/s and
spin rates of )"7500 Hz [283]. The event was recorded by a video camera. The corresponding
model, assumed to apply to subsonic conditions, exhibited two force components: an unsteady one
due to water displacement and another representing the flow process which is unsteady during
descent and steady during emergence. Computations indicate that the projectile is turned from
initial oblique angles of 78—85° to an attitude parallel to the surface. The effect of spin is not
indicated.
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8. Tumbling impact

8.1. Introduction

A tumbling motion of a cylindrical or similarly shaped striker is induced perpendicular to the
centerline that generate gyrations about the y-axis as defined in Fig. 130, when the striker axis is
coincident with the direction of the horizontal mass center velocity, v

0
"v

G
. It represents complete

and usually continued rotations of the striker, an extension of pitch which is normally regarded as
cyclical with fractional revolutions. Complete rotations about the x-axis constitute an extreme case
of yaw.

The only controlled investigations of tumbling cited in the open literature, involving both
experimental and analytical aspects, were produced by initial normal impingement of a plane-faced
cylindrical striker of density o, mass m, radius R and length ¸ on the edge of a metallic or plastic
plate or metallic block with varying degrees of overlap [284—292]. The first three studies were
primarily concerned with the mechanism for producing this type of motion, including an analytical
description of the process, although they also noted the effect of tumbling on soft clay and 2024-0
aluminum targets. The last four inquiries constituted an integrated experimental, numerical and
modeling investigation of the influence on metallic and polymeric target response of this rotation
that was produced in a different fashion.

It must be mentioned that, for very thin targets, tumbling affects primarily the obliquity of the
striker at the time of impact; this can be calculated when the distance from the initiation of this
motion to the target and the translational and rotational speeds are known. The angular velocity
has only a minor influence on the perforation event in thin plates or shells, and it is neglected in
a model of the process. However, for targets of intermediate or large thickness, the tumbling
rotation will have a significant effect on striker penetration or perforation; this is recognized in the
analysis of the phenomenon for such targets and documented by experimental results for both
metallic and plastic materials. A parameter that might be used to describe the influence of the
rotation involved on target response is a combination of the ratio of rotational tip speed to mass
center velocity, 1

2
¸u/v

G
and the thickness ratio h/¸; of course, the tensile, compressive and shear

strength of the target also determine the type and degree of damage.

8.2. Generation

The mechanism of producing tumbling is in itself a non-standard projectile impact process
producing significant deformation of the generating device that converts a portion of the initial
translational kinetic energy of the striker, ¹

53
, into rotational energy, ¹

30
. Two devices have been

utilized to alter the initial motion: a deformable plate and a block subjected to gouging.

8.2.1. Plate deflector: arrangement
The plate deflector method produced controlled tumbling of a translating blunt-faced cylindrical

projectile by impinging the striker of diameter D on the free edge of a thin plate, of thickness h,
whose other three sides are fixed, placed in its path. This impact position is such that the lowest
point of the striker is at a distance S from this edge [285, 286], as shown in Fig. 169 together with
the configuration of the deflector plate. The offset is then defined as *@"S/D. Substantial
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Fig. 169. Deflector plate configuration. Dimensions in mm. Edge offset *@"S/D [285].

deformation of the deflector plate was encountered, resulting in tumbling even when *@51. The
amount of offset or overlap is zero when the lower edge of the striker just cleared the upper plate
edge, and was varied here in increments of 1/4 to a maximum of 1.50 with initial striker velocities of
v
0
"100 and 125 m/s.
For a given striker and deflector plate, the amount of tumbling produced was found to be

a direct function of the amount of overlap and the projectile speed. Materials employed for these
inserts included 2024-0 and 6061-T6 aluminum, mild steel and polycarbonate (Lexan); the thick-
nesses of the metallic plates were 1.59, 2.38 and 3.18 mm and that of the polymer was 6.35 mm. The
striker employed consisted of oil-hardened drill rod (R

C
60) with a diameter D"12.7 mm and

a length of 38.1 mm. This tumbling generation technique is not believed to provide repeatable
results for significantly higher initial translational striker speeds. A sequence of frames showing this
deviation is presented in Fig. 170.

8.2.2. Plate deflector: analysis
A first-order continum-mechanical model of the plate pivot device for the rigid-body motion of

the undeformable striker has been developed with the objective of predicting its terminal velocity
components and contact duration [284]. The plate is deemed to experience only small strains as
well as moderate deformations and its behavior is considered to be rigid-plastic subject to
a simplified form of the Tresca yield condition. A compromise for the specification of the best mode
shape, that would avoid violation of the yield criterion, was chosen here as a symmetric half-plate
of length ¸@ composed of four regions with plastic hinge patterns that conform to the yield
requirement. This was obtained by maximizing the flow rules, equivalent to minimizing the static
collapse pressure p

#-
of the structure under small deflections which are similar to the early

deformation in the dynamic process.
Employment of the principle of virtual work applied to the multiple rigid plate regions that are

connected by traveling plastic hinges leads to an equation with two additive types of dissipation
processes: those expressing losses in the continuous zone and those occurring at the hinges. In view
of the uncertainties concerning the number and location of hinges in the deflector plate, the mode
shape was assumed to consist of a set of rigid regions connected by the yield hinges, resembling the
static collapse pattern under pressure p

#-
; the first type of dissipation is then not present. The hinge

pattern is not time-dependent, and the plate is composed of rigid plane regions separated by
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Fig. 170. Framing camera sequence at 5000 pictures per second showing the tumbling generation of a 12.7 mm diameter
hard-steel cylinder of 38.1 mm length upon impingement at an initial velocity of 100 m/s against a 3.175 mm thick 2024-0
aluminum plate with an edge offset *@"0.75. The deformation of the deflector plate enhancing this tumbling is also
shown [285].
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Fig. 171. Two-moment interaction yield surface (Tresca type) [284].

a number p of straight hinges and length ¸
,

each. The angular rotation rate of the flat regions
across the hinges of angle h@ is hQ @

k
"wR ,

j
n
i
, where w is the transverse deformation and n

i
is the

component of the unit normal vector; the dissipation rate D@ is then given by

DQ @"(Qw!M)hQ @
k

(8.1)

where M and Q are the bending moments and (membrane) shear forces per unit length.
The Tresca yield condition has been linearized to form a two-moment limited interaction curve

in which interactions between hoop and longitudinal moments and those between corresponding
forces are maintained, but those between forces and moments are neglected. This results in a linear
four-dimensional surface in stress space, which, when applied to Eq. (8.1) gives

DQ @"M
YA1#

4w
h B hQ @

k
, (8.2)

where the yield moment M
Y
"(1/4)p

Y
h2, with p

Y
as the yield stress and h as the plate thickness. As

shown in Fig. 171, Eq. (8.2) completely circumscribes the actual yield surface and, when multiplied
by 0.618, lies entirely within this surface. Thus, if p

#-{
represents the collapse pressure predicted by

either the inscribed or circumscribed yield square, then

0.618p
#-{
4p

#-
4p

#-{
. (8.3)

The mode shape shown in Fig. 172 was adopted for the calculations; the geometry is defined by
the linear dimensions shown and the hinge angle h@. The transverse deflection w and incremental
area dA for the various regions can be expressed as a function of plate dimensions, maximum plate
deflection w

.!9
, and coordinate x, while the angular rotation rates of the five hinge lines, labeled by

numbers within circles in the diagram, hQ @
i
, can be similarly represented. To satisfy the hypothesis of

linear hinges, the actual contact region was replaced by a hexagon with the same area; since this
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Fig. 172. Mode shape hinge pattern used for deflector plate deformation analysis [284].

domain is small compared to that of the plate, this substitution will not significantly affect the plate
deformation. The equivalent contact area is denoted by A

%2
.

The details of the analysis, which is executed in dimensionless form are presented in [Ref. 284].
In terms of the geometry of Fig. 172, the edge offset can be expressed as

*@"(D@/C)#(B/¸@) (8.4)

with *@"1 when B"0, and the relation between the actual face area of the striker and the contact
dimensions is

C"DqJ[n/[(B/¸@)(B#D@)]. (8.5)

The correction factor q for the projectile face contact area in Eq. (8.5) is given by

q"[(/@!sin/@ cos/@)/n]1@2, *@(1; q"1, *@51,

where

/@"cos~1(1!2*@). (8.6)

The force exerted by the projectile on the plate is affected by the deformation of the plate and
varies during contact in magnitude, direction and point of application, since the actual projec-
tile/target interface area A

#
changes its position and also alters its shape. This is due to the induced

rotation of the striker, of mass m, relative to the deflector whose creation is the objective of this
operation. The striking configuration is symmetric with respect to the central in-plane axis of the
plate perpendicular to the free edge, and, thus, the interaction problem is two-dimensional.

In an inertial frame Oxyz, Fig. 173 portrays the projectile geometry and the force components F
x

and F
;

exerted by the plate in the plane of symmetry, with corresponding displacement compo-
nents, u

x
, u

:
and w. The contact point C, located at x

#
and z

#
, defining distance d@, is considered to

be fixed during contact. The current coordinate z-axis is parallel to and a distance RA from an initial
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Fig. 173. Projectile configuration and forces acting during plate impact. Blunt hard-steel striker of 12.7 mm diameter and
38.1 mm length. G"mass center, C"contact point, R@@ is the distance along the x-axis from the z-axis to the original
striker center liner [284].

projectile position. Neglecting friction and gravity, the rigid-body equations of motion for the
striker are solved subject to the observed condition that the trajectory angle h during contact with
the deflector plate remains small. The forces acting on the striker are obtained from the modal
solution of the plate deformation. The result is a set of coupled ordinary differential equations in
the dimensionless quantities representing u

x
, u

:
and angle '"h#h

0
, where h

0
is the angle

between the striker axis and the line from the contact point to mass center G (Fig. 173).
In order to decouple these relations, it was assumed that the plate displacement in the in-plane

direction x is proportional to that in the transverse direction, z, i.e.

u
x
"!Q@w, (8.7)

where Q@ represents the proportionality constant. Experimental results indicate that the ratio
represented by Q@ varied from 0.31 to 0.55, so the approximation represented by Eq. (8.7) is
reasonable. With this hypothesis, a linear second order ordinary differential equation is obtained in
dimensionless time for dimensionless displacement w* whose solution involves two harmonic
quantities and a constant term; this expression can be employed to derive all other quantities. The
final dimensional velocity components of the striker in the vertical in-plane plate deflector
direction, and in the transverse direction, z, are

uR
x&G

/v
0
"((1/k@)[Q@#(1

2
¸/S)(k@K!1)/(o

5
AI /m)]H, (8.8)

wR
G&

/v
0
"1!Ko

5
AI H/m (8.9)

while the final angular velocity, '0 "hQ is

'0
&
(h/v

0
)"(R/S) (1!k@K)H, with k@"o

5
h/o

4
¸. (8.10)

The parameter AI is the deflector plate depth (Fig. 172). Quantity K corrects the loading on the
plate for the equivalent contact area, while the term H converts the initial striker velocity v

0
to the

final kinematic values and depends on the location and area of the impact point and on the plate
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and hinge geometry and the densities of striker and target. For the sake of completeness, they are
represented below in terms of the dimensions of Fig. 173:

K"[1!Q@(2S/¸)#4I
G
/A

%26
o
4
¸3]/[k@D1#(S/R)2#4I

G
/A

%26
o
4
¸3 D] (8.11a)

and

H"T[1#(¸¸@/qo
5
h)]/C1#C(¸¸@/qo

5
h)(C/¸@)2G

4D@
¸@ A3!3

C
¸@

#C
C
¸@D

2

B
#A*A6!8 C

C
¸@D#3 C

C
¸@D

2

BHDNB*DU

TC2 A
C
¸@B

2

GA3
D@
¸@B A2!

C
¸@B#A*A3!2

C
¸@BHDNB*U (8.11b)

with auxiliary functions

A*"Asin 2h@#
B
¸@

cos h@B and B*"4
D@
¸@

#sin 2h@#
B
¸@

cos 2h@. (8.12)

8.2.3. Plate deflector kinematics: experimental results
Representative experimental results for the energy conversion produced by various deflector

plates are presented in Table 12; final plate deflections in the x and z directions are denoted by
u
x&

and w
&
.

Figs. 174—177 present the variation of the two linear and the angular final velocity components
as a function of edge offset for 3.18 mm thick 2024-0 Al and 2.38 mm thick mild steel deflector
plates for initial striker speeds of 100 and 125 m/s. The translational magnitudes are predicted quite
well, but there is substantially greater discrepancy between measured and calculated angular
velocities, attributed to the much greater sensitivity of the induced rotation to the precise position
of the impact, the difference between actual and hypothesized hinge positions, the simplifications of
the analysis, including the neglect of strain-rate effects, the boundary conditions assumed for the
deflector plate, and the localized deformation at the impact point, as well as to measurement errors.
The effect of the assumption represented by Eq. (8.7) is indicated by the jump of wR

&
in the data that

is not predicted by the theory.
The model prescribes a transverse contact pressure which starts at a finite value due to action of

the bending term, which is independent of plate deformation, and generates the maximum
transverse acceleration when the plate velocity is zero, contrary to what is expected; thus, the model
is not capable of adequately representing this pressure. Furthermore, the contact time quoted is
subject to a significant error since the interframe period was 0.2 ms.

The final in-plane, transverse and angular velocities, uR
x&
, wR

&
and '0

&
of the striker all increase with

its initial speed for the same *@. The terminal transverse speed generally and '0
&
uniformly decrease

with *@ up to a value of 0.75 for the same v
0
, beyond which the magnitude of these quantities

declined. The exception occurred when a 1.59 mm thick mild steel deflector plate was employed
where data for uR

x&
and wR

&
exhibited uniformly increasing or decreasing variations of linear nature,

with the intersection occurring at *@"0.75. An increase in plate thickness amplified the yield
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Table 12
Experimental deflector plate results [285]

Plate Offset v
0

uR
x&

wR
&

U0
&
"h0

&
Contact Kinetic

*@ (m/s)

u
x&
h

w
&

h

u
x&

w
&

(m/s) (m/s) (rad/s) time energy
Material Thickness (ms) loss

(mm) ¹
&
/¹

0

Al2024-0! 3.18 0.25 100 1.1 3.6 0.31 3.2 87.4 109 0.4 0.76
Al2024-0! 3.18 0.50 100 2.5 7.3 0.35 3.7 65.0 1032 0.60 0.44
Al2024-0! 3.18 1.00 100 4.5 10.0 0.45 30.3 18.0 1513 0.85 0.15
Al2024-0! 3.18 1.5 100 3.5 10.5 0.33 22.3 6.1 1122 0.80 0.07
Al2024-0 3.18 0.75 125 5.6 10.9 0.52 17.8 48.4 2730 0.66 0.11
Al2024-0 1.59 0.75 100 8.56 17.5 0.46 1.0 90.0 404 0.22 0.81
Al2024-0 1.59 1.25 100 15.4 27.5 0.56 0 42.5 1080 0.80 0.81
Al6061-T6 1.59 1.25 100 7.5 22.1 0.34 8.6 80.9 990 — 0.26
Al6061-T6 3.18 0.75 125 3.2 8.5 0.38 31.1 28.1 2310 0.66 0.15

Mild Stl. 1.59 0.75 100 9.8 20.0 0.49 1.9 63.9 625 0.40 0.20
Mild Stl. 1.59 1.25 100 11.3 22.8 0.49 18.1 19.6 1240 0.91 0.09
Mild Stl. 2.39 0.75 100 3.1 9.5 0.33 23.8 12.8 1370 0.80 0.10
Mild Stl. 2.39 1.25 100 2.4 8.8 0.28 21.3 0 890 0.66 0.04
Mild Stl 2.39 0.75 125 4.1 10.7 0.38 26.6 26.1 1990 0.70 0.12
Mild Stl. 2.39 1.25 125 6.1 13.1 0.46 20.3 14.5 1415 0.70 0.06

Lexan 6.35 0.75 100 — — — 9.5 63.9 215 0.40 0.42
Lexan 6.35 1.25 100 — — — 30.2 9.3 1450 1.00 0.13

!For these conditions, rectangular clay and clamped circular 2024-0 Al targets of 140 mm diameter were placed in the
path of the striker 170 mm from the deflector plate. m (striker)"0.354 kg; I

G
(striker)"4.39]10~6 kgm2.

moment and increased the rotational speed while decreasing the transverse final velocity. The final
transverse velocity decreased, and the rotational speed increased correspondingly as the deflector
plate material was varied from 2024-0 to 6061-T6 aluminum and thence to mild steel for constant
values of the initial velocity and plate thickness.

The experimental values of S/R and Q@ permitted an empirical representation of their variation
with *@ in the form

(S/R)"1!
1
10

*@2 and Q@"0.17 exp[!2(1!*@2)]. (8.13)

While agreement of the data with the predictions is reasonable, an improved, albeit much more
complicated model, that reduces the number of assumptions and avoids linearization, will prob-
ably provide substantially better correlation.

8.2.4. Block deflector arrangement
An alternative method for producing tumbling, more practical at higher muzzle velocities,

involved impingement of a similar 12.7 mm diameter flat-faced striker with an ¸/D ratio of 3 on
102 mm square blocks, 25.4 mm wide, of 2024-0 or 6061-T6 aluminum utilizing overlaps ranging
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Fig. 174. Experimental and predicted final velocity
components uR

x&
(dashed) and wR

&
(solid) curves of the

striker of Fig. 173 as a function of edge offset for initial
velocities v

0
"100 and 125 m/s. Tumbling is pro-

duced by a 3.175 mm thick 2024-0 Al deflector
plate [285].

Fig. 175. Experimental and predicted final angular
velocity '0

&
of the striker shown in Fig. 173 as a func-

tion of edge offset *@ for initial speeds of 100 and
125 m/s with tumbling produced by a 3.175 mm thick
2024-0 Al deflector plate [285].

Fig. 176. Experimental and predicted final trans-
verse velocity wR

&
of the striker shown in Fig. 173

for initial speeds of 100 and 125 m/s with tumbling
produced by a 1.59 mm thick mild-steel deflector
plate [285].

Fig. 177. Experimental and predicted final angu-
lar velocity '0

&
of the striker shown in Fig. 173 for

initial speeds of 100 and 125 m/s with tumbling
produced by 1.59 mm thick mild-steel deflector
plate [285].
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Fig. 178. Block tumbling generator showing furrow produced by projectile [287].

from *@"0.25 to 0.55, varied by virtue of a vertical position adjustment of the generator [287].
The yield and ultimate strengths of the 2024-0 block were 55.2 and 165.5 MPa, respectively; the
comparable values for the 6061-T6 generator were 295 and 320 MPa, respectively. Unlike the
situation for the plate deflector, whose plastic deformation had a significant influence in the energy
conversion to rotation, the edge offset for this more rigid barrier had to be limited to values less
than unity. A steel block was found unsuitable because it caused frequent fragmentation or severe
plastic deformation of the projectile. The arrangement permitted the development of angular
velocities up to 5000 rad/s at initial translational speeds of the order of 800 m/s.

As shown in Fig. 178, the projectile impact generates a furrow in the upper surface of the
generator with a variable cross-sectional shape in the form of a segment of a circle whose radius
diminishes from its initial value R with distance from the impact region. In a top view, this groove
intersects the top generator surface in a conical shape with a rounded tip; its length is determined
by the material properties of block and striker, by the initial velocity and the amount of overlap.
The original contact area A

C
depends on R and the magnitude of *@.

Metal removal from the trench occurs by a combination of compression and shear. The initial
partial contact of the front face of the striker and the presence of the free surface induce a vertical
component of velocity and a change of the impact angle h of the projectile that results in an upward
motion and an eventual separation from the block. However, in contrast to the plate deflector, the
angular position and velocity at the end of contact is not necessarily small. In consequence, an
exact solution of this impact situation requires the combination of the plastic response of the block
during material removal with the motion relations for the striker. This complicated problem which
cannot be readily simplified as in Section 8.2.2, must be solved numerically using a program such as
DYNA-3D—which may even be reduced to a problem of axial symmetry—with a subroutine
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Table 13
Motion conversion of a 12.7 mm diameter cylinder, 38.1 mm long, from pure translation to translation and tumbling by
a 102]102]25.4 mm block of 2024-0 Aluminum [287]

Run no. Initial velocity Edge offset Final velocity Angular velocity Oblique angle after
v
0

(m/s) *@ v
&
(m/s) '0 (rad/s) generator impact

(deg)

1 365 0.28 332 1184 8.2
2 393 0.40 329 1652 10.3
3 560 0.46 240 2805 16.7
4 554 0.26 444 871 4.9
5 555 0.54 208 3870 20.1

permitting plug formation (such as SAND [35]. This will provide the terminal velocities and
orientations of the striker at the end of contact with the generator. In the course of tumbling
production, the in-plane force F

x
will remain relatively small.

Test results indicate that, for identical values of v
0
, greater overlap increases the rotational speed

and the oblique angle at the end of generator contact, as well as groove length ¸
'
while decreasing

the translational velocity. Similarly, for the same offset, a greater initial speed increases the angular
velocity.

8.2.5. Energy conversion using an aluminum block tumbling generator
Conversion from pure translation to a combination of translation and tumbling was achieved by

impingement with varying degrees of edge offset *@ representing the percentage of overlap of the
striker and deflector. The results of a series of control tests are represented in Table 13.

8.3. Target response

8.3.1. Experimental results

8.3.1.1. Test set-up. All tests utilized a flat-faced hard-steel cylinder with a diameter of 12.7 mm, an
aspect ratio of three, a dynamic yield strength of 1.4 GPa and a shear strength of q

Y
"0.80 GPa.

A few test sequences employed a 2024-0 Al plate deflector [285]; in most cases, tumbling was
produced by a 6061-T6 aluminum block [287—292]. The experimental arrangement for both cases
is similar to that depicted in Fig. 86 except for the interspersion of the generator between gun
muzzle and target and a catcher box behind the final velocity measurement device.

8.3.1.2. Results using plate tumbling generator. The projectiles were initially fired with a speed
v
0
"100 m/s before being subjected to tumbling at various degrees of overlap [285]. They

subsequently impinged either clay targets of 65 mm thickness (specific gravity 1.65) or 2024-0
aluminum targets 3.19 mm thick at various uncontrolled impact angles. The clay was perforated or
nearly perforated only for offsets of 0.25 and 0.5, where the translational velocity subsequent to
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Fig. 179(a)—(e). Typical crater profiles produced by tumbling strikers (as depicted in Fig. 173) with pretumbling velocities
of 100 m/s in 65 mm thick clay targets for various edge offsets *@ resulting in various striking angular velocities [285].

tumbling initiation was still relatively high. Typical results are shown in Fig. 179a and b. The
observed uniform crater width indicated minimal turning of the projectile after entry.

At higher offsets (Fig. 179c—e), the translational speed was insufficient to perforate, but the
projectiles exhibited noticeable rotation. Typical craters for the 3.175 mm thick 2024-0 Al targets
are shown in Fig. 180. The ballistic limit v

50
of the aluminum plates at normal incidence without

tumbling was found to be just below 100 m/s and perforation occurred by plugging.
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Fig. 180. Typical crater profiles in 3.175 mm thick aluminum target plates produced by tumbling projectiles striking at
various impact (or trajectory) angles due to various generator edge offsets for muzzle velocities of 100 m/s [285].
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Fig. 181. Experimental non-dimensional velocity drop as a function of trajectory angle for 12.7 mm diameter thick 6061-
T6 plates struck by blunt-faced cylindrical tumbling projectiles. Points: data. Solid line: best fit [287, 288].

Perforation of the aluminum plates also ensued for values of *@"0.25 and 0.50, with target
tearing and production of a tongue-shaped petal; above these offsets, perforation was absent. The
present data indicate that a plate can be perforated by a tumbling striker with a kinetic energy less
than half of that at the ballistic limit at normal incidence in pure translation, and this value may be
as low as 25% provided there is sufficient concurrent rotation; it is not known whether this result is
also valid at higher initial values of v

0
.

8.3.1.3. Block generator results
(1) General conditions: The principal data obtained from these sequences [287—291] concerned

the final striker velocity and the terminal oblique angle b
&
as a function of the impact angle, using

a statistical trial-and-error technique for various impact angles and initial speeds. Typical test
results for 140 mm diameter 12.7 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates are presented in Figs. 181
and 182. The tumbling ballistic limit for a trajectory angle h"30° is 360 m/s and at h"50°, it is
450 m/s. At normal incidence without tumbling, v

50
was found to be 89, 66 and 41 m/s for 6.4, 4.8

and 3.2 mm thick 6061-T6 Al plates, respectively. By extrapolation, tumbling increases the ballistic
limit substantially, corroborating the conclusions of the previous section.

The velocity drop increases with impact angle, more rapidly the lower the initial speed, but the
oblique angle first drops in absolute value, returning to the initial magnitude at a trajectory angle
of h"50°, apparently maintaining this value beyond; again, lower initial velocities exaggerate this
trend. Crater lengths are much larger than in normal perforation; they as well as the velocity drop
and oblique angle are apparently stabilized at trajectory angles of 50°, as in grazing impact.
Phenomenologically, for small values of h, the failure modes consisted essentially of plugging and
hole enlargement, with petalling manifesting itself at higher trajectory angles. At still higher
angular levels, target failure by tearing occurs as in side-on impact.
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Fig. 182. Experimental final oblique angle as a function of trajectory angle for 12.7 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates
struck by 12.7 mm diameter hard-steel, blunt cylindrical tumbling projectiles. Points: data. Solid line: best fit [287, 288].

Craters in perforated targets of steel and polycarbonate were examined in [Ref. 292]. Experi-
mental results were also compared to the values obtained from a numerical solution using
DYNA-3D.

8.3.2. Analytical model
The predictions of target response to a tumbling projectile are critically dependent on the

attitude as well as the translational and rotational speed of the striker at the instant of first contact.
The impact model for the deflector plate, while providing ballpark results for these parameters
compared to test data, does not provide sufficiently accurate information to serve as definitive
initial conditions for the tumbling impact problem; the same situation, perhaps in aggravated form,
would exist for the block deflector. Since a precise specification of these initial conditions is crucial
for the evaluation of target reaction, this response will be based on the experimentally observed
data for both the analytical model and a numerical simulation. Furthermore, frictional effects will
be ignored.

8.3.2.1. Thin targets. Thin targets, defined as those where the ratio of initial thickness to striker
diameter h

0
/D41

2
, are represented as two-dimensional plates where wave propagation in the

transverse direction is ignored. Observations indicate that three primary modes of deformation
occur at different stages of the process [288]: (1) plugging during initial perforation, (2) hole
enlargement (which does not occur for normal impact) and (3) front-face petaling, as shown in Fig.
183. Stages (1) and (2) ordinarily occur simultaneously; stage (3) is found only when a transition
from hole enlargement exists. These deformation mechanisms are closely related or identical to
those found in and modeled for other types of non-ideal impact conditions, discussed previously.
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Fig. 183. Perforation stages in thin plates pro-
duced by a tumbling projectile [288].

Fig. 184(a)—(c). Projectile geometry during tumbling perfor-
ation of a thin target by a blunt cylindrical undeformable
striker [288].

The targets are characterized here as rigid/perfectly plastic (without strain hardening) and the
projectile is considered as undeformable.

Initial target failure occurs at the upper edge of the projectile/target interface and spreads upon
further penetration as shown in Fig. 183 with the contact area instantaneously acquiring the
velocity of the projectile, somewhat similar to the formation of a petal. This contrasts to normal
impact where contact is produced instantaneously over the entire frontal face of a blunt cylinder.
The striker obliquity and rotation produce a plug whose cross section approximates an ellipse if the
angular velocity is not too large, as indicated in Fig. 184. Tumbling coupled with obliquity results
in an indentation between the lateral striker surface and the target in the later petaling stage (3), the
last of Figs. 183. Once the projectile center is intercepted by the target forming a semi-elliptic
contact region, indentation ceases and hole enlargement or petaling ensues, depending upon
a transition criterion. In view of the short duration of plugging, crater pile-up is small and hence
ignored. Plugging continues until the entire striker face is no longer in touch with the target.
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(1) Plugging: This process is analyzed by a finite-difference approach for time step *tSiT, with
index i denoting the instant of interest, during which there are displacement x

G
SiT and z

G
SiT of the

projectile mass center and an increase of contact area *A
1
SiT due to plugging. A method suggested

in Ref. [94] is applied whereby the total energy consumed, E
505

, consists of that due to peripheral
shear, E

S
, that due to inelastic impact with the plug, E

1
, resulting in plastic deformation, and ¹

1
,

the kinetic energy of the plug; the rate of this dissipation equals the power applied by the projectile.
The term E

S
has been characterized as relatively insensitive to initial velocity [94]; its magnitude is

assumed to be the same as for normal impact, where a cylindrical plug of the same diameter as that
of the projectile is presumed to be generated, and is given by

E
S
"1

2
[m/(m

1
#m)]mv2

50
"1

2
mv2

50A
o¸

o¸#o
5
hB. (8.14)

The energy per unit area required for peripheral shear, e
S
"E

S
/2nRh, is assumed to be constant for

a given set of projectile and target materials and has been determined from normal impact test
results. In tumbling perforation during time step *tSiT, where area *A is swept out, the change in
E
S

is given by

*E
S
"e

S
*A

1
SiT. (8.15)

The elliptical contact area and geometry indicated in Fig. 184 involving the coordinates of points
P@, G, N and K (defined by corresponding subscripts), as well as distance TN at time tSiT are
expressed as

A
x

R/cos hSiTB
2
#(y/R)2"1, (8.16)

where

z
P{

SiT"z
G
SiT#1

2
¸ cos hSiT#R sin hSiT;

x
N
S jT"TN"TM!MN"

R
cos hS jT

!z
P{

S jT/(sinhS jT cos hS jT)"x
K
S jT, j"i, j"i#1. (8.17)

From Eq. (8.16),

y
K
S jT"[R2!x

K
S jT2 cos2 hS jT]1@2, j"i, j"i#1. (8.18)

Due to the projectile obliquity and consequent effective target thickness h
%&&
"h

0
/cos hSiT,

*A
1
SiT+2h

%&&
[(y

K
Si#1T!y

K
SiT)2#(x

K
Si#1T!x

K
SiT)2]1@2. (8.19)

The velocity at N, v
N
SiT, normal to the projectile face, is

v
N
SiT"wR

G
SiT cos hSiT!uR

xG
SiT sin hSiT#(R!Mz

P{
SiT/sinhSiTN)h0 SiT, (8.20)

where wR
G

and uR
xG

are the velocity components of G in the z and x directions.
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The energy increment *E
1
needed induce plastic deformation throughout the plug that accounts

for the projectile and plug achieving a common velocity at time tSiT is

*E
1
SiT"1

2
[(*m

1
SiTm)/(*m

1
SiT#m)]v2

N
SiT,

with

*m
1
SiT"h

0
(y

K
SiT#y

K
Si#1T) Dx

N
SiT!x

N
Si#1TDo

5
. (8.21)

Initially, the target component in contact with the striker instantly attains the velocity of that part
of the projectile normal to the front surface, v

N
, so that the kinetic energy of the plug is expressed in

terms of Eqs. (8.20) and (8.21b) as

*¹
1
SiT"1

2
*m

1
SiTv2

N
SiT. (8.22)

The instantaneous power is given by

F
"
SiTv

N
SiT"(*E

505
SiT/*t)"(*E

S
#*E

1
#*¹

1
)/*t (8.23)

permitting the determination of the force F
"
SiT acting normal to the frontal surface of the

projectile. Furthermore, the resisting pressure from lateral indentation along arc MK (Fig. 184)
occurs at the value p

Y
over a span [z

P{
SiT/sinhSiT](R. The force F

L
and moment M

L
acting on

the lateral surface in terms of distance z
P{
, the distance from point P@ to the front target surface are

given by

F
L
SiT"2 P

1@2n

d0
p
Y

sin d A
Rh

0
cos hSiTB dd; M

L
SiT"2 P

1@2n

d0
p
Y
¸* sin d A

Rh
0

cos hSiTBdd, (8.24)

where, from Fig. 184, angle d
0

and distance ¸* are given by

d
0
SiT"tan~1UN/NK"tan~1[(R!z

P{
SiT/sin hSiT)/JR2!(R!z

P{
SiT/sin hSiT)2] (8.25)

and

¸*SiT"1
2
¸!R sin d

0
tan hSiT#(R!z

P{
SiT/sin hSiT)tan hSiT

which, with C
1
"R!z

P{
/sin h and C

2
"JR2!C2

1
yields for Eqs. (8.24),

F
L
SiT"2p

Y
h
0
C

2
/cos hSiT

and

M
L
SiT"(p

Y
h
0
/cos hSiT)[(¸#2C

1
tan hSiT)C

2
!tan hSiT(1

2
nR2!d

0
R2#C

1
C

2
)] (8.26)

(2) Hole enlargement: The observed edge pile-up around the crater at low impact angles is
different from that predicted and experimentally found for other axisymmetric hole enlargement
processes where a uniform radial velocity prevails [292]. Here, an asymmetric velocity distribution
is present over a portion of the hole with all velocity vectors parallel and the initial radius of the
model is not zero as hypothesized previously. The present case, assumed to take place at constant
yield stress p

Y
in an xyz coordinate system, is represented in Fig. 185 with the variable thickness

hM SyT of the plate attaining a maximum hM
.!9

at point B whose position is y
B
. It is assumed that hM

.!9
is of the same magnitude as for the axisymmetric case, but the local thickness value hM in the
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Fig. 185(a), (b). Sketch of plate thickening during asymmetric hole enlarge-
ment due to a tumbling projectile [288].

Fig. 186. Cross section of material
deposition on crater edge (Bethe
model, [294]) [288].

upper-half of the crater decreases quadratically to the original plate thickness h
0

at point 0, the
initial intersection of the projectile axis and the target, where no plate thickening occurs and which
also denotes the center of the lower circular portion of the crater. This point also corresponds to the
hypothetical position for zero hole radius in the enlargement model [293]. The thickness variation
for the upper crater half is specified in terms of constants a

1
, a

2
and a

3
as

hSyT"a
1
#a

2
y#a

3
y2. (8.27)

In the present analysis, a version of a symmetric enlargement theory due to Bethe [294] will be
employed, modified to account for a non-zero initial hole radius R

0
; this provides a lower bound

for the hole expansion. The method results in a different stress distribution and lip height at the
edge of the hole, but is just as useful as the technique employed in Ref. [294]. The corresponding
contour is sketched in Fig. 186 [288] in terms of radial and circumferential coordinates r and h.
Based on the yield conditions p

rr
"p

Y
and constancy of volume denoted by h

.!9
r
B
"h

0
r
P
, the

maximum height h
.!9

is given by

h
.!9

/h
0
"1#J1!(R

0
/r

B
)2 (8.28)

Here, R
0

is the initial hole radius before enlargement and r
B

is that from the centerline to the
maximum lip height; r

P
is the radius of the plastic boundary. To correlate the contours given by

Eqs. (8.27) and (8.28), the boundary conditions for the first relation are given by
hM S0T"1#J1!(R

0
/r

B
)2 and hS$RT"h

0
; in terms of Eq. (8.28), this leads to

hM SyT"h
.!9

!(h
.!9

!h
0
) (y/R)2. (8.29)
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Fig. 187(a)— (d). Petaling process [288].

The forces and moments are here also expressed by Eqs. (8.24) with hM replacing h
0
; noting that

y"R cos d so that

hM SdT"h
.!9

sin2 d#h
0
cos2 d (8.30)

and substituting Eq. (8.30) in the revised Eqs. (8.24) and integration yields

F
L
SiT"

2
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R
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(2h
.!9

#h
0
)p

Y
,

M
L
SiT"[1

2
¸#(R#z

P{
SiT/sinhSiT)tan hSiT]F

L
SiT!(nR2 tan hSiTp

Y
/8 cos hSiT)

](h
0
#3h

.!9
) (8.31)

which are analogous to Eqs. (8.24).

(3) Front petaling: Beyond a certain impact angle, here found to be 15° for 4.8 mm thick
6061-:T6 aluminum plate, front petaling [46] rather than hole enlargement occurs after initial
perforation (Fig. 187) [288]. The petal width is nearly uniform and approximates the striker
diameter. Energy dissipation occurs primarily as the result of shear fracture of the petal, localized
plastic shearing adjacent to the fracture zone and kinetic energy and bending of the petal. The
analysis is based on the work of Mai and Cotterell [273].

(3a) Fracture energy rate: The work *¼
1

required to advance a crack by length *x in the target
under assumed constant ultimate shear stress q

6
is

*¼
1
"2P

h0

0

q
6
*x(h

0
!y) dy"q

6
h2
0
*x. (8.32)

(3b) ¸ocalized work in shear zone contiguous to the torn edge: The plastic work increment
required to produce the thin lip of width s on the petal edges shown in Fig. 187 in the absence of
strain-hardening is given by Mai and Cotterell [273]

*¼
2
"(1/J3)(4h

0
sp

Y
c
.!9

)*x, (8.33)
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where c
.!9

"J3e
6T

is the maximum shear strain and e
6T

is the ultimate tensile strain. The width s is
determined experimentally; approximately, s"3h

0
.

(3c) Kinetic energy of the petal: The petal, in contact with the lateral projectile surface, is
assumed to instantly attain the normal velocity component of the striker at point M in Fig. 184,
given by

v
M
SiT"wR

G
sin hSiT#uR

9
cos hSiT![1

2
¸!z

P@SiT/cos hSiT] h0 SiT (8.34)

so that

*¹
1%5

"1
2
*mv

M
SiT2"o

5
h
0
Rv2

M
SiT*t. (8.35)

(3d) Bending energy of the petal: The energy dissipated in this process is

*¼
1%5

"4RP
1@2h0

0

[p
Y
/i]*x sds"1

2
[p

Y
rh2

0
*x]/i, (8.36)

where the radius of curvature i"h
0
/2e

T
[273] and e

T
is the tensile strain. The larger the trajectory

angle and hence i, the less energy is dissipated. In the present model, the value of e
T

will be taken at
its maximum e

6T
.

(3e) Force F
L

and moment M
L

acting on lateral projectile surface: The applicable force relation is
similar to Eq. (8.23) so that

[*¼
1
#*¼

2
#*¹

1%5
#*¼

1%5
]/*t"F

L
v
M
SiT (8.37)

and with (*x/*t)"v
M
SiTcos hSiT, there results upon substitution of Eqs. (8.32)—(8.36),
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(3f ) Projectile motion: The equations of motion for the projectile of mass m"nR2¸ in terms of
the x—z coordinate system shown in Fig. 173 are

F
x
SiT"mẍ

G
SiT, F

;
SiT"mz̈

G
SiT, M

G
SiT"I

G
h$ SiT, (8.39)

where I
G
"m[ 1

12
¸2#1

4
R2]. The initial conditions are

hS0T"h
0
; h0 S0T"u

0
; uR

x
S0T"v

0
sin h

0
; zR S0T"v

0
cos h

0
(8.40)

and the forces and moments are given by

F
x
"F

"
sin h!F

L
cos h; F

z
"!F

"
cos h!F

L
sin h; M"M

L
!M

"
, (8.41)

where the components of Eqs. (8.41) are given by Eqs. (8.20), (8.23), (8.26), (8.31) and (8.38).

(3g) Numerical solutions: The phenomelogical model described by Eqs. (8.14)—(8.41) was evalu-
ated using Fortran, providing the prediction of the final velocity, oblique angle and rotational
speed of the projectile as well as the crater length determined from the striker orientation at
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perforation. In addition, the event was simulated using the finite element program DYNA-3D for
a material model specified as type 20 and a slide surface SAND [35]. This incorporates a plastic
yield stress that is a function of current effective plastic strain as well as a linear work-hardening
law, and a local plastic modulus E

P
that depends on Young’s modulus E and the local tangent

modulus E
5!

as follows:

E
P
"(E#E

5!
]/[E!E

5!
] (8.42)

Two failure measures were incorporated in this program: (i) an effective plastic ultimate strain
criterion which, when attained, sets all shear stresses to zero, so that the stress state remains
hydrostatic subsequently, and (ii) a hydrostatic tension based criterion which, when exceeded,
provides for complete failure of the element.

(3h) Experimental results and comparisons [287–292]: Tests performed on 6061-T6 aluminum
plates ranging in thickness from 1.6 to 6.4 mm indicated nearly cylindrical plug generation for
impact (or trajectory) angles less than 50°. Plastic hole enlargement developed concurrently when
the angle dropped below 14°, resulting in crater lip formation, while front petaling initiated by two
major cracks propagating outward resulting in a mode III tearing fracture [46, 209]. At still higher
impact angles, h"21°, dual plugging was produced, as shown in Fig. 188. Above h"50°, the
failure mechanism consisted of plastic punching (Fig. 189). Crater lengths increase with impact
angle, but above h"50°, stabilized at 40 mm, slightly greater than the projectile length. A few cases
of combinations of partial side petaling [287] and plugging occurred at high impact angles and low
collision speeds. Failure phenomena in 4130 steel plates were similar to those in aluminum [292]
Experiments involving thin plates of polycarbonate exhibited a nearly circular plug in normal or
low impact-angle perforation, with a final hole radius much smaller than the projectile size due to
viscoelastic recovery. At greater angularity, front or side petaling is produced due to contact with
the lateral striker surface, as shown in Fig. 190. Subsequent to perforation, the deformed part of the
plate exhibits substantial recovery [292].

Comparisons of the experimental results, the predictions of the analytical model and the
finite-element computations are presented in Figs. 191—193 as a function of impact angle for an
initial oblique angle of b"5° and initial striking speeds of 450 m/s. The velocity drop and crater
length increase moderately with h, as expected; the final oblique angle exhibits oscillatory behavior
up to an approximate level of h"40°, beyond which it remains constant. Correlation between the
three methods of quantification is reasonable considering the difficulties of measurement and the
assumptions and approximations inherent in both the analytical model and the computer results.
The largest discrepancies, which occurred in the final oblique angle, are partly due to the
asymmetric force distribution on the striker during perforation, which could not be fully incorpor-
ated in the models (Fig. 192).

8.3.2.2. Moderately thick targets: analysis. Targets with depths in excess of h/D"0.5, but with
h/¸[2 are considered to be moderately thick. Test data indicated that penetration occurred as the
result of the four consecutive processes of (1) erosion, (2) plugging, (3) hole enlargement, and (4)
petaling (or crack propagation); these are sketched in Fig. 194 [291]. Many of these features
parallel the damage processes in thin plates, but there are some significant differences. Erosion is
absent for zero initial impact angle h"0, and petaling was found not to occur until h exceeded 25°.
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Fig. 188. Impact and distal sides of a 4.8 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plate after perforation by a tumbling blunt-faced
cylindrical projectile of hard steel with a 12.7 mm diameter and an ¸/D"3. Initial velocity: 511 m/s; impact angle: 21.2°;
initial oblique angle: 8.3°. Failure modes: plugging and petaling [290].

The model, which again involves a rigid-perfectly plastic target and an undeformable projectile,
will concentrate on small impact angles (h(25°) where no petaling occurs; further, global
deformation is neglected.

(1) Erosion: This stage is present until the entire face of the striker has made contact with the
target which, for small impact angles at the present initial velocities, will take place in times of the
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Fig. 189. Impact and distal sides of a 6.4 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plate after perforation by a tumbling blunt
cylindrical projectile of hard steel with a 12.7 mm diameter and an ¸/D"3. Initial velocity: 446 m/s; impact angle: 53.3°;
initial oblique angle: 10.3°. Failure mode: tearing fracture [290].

order of 10 ks; this justifies neglect of the presence of the distal face. The process is similar to that
studied in [Refs. 41, 295]. Effective penetration into an infinite medium is considered to occur at
constant indentation pressure p, taken at thrice the value of the target material yield stress p

Y
[171]. Since the coefficient of friction was found to be of the order of 0.05 [295], the corresponding
force was also neglected in the present analysis.
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Fig. 190. Impact and distal sides of a 3.2 mm thick polycarbonate plate after perforation by a tumbling blunt cylindrical
projectile of hard steel with a 12.7 mm diameter and an ¸/D"3. Initial velocity: 271 m/s; impact angle: 37.4°: initial
oblique angle: 12.4°. Failure modes: incomplete plugging and front petaling [292].
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Fig. 191. Experimental, analytical and numerical results of non-dimensional velocity drop as a function of impact angle
for 4.8 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates struck by tumbling blunt cylindrical projectiles of hard steel with a 12.7 mm
diameter and an ¸/D"3. Initial velocity: 450 m/s; initial oblique angle: 5° [289, 290].

Fig. 192. Experimental, analytical and numerical results of final oblique angle as a function of impact angle for 4.8 mm
thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates struck by tumbling blunt cylindrical projectiles of hard steel with a 12.7 mm diameter and
an ¸/D"3. Initial velocity: 450 m/s; initial oblique angle: 5° [290].
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Fig. 193. Experimental, analytical and numerical results of crater length as a function of impact angle for 4.8 mm thick
6061-T6 aluminum plates struck by tumbling blunt cylindrical projectiles of hard steel with a 12.7 mm diameter and an
¸/D"3. Striking velocity: 450 m/s; initial oblique angle: 5° [289, 290].

The geometry of the process presented in Fig. 195. The terms bSiT"z
P{
/cos hSiT and z

P{
are given by the first of Eqs. (8.17). With sSiT,z

P{
/cos hSiT and d

0
"sin~1(0@D/R) where

0@D"(R!s!z{)/tan h (Fig. 195),

d
0
"sin~1(1!Ms!z@N/R tan h) (8.43)

analogous to the first of Eqs. (8.25). The force and moments induced at the projectile face are
given by
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which upon integration, yield
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Similarly, the force and moments on the lateral surface of the projectile
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Fig. 194(1)—(4). Schematic of a perforation process by a tumbling blunt undeformable cylindrical projectile in moder-
ately thick plates [291].

For normal impact, where instantaneous contact over the entire projectile face occurs, erosion does
not exist and penetration starts with plugging.

(2) Plugging. Plugging initiates when the entire projectile face is in contact with the target. As in
the case of normal impact, detailed in [Ref. 212], this stage consists of indentation, plug formation,
plug slipping and post perforation deformation, as sketched in Fig. 196a—d; plate bending is
neglected based on experimental observations. The axial striker speed v

z{
is much smaller than the

velocity of the plastic wave c
P
"(p

YCS
!p

Y
)/o

5
v
z{

[212], about 5300 m/s here, which will propagate
away from the interface, producing plastic deformation in the material ahead of the striker, as
indicated in Fig. 196a and b. The erosion process could also be called a wave propagation stage.

The striker moves both axially and in the transverse direction and is also subjected to rotation:
forces and moments act both on its frontal and lateral surfaces. Regions denoted by 1, 2, 3, and
4 denote the undeformable striker, the deformed plug portion, the outer target domain and the
undeformed plug segment ahead of the projectiles; the subscripts for the dimensions shown in
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Fig. 195(a)—(c). Projectile/target geometry during erosion stage for moderately thick targets upon impact by a tumbling
blunt cylindrical projectile [291].

Fig. 196 denote these regions referred to the rear of the projectile. Separation of the plug occurs
when it attains the same velocity as the striker—its final velocity—while the projectile is still
decelerated by pressure p. The sequential phases shown include rotation of both striker and the
target region, with consequent increase in the effective thickness of the plate, h

%&&
"h"h

0
/cos h.

The forces acting on the front projectile face in each of the stages are identical to those given in
[Ref. 212], except that consecutive velocities are adjusted for the change in angularity *h during
each time step *t, indicated by index i, as in the Section on Plugging of Thin Targets. For
conciseness, relations for forces and velocities, with reference to Fig. 196, are repeated below (with
zR @
1
"v

1
, zR @

2
"v

2
, etc.):

(2a) Indentation (Fig. 196a).
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3
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This phase terminates when either plug formation or separation commences, the latter occurring
when the peripheral stress attains the ultimate shear q

6
.

(2b) Plug formation (Fig. 196b):
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This stage ends when the shock front pressure reaches peripheral shear q
6
, i.e.

p
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A"2nRq
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3
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Fig. 196(a)—(d). Projectile action on moderately thick targets during plugging [291]. v
z{

and v
x{

are the axial and
transverse velocities of the striker. Regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 denote the striker, the deformed plug portion, the outer target
and the undeformed plug segment ahead of the projectile, respectively. Numerical subscripts along z@ correspond to these
regions, measured from the back of the striker.

(2c) Plug separation from rear face of target (Fig. 196c): This event generates a force on the
striker face composed of lateral momentum transfer and peripheral shear given by
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The stage ends either when the plug is detached from the target, i.e. perforation, or the plug attains
projectile velocity v

1
at an earlier time.
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(2d) Plug slipping (Fig. 196d): This occurs when the plug is virtually entirely excised, has attained
a uniform thickness and travels with speed v

4
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2
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1
, yielding
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(2e) Post-perforation deformation: This situation arises when the plug is separated from the
target before attaining projectile velocity; this did not occur in the investigation described due to
the low impact velocity involved. If a shock wave traverses the plug after separation,
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but this ceases when v
4
Pv

1
.

(3) Hole enlargement: This action takes place after plug detachment and arises from a static and
dynamic component of pressure exerted on the crater by the striker; it occurs under conditions
intermediate between plane stress and plane strain. In view of the low impact angles utilized, the
dynamic component is neglected, while the static pressure is considered as for an axisymmetric
case. Observations and calculations indicate that this pressure is reasonably approximated by
p+3p

Y
, corresponding to a case of plane strain. A substantial pile-up of material was found at the

crater edge, but this thickening of the plate was not included in the present model since the neglect
of bulging in the analysis was considered to be substantially counterbalanced by an overestimation
of the applied pressure p. Hole enlargement ceases when there is total loss of contact of the
projectile with the target or when petaling ensues.

(4) Petaling: Cracks are produced upon plug ejection; when the impact angle h reaches a critical
value (25° for 12.7 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum target), the tearing forces initiate crack propaga-
tion. The petaling so produced can be analyzed by the methods described in the section concerned
with petaling analysis for thin targets.

(5) »oid generation: Projectile rotation during penetration may produce voids in the target that
had previously been in contact, as indicated in Fig. 194. At these locations, the pressure is zero;
furthermore, such a condition is also obtained when the normal projectile velocity is directed
inward rather than outward. This contingency was examined by embedding a fixed grid in the
projectile surface and examining the state of stress and direction of the velocity at each element
center. When either of the above conditions was present, that element had reached its terminal
configuration, permitting the evaluation of the crater profile [291].

(6) Bulging: Bulging was found to occur in both normal and tumbling perforation; the crater
retained a cylindrical shape with a diameter equal to that of the projectile only for a fraction of the
thickness, found experimentally to be about 0.3h

0
. Beyond, the cavity expanded linearly with depth

in the form of a frustrum of a cone with a hemispherical segment at its tip, bulging out from the
distal surface of the target. This feature has also been found previously in foam plates under normal
impact of a cylindrical projectile [296] with a cylindrical crater ranging from 0.15h

0
to 0.34h

0
, close
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Fig. 197. Experimental and analytical results of non-dimensional velocity drop for 12.7 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum
plates struck by a hard-steel blunt cylindrical projectile with a diameter of 12.7 mm and an ¸/D"3 as a function of initial
impact angle. Initial translational velocities: 350 and 500 m/s; oblique angle: 8.0° [291].

to the present value. In the tests described in Refs. [287, 292], the inclination of the cone generator
to the striker axis was found to be nearly constant at 15°. Bulging can not be neglected in the
present analysis; it is included in the plug separation stage of this section. At the time of separation,
when the shock front thrust is about to exceed q

6
,

z@
3
SiT#h!z@

2
SiT"p

YCS
A/2nRq

6

"0.78h (8.54)

from material property data, close to test results.
The motion of the projectile is once more governed by Eq. (8.39).

8.3.3. Comparison of analytical predictions and experimental results
A comparison of predicted an experimental results of the velocity drop for tumbling 12.7 mm

diameter hard-steel projectiles with an ¸/D ratio of 3 striking 12.7 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum
plates is presented in Figs. 197 and 198; a similar correlation for the final oblique angle is shown in
Figs. 199 and 200 [291]. Considering the nature of the model, the agreement for the velocity drop is
very good, but less so for the oblique angle. The predictions are in better agreement with the data at
low impact angles, but are overestimated at higher values of h since then the failure mode tends to
shift from the hole enlargement mechanism used in the calculations for this model to petaling
which consumes less energy.

The correspondence between the analytical model results and test data for the final plug velocity
is also very good, with the lower calculated values differing by an average of 3% for all the runs,
with a single discrepancy as high as 15%. The final plug velocity exceeds that of the striker from
a minimum of 4 m/s to a maximum of 90 m/s, which, incidentally, corresponds to the largest
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Fig. 198. Experimental and analytical results of non-dimensional velocity drop for 12.7 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum
plates struck by a blunt cylindrical projectile with a diameter of 12.7 mm and an ¸/D"3 as a function of initial impact
angle. Initial translational velocities: 500 and 630 m/s; oblique angle: 3° [291].

Fig. 199. Experimental and analytical results of final oblique angle for 12.7 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates struck by
a blunt cylindrical projectile with a 12.7 mm diameter and an ¸/D"3 as a function of initial impact angle. Initial
translational velocities: 350 and 500 m/s; oblique angle: 8.0° [291].

difference in experimental and analytical values for the velocity drop. However, the final oblique
angles for the plug are not at all well predicted, as the corresponding calculations are much more
sensitive to the input parameters; furthermore, an accurate photographic measurement is quite
difficult. Fig. 201 provides a comparison of the computed and measured crater sections, which is
quite reasonable.
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Fig. 200. Experimental and analytical results of final oblique angle for 12.7 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates struck by
a blunt cylindrical projectile with a 12.7 mm diameter and an ¸/D"3 as a function of impact angle. Striking
translational velocities: 500 and 630 m/s; oblique angle: 3.0° [291].

Fig. 201. Cross section of crater profiles for 12.7 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates formed by perforating tumbling
blunt hard-steel cylindrical projectiles of 12.7 mm diameter and ¸/D"3. Left: experimental; right: analytical. Initial and
final data for five runs [291].
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8.3.3.1. Thick targets. The mechanisms involved in the impact of tumbling projectiles on thick
targets consist of erosion, modeled in a manner analogous to that presented in the corresponding
section for targets of intermediate thickness, followed by penetration until the striker is arrested.
The latter phase has not yet been properly modeled, but must consider compression of the target
ahead of the penetrating projectile as well as lateral displacement, effected by plastic wave
propagation. Striker rotation and hole enlargement may have to be taken into account, although,
in most practical situations, rotation will be arrested long before the striker is fully stopped.
Consideration of voids as described in part (5) of section 8.3.2.2 of the previous section will not be
too significant; furthermore, the mechanisms of plugging, petaling and bulging will be absent.
Obviously, this event can be readily modeled using a finite element analysis. However, since,
presumably, this type of impact is not of major importance (as it generally will not threaten any
critical elements), it is not surprising that it has not been studied in a systematic manner up to the
present time.

8.4. Tumbling produced by oblique or yawed impact

The previous sections pertained to plate penetration or perforation by projectiles or rods that
exhibit tumbling motion prior to initial target contact. However, in all oblique or yawed impacts,
such tumbling motion is induced in the striker due to non-centroidal application of the resultant
force. This generates effects similar to those described above, although the magnitude of the
rotations may be significantly smaller than when deliberately generated.

A particular hypervelocity study of the rotation induced in rods of 2024-T86 aluminum and 4130
steel heat-treated to R

C
50 when striking targets of similar material, 2024-T3 aluminum and 4340

steel with a hardness of R
C
of 30—35 at obliquity b without significant initial yaw has been described

in Ref. [297]. The aspect ratio of the strikers ranged from 5.8 to 9.8 with a striker diameter
D"3.175 mm and a Rockwell hardness of R

C
"50; the plate thickness varied from h

0
"0.22D to

1.95D. The shear strength of the aluminum was 283 MPa and that of steel was 828 MPa. Initial
velocities ranged from v

0
"4.3 to 4.8 km/s at obliquity angles b"30 to 80°.

Substantial erosion of the rods occurred during penetration. In the present case, the impulse
producing rotation is apparently the result of asymmetric flow at the rod tip as it emerges from the
target, as shown in Fig. 202 for an elementary model. The moment producing tumbling with
angular velocity u is M

G
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2
¸
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where ¸

&
is the residual rod length. From Eq. (4.5),

u"[¸
&
F
L
*t/2I

G
)"2q*t/(o[1

4
D2!1

3
¸2
3
]) with F

L
"qA, (8.55)

where q is the shear stress in the rod and A is its cross-sectional area. The yaw angle a in terms of the
downrange distance z from the target centerline is given by

a"u (z/v
0
) (8.56)

and was observed to vary from 1 to 183°. Calculations for the stress q generated in these tests were
performed based on a value of *t"3.2 ks for a speed of v

0
"4.5 km/s and radiographic measure-

ment of ¸
3
and the orientation a. Substantial differences in the values of the shear stress calculated

from Eq. (8.55) for nearly identical initial conditions were obtained, partly because Eq. (8.55) does
not account for target thickness or orientation except as a result of the change in projectile length.
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Fig. 202. Schematic illustrating a model for determining the shear and residual rod rotation from angular impulse in the
tumbling produced by rod impact on oblique plates [297].

An improvement was effected when the target thickness h
0

was replaced by an equivalent thickness

h
%26

"h
0
/sinb (8.57)

accounting both for the actual path length through the target and continued contact after initial
perforation. In addition, the contact duration *t was replaced by empirical relations based on rod
length, suggested by Baker and Williams [189]. However, the revised values of the striker shear
stress ranging from 64 to 516 MPa for the aluminum/aluminum combination and 197 to 605 MPa
for steel/steel are, on the average, substantially below the static shear strength, indicating the need
for an improved analytical/empirical representation.

The experimentally observed effect of target thickness for various values of the complement of
the initial angle of incidence b*"1

2
n!b is presented in Fig. 203 and the influence of this plate

orientation as a function of target thickness is shown in Fig. 204. Both decreasing the target
thickness and increasing the obliquity of the target decrease the residual rod length ¸

&
and increase

the rotation rate. These data have not yet been predicted from models. It would appear as though
improved analyses for eroding rods striking targets at obliquity are required.

The change in the yaw angle Da for tumbling projectiles, whose mass center travels along the
z-direction, has also been suggested as [96, 295]

Da"24C
:!8

(z/D)A
v
v
3

!1B(cos b)(1!cos2b cos a)/(4M¸/DN2#3), (8.58)

where C
:!8

is an empirical dimensionless constant, approximately equal to unity, and v
3

is the
residual velocity.
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Fig. 203. Effect of target thickness on the angular velocity of an aluminum rod fired at speeds of 4.4—4.6 km/s against
aluminum plates of various thickness ratios h/D at various angles of incidence b* [297].

Fig. 204. Effect of target obliquity on angular velocity of an aluminum rod striking aluminum target plates as a function
of normalized plate thickness at various angles of incidence b* [297].
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9. Impingement of jets or long rods with relative target motion

9.1. Introduction—some aspects of normal impact

As this survey is not concerned with the usual cases of normal impact on stationary objects, such
jet action will be pursued here only very briefly. This should permit an understanding of the
features of a hypervelocity impact emanating from a moving source on a target at rest, equivalent
to such an impact from a stationary source to a moving target, and does not differ significantly
from the case where both source and target are in motion.

9.1.1. Jets
The term hypervelocity impact refers to collision speeds producing pressures substantially in

excess of the strength of both striking unit and target which typically occur in the use of
shaped-charge jets. Material resistance was only considered later; it plays a more significant role at
the ordnance velocities that are most frequently employed for long rods. These are eroded or
consumed in the process of forming a cavity in the target similar to jet action, justifying the joint
grouping of this feature [229]. Cavity formation was initially called the Munroe effect and was
observed and quantified in an elementary manner more than 100 years ago by the classic relation
(cf. Refs. [245, 247, 298])

P
¸

"(o
4
/o

5
)1@2"(R@)~1 or else

P
¸

"(j/R@)1@2 (9.1)

if a factor 1(j(2 describing jet particularization is included. Here, P is the penetration, ¸ the
initial jet or rod length, o is the density and subscripts s and t refer to the projectile (or jet j) and the
target, respectively. Eq. (9.1) also pertains to the idealized case of steady-state uniform incompress-
ible flow during the entire period for initial to terminal particle contact when strength effects are
neglected. In reality, ¸ is a monotonously decreasing function of time as the result of jet
degradation.

Numerous investigations of the effect of high- or hypervelocity impingement of long rods or jets
on stationary targets have been carried out, primarily at normal incidence; these have been
summarized in a number of surveys [8, 169, 299—304] and special symposia [13—18]. There is some
difference in the phenomenology of the process regarding whether rods or jets are employed, such
as the finite rod length as opposed to a continuous jet stream, and the parallel concepts of rod
length and stand-off distance. However, in general, the analysis of the process for both cases is
based on a modified form of the Bernoulli equation which accounts for both target and striker
strength, typically given in the form

p
Y4
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o
4
(v

+
!º)2"1
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o
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º2#p

Y5
or jo

4
(v

+
!º)2"o

5
º2#2(p

Y5
!p

Y+
), (9.2)

where v
+
is the jet velocity, and º is the penetration velocity into the target. Terms p

Y
denote the

dynamic yield strength for target (t) and rod or jet ( j), respectively, i.e. the strength at strain rates
corresponding to the penetration process, ranging up to three times the static yield value.

Even if a one-dimensional treatment can be maintained, this elementary description of steady-
state penetration of a shaped-charge jet must be modified to account for the variable velocity,
particularization, segmentation or breakup [305]; alternatively, rods of initially uniform velocity
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must also incorporate deceleration and severe plastic deformation. Models of the second type are
applicable to interrupted jets and rods of small aspect ratio.

While a particular particle of a jet maintains a nearly constant velocity, there exists a velocity
variation along the jet length at any instant. This has been analyzed under a variety of assumptions
[303, 306], including: (1) the delineation of a virtual origin or point source for all jet elements which
can be located if the spatial velocity distribution is linear, (2) neglect of strength effects for both the
jet and target, (3) negligible compressibility of the jet stream, (4) simultaneous particle breakup, and
(5) although at best a first-order approximation, each fractured segment is considered to act as
a continuous jet governed by the Bernouli equation and the continuity equation

(dP/º)"!dl/(v
+
!º) (9.3)

where v
+
and º are the particle and penetration velocities and dl is the incremental length of the jet.

The last hypothesis overpredicts the penetration based on steady-state operation since finite
segments are affected more by unsteady variations than a continuous jet. Prior to particularization,
the time-dependent penetration P is given by Allison and Vitali [306]

PStT"v
0
t[t

0
/t

1
]R@/(1#R@)

!t
0
v
0

with R@"(o
5
/o

4
)1@2, (9.4)

where v
0

is the velocity at the jet tip and t
0

its arrival time at the target.
The jet break-up time t

"6
is considered to be the instant when the jet has effectively been

particularized. The delineation of a minimum perforation or cut-off velocity v
.*/

(or, concomitant-
ly, º

.*/
which should have a null value to correspond to the concept) denote the velocity of the

slowest element that still contributes to the deepening of the crater. Both terms are useful for
evaluating performance effectiveness of the shaped charge when based on a uniaxial analysis: the
larger t

"6
, the greater the jet extension, alignment and stability, implying greater penetration; the

lower v
.*/

, the larger proportion of the consecutive elements of the jet reach the crater bottom and
can expend their energy in additional plastic target deformation. However, the physical mechanism
for this cutoff is due to the two-dimensional (or, in the case of oblique impact, three-dimensional)
nature of the event. For a given charge/target configuration, º

.*/
has been found to vary quite

erratically with standoff and charge diameter [303].
Numerous authors have been concerned with the penetration of particulated jets [301—303].

Models have been based on conservation of mass and momentum with a division between the
undeformed rear and the interaction domain between the deforming striker and target at the
bottom of the crater. Broken jets have been approximately depicted by an initial replacement of
a continuous jet of equal length and average density, which is subsequently shortened to the sum of
the lengths of the segments of the original jet. This permits its representation when ºP0 which
occurs when the jet length is consumed and permits an evaluation of further, secondary target hole
expansion due to inertial effects and stored potential energy. Several similar models have been
proposed, based on a modified form of the Bernoulli equation. The effects of compressibility on
metallic target penetration by metallic jets appears to be slight, but was found to be more
significant for non-metallic targets. Expressions for the penetration of particularized jets have been
developed by [8, 246, 306, 307] depending on (a) whether the jet remains intact during penetration
during time t

&
(t

"6
, (b) whether the jet breaks during penetration t

0
(t

"6
(t

&
, or (c) whether the

jet breaks up before reaching the target, t
"6
(t

0
(t

&
. With t

0
the time when the jet first reaches the

target, t
&
that at the end of penetration, and S the effective stand-off distance, i.e. the distance of
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the target from the virtual origin, these penetrations are given by
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9.1.2. Long rods
Long rods differ from jets in that the particles of the striker are cohesive and exhibit material

strength whose importance depends on velocity, but is significant in the range 1—3 km/s. Many
models have been proposed where the striker has been assumed as rigid; these are unsuited for use
in high-velocity impacts. Surveys of penetration models are given in Refs. [302, 303] and an
extensive and detailed description of long rod penetration is given in Ref. [308], including
modeling, experimental results and comparison with theory and numerical analysis. This work also
discusses the analogy between jet and long rod penetration into thick targets.

Various uniform spherical cavity models, that expand at constant velocity, have been proposed
for projectile penetration into thick or semi-infinite elastic—plastic media. This started with
a suggestion by Bishop et al. [171], was further advanced by Goodier [309], Hanagud and Ross
[310] and Bernard [311], and was thoroughly exploited by Forrestal and co-workers (cf. Refs.
[312—314]). This approach has been summarized in Ref. [4]; substantial variations occur as the
result of different constitutive assumptions and projectile geometry. In similar fashion, a cylindrical
cavity expansion model has been developed which has particular utility for conical tips [159]; this
has even been extended to oblique impact [315]. Results from these analyses compare well with
experimental data and have been used as elements of other models.

Hermann and Wilbeck [302] developed a phenomenological model based on a very large
amount of test data that divided the process into four consecutive phases [302, 303]: (a) A transient
shock regime, where density and compressibility are the primary variables governing the phenom-
enon which lasts only a brief time. Vaporization and melting will occur only during hypervelocity
impact; the degree of plastic flow developed depends on the initial impact speed. (b) Primary
penetration where the striker deforms and expends its kinetic energy in crater development by
a hydrodynamic process at essentially constant pressure with a duration directly proportional to
the penetrator aspect ratio. (c) Secondary penetration, also called cavitation, occurring after
consumption of the rod, which results in further cavity expansion due to projectile inertia and the
expenditure of the stored energy in the target; it may occur simultaneously with other phases. It
lasts until the shock pressures are reduced below the magnitude of the target strength. (d) Recovery
phase due to the release of the elastic stresses resulting in crater contraction that may also produce
brittle fractures in the crater surface and metallurgical changes. Shear deformation parallel to the
crater walls occurs in phases (b) and (c), resulting in the ejection of material from the crater.
Fig. 205a and b represents a schematic of the pressure history during the event and the wave
structure during the transient phase, with v

P
the particle velocity of the plastic wave in the target

and º as the shock wave velocity. Only primary and secondary penetration were considered here,
but excellent accord was obtained between model predictions and experimental results in the
hypervelocity domain [316]. Model extensions are described in Ref. [303].
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A somewhat different approach to long rod penetration into thick metallic targets at normal
incidence has been developed over the past three decades which is based on a Bernoulli’s equation
modified to account for material strength of both rod and target, such as Eq. (9.2) [150, 151, 229].
The eroding rod is stopped by the force at the bottom of the moving crater expressed in Eq. (9.2) by
a pressure equality on both sides of the interface requiring the employment of two empirical
strength parameters; this permits determination of the histories of the rod length variation,
deceleration and crater depth as a function of impact velocity. Questions arose from earlier
suggestions concerning the ratio of the effective cross-sectional area of the mushroomed and
original rod, initially proposed as 2 [145] as well as the strength values to be employed in the
analysis [113, 153]. The initial recommendation was to take the strength term for the striker as the
Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL) and that for the target as 3.5HEL which, based on penetration
experiments, yield a value more than sixfold the compressive yield strength.

A revisiting of this problem [317] considers a balance of forces at the interface, requiring
inclusion of the effective areas of loading, and a modified target strength parameter S@* based on
a cylindrical cavity expansion model, given by [318]

S@*"(p
YC

/J3)C1#lnA
J3E

(5!4k)p
YC
BD , (9.6)

where E and k are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio and p
YC

is the compressive yield strength
of the target. Employment of this target strength value together with the HEL for the projectile
predicted penetration depths in several steel targets by 8 mm diameter rods with a length of 80 mm,
composed of 1020 and 4130 steel as well as tungsten, that were in excellent agreement with test
results.

Finally, a variety of Eulerian and Lagrangian computer codes have been specifically developed
to address the penetration problem based on a variety of discretization techniques and equations of
state. A substantial number of these programs have been validated by comparison with experi-
mental results. This is absolutely necessary to establish the appropriateness of the underlying
assumptions and, further, to establish the limits of validity of the stipulated conditions. A robust
model of high-velocity rod or jet impingement from a fixed origin on a stationary object is
a requisite for its application when there is either relative motion or obliquity between source and
target. This situation is realized in the deployment of a jet from an aircraft on a stationary or
moving target.

9.2. Oblique jet impact on targets

The penetration of targets by rods impinging at an oblique angle b has been discussed in Section 3;
this area has attracted a plethora of numerical investigations, often supported by corresponding
experimental results. Many features of this event are similar to jet impact, and oblique impact, in
turn, has substantial resemblance to impact on moving targets, described before. Although
numerous analyses have been pursued involving jet penetration at normal incidence [303, 304],
including experimental comparisons (cf. Ref. 319); fewer numerical investigations have been
conducted on particulated jet penetration at normal incidence, which may be more difficult to
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Fig. 205. High velocity rod penetration into a target: (a) schematic of the four phases for the pressure history, and (b)
wave structure during the transient phase [62].

Fig. 206. Oblique water jet penetration into a soft target: (a) pre-impact arrangement and nomenclature, (b) cratering
process, and (c) cross ssection [324].

simulate than target interaction with a continuous rod. On the other hand, segmented rod
penetration, which has some resemblance to jet action, has received substantial recent attention
[320—323]. Furthermore, debris cloud dynamics and concomitant target response has also been
frequently studied [14—17].

In contrast, few analytical models of oblique, particularized jet impact on targets have been
proposed. A representation of a water jet, that could be used for any other stream of particles,
exhibiting a non-uniform velocity distribution v

+
SxT of element dx, of diameter D

+
SxT, along the

jet axis x is shown in Fig. 206 [324]. This element is elongated to dx* after time t; v
+
decreases

backwards from the tip speed v
0

and is determined by

(dx*)
dx

"1!tvSxT. (9.7)
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If it is assumed that the velocity of an element initially at a distance x from the target surface does
not change until it strikes the crater bottom, then

tv
+
SxT"x#PStT. (9.8)

By combining the derivative of Eq. (9.8) with Eq. (9.2) without the strength terms, there results
[309]

dP
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"A1!t
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+
SxT

dx BNR@. (9.9)

Combination of Eqs. (9.7) and (9.9) results in

dP
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+
/o

5
)1@2 (9.10)

which is analogous to the first of Eqs. (9.1); this shows that the total penetration is the sum of that
produced by the lengths of the individual jet components. The increment in kinetic energy, d¹, of
a sectorial angle dt of element dx at depth P is given by

d¹"(o
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dtdxD2
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SxTv2

+
SxT)/16. (9.11)

The work per unit length, ¼@
-*.

, required to symmetrically expand a hollow cylinder of initial
inner radius R

*0
to a final radius R

*&
has been determined in a target with dimensions large

compared to the crater (essentially a half-space) under quasi-static conditions as
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This is modeled for an incompressible, rigid/perfectly-plastic medium with dynamic elastic
modulus E and yield shear stress q

Y$
[325]. Combination of Eqs. (9.11) and (9.12) gives
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where R
&
is the jet radius upon arrival at the cavity bottom; if the jet has a constant velocity v

+
"v

0
and diameter D
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Experimental results of the penetration depth for a 1.7 mm diameter water jet propelled with a tip
velocity of about 1200 m/s (reduced to about 500 m/s at the jet tail) into Plasticine targets are in
excellent agreement with predictions for normal impact. Fig. 207 presents a comparison of the
measured and predicted crater shapes; the correlation is very good.

Several numerical solutions of oblique jet impact have been reported [326, 327]. Experiments
involving jet impact at 45° obliquity on a 25.4 mm thick RHA plate and into layered plates were
performed; the event was treated numerically in an approximate manner [326] by representation of
jet sheets and two-dimensional plane flow using two-dimensional codes HEMP, HELP and
TOODY. Claims based on comparisons of the debris cloud behind the target are that the method is
well suited for this event, but three-dimensional capabilities should be superior. This is documented
in Ref. [327] where the PISCES Eulerian 2-D code was not satisfactory in simulating the oblique
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Fig. 207. Experimental (solid lines) and computed (dashed lines) crater shapes produced by a 1.7 mm diameter water jet
with a tip velocity of 1200 m/s into Plasticine at three oblique (or trajectory) angles [324].

impact at b"30° of a jet with a 7 km/s tip velocity on a laminated target of steel, explosive and
rubber at a standoff S"2.5 calibers. Additional work in this area is needed.

9.3. Response of targets to moving jets

9.3.1. Particularized model
In an ideal jet, all elements are perfectly aligned with the axis and reach the crater bottom. In

practice, jet break-up and malalignment result in impingement on the crater wall rather than the
bottom, resulting in loss of performance. The effectiveness of jet penetration can be characterized
by the concepts of jet break-up time t

"6
, the interval when the jet can be nominally considered to

have particularized, and cut-off velocity, v
.*/

, i.e. the speed of the slowest element contributing to
crater extension. Longer break-up time and slower cut-off velocities constitute more efficient
performance. The depth of penetration in a moving target is always smaller than that in a station-
ary target under comparable conditions.

Several models have been proposed for a moving jet and/or target that rest on various
fundamental assumptions [328—332], including the use of a virtual origin for the jet, the arrival at
the crater bottom by any particle facing the crater, and idealized cavity enlargement and instan-
taneous attainment of the final crater radius. Some of these analytical developments have been
supported by experimental evidence. An initial study of the normal impact on a target of a jet with
transverse velocity v

T
parallel to the target surface [328, 329] indicates an augmentation of the

deleterious jet efficiency characteristics described above. The expression for the lateral displace-
ment, w

/
of the nth element of a jet whose axial tip velocity is v

05*
is given by

w
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where S is the stand-off distance and P
/

and v
/
are the penetration depth and axial velocity of the

nth element. Clearly, this model can represent a stationary jet and a target moving with velocity
v
5
"!v

T
. The displacement corresponding to cut-off, w

.*/
, can be obtained by experimentally
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Fig. 208. Penetration in charge diameters versus standoff S for a 60° conical-shaped charge under static and dynamic test
conditions against RHA. The cut-off velocity v

.*/
is a calculated curve [328].

determining the penetration per unit velocity increment, P@, upon measuring the penetration P and
cut-off velocity v

.*/
for various values of S for a stationary jet, using the expression

P@"P/(v
0
!v

.*/
), (9.16)

whence P
/
can be obtained from moving jet data, again for suitable values of S and v

T
with the aid

of the relation

v
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Experimental results for a 57 mm diameter 60° copper-lined shaped charge attacking a thick
RHA target are presented in Fig. 208 [328]. The effect on penetration of an increase in v

+
decreases

with standoff distance, S, given in terms of charge diameter. The cut-off velocity v
.*/

was calculated,
ranging from 5.5 to 6.5 mm/ks for the conditions covered. The corresponding transverse displace-
ment at velocity v

.*/
varied between 5 and 9 mm.

Another analysis [330] for the penetration of oblique targets being struck by shaped charges for
any orientation of the charge axis and the axis of the missile whose velocity vector v

M
deviates from

the horizontal by angle h and a target inclination to the horizontal by angle b is based on the
diagram of Fig. 209. This model assumes a constant time for particularization t

"6
, a constant

charge diameter D
#)

, a perfect jet and an invariant jet tip velocity, v
+
, relative to the missile. The

absolute velocity of the jet tip in the direction of the jet axis x is v
1,x

"v
+
#v

M
cos a, while the

velocity of the jet particles normal to this axis are given by v
z
"v

M
sin a, with the notation

w representing displacements in the z-direction. The angle m"a#h!b; clockwise is positive
(Fig. 209a). If the actual path of the first particle from the virtual origin 0 to reach the target is
designated by x

1
and that of the nth particle by x

/
(Fig. 209b) and if the distance from the virtual

origin 0 along the instantaneous jet axis is denoted by x
0
, the offset of x

1
from x

0
normal to this

direction is w
1
, and its offset from x

/
is w

/
, given by
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Fig. 209. Model and nomenclature for impact of a jet with tip velocity v
0
and particle velocity v

k
emanating from a source

moving with velocity v
M

at an angle h to the horizontal and striking a target at obliquity where the target is inclined at
angle b to the horizontal: (a) Orientation (b) distance and penetration nomenclature [330].

so that

x
/
(1!cot m(v

M
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)). (9.19)

Note that distances x
/
are parallel to x

0
corresponding to velocities v

x
along the jet axis, while the

dotted lines include the velocity component normal to this axis, i.e. v
505
"[v2

1,x
#(v

M
cos a)2]1@2.

The length of the groove in the target, produced by the jet, is given by
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This corresponds to velocity v
.*/

for the normal case which can be derived from the above by
setting h"c"0, and m"a"1

2
n (relative to the horizontal), to give
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where x
0

corresponds to S [330]. The assertion for normal impact of the jet moving parallel to the
flat target that the critical transverse distance w

.*/
beyond which no further contributions from the

jet to the deepening of the crater is given by difference w
'
"R

#5, 5
!R

+
"1

2
(D

#5, 5
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+
) between

target crater and jet radius. This hypothesis has been carried over to the case of an oblique angle of
attack, where R

#5, 5
is given by
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The empirically obtained parameter K*, the ratio of crater volume to jet energy in armor plate, was
chosen in Refs. [329, 330] as 0.07 cm3/kJ in order to provide reasonable agreement of the model
with test results. However, this value was only 1/4 that found in other tests, raising significant
questions concerning its invariance.
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Fig. 210. Impact of an ideal jet on a target moving in the vertical direction with velocity v
5
at obliquity [331].

The penetration depth P corresponding to this model depends on the magnitude of the particle
path from the source to the initial point of contact, x

1
, i.e.
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t
"6

(v
/,x

/v
1,x

)1@R{, (9.24)

(b) P"M[(1#R@)(v
1,x

t
"6

)1@(R{`1)x
1

(R@/R@#1)
!v

/,x
t
"6

]/R@N!x
1

(9.25)

for v
/,x

t
"6

(v
/,x

/v
1,x

)1@R{)x
1
)v

1,x
t
"6

,

(c) P"v
1,x

t
"6

[1!(v
/,x

/v
1,x

)]/R@ for x
1
'x

1,x
t
"6

, (9.26)

where t
"6

is the time of particularization. For case (a), the entire penetration is created by
a continuous jet; in case (b), the penetration is initiated by the continuous jet and continued by the
particulated stream, whereas in case (c), the entire penetration is produced by jet particles.

9.3.2. Rod type model
A simplified jet penetration model on a moving target at normal or oblique incidence has been

proposed [331, 332] where both target and jet velocity as well as the effective jet length remain
constant, and where the target strength is neglected. The effective length, ¸

%&&
, smaller than the

original jet length, is defined as that portion of the jet which produces penetration of a moving
target at a given point of the object; a series of these effective lengths move parallel to each other
and produce both penetration and a surface cut. The system is shown in Fig. 210 with the flat target
located in the X½ plane and moving in direction Z with constant velocity v

Z, 5
impinged by a jet of

diameter D
+
"2R

+
and velocity v

+
at oblique angle b; the coordinate origin at 0 is the point of initial

contact of jet and target.
The effective length of the jet is represented by distance A0, B0 or F0 for plate velocity regimes

v
5
"v

5#3
, v

5#3
'v

5
or v

5
(v

5#3
, respectively. The critical velocity v

5#3
, i.e. the speed below which the

target motion does not reduce the jet penetration, is determined from the condition, depicted in
Fig. 210, that points A and the particle at 0 meet after time t

#3
, with ¸"AN; hence

vSt
#3
T"D

+
v
+
/(¸ sin b!D

+
cos b ). (9.27)
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The effective length ¸
%&&
"B0 is given by

¸
%&&
"D

+C1#GA
v
+

v
5

!cos bBNsin bH
2

D
1@2

for b'b
.*/

, (9.28)

where b
.*/

is obtained from Eq. (9.27) for a specified value of v
+
/v

5
and v

5
may be positive or

negative. When v
5
(v

+#3
, F reaches 0 after time t

1
given by

t
1
"¸/(v

+
#v

5
cos b), (9.29)

where ¸
%&&
"F0 is

¸
%&&
"¸C1#Gsin bN A

v
+

v
5

#cos bBH
2

D
1@2

. (9.30)

The depth of penetration, P, and its normal component P
/

are given by, using the second of
Eqs. (9.1),

P"¸
%&&

(j/R@)1@2, P
/
"P cos(bG/). (9.31)

Here /, the deviation angle produced by the target motion, is given by

tan(bG/)"(v
+
sin b)/(v

+
cos b$v

5
) (9.32)

with the upper sign representing a positive v
5
and the negative sign denoting a target velocity in the

opposite direction. The surface cuts w
'

along y and travel distances of the plate Z for these two
directions of v

5
are then derived as

w
'
"(¸v

5
sin b)/(v

+
cos b$v

5
) for v

5
'0 or v

5
(0, (9.33)

Z"(¸v
5
cos b )/(v

+
cos b$v

5
),

respectively. Furthermore, P decreases when v
5
'v

5#3
, but not when v

5
(v

5#3
; it depends strongly on

b and on the ratio v
5
/v

+
. For a jet of 0.4 m length, a diameter of 1.6 mm and a velocity

v
+
"8.6 mm/ks, v

5#3
decreases hyperbolically from a value of 0.2 mm/ks at b"10° to 0.45 at

b"60°. Limited experimental data is reported to substantiate the trends exhibited by the model
[331].

The effect of the interspersion between jet and target of a shielding plate of thickness h moving
normal to the target surface with velocity v

S
has also been investigated using the ideal jet model just

presented [332]. The initial target contact point is shifted substantially due to the presence of the
moving plate and increases with the oblique angle b. The variation with angle b for a given standoff
S
0

from the virtual origin to the contact point of the moving plate is shown in Fig. 211a. Typical
configuration parameters were selected for an undeformable mild steel plate moving with uniform
velocity normally towards the target at distance z

0
; the copper jet pierces the plate or the mild steel

target hydrodynamically creating a cavity with a diameter larger than that of the jet. Fig. 211b and
c portray the variation in the penetration P

/
normal to the target as a function of shielding plate

velocity v
4)

or initial separation between shield and target z
0

for 30° and 60° obliquity. The minima
in the curves of Fig. 211b and c represent maximum obstruction of the jet by the shield which is
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Fig. 211. (a) Variation of the normal penetration with angle of attack (or obliquity) of a copper jet of 2 mm diameter, and
tip and rear velocities of 9 and 2 km/s, respectively, striking a mild-steel shield of 12.6 mm thickness moving towards
a massive mild-steel plate at normal incidence with a speed of 0.4 km/s at a separation of 31 mm for a stand-off distance of
200 mm. The ratio of crater volume to jet energy, K*"0.07 cm3/kJ [332]. (b) Variation of the normal penetration with
shield velocity for the copper jet of Fig. 211a striking a 12.5 mm thick PMMA shield and then a massive mild-steel plate
at two angles of attack, K* (PMMA)"0.21 cm3/kJ, and (c) variation of normal penetration with separation for the case
of Fig. 211a [332].
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reduced when the shield itself is in contact with the target. Thus, a moving shield is far more
effective than a stationary intervening device in reducing damage.

A related study involves the determination of the effects on the penetration in homogeneous
targets, governed by classical hydrodynamic theory, for a long rod or jet which has a transverse
velocity v

T
that may be uniformly distributed or for a truncated normal distribution, using some

simple assumptions [333]. The cratering process is stopped either when the striker material is
expanded or when the elements strike the crater walls before reaching the bottom. For both
velocity distributions examined, the maximum expected penetration for a given volume results
when the rod collides with the cavity wall, achieved when the radius of the rod is reduced or the
ratio of ¸

S
/D

S
is increased. The results of the corresponding analysis can be used to determine the

probability that a certain depth be exceeded and also to determine the conditions for maximizing
the hole depth. This approach has also been used to calculate the probability that the penetration
of a shaped charge jet with a uniform transverse velocity distribution will achieve a given depth.
This depends on whether the entire jet length or only a portion is effective in increasing the
hole depth.

9.3.3. Numerical analysis
Ref. [334] has developed a computational model for a system involving attack on a moving

target from an overflying source, corresponding to the scheme shown in Fig. 209. This is oriented in
a frame whose base point is at the virtual origin of the jet at its initiation and one of whose axes is
along the symmetric jet flight path, the source velocity being transferred to the target. Each jet
element is launched from the virtual origin and tracked individually along its trajectory; a trans-
verse drift component may be imposed on each jet element after particularization. No contribution
to the penetration is made by any element striking the prescribed cylindrical crater wall or only
partly impinging on the crater bottom. The total penetration P"P

+
#P

4%
consists of a primary

depth due to jet action, P
+
, and a secondary addition, P

4%
due to further cavity expansion,

approximating the crater radius, proposed by [316]

P
4%
"2.4D

+
(1/R@)2@3(o

5
v
+
/b

.!9
)1@3, (9.34)

where B is the Brinell hardness number. However, P
4%

is included for a particulated element only
until the next element arrives at the crater bottom.

Fig. 212a depicts a comparison of calculated and experimental crater profiles for a 300 mm
hick RHA target moving orthogonally to the jet with a speed of v

5
"373 m/s, struck at an

obliquity of b"30° to its surface by a jet with a tip speed of v
0
"6.9 mm/ks at a stand-off

S"0.56 m; the corresponding radiograph is shown in Fig. 212b. The measured and calculated
maximum penetrations were found to be P

%91
"180 mm and P

#!-
"178 mm, while the corre-

sponding surface cuts were w
',%91

"113 mm and w
',#!-

"92 mm. Corresponding agreement
for both parameters was found for several shots at normal incidence, b"0°, involving
target speeds ranging from 95 to 155 m/s. In another study [335], a PC-based code SSPARTA
based on grazing incidence was used to simulate the penetration on a moving inert or reactive
target by a fast or slow jet employing simple hydrodynamic theory and adjusting for obliquity
angle b. Radiographs of corresponding tests are claimed to be in good agreement with the
numerical predictions.
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Fig. 212. Response of a 300 mm thick RHA target struck at 30° by a jet with tip and tail velocities of 6.9 and 2.1 mm/ks at
a stand-off of 0.56 m with the target traveling at 373 m/s normal to the jet axis: (a) numerical simulation and
experimentally-determined cross ssection, and (b) radiograph. Dimensionas in mm [335].

10. Ricochet

10.1. Introduction

As indicated in Section 3.1, ricochet is defined here as the reversal of a striker’s velocity when the
original intention had been to penetrate or perforate the target so that contact ceases after a certain
time interval. This definition of ricochet requires a terminal velocity component opposite to that of
the initial speed in the direction normal to the surface originally struck after either generating some
significant cratering of that surface, or else reemergence from that surface after a curved path inside
the medium. Partial embedment or complete envelopment of the projectile within the target does
not qualify as ricochet. Although some examples have been cited in previous sections (i.e. Refs. [4,
8, 56, 235, 249]), rebound, which generates either minor or no indentation of the surface will not be
generally covered here, except where such surface signatures or their corresponding analyses are
ballistically significant. Similarly, investigations involving wear of metals by oblique impact of
rebounding particles will be cited only when analysis and experiment provide critical insight into
projectile impact phenomena.

Lack of significant penetration can occur as the result of considerable disparity in the hardness of
the projectile and the target, or else by the analytical specification of an undeformable (or rigid)
target. Conversely, fragmentation and shattering will occur when a hardened projectile impinges
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a hard target at sufficiently high velocity. At the opposite end of the scale, ricochet from liquid
surfaces or granular strata [173] is of substantially greater interest than its application solely to
‘‘skipping stones’’. The use of shields to possibly deflect space debris or meteorites, or protection of
critical equipment from intentional or accidental impact are just two examples of information
about ricochet required for potential utilization.

Many systematic investigations of the ricochet phenomenon have simultaneously considered
spheres and projectiles, while others have concentrated solely on one or the other. Here, the first
section will present information concerning both spheres and combined inquiries.

10.2. Spheres (and projectiles when studied simultaneously)

10.2.1. Solid targets
Early experimental studies of the craters produced by the impact of ricocheting 12.7 mm

diameter hard-steel spheres on simply supported, clamped and free steel beams with spans of 662,
559 and 914 mm, respectively, at speeds of 9—45 m/s were conducted [22—25]. The investigations
were intended to ascertain the effect of obliquity b on crater size and shape and on the stress wave
propagation. The beams with square and rectangular cross sections, whose dimensions ranged
from 6.35 to 19.5 mm, consisted of mild steel with a BHN of 95 and annealed drill rod with
a Rockwell hardness of 90B. Permanent craters were generated at the impact point, and plastic
hinges were obtained in some of the tests. The peak stress at the contact position was found to be
represented by a bilinear rather than a sinusoidal function of the obliquity angle, attributed to the
crater formation process, whereas the penetration depth varied as sin b. Repeated impact at the
same velocity increased both the initial peak stress and the crater diameter.

Erosion of plane metallic surfaces by the oblique impact of spheres has been studied using
a simple model, somewhat analogous to that used in Ref. [41] supported by corresponding
experimental information [336—338]. It was observed that impact by a flat-ended steel cylinder
whose leading edge strikes the target at a significant angle, produced a wedge-shaped, cutting type
of indentation with a terminal lip. A ploughing action occurs when this angle is small, or when
a spherical object indents the surface obliquely, generating an elliptical crater that also leaves a lip
on the distal crater edge. The model is presented in Fig. 213 where N@ is the total normal force, f is
the dynamic coefficient of friction, v the instantaneous velocity and b is the current oblique angle
between the velocity vector of the mass center of the sphere, v, and the normal to the surface. The
initial velocity of the sphere, of mass m, radius R and moment of inertia I"(2/5)mR2, is v

0
directed

at oblique angle b
0
; the final velocity is v

&
at angle b

&
.

The angular impulse imparted to the ball is Iu, where u is the angular velocity determined from
photographic observation. The linear impulse normal to the surface is m (v

0
cos b

0
#v

&
cos b

&
) with

b as the obliquity angle and subscripts 0 and f the initial and final values. The tangential impulse is
the linear value multiplied by the coefficient of friction f; thus,

f"2Ru/5(v
0

cos b
0
#v

&
cos b

&
). (10.1)

The average value of f computed from experimental results was 0.04$0.01, in good agreement
with previous experiments.
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Fig. 213. Diagram representing the region of contact of a sphere with a plastically deforming metallic surface under
a constant contact pressure [336, 338].

Fig. 214. Impact of a 9.35 mm diameter steel sphere on mild-steel targets at b"60° obliquity and various velocities;
(a) dimensionless mass loss; the solid line represents the relation: mass loss/ball mass M@"5.82]10~10 v2.9

0
(m/s), and

(b) crater volume; the solid line is derived from the model [336].

It is assumed that the sphere is in contact with the deformed surface over arc AB (Fig. 213) and
the force N@ is taken to be proportional to the contact area of the circle of diameter AB, acting along
PO. The equation of motion for the sphere can be solved numerically provided a mean indentation
pressure is utilized, taken here on the basis of hardness measurements as 4 GPa, together with
a value of f"0.05. This model permits the calculation of the mass loss of the target, the crater
volume and the energy lost in the process. The target mass loss and crater volume results for impact
of steel spheres with a diameter of 9.35 mm on mild steel fired at an oblique angle of b"60° and
various velocities are shown in Fig. 214 [336]. The mass removed is empirically expressed as

Crater mass loss/ball mass"5.82]10~10v2.9
0

(m/s) (10.2)

which is in good agreement with the results of other investigators.
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Fig. 215. Crater volume as a function of the complement
of the obliquity angle (or angle of incidence) b*"1

2
n!b

for the impact of a 9.35 mm diameter steel ball striking at
an initial velocity of 270 m/s. The solid curves are derived
theoretically for constant indentation pressures of p"2.35
and 350 GPa [339].

Fig. 216. Energy lost as a function of im-
pact velocity for 9.35 mm diameter spheres
striking a mild steel surface at an obliquity
angle of 60°. The solid line, derived from
the model, has a slope of 2.3 [336].

Crater volume values for a constant speed of 270 m/s and various impact angles are depicted in
Fig. 215, with the analytical values calculated for mean pressures p

.
"2.35 and 3.5 GPa. The

energy lost at an initial oblique angle of 60° and various impact velocities is shown in Fig. 216. In
all cases, the solid line was derived from the model presented.

The striking energy is converted into plastic deformation creating the lips, which detach under
certain circumstances and represent the most important facet of material removal, as well as in the
sizable area surrounding the distal end of the crater. Only a small fraction of the material displaced
is actually removed from the target by lip separation resulting from intense shear banding.
Additional tests and modifications of the model are presented in Refs. [41, 337, 338] and many
similar studies.

A more accurate description of the contact area [339] separating the volumes swept out by the
translational and rotational velocity components has resulted in substantially improved correla-
tion of predictions and experimental results for the impact of a 9.5 mm diameter hard-steel ball
against cold-rolled mild steel than given in Ref. [336], Fig. 215. The parameters for this calculation
included a sphere mass and radius of m"3.546 g and R"4.75 mm, a value of f"0.05, and
a dynamic pressure p

.
"3.00 GPa based on a quasistatic Vickers hardness VHP"2.35 GPa

(Figs. 217 and 218).
Crude analyses of projectile ricochet from various surfaces have been developed in Refs.

[10, 340]. The oblique impact at initial angle b
0

of an elasto-plastic cylindrical or cubical
penetrator whose frontal plane surface is parallel to a non-deformable frictionless target surface
results in rebound with a mushrooming of the frontal portion of the striker for sufficiently high
initial velocities. If only elastic stresses are generated, the rebound velocity and angle will be the
same as their incident counterparts. However, if the elastic limit is exceeded, the normal rebound
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Fig. 217. Energy lost as a function of initial velo-
city due to the impact of 9.5 mm diameter hard-
steel spheres against cold-rolled mild steel at
various angles of obliquity. Solid lines are from
the analytical model of [338].

Fig. 218. Kinetic energy loss per unit crater volume as
a function of oblique angle for 9.5 mm hard-steel
spheres striking cold-rolled mild steel at an initial velo-
city of 270 m/s [338].

energy is that which can be stored in the projectile, while the tangential component v
5!
"v

0
sin b

0
is

not affected. Thus, the maximum normal velocity component is

v
/.!9

"p
46
/Jo

4
E

4
(10.3)

so that the rebound velocity v
&
and rebound angle b

&
are given by

v
&
"[p2

46
/o

4
E

4
#(v

0
sin b

0
)2]1@2 (10.4)

and

b
&
"tan~1 (v

5!&
/v

/&
)"tan~1[(v

0
/p

46
) Jo

4
E

4
sin b

0
], (10.5)

respectively. Above initial speeds of about 300 m/s, v
/.!9

is small compared to the tangential
component, so that the latter may be regarded as the rebound velocity, with the striker trajectory
being nearly parallel to the free surface. However, the entire projectile will almost never be
plastically deformed, so that both the final speed and the rebound angle will be larger than that
given by Eqs. (10.4) and (10.5); this may be represented, in part, by the inclusion of a proportionality
factor c

1
multiplying the term in square brackets of Eq. (10.5). Hard-steel penetrators with

diameters of 7.62 and 12.7 mm striking plates of 4130 steel at a speed of 300 m/s and b
0
"45° were
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Fig. 219. Oscillations of a 76 mm AP M79 projectile striking a 2.3 mm thick sheet steel target at the ballistic limit
velocity and an obliquity angle of b

0
"75° [10, 343].

found to possess final obliquities ranging from 78 to 81°, compared to a value of 83° computed
from Eq. (10.5) for a value of p

46
"1.035 GPa, indicating reasonable correlation for a surface that

deforms slightly.
For non-deforming or relatively rigid strikers impinging a deformable half-space or very thick

targets, the rebound velocity becomes an increasingly smaller fraction of the initial value as the
latter increases. In oblique impacts, the deformation of the target impedes and hence reduces the
tangential velocity; crater formation controls the final kinematics of the penetrator. The volume of
the indentation was found to be directly proportional to the penetrator kinetic energy for a variety
of metals struck by a hard-steel sphere [341], further verified by several other early investigators
(i.e. Ref. [342]). When this feature is incorporated in an analysis of impacts by spheres of diameter
D where the crater shape is assumed to be hemispherical, the dimensionless depth of indentation
P/D can be written as

P/D"b
1
[(mv2

0
cos2 b)/(p

46
D3)]1@3, (10.6)

where b
1
is the dimensionless empirical proportionality constant between crater volume and striker

kinetic energy.
When both penetrator and target deform, as occurs in the case of terrestrial and concrete targets

and many plates, Eq. (10.5) provides a good estimate of the minimum ricochet obliquity b
&.*/

.
However, a better fit of the data can be gained by representing the final velocity upon inclusion of
the constant b

1
'1 in the final tangential component, i.e. b

1
v
5!&

/v
/&
. If the target deformation and

striker oscillation as exemplified in Fig. 219 [10, 343] is taken into account, Eq. (10.5) can be
empirically modified to read

b
&
"tan~1G[(v

0
/p

46
)Jo

4
E

4
sin b

0
]C1#f T

P/D
b
1
UDH , (10.7)

where f T
P/D
b
1
U is a function of Eq. (10.6) that incorporates target response. At a slightly higher

obliquity or slightly lower velocity than the conditions shown in Fig. 219, the striker would
ricochet; hence, there arises the concept of a ballistic limit obliquity based on constant impact
conditions other than the initial obliquity angle [10].

In addition to the above and the investigations in Refs [37, 38], ricochet from plates has also
been studied by others. Eq. (10.6) applies only for impact against a half-space; for plates, the total
deformation is the sum of penetrator indentation, as well as plate bulging and dishing. It has been
shown [344] that plastic flexural deformation in plates is linearly related to impact velocity below
the critical velocity where ricochet occurs, and is inversely proportional to (h/D)1@2, where h is the
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Table 14
Empirical constants for Eq. (10.10) [10, 340]

Plate material

Steel Aluminum Titanium

b
2

3.0 2.0 3.0
b
3
/b

1
0.74 !0.50 0.45

c
1

4.0 4.0 4.0

plate thickness. These considerations and other test data led to the quasi-empirical relation [340]

P/D
b
1

"[(m/D3)(v
0

cos b )2/(D
%&&

/d )p
46
]1@3#0.29[(m/D3)(v

0
cos b )2/(h/D)p

46
]1@2 (10.8)

with m as the penetrator mass and D its diameter, whereas D
%&&

is the effective diameter and b
1
is the

constant of Eq. (10.6). The constant 0.29 was determined from the ratio of flexural to penetration
deformations for tests at normal incidence with a value of h/D"0.5.

Test data indicate that, provided
P/D
b
1

'b
3
/b

1
, the function f T

P/D
b
1
U can be represented by

f T
P/D
b
1
U"exp C!b

2GA
P/D
b
1
B!b

3
/b

1HD!1, (10.9)

where b
2

and b
3

are dimensionless empirical constants. When
P/D
b
1

)b
3
/b

1
, the exponential term is

replaced by 1. With the same restrictions, Eq. (10.7) reads

b
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4
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1
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The empirical constants obtained from tests are listed in Table 14 [340]. Additional data should be
obtained to verify and extend this model.

The ricochet angle b
&

of 12.7 mm cylindro-conical monobloc, spin-stabilized hardened steel
projectiles with half-cone angles of 30, 60 and a 90° (flat) surface fired at 30° obliquity against
6.35 mm thick armor plate of 230 BHN is shown as a function of initial velocity v

0
for the three

nose forms in Fig. 220 [10, 340]. No definite trend for the apex angle is noted, but the data is well
represented by Eq. (10.10). The magnitude of the critical ricochet velocity v

#3
is well estimated by

Ipson et al. [340] as

v
#3
"v

0
sin b

0
sin2 b

&
. (10.11)

A series of ricochet tests has been conducted to study the ricochet/fragmentation processes of
projectiles striking targets at obliquity [10, 44]. A typical example of terminal velocity and ricochet
angle b

&
is presented in Fig. 221 for a 50 caliber M2 ball projectile [345]. Tests were also conducted

with 30 and 50 caliber and 20 mm Ball or M2 projectiles striking rolled homogeneous steel armor
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Fig. 220. Ricochet obliquity as a function of impact velocity for 12.7 mm diameter, 26.5 g hard-steel cylindro-conical
projectiles with three different nose shapes striking 6.35 mm thick armor plate [10, 340].

or aluminum armor. The ricochet velocities are at first linear with striking velocity v
0

for all
obliquities, but start dropping off and decreasing at higher initial speeds, the more so with lower
obliquities and softer projectiles or targets. For steel targets, ricochet obliquities b

&
either remain at

their initial level or rise slightly before dropping, more rapidly as the initial obliquity decreases. The
angle varies more erratically for aluminum targets, but generally follows the same pattern.

A critical question in ballistic applications is whether or not a striking object will penetrate,
fragment or ricochet (cf. Refs. [37, 38]). In examining the behavior of spherical strikers experiencing
ricochet or disintegration in striking a plane surface at obliquity, four types of behavior patterns
were observed experimentally. The tests involved impacts of 12.7 mm diameter annealed or
case-hardened steel spheres against thick rolled homogeneous armor at speeds ranging from 300 to
1800 m/s and obliquities from 45 to 75° [156].

The ploughing modes of deformation in the plastically deforming (or rigid) target are illustrated
in Fig. 222. They include (a) a rigid sphere striking a deforming surface at an initial velocity v

0
and
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Fig. 221. Residual velocity v
0

and complementary ricochet angle b*
&

for 20 mm 825 grain WAL FSP projectiles striking
rolled homogeneous armor at various initial angles b*

0
[10, 345].

incident angle of obliquity b
0
; (b) as in (a), but at a higher velocity v

0
producing a deeper crater and

a nearly vertical terminal velocity v
&
, with b

&
@b

0
; (c) a deforming sphere and a rigid target, where

the final velocity vector v
&
of the deformed striker is nearly parallel to the surface and b

0
(b

&
; and

(d) a brittle sphere striking an elasto-plastic medium resulting in fragmentation or comminution of
the striker.

Fig. 223 depicts plots of the terminal velocity v
&
as a function of initial speed v

0
of the annealed

(210 HV 30) or hardened (8480 HV 30) striker impinging RHA at three obliquity angles b. The lines
show the best fit of the data together with the bound for a perfectly elastic collision representing
a coefficient of restitution of unity. Clearly, the greater the angle b, the closer v

&
approaches v

0
.

More energy loss occurs in the case of the hardened spheres. The points associated with the spread
depicted by the dotted vertical lines denote the breakup of the striker into various fragments that
occurs at lower velocities for smaller plate inclinations.

The ratio of exit angle to impact angle, b
&
/b

0
, is depicted for the same conditions in Fig. 224. For

the annealed spheres, there is a greater tendency to slide along the surface at higher velocities and
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Fig. 222(a)—(d). Patterns of ricochet or disintegration for the oblique impact of a metallic sphere striking a plane metal
surface for four different initial conditions [156].

Fig. 223. Exit velocity as a function of initial velocity for the impact of 12.7 mm diameter steel spheres against rolled
homogeneous armor with a thickness of 26 mm at obliquities of 45°, 60° and 70° (a) annealed, 210HV30 hardness (b)
steel hardened to 840HV30. Points associated with vertical dotted lines indicate the velocity spread of various fragments
of the sphere [156].

increasing angles of incidence. However, the ratio of angles exhibits a maximum at about 600 m/s
for b"45° in the case of the annealed striker, the subsequent decrease being attributed to initiation
of cratering. The hardened spheres exhibit breakup as manifested by the branching of the curves,
with the vertical spread between these branches denoting the spatial extension of the ejected
fragment cloud.

Dimensionless crater length ¸
#5
/D and width w@/D for these tests are shown in Figs. 225 and 226;

the dip in Fig. 225 for the hardened spheres is due to disintegration of the striker. The crater length
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Fig. 224. Ratio of exit to impact angle for (a) annealed and (b) hard-steel spheres as a function of initial velocity
corresponding to the tests shown in Fig. 223 [156].

Fig. 225. Ratio of crater length to sphere diameter for the tests depicted in Fig. 223 (a) annealed steel sphere, and
(b) hardened steel sphere. Data for a 9 mm striker diameter is also shown [156].
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Fig. 226. Ratio of crater width to sphere diameter for the tests depicted in Fig. 223: (a) annealed sphere, and (b) hardened
sphere [156].

and, by inference, the contact duration for the hardened spheres was greater than for the annealed
projectile. The crater depth and volume for the hardened spheres were found to be greater than for
the annealed case when breakup did not occur; crater depths and volumes are primarily deter-
mined by the normal component of the impact velocity.

An extensive experimental program involving the ricochet (as well as perforation and embed-
ment) of 6.35 and 11.91 mm steel ball bearings (approximate hardness R

#
"63) against 6.35, 12.7,

50.8 or 76.2 mm thick 2024-T3 or T351 aluminum plates with nominal Brinell hardness values
ranging from 145 to 165 was conducted [49]. Initial velocities were varied from 100 to 1800 m/s
and obliquities of 0, 45 and 60° were employed; data were obtained by flash X-ray techniques.
Embedment regions similar to those exhibited in Ref. [37] were found, and exit velocities were
determined both for the cases of perforation and ricochet. The latter event occurs at relatively low
striking speeds or high obliquities (see Figs. 8—9 [37]). A substantial data base involving also crater
width and length, depth of penetration and the size of rear surface bulges was developed.

Exit speeds as a function of initial velocity for the impact at three obliquities of the 6.35 mm
diameter striker and three target thicknesses are presented in Figs. 227(i)— (iii); corresponding
results for a 11.9 mm diameter sphere and a 12.7 mm thick aluminum plate are shown in Fig. 228.
The initial ricochet domain (R) terminates at the ricochet limit, beyond which perforation (C)
and/or striker breakup (B) takes place, represented by parallel curves. While higher angles of
incidence produce greater ricochet as well as ricochet limit velocities at a given initial speed, the
reverse is true in the perforation or striker shattering region. It was also found that when the target
thickness is very large, essentially semi-infinite, the exit speed of a sphere at the same initial velocity
is independent of its diameter. From a penetration model presented in Ref. [346], it was found that
the variation of final velocity with initial velocity scaled for the same ratio of line of sight
penetration depth and sphere diameter, LOS/D, particularly in the perforation region. This is
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illustrated by the experimental results shown in Fig. 229(i)— (iii) [49]. Representative data for the
exit angle as a function of initial velocity is depicted in Fig. 230 (i) and (ii), which are not consistent,
and for similar LOS/D ratios in Fig. 230(iii) which are consistent and indicate the region of ricochet
and perforation. Figs. 231 and 232 portray the variation of the perpendicular and of the line-of-
sight penetration with initial velocity; for each of the three angles of incidence, the curves are
similar.

Fig. 227(i)— (iii). Final velocity as a function of initial velocity for 6.35 mm diameter hard-steel spheres striking
(i) 6.35 mm thick (ii) 12.7 mm thick and (iii) 50.8 mm thick 2024-T351 aluminum plates at three angles of obliquity (0, 45,
60°) under conditions of ricochet (R) break-up of the striker (B) or perforation (C) [49].
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Fig. 227 continued.

Numerical simulations of the ricochet of spheres from targets has also been performed as
exemplified by Fig. 233 which depicts the deformation histories of a 6.35 mm diameter hard-steel
sphere striking a 6.35 mm thick plate of 2024-T351 aluminum at an initial velocity v

0
"720 m/s

and an obliquity angle b"60° [56]. The effect of friction is displayed in Fig. 234 which indicates

Fig. 228. Final velocity as a function of initial velocity for a 11.9 mm diameter hard-steel sphere striking a 12.7 mm thick
2024-T351 aluminum plate at three angles of obliquity under conditions of ricochet (R), break-up of the striker (B), or
perforation (C) [49].
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Fig. 229. Final velocity as a function of initial velocity scaled for the same ratio of line of sight penetration depth to
sphere diameter, LOS/D. Hard steel spheres on aluminum 2024-T351: (i) (a) 6.35 mm diameter sphere striking
a 12.7 mm thick plate at 0° (b) 6.35 mm diameter sphere striking a 6.35 mm thick plate at 60° (c) 11.21 mm diameter
sphere striking a 12.7 mm thick plate at 60°. LOS/D"2.0 or 2.133; (ii) (a) 6.35 mm diameter sphere striking a 6.35 mm
thick plate at 45°. (b) 11.21 mm diameter sphere striking a 12.7 mm thick plate at 45°. LOS/D"1.414 or 1.5; and
(iii) 6.35 mm diameter sphere striking a 50.8 mm thick plate at 45°. 11.21 mm diameter sphere striking 50.8 mm thick
plate at 45° LOS/D"‘‘infinity’’ [49].
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Fig. 229 continued.

a 38% difference when the coefficient is changed from f"0 to f"0.25. The velocity history is in
good agreement with the experimental results for v

&
"308m/s of Ref. [37].

10.2.2. Liquid targets
A review of early investigations involving the ricochet of projectiles, consisting primarily of

spheres, which was of substantial interest in naval gunnery, is presented in Ref. [40]. In spite of
some disadvantages, notably rough water, small elevations of the trajectory, with angles
of incidence b*

0
, (the complement of the oblique angle b or impact angle h, b*"1

2
n!b"1

2
n!h

in the absence of yaw) were found to be advantageous by extending the range when bouncing
occurred and by the greater potential for inflicting damage, as well as assessing range safety. (This
was recognized by a statistical and quasi-analytical study of ricochet danger resulting from
ship-borne firings [347]). Early experiments indicated the existence of a critical angle of entry, b*

#3
,

above which ricochet did not occur; this quantity is conceptually similar to ballistic limit obliquity.
For spherical steel strikers, this quantity is given by

b*
#3
"0.316 JR@ (rad)"18JR@ (in deg) with R@"o

5
/o

4
. (10.12)

This relation has been derived analytically with the weight neglected in the expression for the lift
[348]; the coefficient in the second of Eqs. (10.12) is then given by 17.5. It is based on the
assumptions that (1) pressure on a surface element whose outward normal is at an angle /A)1

2
n to

the direction of forward motion is 1
2
o
5
v2 cos2/A with v as the current forward striker speed; (2) this

pressure exists only in the region below the undisturbed surface of the water; and (3) spin is not
considered. Early tests [349] comprised experimental work on aluminum spheres of 38.1 mm
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diameter with results found to be in fair agreement with the predictions of simple theories [40, 348].
When the sphere weight is included in the expression for the lift, which may be a factor in low-speed
impact, the equation of motion for the sphere of radius R is given by Soliman et al. [350]

(4/3)nR3o2
4
v2(d2y/dx2)"1

2
o
5
v2[(R2!y2)2/4R4][1

2
nR2]!(4/3)o

4
R3g. (10.13)

Fig. 230. Exit angle as a function of initial velocity for hard-steel spheres of various diameters striking 2024-T351 aluminum
plates of various thicknesses at obliquity: (i) 6.35 mm diameter spheres striking 12.7 mm thick plates at (a) 0, (b) 45°,
(c) 60°; (ii) 6.35 mm diameter sphere striking 50.8 mm thick plates at (a) 0°. (b) 45°, (c) 60°; and (iii) 6.35 mm diameter
spheres striking 6.35 mm thick plates at 60° and 11.21 mm diameter spheres striking 12.7 mm thick plates at 60° [49].
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Fig. 230 continued.

Rearrangement and integration of Eq. (10.13) yield a critical angle b@
#3

in terms of the value b*
#3

from
Eq. (10.12), given by

b@*
#32
"b*

#32
!4Rg/v2

"b*
#32
!4/FM , (10.14)

where FM "v2/Rg is the Froude number.
Fig. 235 presents experimental data for the angle of incidence b*

0
as a function of initial velocity

v
0
from tests involving the impact of a non-spinning 12.7 mm diameter steel sphere onto the surface

of water 508.5 mm deep [350]; the solid line is the prediction of Eq. (10.14). Variations in exit speed
v
&
for a constant impact speed v

0
"64.6 m/s and angles of incidence b*

0
are shown in Fig. 236

together with the analytical results of Ref. [348]. Shallower depths of water resulted in a slightly
smaller critical angle for ricochet, while the addition of spin to the projectile also requires a slightly
lower initial angle, not more than 1°, to produce rebound [350].

The pressure distribution assumption in Ref. [348] can be replaced by another relation due to
Rayleigh, given in Ref. [39] as

p"o
5
v2(n cos /)/[4#n cos /]. (10.15)

Furthermore, the fluid pressure was claimed to act over a much greater contact angle /
#

than
assumed in Ref. [348]; it was surmised in Ref. [39] that this angle is given by /

#
"2/

0
where /

0
is

the angle from the minimum contact point to the position of the undisturbed fluid (Fig. 237a and b)
denoting the wetted region. In a Cartesian coordinate system for the sphere center and again
neglecting the mass of the sphere compared to the lift for vertical motion yields the relation

mÿ"Lift"(2n/15)o
4
v2R2 sin2 /

#
"v2(d2y/dx2). (10.16)
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Fig. 231. Line of sight penetration depth as a function of initial velocity for 11.21 mm diameter hard-steel spheres
striking 12.7 mm thick 2024-T351 aluminum targets at three angles of incidence [49].

Fig. 232. Perpendicular penetration depth as a function of initial velocity for 11.91 mm diameter hard-steel spheres
striking 12.7 mm thick 2024-T351 aluminum targets at three angles of obliquity [49].
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Fig. 233. Plots from EPIC-3 code calculations indicating the ricochet of a 6.35 mm diameter SAE 52100 steel sphere
striking a 6.35 mm thick 2024-T351 aluminum plate with a velocity of 720 m/s at an angle of 60° to the plate normal at
times 5, 10, 15 and 40 ks after contact [56].

Fig. 234. Effects of friction on the velocity history of
the impact depicted in Fig. 233 [56].

Fig. 235. Experimental data for angles of incidence
b*
0

as a function of initial velocity v
0

in the firing of
25.4 mm diameter steel spheres at the surface of water
308.4 mm deep: (#) ricochet; and (!) entry. The solid
curve is the prediction of Eq. (10.14) [350].
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Fig. 236. Final velocity as a function of the angle of incidence for a fixed entry velocity of 212 ft/s in the firing of 25.4 mm
diameter steel spheres at the surface of water 308.4 mm deep. The soldid line represents values from the analysis
of Refs. [348, 350].

Substitution of the contact angle assumption and integration provides the trajectory in the
numerically integrable form [39],

d[dy/dx)2]"(8/5R7) (R@)~1y3(a2!y2)3@2 dy with R@"o
5
/o

4
. (10.17)

For small values of the critical angle, /
#
"dy/dx at initial contact. The lift on the sphere is reduced

to zero when /"n, or y"dy/dx"0. Then

/
#
"17.3 JR@ (deg) (10.18)

in close correspondence with the relations cited and deduced by Johnson, Reid [40].

10.2.3. Soft targets
The mechanical properties of soft targets differ significantly from those of metals. Sands and soils

are granular, exhibit minimal elastic behavior and little or no tensile strength, and resist
deformation primarily as the result of internal friction. Tests similar to those performed on water
have been executed in dry sand with a specific gravity of 2.7 [350]; the results shown in Fig. 238 for
a 9.53 mm diameter steel sphere indicate a ricochet region bounded by a curve where the incident
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Fig. 237. (a) (i) Elevation and (ii) plan of a partially submerged sphere, defining the angles employed in the analysis of
[39] and (b) side view of a partially submerged sphere for the analysis of [351] where the velocity v is not parallel to the
medium surface.

angle b*
0

increases with a decrease of initial velocity v
0
. The critical angle of b*

0
"11°, Eq. 10.12,

seems to be approached at high impact speeds; however, a cut-off angle b*
#6
"29° was observed at

a speed of 380 m/s. Such a cut-off was also found at this speed for soft metallic strikers and can be
empirically represented as b*

#6
"82°Jo

5
/o

4
that can be derived by replacing the pressure distribu-

tion utilized for Eq. (10.12) by 1.38o
5
(v cos /)2. As in the case of water, the relation between entry

and exit angle is given by b*
0
"0.81b*

&
.

A refinement of the basic analysis in Ref. [348] has been executed by adding the weight of the
projectile to the equations of motion, as in Ref. [39], and to consider also the resistance of the
medium through which the striker travels [351]. For small values of /, where tan /+/, this leads
to a correction of Eq. (10.14) in the form

bA*
#2

"0.1R@#(p
5
/o

5
v2 )R@!4/FM , (10.19)

where p
5
is the resistive pressure of the medium. When the angle of incidence becomes larger, the

striker velocity will not remain constant, and the equations of motion in the coordinate system of
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Fig. 238. Experimental data for angles of incidence b*
0

as
a function of initial velocity v

0
in the firing of 9.35 mm

diameter steel spheres delineating the ricochet region in dry
sand of specific gravity 2.7. The critical angle b*

c
"11°; there

is a cut-off angle b*
#6
"29° at v

0
"380 m/s [350].

Fig. 239. Comparison of the trend of analytical
predictions for both the small angle and general
analysis of the variation of critical angle with in-
itial velocity in the impact of a steel sphere on sand
with a specific gravity of 2.7 [351].

Fig. 237a are given by

mẍ"!F
D

and my?"F
l
!mg, (10.20)

where F
D

and F
l
are the horizontal drag and lift forces, respectively. If an x@, y@ coordinate system is

fixed in the sphere at its center, with x@ pointing in the direction of velocity v, the total pressure can
be expressed in the form

p"1
2

o
5
v2 cos2 /#p

5
. (10.21)

By attaching a set of angular variables s, s
1

to the Cartesian system x@, y@, z@ fixed in the sphere
(Fig. 237b), the angle / can be transformed to s by

cos /"cos s sin /, (10.22)

where / is defined in Fig. 237b. The initial value of /, /
0
, represents the arc from the intersection

with the medium of the line perpendicular to velocity v through the mass center to the radius at the
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forward water surface and is given by

/
0
"b*#cos~1 yN , (10.23)

where yN is the dimensionless vertical height y/R. Differential force components are now established
for unit areas in the two angular directions which, upon integration, can be combined to provide
expressions in functional form for the lift and drag. These can be substituted in Eqs. (10.20), yielding
two non-linear differential relations in dimensionless velocity v@,o

5
v2/p

5
as functions of b*, / and

yN which, together with Eq. (10.23), are solved numerically with the initial conditions yN "1, v@"v@
0

and b*"b*
0
.

The impingement of a steel sphere on sand, with R@"0.359 is depicted in Fig. 239 which
compares experimental values of the dependence of the critical angle of incidence on initial velocity
with the predictions of both the small angle and the unrestricted analyses detailed above [351];
diameters of the sphere were not specified. The values of v@ are used for the theoretical calculations.
It is clear that if the scale of v@ is changed, the analytical predictions can be brought into coincidence
with the test results. The cut-off angles for aluminum and lead spheres striking sand predicted by
the large angle theory, 23 and 52°, respectively, are in good agreement with measurements. The
observed cut-off velocity of 107 m/s for the steel sphere corresponds to a medium resistive pressure
of p

5
"11.6 MPa for the unrestricted theory and to a value of 22.6 MPa for the small-angle theory.

The reason for the existence of a cut-off ricochet angle appears to be an interrelation between the
hydrodynamic and the medium resistive pressure. The calculated trajectories for the sphere
correspond to the paths observed in Ref. [350].

Some investigations have also been concerned with the phenomena incident to the contact of
spherical and two other steel striker geometries with a diameter of 12.7 mm at relatively small
angles of incidence onto a surface of modelling clay that might simulate some types of soil [50,
352]. The other shapes consisted of a thin, hollow cylinder with a solid hemispherical nose and
a dumbbell with two solid spheres connected by a smaller diameter aluminum tube. Two hollow
strikers with aspect ratios of 3 and 5 corresponding to masses of 23.6 and 23.7 g and four dumbbell
projectiles with aspect ratios ranging from 1 to 5 and masses from 16.4 to 26.3 g were utilized.
Initial velocities ranged from 40 to 220 m/s. Substantial phenomenological parallels were observed
for all three strikers.

Reflections without entry were found at velocities below 40 m/s at b*"10° and below 80 m/s at
b*"5°, although the target surface was plastically deformed. Beyond these values, a groove is
formed consisting of an entry phase where material starts to accumulate in front of the projectile
and retardation is relatively small, of a plowing phase where pile-up is complete and the
striker descends and deceleration is maximal, followed by an exit stage where the projectile
has reversed motion normal to the surface and where the speed is nearly constant and equal
to the final velocity. The horizontal retardation force has been found to be proportional
to the square of the speed for all types of strikers, independent of initial velocity; this observation
substantiates the assumptions for this force in Refs. [39, 40, 348]. For the 12.7 mm diameter
sphere, this retardation was measured as F (kN)"0.1v2 (v in m/s). Horizontal deceleration
curves for the hemispherically tipped hollow cylinder with an aspect ratio of 3 are shown for
two angles of incidence and three initial speeds in Fig. 240 [352]; the shape of these curves for all
three projectiles was very similar. The firing of this cylinder and the 12.7 mm diameter sphere into
the side of a modelling clay block parallel to and slightly below the free surface results in an
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Fig. 240. Horizontal deceleration histories for the 12.7 mm diameter hemispherically tipped hollow cylinder of aspect
ratio 3 striking modeling clay: (a) angle of incidence: 5°: (A, B, C) v

0
"76, 163, 199 m/s; and (b) angle of incidence: 10°;

(A@, B@, C@) v
0
"70, 135. 213 m/s [352].

emergence of the striker due to upward pressure whenever the ratio of depth to diameter is about
1.7 [53].

10.3. Projectiles

10.3.1. Metallic targets
A summary of earlier work as well as extensive experimental investigations executed in 1977 of

the impact of projectiles on thin metallic targets has been reported in Ref. [353]. Steel projectiles
consisted of 20 mm armor piercing rounds, 20 and 30 mm strikers and 50 caliber spheres fired
against 2024-T4 aluminum, SAE 1010 steel, Mil-T-9046 titanium and Mil-P-18177 glass fabric
targets with thicknesses h ranging from 1.016 to 6.35 mm at three velocities in the range from 1.6 to
3.6 km/s. Test data were obtained for the final angle of incidence b*

&
(ricochet angle), the contact

length and the change in speed *v of the striker for various initial velocities, target thicknesses, and
angles of incidence for the striker utilized; this permitted calculations of the impact duration and
average axial force. Threshold values of angles of incidence b*

0
as a function of target thickness for

penetration over the velocity range indicated were estimated.
Stress waves produced immediately after initial contact were found to have little influence on

projectile motion. Subsequent test results of the striker behavior did not correlate well with the
normal impact theory in Ref. [354] (which lumps the harmonics of plate displacement), presumably
because of interference of the entry process with wave action. Attempts to correlate the data with
the methods of other investigators yielded poor correspondence, primarily because the physical
models employed did not adequately capture the complexity of the phenomena.
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In view of these results, an empirical approach was employed for the development of predictive
relations that describe velocity losses, forces, and contact lengths ¸

#
. However, only the latter could

be successfully represented purely in this manner for the entire range of variables employed in this
inquiry, i.e.

¸
#
"22.5 Jmgv

0
/E0.33h3@4, (10.24)

where projectile weight mg is in lb, the target thickness h is given in inches, and its Young’s modulus
E in psi. Observations confirmed intuition that, at low impact velocities, the velocity component
normal to the plate disappears so that the striker moves parallel to the plate; furthermore, the
velocity change *vP v

0
as v

0
P v

50
and the final normal velocity component v

/&
P 0 when

v
0
@v

50
, yielding *v/v

0
cos2 b D

vP0"1/2. Fitted between these limits, the v
0

velocity drop is well
represented by the relation [353]

*v/v
0
"1

2
cos2 b#(1!1

2
cos2 b ) (v

0
/v

50
)1@2. (10.25)

Tumbling of armor piercing strikers hitting thin aluminum plates occurs at all values of the velocity
drop, but for *v/v

0
(0.3, it produces substantial scatter. Utilization of Eq. (10.25) requires the

specification of the ballistic limit at normal incidence, v
50/

,

v
50/

(ft/s)"39p
Y
0.33(Rh)0.75(mg)~1@2 (10.26)

together with the expression v
50

"v
50/

sec b that permits good predictions of the velocity drop
over a wide range of variables. The duration of contact and the average longitudinal force on the
striker, although not measured, can be derived from the above expressions as

q"¸
#
/(v

0
!1

2
*v) and F

!!7'
"m*v(v

0
!1

2
*v)/¸

#
. (10.27)

The peak force developed in the impact is substantially larger than given by Eq. (10.27b), of the
order of at least 2. The data employed for the development of all empirical relations (10.24)— (10.26)
exhibit substantial scatter, particularly at the higher obliquities, and, hence, these relations must be
regarded with caution [353].

An extensive series of experiments were conducted with variants of the 40 mm and the 203 mm
projectile where hardened ogival, blunt or conical noses and tail sections sandwiched a softer,
subcaliber tubular midsection filled with an inert substance whose deformation was studied in both
perforation and ricochet modes from plates [10, 355]. Fig. 241 presents the maximum effective
strain in this central striker region as a function of impact velocity for angles of incidence b*

0
"75°

and 80°, together with the predictions of a computer program DEFORM developed in Ref. [355].
The correlation is excellent, similar to that noted in the oblique penetration of plates.

Another group of tests examined the ricochet behavior of 50 AP M2, 50 Ball M2 and 7.62 mm
(20 caliber) and 20 mm fragment simulating projectiles striking 12.7 mm thick rolled homogeneous
armor and 31.8 mm thick aluminum alloy plates [10, 345]. Figs. 242—245 present typical results for
the ricochet velocity and obliquity as a function of impact speed for various angles of initial
obliquity b*

0
, with dashes denoting extrapolations. The final ricochet angles b*

&
should increase

slightly with increasing velocity and then decrease as indentations become prominent. The
responses of the projectiles depicted in Figs. 241 and 242 where the strikers differ only in hardness,
confirm that the ball does not penetrate to the degree that the AP round does, as manifested by the
later drop-off of the ricochet angle and reduced final velocity for the spherical striker. The effect of
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Fig. 241. Maximum effective strain in a soft steel subcaliber tubular steel section filled with an inert substance,
sandwiched by a hard-steel plane, ogival or conical nose and a hard-steel tail section of a 40 and a 203 mm projectile as
a function of impact velocity when ricocheting from a target at angles of incidence b*

0
"75° and 80° [10, 355].

the softer target is clearly evident upon comparing Figs. 242 and 244. The response to the fragment
simulator striking the aluminum target in Fig. 245 is not fundamentally different from that of the
heavier sphere.

Numerical methods, employed successfully to model other forms of striker penetration into
targets, have also been utilized for both two-dimensional (plane strain) and three-dimensional
ricochet analysis [356]. Results using the ZeuS and APOLLO codes, respectively, for the impact of
a hardened steel striker (R

C
"53) with a square 12.7 mm cross section, an aspect ratio ¸/D"2,

and a mass of 26.5 g against a 4130 steel plate with a thickness of 6.35 mm at an initial velocity
v
0
"180 m/s are shown in Fig. 246 for an obliquity b"30° and in Fig. 247 for an obliquity

b"80°. The progressive deviation of the plate deformation and striker attitude for the two types of
computations are evident; thus, extreme caution must be used if plane-strain results are to be
applied for design purposes. Rebound for the 30° three-dimensional computations was found to
occur at 67° and 90 m/s, compared to experimental results of 65° and 73 m/s [345], a reasonably
satisfactory correlation.

10.3.2. Liquids
As indicated earlier, substantial interest in projectile ricochet from water has been expressed in

naval circles in an attempt to improve target aim and avoid accidents. Although by no means the
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Fig. 242. Final velocity and rebound angle as a function of initial velocity in the ricochet of a 50 caliber AP M2 round
striking rolled homogeneous armor at various initial angles of incidence b*

0
[10, 345].

first, an early series of tests involving ricochet of 28 g projectiles with a diameter D"15 mm,
a length of 62 mm and conical heads of 90, 60 and 30° as well as blunt noses were fired into water at
a speed of 6—11 m/s at angles of incidence b* from 2 to 26° [357].The blunt-nosed striker always
continued into the water along its initial trajectory, whereas all cylindro-conical projectiles
ricocheted below b*"9°, turned in a reversed direction in the range from b*"16—20°, and either
broached the water surface or proceeded in the original direction beyond. The data obtained
includes the angles of incidence, b*

0
, and rebound b*

&
, the initial and final velocities and the distance

between fluid entry and departure of the center of mass, s
W

. These values were utilized to determine
three coefficients, that of retardation, e

x
, ricochet, e

y
and slip, e

s{
, defined by

e
x
"1!(v

&
cosb*

&
)/(v

0
cosb*

0
); e

y
"(v

&
sinb*

&
)/(v

0
sinb*

0
); e

s@
"s

W
/D. (10.28)

If F
!7'

denotes the average contact force acting on the striker in time interval *t, the non-
dimensional average contact force FK

#
and angle of approach bK * can be defined as

FK
#
"F

!7'
/o

W
v2
0
D2"M(e2

x
cos2 b*

0
#sin2 b*

0
)(1#e2

y
)N1@2(*tv

0
/D)~1M2m/o

W
D3N
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Fig. 243. Final velocity and rebound angle as a function of initial velocity in the ricochet of a 50 caliber ball M2 projectile
striking rolled homogeneous armor at various initial angles of incidence b*

0
[10, 345].

and

tan bK *"(tan b*
0
) (1#e

y
)/(e

x
). (10.29)

For the present conditions based on diameter D, the Reynolds number is 0.9—2]105, the Froude
number is 16—36, and the Weber number (ratio of o

W
v2
0
/D divided by surface tension) is

0.7—3.9]104; the maximum ratio of 1!(m/m*) is 0.3, where m*g is the force of gravity minus
buoyancy. The variation of FK with angle of incidence is diminished only slightly, with a value of
about 0.4, in the range from b*

0
from 2 to10° for conically-tipped strikers with half-cone angles

c"15 and 30°; however, for c"45°, FK decreases rapidly from a value of 0.6 at b*"2° to zero at
b*+9°. Critical values of the angle of incidence b*

#3
delineating the boundary between broaching

and ricochet are 12, 11 and 9° for the strikers with half-cone angles c"15, 30 and 45°, respectively
[357].

A model analogous to that for the sphere was also presented in Ref. [39] for the impingement of
cylinders with back spin ) on liquid surface. It was argued there that the pressure distribution
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Fig. 244. Final velocity and rebound angle as a function of initial velocity in the ricochet of a 50 caliber AP M2 projectile
striking aluminum armor MIL 46027 at various initial angles of incidence b*

&
[10, 345].

advanced in Ref. [348] was unrealistic as it could not encompass the benefit of such a spin in
deliberate ricochet operations, as was found in bomb attack on dams in World War II [358]. With
spin, the critical angle of incidence b*

#3
was determined as [39]

b*
#32
"(8/75)R@C1#

11
7v

0

R)D
or

b*
#3
"C

1
[1#1.6R)/v

0
]1@2(R@)1@2, (10.30)

where constant C
1

is 0.327 for a radian measure and 18.7 when the angle is given in degrees. Hence,
b*
#3

for a cylinder without spin is close to that of a sphere, but the presence of spin will increase the
value substantially for moderate angular velocities due to greater ratio of lift to drag.

A comparison of the approach in Refs. [39, 348] is provided in Ref. [359] where it is shown that
the velocity combination adopted Hutchings [39] is unsuitable for dynamic pressure calculations.
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Fig. 245. Final velocity and rebound angle as a function of initial velocity v
0

for fragments simulating 30 mm—825 grain
WAL rounds at various angles of incidence b*

0
[10, 345].

A revaluation of the situation utilizing ideal incompressible flow theory over a cylinder and the
pressure distribution in Ref. [348] acting over a wetted area defined by angle /

0
(Fig. 237) was

executed using the same approach as presented in Ref. [40]. This leads to a value of the critical
angle b@*

#3
given by

b@*
#3
"(R@/8) A1#

8)D
v B!

4Rg
v2

(10.31)

which predicts a much greater spin effect than Eq. (10.30).
Another two-dimensional analysis, labeled as preliminary, of the ricochet off water is based on

the assumption that the striker impact velocity is sufficiently low to ensure that the process is
subsonic in this medium [283]. Furthermore, the mechanism is considered to be the transfer of
momentum from the striker to a portion of the displaced water during entry, an unsteady state,
followed by steady flow until the projectile exits the fluid. In the first phase, the apparent mass at
each elementary cross section of the striker was calculated by considering the flow of an ideal fluid
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Fig. 246. Comparison of the calculated results for a two-dimensioinal (plane-strain) analysis using ZeuS and the three-
dimensional code APOLLO for the impact of a 26.5 g hard-steel (R

C
53) projectile of 12.7 mm square cross section and an

aspect ratio ¸/D"2 against a 4130 steel plate of 6.35 mm thickness at a velocity of 180 m/s and an oblique angle b"30°
[356].

around an ellipse (or, for large sizes, a circle) whose lower arc was the contact area of the cross
section with the water. The resulting set of ordinary differential equations was solved numerically.
The projectile is turned from its arrival attitude to a horizontal position, with a concomitant
downward and angular velocity; however, the latter was found to be too low to produce the
expected angle of reflection, attributed to the simplifying assumptions in the model. A 37 mm
diameter plastic baton round consisting of a central cylinder of 77 mm length with conical
frustrums of c"15° at the tip and c"5° at the tail and an overall length of 155 mm served as the
basis of the analysis and was used for wind tunnel tests.

The subsequent, emergent phase was calculated using a three-dimensional potential theory,
accounting for the exposed part of the striker by an imaging technique. An uniform flow was found
to correspond most closely to ricochet conditions, while a flow whose velocity varied with height
was found to be most appropriate for the correlation of the computed results with experiments
provided the existence of a wake is permitted under certain conditions.

10.3.3. Soft targets and concrete
The investigations in Refs. [50, 352] were extended in Ref. [359], involving the impact on sand

and clay surfaces by steel spheres of 12.7 and 25.4 mm diameter, 12.7 mm diameter, 23.7 g hollow
steel cylinders with hemispherical tips, and 12.7 and 25.4 mm diameter dumbbells consisting of two
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Fig. 247. Computations for the case of Fig. 246 at an oblique angle of 80° [356].

steel spheres separated by a hollow aluminum tube. Aspect ratios for the hollow cylinder ranged
from 1 to 3, while that for the dumbbells varied from 1 to 5. The initial velocity ranged from 60 to
400 m/s for the smaller and 60 to 160 m/s for the large sphere, 50 to 220 m/s for the hollow cylinder,
and 50 to 250 and 50 to 105 m/s for the smaller and larger dumbbell, whose masses varied from 131
to 167 and 16.4 to 26.3 g, respectively.

Final velocity as a function of initial velocity for all three projectiles striking clay at angles of
incidence of b*

Q
"5 and 10° are presented in Fig. 248. At the smaller angle, the ratio of final to

initial velocity is about the same for all three strikers, as is the case at b*
0
"10° when v

0
(130 m/s;

but above this speed, this is not true for the hollow cylinder. However, above this speed, the
terminal velocity of the spheres and dumbbells reach an asymptote of about 85 m/s. Fig. 249
presents the variation of crater volume with initial velocity for the two spheres and the five dumbell
strikers in sand at an angle of incidence of 10°, and similar results in Plasticine at both 5 and 10°
angles of incidence. This parameter varies exponentially with v

0
, linearly in sand; in clay as the

square below a speed of 200 m/s and as the fourth power above this speed; the volume is also
strongly dependent on b*. The critical angle of spherical projectiles entering sand and Plasticine,
b*
#3

, is portrayed in Fig. 250 as a function of initial velocity; relations predicting its independence of
entry speed, such as Eq. (10.13), are contradicted by the data. This quantity was found to be
not only a function of initial velocity, as qualitatively indicated by Eq. (10.14), but also signifi-
cantly dependent on projectile size. The tests have demonstrated that, in the vicinity of the critical
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Fig. 248. Final velocity as a function of initial velocity for the impact of various projectiles against modeling clay
(Plasticine) at angles of incidence of 5° and 10°: (a) 12.7 mm diameter steel sphere ( L ), 25.4 mm diameter steel sphere (d).
(b) 25.4 mm diameter dumbbell striker with ¸/D"1—4, 12.7 mm diameter dumbbell striker with ¸/D"1—5 (], #, n,
£); and (c) 12.7 mm diameter ogival nosed hollow cylinder with ¸/D"3 ( L!, LD , L/ ) [360].

angle in the clay, the exit angle is sharply increased and the exit velocity is significantly
decreased.

The encyclopedic data in Ref. [10], already partly covered in Figs. 62 and 63, also extends to the
ricochet from soils, water and concrete. Penetrators ricochet from sand at much higher angles of
incidence b*, and hence have a higher critical angle, b*

#3
, than those producing embedment in more

cohesive targets such as clay; this is due to the much lower resistance to tumbling in sand that
permits a more sharply curved trajectory. Here, also, the value of b*

#3
is only mildly dependent on

initial velocity. A historical summary of investigations involving ricochet from soils and the
concomitant appraisal of weapons lethality is given in Ref. [361].
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Fig. 249. Variation of crater volume with initial velocity of: (a) 25.4 and 12.7 mm diameter steel spheres and dumbbell
projectiles striking sand at b*

0
"10°, (b) dumbbell and ogival-nosed projectiles striking modeling clay (Plasticine) at

b*
0
"5°, and (c) and (d) spheres, dumbbell and ogival-nosed hollow cylinder projectiles striking modeling clay at

b*
0
"10°. Symbols the same as in Fig. 248 [360].

Fig. 251 depicts typical values of the critical angle of incidence b*
#3

for soils, concrete and water as
a function of initial velocity v

0
[10, 362], valid for ordinary projectiles and bombs without special

nose shapes or attachments. The width of the bands is characteristic of the variations of individual
parameters such as striker geometry and density and target density. Ricochet is expected below the
lower curve of the band, whereas rebound should not eventuate above. Portions of the diagram
with dashed edges represent a minimum of experimental data. Based on the Poncelet equation (3.2)
[4], expressions for critical ricochet angles have been stipulated for spheres and cylinders striking
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Fig. 250. Critical angle of incidence as a function of impact velocity for the entry of spherical projectiles into (a) sand and
(b) Plasticine [360].

Fig. 251. Critical angles of incidence as a function of initial velocity for the entry of projectiles without any special nose
shapes or attachments into soils, water and concrete [10, 362].
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the target broadside at 300 m/s [10, 361, 363]:

b*
#3
"tan~1[(3/8o

4
)(B

1
#B

2
v~2
0

)] (sphere),

b*
#3
"tan~1[(4/3no

4
)(B

1
#B

2
v~2
0

)] (cylinder), (10.32)

with B
1

and B
2

as arbitrary constants for each case. Based on these equations, critical values for
a sphere range from b*

C
"5—9° for clay and b*

C
"11.6—12.8 for sand; the corresponding values for

cylinders are 5°—10° in clay and 12.3°—13.5° in sand.
Empirical expressions [10] based upon a study of all the data available at the time have been

advanced by Birckhoff [363]

v
&
/v

0
"1!b*

0
/b*

#3
; b*

&
/b*

0
"2.5—1.5b*

0
/b*

#3
provided b*

0
(b*

#3
; (10.33)

these ratios have no meaning when b*
0
'b*

#3
. Data collected in Ref. [361] involving both projectiles

and fragments fired in the ranges of 465 m/s at b*
0
"5° to 275 m/s at 25° have been compared with

the predictions of Eqs. (10.32) and (10.33) where a critical angle of 12° has been assigned on the
basis of best fit to the latter. Both relations exhibit a downward path of b*

&
with increasing velocity,

but the former describes the trend more accurately, as shown in Fig. 252 [10]. The rebound velocity
curve, starting at a critical value of about 250 m/s, is concave downward near the ricochet limit
before approaching a straight line at higher initial velocities. Measured ricochet speeds for initial
angles of incidence of 5 and 10° exceed the predictions of Eq. (10.33) based on b*

C
"12° except in

the range from the ricochet limit (250 m/s) to above v
0
"400 m/s. The previously mentioned

feature of an abrupt increase in the ricochet angle as the rebound velocity becomes negligible is
clearly evident in Fig. 252.

The ricochet behavior involving concrete was documented in Figs. 67 and 68.

10.4 Long rods

10.4.1. Metallic strikers and targets
As part of an extensive series of investigations involving the impact of long rods on targets

[150—153], a hydrodynamic analysis has been employed to determine the minimum obliquity angle
required for a metallic long rod to ricochet from a hard target at high speed [178]. In actuality, the
rod is eroded by the contact, resulting in a complicated reduction process difficult to model
analytically. An approximate description of the event, based on Fig. 253, can be provided when the
following assumptions are incorporated in the analysis: (a) neglect of the rod deceleration; (b) the
rate of erosion is constant, represented by steady hydrodynamic flow, (c) the strength of the
effectively rigid rear section of the rod is characterized by p

$4
, a strength term in the modified

hydrodynamic theory, closely related to the Hugoniot elastic limit p
HUG

, and (d) the rod has a mass
m and its cross section is a square, of dimension h. The substantial bending encountered in practice
is neglected here and the deformation zone at the front of the striker maintains a constant angle
with the rod axis, whereas computational solutions [56, 169] indicate that the contact surface
rapidly attains a normal position with respect to the rod axis.

The modified hydrodynamic equation is given by

1
2
o
4
(v

s

!º)#p
$4
"1

2
o
5
#p

$5
, (4.47)
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Fig. 252. Ricochet angles b*
&

(a) and velocities v
&
(b) as a function

of initial velocity v
0

for rebound from earth surfaces of projectiles
(solid points) and fragments (open points) [10, 362].

Fig. 253. Model of contact and erosion
process of oblique long rod impact on an
undeformable target [178].

where, for deep penetration, p
$5
+p

Y5
, the dynamic target yield strength. A target of sufficient

strength will not suffer significant penetration unless the initial velocity v
0

exceeds the critical value
v
#3

, estimated from Eq. (4.47) as

v
#3
"J2(pd

5
!pd

4
)/o

4
. (10.34

For a rod of length ¸, the length of the eroded surface s is

s"(v
4
!º)t/sinb, (10.35)
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where t is the time after contact and b is the instantaneous oblique impact angle of the contact area.
The force normal to the surface and its moment about the rod mass center are approximately

F
/
"p

$4
sh and M

G
"1

2
F
/
¸ sinb where tan b"[(v

4
!º)/v

4
]tanb

0
. (10.36)

Hence,

M"1
2
p
$4
h¸(v

4
!º)t. (10.37)

If the rod is not greatly deflected, the estimate of the minimum time for full engagement of the rod,
t
.*/

, is

t
.*/

"(h/v
4
)tanb

0
. (10.38)

During this interval, the moment generates yaw, producing angular displacement a that satisfies
the rotational equation of motion

a®"12M
G
/m(¸2#h2), (10.39)

where m is taken as o
4
¸h2, neglecting the mass loss of the striker. If the rod velocity is directed

outward at any time during the contact interval, the rod will ricochet; this occurs when

a5'(2v
0
/¸)cosb

0
. (10.40)

Combination of Eqs. (10.37) and (10.39) and the rod mass yields

ä"QK *t where QK *"6p
$4
(v

4
!º)/o

4
h(¸2#h2). (10.41)

Integration results in

a5"1
2
QK *t2. (10.42)

Hence, from Eqs. (10.38) and (10.40), ricochet would not be expected unless

1
2
At2

.*/
'(2v

4
/¸)cotb

0
, or tan3b

0
'(2/3)(o

4
v2
4
/p

$4
) ([¸2#h2]/h¸)v

4
/(v

4
!º). (10.43)

Upon application of Eq. (4.47), this last relation tends to

tan3b
0
'(2/3)(o

4
v2
4
/p

$4
) ([¸2#h2]/h¸)(1#R@1@2). (10.44)

Thus, a high obliquity angle for ricochet may be expected for high rod density and aspect ratio
¸/h, low rod strength p

$4
, and high impact velocity v

0
. For a steel rod with a strength p

$4
"

2 GPa striking at 1.5 km/s, the ricochet limit varies from 75°48@ for a ¸/h value of 5 to 80°48@ for
¸/h"20 [178].

Both normal and oblique impact tests of rods composed of aluminum or mild steel with
a diameter D"3.175 mm and a length ¸"76.2 mm (¸/D"24) striking a undeformable target
at speeds ranging up to 350 m/s and obliquities from normal up to 30° have been excuted in Ref.
[176]. Penetration was circumvented by providing a steel target of very high hardness; regarded as
undeformable. The experiments resembled those in Ref. [250], although those were concerned with
yaw impact. The primary objective of the tests was the determination of the configuration of the
striker, observed by the use of a multi-spark camera. The deformation pattern consisted of impact
end mushrooming due to shear and radial expansion that shortens the rod during the period of
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Fig. 254. Impact of a mild steel rod with a diameter of 3.175 mm and a length of 76.2 mm striking a steel block of high
hardness (undeformable): (a) at normal incidence, and (b) at an obliquity b"30° where the speed was varied from
60—350 m/s. Both deformation patterns represent combinations from several test series [176].

increasing contact area between target and striker; buckling also occurs, but is less pronounced at
b"30°. This is followed by bending which dominates, with portions in the shape of a circular arc.
Flexure of the rod terminated in a plastic hinge beyond which the rod was undeformed. Fig. 254
portrays the distorted shapes for both normal impact (a) and impact at 30° (b) for the mild steel rod
with the configurations shown representing several different sequences; the distorted shapes for
aluminum are similar. During the process, the rod is in contact with the target over a region
starting from its impact end to the last position at the top of the deformed region. Measurement of
the distance from this position to the location of the plastic hinge, i.e. dimension of the plastic
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Fig. 255. Travelling hinge in an elastic—plastic rod subjected to end impact by an undeformable surface [176].

domain that was not bent backwards, indicates that it is about 40% of the rod length from the most
forward point to the position where permanent deformation ceases.

An analysis of this process has been performed based on a variation of a rigid/perfectly plastic
rod of mass m striking a large mass m

5
at oblique angle b with velocity v

0
[176]. The model is

constructed as the transverse impact along direction z of a mass m
5
on the end of a beam, located

along the x-axis, with transverse velocity component zR"v
0
sinb cosb and component v

0
cos2b

along the rod. The latter produces compression and radial expansion of the specimen, but is
neglected for simplicity. The deformation kinematics are shown in Fig. 255, with x

)
as the location

of the traveling plastic hinge; the system is fully described by velocity zR of end B, the angular
velocity /0

BH
and /0

HA
of sections BH and HA, respectively. This is based on the absence of shear

deformations in the striker which requires a continuous transverse velocity in the specimen, and, in
particular, also across the hinge H.

The equations of motion for the mass m, plastically deformed region BH and undeformed section
AH are given in terms of the plastic moment at x

)
, M

P
, by
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, (10.45)

where M
P
"(1/12)[¸!x

)
]2b®

HA
.

In the present case, m/m
5
P0; hence the first of Eqs. (10.45) reduces to z̈"0, or

zR"v
0
cos b sin b"constant. Noting that x

)
is not constant, simplification and combination then

yields the relation
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D . (10.46)

The hinge ceases to travel when xR
)
"0 [364], corresponding to b0

BH
"b0

HA
; when applied to

Eq. (10.46), this gives the stationary value of x
)
"0.414¸.

The plastic region from the peak of the deformed rod to the buckle increases with impact speed.
The present analysis regards the process as the rotation, due to application of asymmetric forces at
the impact point, about the respective centers of mass of two portions of the rod whose lengths
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change by virtue of the traveling hinge. However, it is likely that during the period of sliding of the
striker on the target, the phenomenon is governed by shear, which was disregarded in the present
analysis [176].

Another analysis of the ricochet of long rods differing from the rigid-body treatment above is
based on flexure of the rod, suggested by observed bending at the impact area [365]. Since the same
hypotheses concerning the source of the asymmetric force and the tip erosion are used as in Ref.
[176], the eroded distance s and the obliquity angle b are the same as those in Eqs. (10.35) and
(10.36) (Fig. 253). However, the contact force F

#
is presumed to depend on the pressure between

striker and target, given in terms of the strength parameter p
$5

for the target and the area of the
eroding surface of the rod, A

%3
, so that (Fig. 256)

F
#
"p

$5
A

%3
. (10.47)

Only the vertical component F
#
sinb is of concern and the time t

.*/
for complete contact of the

rod is given by Eq. (10.38). The vertical impulse I
7
imparted by asymmetrical force F

#
to the rod is

given by

I
7
"P
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0
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!º)/v2

0
tan2b

0
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The mass subjected to this impulse is that of the tip, o
4
D3 tan b

0
, diminished by the amount of

eroded mass, o
4
D2(v

0
!º)(D/v

0
)tanb

0
; the remaining tip mass m

5*
is then
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0
. (10.49)

Conservation of momentum using Eqs. (10.48) and (10.49) yields
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where v
5*

is the vertical velocity imported by F
#
to the tip. Hence,

v
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$5
/o

4
v2)[(v

0
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0
#º)]v

0
tanb

0
. (10.51)

Fig. 256 depicts the initial and the tip velocity vectors. The ricochet criterion employed here is the
one used in Ref. [178], and it can be shown that ricochet occurs if tanb

0
'v

0
/v

5*
. With the aid of

Eq. (10.51), the ricochet condition is then given by Rosenberg et al. [365]

tan2b
0
'(o

4
v2/p

$5
) (v

0
#º)/(v

0
!º) (10.52)

which differs from Ref. [178] in the presence of the target strength term rather than the projectile
strength and does not include a geometric term.

To check this analysis, tungsten alloy rods with diameters of 8 mm and an aspect ratio of
¸/D"10 were fired at 40 mm thick RHA blocks with velocities of 600—1500 m/s and obliquities b

0
ranging from 56 to 75°. The results producing both penetration and ricochet are displayed in
Fig. 257 together with the predictions of Eq. (10.52). It is evident that the analysis provides the
boundary of the ricochet regime for these experimental conditions.
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Fig. 256. Initial and tip velocity for a deform-
able rod striking a rigid surface at obliquity
[365].

Fig. 257. Obliquity angle b
0

for 8 mm diameter ¸/D"10
tungsten alloy rod fired against RHA steel compared to
predictions of Eq. (10.52) [365].

Both experimental and numerical investigations of ricochet of annealed steel cylinders with
a diameter of 10 mm, an aspect ratio of ¸/D"10 and a hemispherical tip striking inclined RHA
plates in the range from 900 to 1500 m/s were carried out in Ref. [156]. Fig. 258 depicts the impact
process from spark photography of such a rod on a 13 mm thick RHA plate inclined at an angle
b"75° with an initial velocity of 968 m/s that exhibited a terminal velocity of 960 m/s. The striker
is bent so that its tip is sliding parallel to the target, but eventually lifts off, while the tail maintains
its original orientation; the plastic hinge moves rearward. This event was also simulated numer-
ically using the Lagrangian code DYSMAS/L and is shown in Fig. 259; in spite of some deviations,
there is very good correlation between observed and computed configurations during and after the
impact interval, as well as for the length of contact. No perceptible penetration was noted in either
of the approaches.

10.4.2. Soft strikers
The investigations involving impact of strikers on modeling clay described in Refs. [50, 360]

have been extended by employment of such Plasticine long rods with densities of 1800 kg/m3
impinging both soft and rigid targets at obliquity. A series of tests using a framing camera
operating at 5000 frames/s was conducted with 12.5 mm diameter clay rods of 100 or 150 mm
length striking Plasticine targets of 50 or 100 mm thickness at speeds from 125 to 225 m/s and at
obliquities ranging from normal to b

0
"85° [177]. Two behavioral regimes were noted: (a) At

angles of obliquity b
0
(75°, there was substantial penetration, as in the case of normal impact,

with unsymmetrical craters containing most of the striker; however, at the higher velocities, and
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Fig. 258. Spark cinematographic
records of the impact of an an-
nealed steel rod of about 9 mm
diameter and an aspect ratio
¸/D"10 against a 13 mm thick
RHA armor plate at an oblique
angle of 75° with a speed of
968 m/s [156].

Fig. 259. Numerical solution using the code DYSMAS/¸ for the conditions
of Fig. 258, but an initial velocity of 946 m/s [156].

particularly for thinner targets, there was evidence of perforation and/or spalling failure. (b) At the
higher angles of obliquity, b

0
'75°, only partial consumption of the rod in a long and shallow

crater occurred, followed frequently by ricochet in integral or fragmented form.
The present tests [177] provided empirical relations for the penetration depth P and crater

length ¸
#5

given by

P/¸"0.02(v
/
)0.59 and ¸

#5
/¸"0.006(v

5!
)0.938, (10.53)

where v
/
"v

0
cosb (in m/s) is the velocity component normal to the plate and v

5!
"v

0
sinb is the

velocity component parallel to the plate surface. The first of these equations is in good accord with
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Fig. 260. Terminal configuration of modeling clay rods (Plasticine) with initial lengths ranging from 50 to 200 mm and
a diameter of 12.7 mm dropped onto ground steel surfaces inclined at various angles with a velocity of 8.6 m/s. Rod
contact surfaces cut to the angle of inclination of the target. Obliquity angles: (a) 10°, (b) 15°, (c) 22.5°, (d) 30°, and
(e) 45° [367].

the predictions of Ref. [68] (Fig. 37). For b'75°, the craters were long and of minimal depth; the
contact lengths ¸

#3
could be empirically expressed by

¸
#5
/¸"B

1
(ov2

0
/p

$Y
)n, (10.54)

where parameters B
1

and n were found to be 0.251 and 0.471 for the b"75° shots and 0.192 and
0.465 for b"85°, respectively. The dynamic yield stress p

$Y
had been previously determined to be

given by the relation p
$Y

, MN/m2"0.1v3@4
0

, with initial velocity v
0

in m/s. The crater widths at the
higher obliquities were found to be bi-sectionally linear with impact velocity, with a discontinuity
at v

0
"120 m/s, corresponding to the onset of hydrodynamic behavior in the modeling clay [366].

In a related series of tests involving deformable strikers, 12.5 mm long rods of Plasticine with
aspect ratios ranging from 4 to 16 were dropped vertically to impinge at a speed of 8.6 m/s onto
surfaces of ground steel inclined to the horizontal at obliquities ranging from normal to b"60°
[367]. The specimens were either of the same length and flat-ended, so that contact was initiated at
the outside point of the striker, or else of various lengths, but cut to an inclination parallel to that of
the target surface; this was done to assess the effect of friction. The rods of the first sequence
exhibited some radial expansion and buckling with wave lengths of about 10 mm, which became
more pronounced with increasing striker length. Results for the second series, conducted to
investigate the friction between striker and target, are presented in Fig. 260; up to about b"22°,
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the patterns for the two test groups are similar, but beyound b"30°, gross axial buckling is not
evident and the predominant bending deformation leads to a more regular pattern. An approxim-
ate analysis for the critical angle b

#3
above which the buckling is eliminated is given in Ref. [366] in

terms of the coefficient of friction as

tan3b
#3
"f tan2b

#3
!(2/3)(ov2

0
/p

$Y
)¸/D. (10.55)

From the data, the value of f is computed approximately as 0.5 and the critical angles for this
impact velocity are found to be 48.5 and 59° for values of ¸/D of 4 and 16, respectively.

11. Conclusions — Status of non-standard projectile impact

This survey of the impact of projectiles on target under conditions other than the normal
collision of translating strikers on stationary objects was intended to supplement an earlier survey
on normal impact [4], that was supplemented recently by material since 1978 [6]. The work has
endeavored to encompass all accessible material on the subject, including the somewhat extraneous
topic of jet penetration at obliquity, but will inevitably have missed some important contributions.
In many cases, sufficient information is provided so that the reader need not consult the original
sources, but complete presentations of certain aspects of the investigations, notably experimental
details, are not included. It is likely that another update on the subject is in order in perhaps 15—20
years. Unfortunately, many excellent papers are published in obscure or non-archival journals or
else contained in reports by government agencies and defense firms, and their circulation is thus
highly restricted. An endeavor to print major results in widely circulated publications would be
a welcome addition to the literature.

The contents of this work make it clear that certain topics have apparently not been examined at
all, while others have only been investigated by a few researchers. The first category encompasses,
for example, a combination of yaw, obliquity and moving targets and/or striker rotation for
projectiles, while the second topic is represented by the effects of rotation on penetrator perfor-
mance. Most of the targets cited are at least macroscopically homogeneous; protective barriers are
frequently composed of a number of adjacent elements whose performance needs to be investi-
gated. Finally, exotic penetrators such as segmented rods have not been studied under conditions
of non-standard impact; a significant contribution can be made in this area as well.

The phenomena described are generally more complex than those produced under ‘‘standard’’
conditions, although that state can be a useful point of departure for many of the situations
described here. The methodologies employed in the investigations involve the techniques of
experimentation, analytical descriptions and numerical modeling; frequently, two of these three
approaches have been applied to a particular problem, but seldom have all three been invoked.
Test operations, sometimes computer-controlled, have utilized modern methods of high-speed
observation, such as flash and/or X-ray photography, with propulsion generated either by stan-
dard guns or highly specialized projection devices, together with a host of auxiliary measuring
equipment. Analyses have generally utilized the procedure of dynamics of rigid bodies, strength
of materials, and various branches of continuum mechanics such as elasticity, plasticity, visco-
elasticity or a combination. Here, as well as in computer calculations, the most important
documentation concerns a proper description of the material behavior, both in terms of
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constitutive relations and limiting strengths, particularly under combined and rapid loading. In the
continuum domain, thermal effects have generally been ignored, although their presence must have
a strong influence on material properties. However, such effects have been included on a number of
occasions in equations of state used in numerical calculations, although the basis of these relations
are not always thoroughly documented. While many elementary models based on grossly simplify-
ing assumptions have been suggested, only minimal efforts have been exerted to improve the
description of the phenomenon by successive additions of more rigorous representations. Further-
more, both theoretical and numerical descriptions have been devoted almost exclusively to
macroscopic representations, avoiding material science considerations such as phase changes,
dislocations and hardening. It is in these two domains that much useful work can be developed in
the future.

Major interest has been shown in a description of limiting states of ballistic behavior, such as
critical velocities and angles of obliquity for embedment or ricochet, and in various forms of
fragmentation of the strikers. Together with the concept of the ballistic limit, these parameters are
essentially structural/geometrical rather than continuum mechanical properties. Their specifica-
tion is very important for the ballistician, but one must guard against the use of such values outside
the domain where experimental data have shown them to be applicable. Since gross behavioral
changes can be expected with continuous increase in impact velocity, this precaution should be
obvious.

Ballistic phenomena are some of the most complicated events that can be created in the
laboratory and in the field, and the intense interest of the community to want to understand these
occurrences and to describe them properly is only natural. However, in addition to providing
practical information, that may be vital for national security, projectile impact also provides
a mechanism for studying fundamental mechanical processes and material behavior, and this
aspect of the science should not be overlooked.
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